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FOREWORD

The publication of a series of handbooks on the performance
testing and evaluation of all types of Air Force aircraft is planned
by the FLight Research Division, Air Force Flight Test Center.
This handbook has been issued as an interim measure to provide
assistance to flight test personnel pending publication of the new
series of handbooks. Chapters I and III of the original Technical
Report Number 6273 have been replaced by AFFTC Technical
Notes 59-22 and 59-47. These technical notes are on airspeed,
altitude and temperature measurement, and turbojet engine
performance. They represent updated and improved versions
of the original contents of TR Number 6273.

As a matter of expediency, the numbering of charts, figures,
and equations in the technical notes has been retained. This has
led to inconsisten>r in the numbering system, but, since appropriate
references in the text have been changed, it is felt that no confusion
will result.

The United States Standard Atmosphere used as the basis for
charts and tables in Chapter I is equivalent to the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standard Atmospher .. adopted
by NACA on November 20, 1952 and contained in NACA Report
1235 "Standard Atmosphere - Tables and Data for Altitudes to
65, 800 Feet", 1955 (Reference 6). The equations of this report
were used to extend the tables to 80, 000 feet. The properties
tabulated in Chapter 1 are identical with those in the A.RDC Model
Atmosphere, 1956, the U. S. Extension to the ICAO Standard
Atmosphere, 1958 (Reference 7) and the ARDC Model Atmosphere,
1959 (Reference 8). One exception should be noted: the sea-Level
speed of sound is taken as 1116.45 ft sec-' in Chapter 1, whereas
it was 1116.89 ft sec- 1 in NACA Report 1235, since the ratio of
specific heats, ,, was taken as 1.4 exactly for Chapter 1 and
implied as 1.4011 in NACA Report 1235, on the basis of experimental
values of souna speed.

The constants and conversion factors used in Chapters 2 through
7 and Appendixes I and Ii are based on the earlier "Standard Atmosphere
Tables and Data", NACA Report 218, 1948. The gas constant, R used
in Chaptir I, e.g. in the perfect gas law Pa = pRTa, has the dimen-
sions ft /sec 2 0 K. It is equal to thq product of the gas constant used
in the remaining ch.,ters anr" .,e acceleration due to gravity. The
dimensions of the latter d, dre ft/°K.

WhiLe this handbook continue:. to provide, in generaL, adequate
instruction for conducting performance tests on turbojet and recipro-
cating engine powered conventional aircraft, Chapter VII, "HeLicopter
Flight Test Performance and AnaLysis", is in need of updating. ALso,
analysis is lacking in regard to high performance aircraft. Caution
should be exercized in applying correction procedures to flight data

i-c--



obtained with this type of aircraft. For example, significant errors
may be incurred in making corrections to climb data for wind gradients

and for weight because of the simplifying assumptions which have been

made.

The addition of a list of references has been made (reference TABLE
OF CONTENTS). Contained in these references is considera~ lesuppLe-
mentary information including data on standard atmospheres s 7 , , a

review of aerodynamics prepared by the USAF Experimental Test Pilot
SchooL 2, and a comprehensive NATO flight test manual prepared under

the auspices of the Advisory Group for Aeronautical Research and

Development 3.

ii
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ABBMCT

Methods of obtaining flight test data for reciprocating engine aircraft
(including helicopters) and turbojet aircraft are presented together with
various mthods of data analysis and data presentation. Correction of air-
craft performane to standard conditions is Included, as are detailed
derivations of correction factors and performance parmeters. Numerous
graphs and ohart. containing Infozrtion required by and useful to the
flight test engineer are presented, together with sample data reduction
forms and sample flight test prog'am.

DISTIRIBUTION
OF THIS hOCUMZNT

IS UNLIMITED

UBLWCATION RZVnI

fknusoript copy of this report ha. been reviewed and found satisfactory
for Dublioation.

•R MM COOMAnO U OG AL:

L-;'Colonel, USAF
Chief, Flight Test Division
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INTRODUCTION1

No single or rigid method of date analysis and presentation has been set
down in this report. Rather, an attempt has been made to show various methods
of data standardization and plotting. The flight testing agency can best
determine the procedures most suited to the particular test, type of aircraft,
or "e of report desired.

Considerable detail concerning the derivation of correction factors and
performance parameters has been included. The function of these derivations
is not to prove the results, but to show the methods. When performance analysis
problem result from new type of aircraft, engines, or flight conditions, these
methods of deriving corrections and parameters may be useful as a starting
point.

Aircraft stability and control tests and methods are not included, but
will be the subject of a separate report.

Although extreme care was taken in the preparation of this report, there
is a possibility that errors are present. Please address correspondence to,

COMMANDER
AIR FORCI FLIGHT TEST CENTER
ZDWAS AIR FORCE BASS
EWARDS, CALIFORBIIA
ATTN: Flight Research Division, FTTER

AM 6273 xiii



SYMBOLS USED IN CHAPTER ONE

Term Definition Units

a Speed of sound, 38.967 JFa(°K) knots

a. Standard day speed of sound,. 38. 967

T-as(°K) knots

at Test day speed of sound,. 38. 967/Tat(7K) knots

aSL Speed of sound at standard sea level; 661.48 knots
6C Degrees centigrade

CL Airplane lift coefficient, nW/(pVtZS/2)

CLic "Indicated" lift coeffitient, nW/ItPsMic 2 S/2)

d Differential
Example: dHic = differential indicated
pressure altitude corrected for instrument
error

d/dt Time rate of change
Example: dHic/dt = time rate of change of
indicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument error

fn Function of ( )
Example: Ps = fz(Hic). This means that P.
is a function of Hic. In other words, P. may
be determined if Hic is known.

g Acceleration due to gravity at a point feet/secondz

gSL Acceleration due to gravity at standard sea 32. 17425 feet/
level second

G Gravitational constant 32. 17405 feet 2 /
second2 -
geopotential
feet

h Tapeline altitude feet

ri Geopotential at a point (this is a measure
of the gravitational potential energy of a
unit mass at.this point relative to mean geopot%;ntial
sea level) feet

Hc Pressure altitude,.Hi + AHic + AHicj +
46HIpc feet

"1-lg Inches of mercury

Hi Indicated pressure altitude feet

Hic Inlicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument error, Hi + AHic feet

0
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AHie Altimeter instrument correction feet

Hicl Indicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument and lag errors, Hi + LHic + feet
A-lic,

Wiict Altimeter lag correction feet

Al-Ip Altimeter position error corresponding to
APp feet

AHpc Altimeter position error correction feet

Kn A constant
Example: K 5 -" 52.86784

K Temperature probe recovery factor

OK Degrees Kelvin

m The slope of a line at a point

M Flight or free stream Mach number

Mi Indicated Mach number

Mic Indicated Mach number corrected for instrument
error, Mi + AMic

AMic Machmeter instrument correction

AMp Machmeter position error corresponding to AP p

AMpc Machmeter position error correction

n Load factor

Npr Prandtl number, /,'Ipd where d is the thermal
diffusivity

NR Reynolds number, pLV/,/-A-where L is a
characteristic length and V is axial velocity

P The applied pressure at time t "Hg

Pa Atmospheric pressure corresponding to Hc "Hg

PaSL Atmospheric pressure at standard sea level 29.921Z6"Hg

Pi The indicated pressure at time t "Hg

AP p Static pressure error (or position error) "Hg

PS Pressure corresponding to Hic "Hg

Pt Free stream total pressure "Hg

xvi
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Pto Total pressure at total pressure source
(for subsonic speedsj Pt' is equal to the
free stream total pressure' Pt. For
supersonic speeds, Pt' is equal to the total
pressure behind the shock which forms in
front of the probe and is therefore not equal
to Pt). "Hg

q. Dynamic pressure, q = pVt2/2 = 0. 7PaM2 "Hg

qc Differential pressure, Pt' - Pa(qc is also
called impact pressure or compressible
dynamic pressure) "Hg

qcic Differential pressure corresponding to Vic,

Pt' - Ps "Hg

r Radius of the earth feet

R Gas constant for dry air 3089.67 felt2/
"K second

S Total wing area feet 2

t Time seconds

* ta Atmospheric temperature 0C

tas Standard day atmospheric temperature
corresponding to Hc 6C

taSL Standard sea level atmospheri. Lemperature 15°C

tat Test day atmospheric temperature 0C

ti Indicated temperature 0C

tic Indicated tempera~ture corrected for
instrument error. ti + Atic 9C

Atic Air temperature instruf.- -,ct correction °C

Ta Atmospheric temperatur..• K

T* 0s Standard day atmospheric temperature
corresponding to Hc °K

TaSL Standard sea level atmospheric temperature 288.16 0 K

Tat Test day atmospheric temperature OK

Ti Indicated Temperature °K

Tic Indicated temperature corrected fcr
instrument error, Ti + ATic OK
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p.-=

&Tic Air temperature instrument
correction OK

Tt Total temperature OK

Vc Calibrated airspeed, Vi + AVic + AVicZ +
lVpc knots

Ve Equivalent airspeed, Vc + AVc or V t• knots

1 Indicated airspeed knots

Vic Indicated airspeed corrected for instrument
error, Vi + &Vic knots

Avic Airspeed indicator instrument correction knots

Vicl Indicated airspeed corrected for instrument
and lag errors, Vi + AVic + AVicj knots

AVicl Airspeed indicator lag correction knots

AVp Airspeed indicator position error
corresponding to APp knots

AVpc Airspeed indicator position error correction knots

Vt True airspeed knots

Vts Standard day true airspeed knots

Vtt Test day true airspeed knots

W Aircraft gross weight pounds

Angle of attack

SAngle of sideslip

Ratio of specific heats, 1.40 for air
S ~Pa/PaSL

ic Ps]/PaSL

O Ta/TaSL,

Os Tas/TaSL

et Tat/TaSL

Lag constant seconds

X Hic Lag constant corresponding to Hic seconds

-A Static pressure lag constant seconds

-A SL Lag constant at standard sea level seconds

XsSL Static pressure lag constant at standard sea
level seconds

0
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t Total pressure lag constant seconds

XtSL Total pressure lag constant at standard
sea level seconds

I" Viscosity at temperature Ta pounds-
second/feetz

'AHic Viscosity corresponding to Hic pounds-
second/feet 2

""4, SL Viscosity at standard se4 level 3. 7452 x 10-7

poureds -second/
feet•-

p Air denbity slugs/feet 3

Ps Standard day air density corresponding
to Hc slugs/feet 3

PSL Air density at standard sea level 0. 0023769
slugs/feet

3

Pt Test day air density slugs/feet 3

a' P /PSL

a'•s Ps/PSL

Tt Pt"PSL

T Acoustic lag seconds
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CHAPTER ONE

SECTION 1

THE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

The performance of an aircraft is influenced by the pressure and

temperature of the air through which the aircraft is flying. Studies of the

earth's atmosphere have shown that these quantities depend primarily on

altitude, and vary relatively little from day to day. Consequently, a

"standard" atmosphere can be usefully established by definition of a

pressure and temperature for each altitude. This standard will approxim'ite

the atmospheric conditions for any day fairly closely. By applying small

corrections to data acquired on a non-standard day, the data may be re-

duced to the standard day. This makes possible comparison of results

obtained on other days with the same aircraft and with other aircraft.

1. 1 THE UNITED STATES STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

For many years a standard atmosphere based on NACA Report No.

218, "Standard Atmosphere - Tables and Data,'" has been used in the

United States. Recently many organizations including the Air Research

and Development Command of the United States Air Force have adopted

a new standard, the United States Standard Atmosphere, which is

consistent with that of the International Civil Aviati.on Organization. This

new standard atmosphere is discussed in NACA Report No. 1235, "Standard

Atmosphere - Tables and Data for Altitudes to 65, 800 Feet." All charts

and tables in this manual are based on the US Standard Atmosphere.

1. 1. I Basic Assumptions:

The United States Standard Atmosphere is derived from the

following assumptions which closely approximate true atmospheric

conditions:

(I) The air is dry

(Z) The atmosphere is a perfeL diatomic gas:

Pa = YRTa 1. 1

In specific units

p O. 0 22 8 9 1 Pa 1.2
Ta

o, 9.6306 TP- 1. 3
T a



where

Pa =atmospheric pressure, "Hg

Ta n atmospheric" temperature, *K

p = atmospheric density, slugs/ft 3

R = the gas constant for dry air, 3089.7 ft 2 /sec 2 •K

a- = density ratio, P/PSL

(3) Hydrostatic equilibrium exists:

dPa = - P gdh 1.4

This equation is derived from a consideration of the forces acting in

the vertical direction on a small column of air of unit area. (See Figure

1 1)

P + dPa a

,- Unit Area X Forces in Vertical

Direction =0

W+dP & = 0
a

dP = -W

dP -pg g ',dh"• ~Wa
dP = - p gdh

a

Figure 1. 1

Forces Acting on a Small Column of Air of Unit Area

(4) The measure of vertical displacement is geopotential.

Geopotential is a measure of the gravitational potential energy of a unit

mass at a point relative to mean sea level. It is defined in differential

form by the equation



0

G dH gdh 1.5

whe re

h tapeline altitude; i.e., the actual distance from
mean sea level to a point in the atmosphere, feet

g acceleration due to gravity at the same point, feet/sec 2

H geopotential at the point, geopotential feet

G -- a dimensional constant, 32. 17405 ft 2 /(sec 2 - geopotential
feet)for the above system of units

Each point in the atmosphere has a definite geopotential as'g'is a function

of latitude and altitude.

(5) Sea level pressure is 760 mm Hg or 29.92126 inches Hg

(6) Sea level temperature is 15°C or 288.16"K

(7) Temperature variation with geopotential is expressed as a

series of straight line segments:

(a) The temperature lapse rate in the troposphere (sea level

to 36,089 geopotential feet) is 0.00198120°C/geopotential feet.

(b) The temperature above 36, 089 geopotential feet and below

82, 021 geopotential feet is constant -56. 50°C. (The latest

issue of "The ARDC Model Atmosphere" should be

consulteQ, for data above 82, 021 geopotential feet.)

1. 1. 2 Relationship Between Variables:

From the basic assumptions listed above it is possible to express

the atmospheric pressure, temperature, and density as functions of

geopotential.

Introducing the definition of geopotential (Equation 1. 5) into the

equilibrium equation I. 4,

dPa = -fGd.}I 1.6

Eliminating p by means of the perfect gas equation 1. 1,

dP:a _ G dH 1.7
P a R T a

Assumption(7) above expresses

Ta = f, (H) only.

0 3



Hence. integration of equation 1 7 is possible with the result

Pa = f 2 (H) only.

Finally, from the perfect gas equation,

P = f 3 (H) only.

For geopotentials below 36, 089 geopotential feet

Ta = (I - KIH) 1.8
T a SL

Pa = (I - KIH)5"2561 1.9
PaSL

4. 2561
a- ---- ( - KIH) 1. 10

PSL

where

K 1  6. 87535 x 10-6/geopotential feet

For geopotentials above 36, 089 geopotential feet and below 82, 021

geopotential feet

Ta = -56.50oC = 216.66°K 1.11

SP a - 0.223358 -K2 (H - K 3) 1. 12

PaSL

S: 0.29707e -K 2 (H " K3) 1.13
PSL

where

KZ = 4.80634 x 10-5/geopotential feet

K3 = 36, 080. 24 geopotential feet

From the above equations, pressure, temperature, and density,

plus several other parameters useful in flight test are tabulated in Table

9.2 for incremental geopotentials of 100 geopotential feet. In addition,

Pa in inches Hg and ý are tabulated in Table 9.3 for every 10 geopotential

feet. A summary of basic data is given in Table 9.1.

1. 1. 3 Determination of Tapeline Altitude:

In flight testing, the exact position in space is usually not

important; altitude is important only as a means of describing the

properties of the air through which the test aircraft is flying. Hence, it

4



is seldom necessary to determine tapeline altitude. It is sufficient to

express the aEmospheric properties in terms of geopotential.

If one finds it necessary to determine the tapeline altitude, the

acceleration of gravity as a function of tapeline altitude must be defined

to allow integration of equation 1. 5. An approximate expression is

obtained by assuming that the altitude variation of the acceleration of

gravity from its sea level value is given by the Newtonian inverse square

law* r 2

g- gSL (r+-"T 1. 14

where

gSL = the sea level value of the acceleration of gravity,
32. 17405 ft/sec2

r = radius of the earth, 20, 930, 000 feet

h = tapeline altitude, feet.

Introducing this expression into equation 1. 5 and integrating yields

H = g (rh 1.15G 7R)l
where

G = 32. 17405 ft 2 /sec 2 - geopotentiaL feet

Solving for h - H(G/gSL)
H 2h - H (G_.) _ H2(-L) 1. 16

h-L (r - H G)

1SL

where

G/gSL I ft/geopotential feet

A plot of altitude correction factor, h - H(G/gSL), versus H-(G/gSL) is

given in Chart 8. 1. This factor, when added to the geopotential,

*rUse of the Newtonian in, rse square law is based on the assumption
that the earth is a nonrotating sphere composed of spherical shells of
equal density. This assumption is very good at altitudes attained in
routine flight test work (H 4 100, 000 geopoýential feet). For higher
altitudes, a more sophisticated analysis may be necessary. A method
which is good to several millhon feet is e.iven in AFCRC TN-56-204,
"The ARDC Model Atmosphere, 1956," by R. A. Minzner and W. S.
Ripley.

5



H(G/gsL), will give the corresponding tapeline altitude.

1. 2 THE NON-STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

Flight test data is always reduced to a standard day so that comparison

may be made among data obtained on different days. The usual technique

is to present the data in terms of pressure altitude. (Pressure altitude is

defined as the geopotential at which a given pressure is found in the

standard atmosphere.) Whether fi,:-zi in a standard atmosphere or non-

standard atmosphere, any given pressure indicates one and only one

corresponding pressure altitude. Therefore, reduction to a standard day

consists of making corrections for temperature to the value given in the

standard atmosphere corresponding to the test day pressure altitude (or

pressure).

The pressure altitude and geopotential are not simply related on a non-

standard day. if the geopotential is desired, it is necessary to make a

survey of the atmosphere to determine Ta as a function of Pa to allow

integration of equation 1. 7. Fortunately, this operation is seldom

required. However, the computation is outlined in NACA Report No.

538, "Altitude - Pressure Tables Based on the United States Standard

Atmosphere".
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SECTION 2

THEORY OF ALTITUDE, AIRSPEED, MACH NUMBER AND AIR

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Pressure altitude, airspeed, Mach number and free air temperature

are basic parameters in the performance of aircraft. The instruments

used to measure these quantities are the altimeter, the airspeed indicator,

the machmeter, and the free air temperature probe. The basic theory of

the construction and calibration of these instruments is given in this section.

The actual methods employed in their calibration will be given in sub-

sequent sections.

2.1 THE ALTIMETER

Most altitude measurements are made with a sensitive absolute

pressure gage, called an altimeter, scaled so that a pressure decrease

indicates an altitude increase in accordance with the U.S. Standard

Atmosphere. If the altimeter setting* is Z9.9Z, the altimeter will read

pressure altitude whether in a standard or non-standard atmosphere.

&S = (1 - 6.87535 x 1O-Hc)5'Z561
PaSL

for Hc 4 36, 089 ft 2.1

=0.223358a- 4.80634 x 10 (Hc - 36, 089. 24)
PaSL

for 36, 089 4Hc 4 82, 021 ft 2. z

where

Pa = atmospheric pressure, inches Hg

Hc = pressure attitude, feet

PaSL = 29.92126 inches Hg

*The altimeter setting is an adjustment that allows the scale to be moved
so that the altimeter can be made to read field elevation when the aircraft
touches the ground. In flight testing, the altimeter setting should be
29.92 in order that the altimeter reading will be pressure altitude.

7



The altimeter is constructed and calibrated according to this relationship.

The heart of the altimeter is an evacuated metal bellows which expands

or contracts with changes in outside pressure. The bellows is connected

to a series of gears and levers which cause a pointer to move as the

bellows expands or contracts. The whole mechanism is placed in an

airtight case which is vented to a static pressure source; the indicator

then reads the pressure supplied to the case. The dial is calibrated to

indicate pressure altitude. The altimeter construction ib shown in

Figure 2.12

I l
II

II

Altimeter Schematic

The static pressure measured at the static source of the altimeter

(P ) may differ slightly from the atmospheric pressure (P.). For any

8i
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Ps' the altimeter, when corrected for instrument error, will indicate

the corresponding indicated pressure altitude corrected for instrument

error (Hic).

P 5.2561
PL = (1 - 6.87535 x 10- 6Hic)PaSL

for Hic - 36, 089 ft 2.3

P 0 2 2 3 3 5 8 e - 4. 80634 x 10- 5 (Hic - 36, 089.24)

PaSL

for 36, 069 4 Hic4 8Z, 021 2.4

The quantiiy Ps -. 'a is called the static pressure error or position

error. The value which is added to Hic to determine Hc is termed the

altimeter position error correction. The position error corrections for

the altimeter and the other instruments will be coasidered in later sections.

The altimeters available and their expected characteristics are:

Type Range - ft Readability - ft Repeatability

C-12 0 to 50,000 5 Determined by
calibration

C-19 0 to 80,000 5

2. Z THE AIRSPEED INDICATOR

True airspeed (Vt) is the velocity of an aircraft with respect to

the air through which it is flying. It is difficult to measure Vt directly.

Instead, it is usually determined from calibrated airspeed (Vc),

atmospheric pressure (Pa), and atmospheric temperature (Ta). Vc is

obtained from a conventional airspeed indicator, Pa is measured with

an altimeter, and Ta is measured with a free air temperature probe.

*The instrument error is an error built into the instrument consisting

of such things as scale error and hysteresis. This error is discussed
in Section 3.
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The airspeed indicator opei ates on the principle of Bernoulli's

compressible equation for frictionless adiabatic (isentropic) flow in

which airspeed is expressed as the differernce betw~vn total an6 static

pressures Therefore, the airspeed indicator consists of .3 pitot-static

pressure system which is used to measure the difference between total

and static pressures.

At subsonic speeds 1Bernoulii's equation expressed as follows is

applicable

P a 12 ".5

where;

qc = Pt' - P-a differeniial pressure. (This is equal
to the free stream impact pressure or compressible
dynamic pressure (Pt - Pa) for subsonic flow )

Pt = frec streamn total pressure

Pa = free stream static pressure (or atmospheric pressure)

= ratio of specific heats

Vt z true airspeed

a = local atmospheric speed of sound

For air, 1.40. Equation 2.5 becomes

I + o.z(-•-)La - 2.6

For supersonic flight, a shock wave will form in front of the total

pressure probe. Therefore equation (Z. 5, 2.6) is no longer valid. The

solution for supersonic flight is derived by considering a normal sihock

compression in front of the total pressure tube and an isentropic

compression in the subsonic region aft of the shock. The normal shock

assumption is good as the pitot tube h-s a small frontal area so that the

radius of the shock in front of the hole may be considered infinite. The

resulting equation, known as the Rayleigh supersonir pirot equation,

relates the total pre.Ssu.e behind the shock to the free stream ambient

10



pressure.

at 2 aj +~ 227--ý

where

qc Pt' - = differential pressure. (This is not equal
to the free stream impact pressure or compressible
dynamic pressure, Pt - Pa, for supersonic flow as
Pt' 3 Pt')

Pt' = total pressure at total pressure pickup behind the
shock. (This is not equal to the free stream total
pressure (Pt) for supersonic flight.)

For air, l 1.40. Equation 2.7 becomes

2 2 3.5

-( (- - - 1 2.
Pa 6 5 [7 (_V.)- Z2

This may be written more conveniently in the form

7
K 3 ( ) -I 2.9Pa [7iA .T 5

where 3.5
K3 _ (7.2) 166.921

Examination of equations (2. 5, 2. 6) and (2. 7; Z.8, 2.9) shows that the

true velocity (Vt) is dependent on the local atmospheric properties, speed

of sound (a), and static pressure (Pa), as well as the differential pressure

(qc). Therefore, an airspeed indicator measuring dii.: *ntial pressure

can be made to read true airspeed at one and only one aLtt pii.,ic

condition. Standard sea level is taken for this condition. Tferefore, the

dial of the airspeed indicator is scaled so that a given differential pressure

will indicate a speed in accordance with equations 2. 6 and (2. 8, 2. 9) in

which sea level standard a and Pa are inserted. This sea level standard

value of Vt is defined as calibrated airspeed (Vc).

0I



I 2 "• 3.5m

2CIL • +0. z (vc 1 2. -10.
PaSL aSL .2

for Vc - aSL, and
7

aL 166.921 'V- )
PaSL -aSjy -. 1 2.1[7 Vc - 'S _L-).

for V Ž. a$L.

where

qc differential pressure, inches Hg

Vc :calibrated airspeed, knots

aSL : 661.48 knots

PaSL 29.9Z2126 inches Hg0

Airspeed indicators are construcLed and calibrated accord3ng to Lhese

equations.

In operation, the airspeed ind;calor is similar to the altimeter, but,

instead of being evacuated, the inside of the capsule is connected to a

total pressure source and the case to the static pressure source. The

instrument then senses total pressure (Pt') within the capsule and static

pressure (P.) outside it as shown in Figure Z.Z.

12



I I

I L
Static Pressure

I I

I

I ~TotalI
Pressure J

Figure 2.2

Airspeed Indicator Schematic

For any indicated differential pressure (q ic) felt by the instrument,

.the airspeed indicator, when corrected for instrument error, wil

indicate the corresponding indicated airspeed corrected for instrumetit

error (V,,), or

= +, 0.2 (2)j - 2 .12

qccic SL ZL 3c
- ( )5 -- 1 2.13

PaSL ic 1)2

i p , 1 3



wv

for Vic >- aSL.

In the generaL case, qcic will differ from qC as a result of static

pressure error. As a result, an airspeed position error correction must

be added to Vic to obtain Vc, the desired result. This correction will

be discussed in later sections.

qcic in inches Hg is given for various values of Vic in knots in Table

9.5. This table is also good as qi in )nches Hg versus VC in knots.

At the present time, the following airspeed )ndicators are commonly

used in flight test work.

Type Range Readability Repeatability

F-I 50 to 650 knots 0. 5 knots Determined by
calibration

059 50 to 850 knots 0,5 knots

0153 10 to 150 miles per 0.5 miles per hour
hour

Calibrated airspeed (Vc) represents the true. velocity of the aircraft

(Vt) at standard sea level conditions only. Vt may be determined at

altitude by a knowledge of atmospheric pressure and density (or

temperature).

The equivalent airspeed (Ve) is defined as

Ve = Vt F" 2.14

where a- is the density ratio, P/PSL'

Solving the subsonic equation 2.6 for Vt

Vt = 5aZ ( + 1)Z/7 2.15

The speed of sound in a perfect gas may be expressed as

a -!t Pa Z. 16
p 2•

Introducing Ve /4 for Vt and replacing a r by tPa/JSL:
r-2/

Ve - (C. + 1) 2.17
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Introducing equation 2. 10, the following result is obtained:
qc +)I"2I(-a:+! )i aS 2.18

From equation 2.14, Vt is simply Ve corrected for the difference between

sea level standard density and actual ambient density. This has been

shown for subsonic flight only. It could similarly be shown to be true for

supersonic flight as well.

This relationship between Vc and Vt is presented for explanation only;

a shorter method of obtaining Vt from the same required variables is given

later in Section 2. 5.

2. 3 MACH NUMBER AND THE MACHMETER

2.3.1 Mach Number:

Mach number (M) is defined as the ratio of the true airspeed to

the local atmospheric speed of sound

M - Vt 2.19a

With the advent of high speed aircraft, Mach number has become a

very important parameter in flight testing.

For isentropic flow of a perfect gas, Bernoulli's equation states

, ( + 202)Pa 2 .Z

where

Pt free stream total pressure

Pa= free stream static pressure

e -ratio of specific heats

For air, I = 1.40. Equation Z. 20 becomes

-Fa = (1 + 0.ZM2 )2"2

This equation which relates Mach number to the free stream total and

static pressures is good for supersonic as well as subsonic flight. It
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must be remembered however, that Pt' rather thar, Pt is measured in

supersonic flight.

2. 3.Z The Machmeter:

The Machmeter equation for subsonic flight is formed by inserting

the definition for M into equation 2. 6.

3.5
Ci= (1 + 0.M 2 ) - 12Pa 2.22

Solving for M_ _

lvl : 5 (q c + 1 )2 /
5 a1_ Pa 2.23

c" supersonic flight, from equation 2.9

= _166.9 IM - i 2.24
Pa (7M 2 - 1)2.5

Lquatior 2. 2-1 cannot be solved explicitly for M. It can, however,

:)e pUt t.he following form which is convenient for rapid iteration:

/pqc -- ý1 ) 2. 25M -/• +1,1 K4 ,~ 7-M'22

h il e r v

K4  1.287560

"The tna. hreter is essentially a combination altimeter and airspeed

ul.I.-ator des t,,ned to solve these equations for Mach number. .r,

ltinr'etelr capsule and an airspeed capsule simultaneously supply signals

'. a series of gears and levers to produce the Mach number indication.

"macrr.meter schematic is given ,n Figure Z. 3.
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@ 1 • Mach Indicator I

SttcPressure
I I

I I

I /Altitude Diaphram

[jI ADifferential
I a Pressure

P-ressure DiaphramL'(P t I)

Figure 2. 3

Machineter Schematic

'For any static pressure (Pa) and differential pressure (q = t' " P )

felt by the instrument, the Mach meter, when corrected for instrument

error, will indicate the corresponding indicated Mach number corrected

for instrument error (Mic), or

q (lI + 0. 2M -3 2.26
Ps

for Mic 1.00, and

qcic 166.9Z1 Mic 7

Ps (7Mic .5

for Mic 1.00.

The true Mach number (M) is determined from Mic and the Mach

meter position error correction which is a result of the static pressure

0error, P - P 1 a
17



These equations relating M to qc/Pa and Mic to qcic/Ps are useful

not only as machmeter equations, but as a means for relating calibrated

airspeed and pressure altitude to Mach number. Mic is given for values

of qcic/Ps for Mic ! 1.00 in Table 9.4. qcic/Ps is given for values of

Mic from 1,00 to 3.00 in Table 9. 5. These tables can also be used to

find M as a function of qc/Pa,

At present the accuracy of these meters is poor so that they are not

suitable for precision work, but as flight-safety indicators only. The

machmeters in general use are;

Type Range Readability Repeatability

Al 0.3 to 1.0; 0 to 0.01 Determined by
50, 000 feet calibration

AZ 0.5 to 1.5; 0 to 0.01
50, 000 feet

G09501 0.7 to 2.5; 0 to 0.01
60, 000 feet

2.4 FREE AIR TEMPERATURE PROBE

The atmospheric temperature is a measurement of the internal

thermal energy of the air. Therefore, it is a very important parameter

in aircraft and engine performance. Unfortunately, it is difficult to

measure accurately in flight. If the air surrounding the probe is

brought to a complete stop adiabatically and the probe correctly senses

the resulting temperature then

Lx= I + t.- M2 2. 28

Ta Ta 2

where

Tic = indicated temperature corrected for instrument
error, K

Tt total temperature, 0 K

Ta = free stream static temperature, 0K

M free stream Mach number

For various reasons, such as radiation or heat leakage, most probes
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do not register the full adiabatic temperature rise. It is, however,

acceptable to write

TIc = 1 + K £'-I M 2  2.29

Ta 2

For air with = 1.40, this becomes

Tic I + K M 2. 30
Ta

The value of K represents the percentage of the a .abatic temperature

rise detected by the probe and is called the probe recovery factor. For

many installatiorps it may be considered a constant, but it may vary with

altitude and Mach number, particularly at supersonic speeds. K

seldom is less than 0.90 for test installations and is usually between 0.95

and 1.00. Methods for determining K for a given installation are discussed

n in Section 6. 2,

Equation 2.30 is plotted in Chart 8.2 as Tic/Ta versus M for

constant K and as Ta versus M for constant tic and K.

The frce air thermometers now in use are all of the electrical

resistance type. Their operation is based on the fact that the

resistances of the sensing elements change with temperature. To

obtain a signal from such a temnperature sensing unit the element is

placed in a bridge circuit. The circuit is designed so that the indicator

registers the ratio of the current flow in two legs which makes the

indicatioa independent of the source voltage sipply. (See Figure 2.4.)
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R - Fixed Resistance2
C anrd C2  Indicator Coils

Figure 2. 4

Resistance Temperature Bulb Bridge Circuit

The indicator consists of an ammeter whose armature containo both

indicator coils wound so that the indication is proportional to the two

currents. (See Figure 2.5)

20



.60"/ ÷60

Figur .5

Construction of Resistance Temperature Bulb Indicator

The following instrument is in general use:

Type Range Readability Accuracy

C-lO -60 to +60 degrees C 0.5 degrees C + 0.5 degrees C
(or other range as
desired)

2. 5 THE CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED, MACH NUMBER,
AND STANDARD DAY TRUE AIRSPEED

2.5.1 Equivalent Airspeed:

The equivalent airspeed (Ve) is frequently used as a basis for

reducing flight test data for piston-engined airplanes as it is a direct

measure of the free stream dynamic pressure (q),

q P Vt l2PCVT KV 2.31q =Tp = •1E e e

Ve may be expressed in terms of pressure altitude (Hc) and Mach

number (M) as

V
IT e a 2.32

This equation is plotted in Chart 8.3 as Ve/Mi versus Hc.
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2.5.2 Mach Number:

The machmeter in its present form should not be used in

precision flight test work as it is not sufficiently accurate, Therefore.

Mach number must be determined by other means

If the true airspeed and ambient temperature are known, Mach

number is defined by the relation

M = Vtt 2. 3

at

whe re

Vet = test day true airspeed

at = test day speed of sound

The velocity of sound in a perfect gas is proportional to the square

root of the remperature, or

at Ta't. 2.34
aSL 'TaSL

where

Tat = test day ambient temperature, *K

aSL --- 661.48 knots

TaSL= 288.16-K

lience

at = 38. 967 Tat knots 2.35

and Vtt (knot s) ?. 36
38.967 fTat (°K)

This equation is plotted in Chart 8.4 as Vt versus Ta for constant

Mach number lines.

Inasmuch as the true velocity is seldom available directly, Mach

number is more conveniently obtained through the compressible

flow equation (2. 23, 2.,Z5). M is given as a function of qc/Pa in

Tables 9. 4 dnd 9. 5. Pa is obtained from pressure altitude (Hc) in

the standard atmosphere, Table 9. 2 or Table 9.3, and q, is found

from Vc and Table 9. 6.
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This information is plotted in Chart 8.5 as Mach number (M)

versus calibrated airspeed (Vc) for constant pressure altitude (Hc).

Given any two of these variables the third may be found directly from

this chart. Chart 8. 5 is also applicable for indicated quantities

corrected for instrument error. In this case, the chart may be

interpreted as Mic versus Vic for constant Hic.

2. 5.3 Standard Day True Airspeed:

In the previous section, Mach number is expressed as a

function of pressure altitude and calibrated airspeed; therefore, at a

given Hc and Vc, the test day Mach number is equal to the standard

day Mach number.

Mtest = t Mstd Vts M 2.37
at a8

where

Vts = standard day true airspeed

a. = standard day speed of sound

The verity of this statement is evidenced by the fact that Mach number

is a function of Pa and Pt (equation 2.20, 2.21) and therefore can be

expressed independent of the ambient temperature. The standard

day speed of sound can be expressed as:

a= 38.967 TTas, knots 2.38

where

Tas - standard day ambient temperature
(corresponding to H c in the standard
atmosphere), *K

Hence,

S= 38.967 M jTas, knots 2. 39

where Tas is in *K. This equation is plotted in Chart 8. 5. This

chart can be used to find Vt. from M and Hc, M and Vc, or Hc and

Vc.
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SECI 1ON 3

I1>51 lUNIEAT' ERROR T-HEOY AND CALIBRATION

Several corrections mus! be applied to the indicated altimeter and

aotrspeed indcator readings before pressure altitude and calibrated

airspeed can be determined. The .nd:ý ated readings must be

corrected for instrument error, pressure lag error and position error,

in that order. in level unwaccelerated flight there will be no pressure

lag, in v.-hi h (ase the position error corre tion can be applied directly

foll\,'ing. the instrument correction. The instrument error is the

si,l.let of Aih section The pressure lag error and position error are

disc.u.ssed in seti ons -1 and 5.

3. 1 INS'l TUMENT ERROR

"Ti'he altimeter and airse(ed )ndicator are sensitive to pressure

.,J!"' pressure differential respectively, but the dials are calibrated to

rkeid altitude and (alibrated airspeed ac(ording to equations (2. 3, 2.4)

.rd (2.12, 2.13). It is not possible to perfect an instrument which

c.',- :ep.iesetit such nonlinear equations exactly under all flight conditions

As a result an error exists called instrument error. Instrument

'or is the result of several things:

{1) SLale error and manutfacturing discrepancies

(2) Iltv-,e resis

(3) Fremperature changes

(4) Coulomb and viscous friction

(5, liertia of moving parts

The calibration of an altimeter or 4iirspeed indicator for instrument

error is .u', 'iv conducted in an instrument laboratory,, A known

pressure ur pressure differential is applied to the instrument to be

tested. The .;sf rurnent error is determined as the difference between

this kno.,wn pressure and the instrument indicated reading. Such

things as frict;..on and temperature errors are considered as

tole ratl US !"!nL th'eV , are not dependent on the instrument readings.
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An instrument with excessive friction or temperature errors should

be rejected.

Data should be taken in both directions so that the hysteresis can

be determined. Hysteresis is then the difference between the "up" and

"down" corrections. An instrument with large hysteresis must be

rejected as it is difficult to account for this effect in flight.

As an instrument wears, its calibration changes. Therefore,

each instrument should be recalibrated periodically The repeatability

of the instrument is determined from the instrument calibration history.

The repeatability of the instrument must be good for the instrument

calibration to be meaningful.

3 2 THE ALTIMETER

The altimeter is calibrated by placing it in a vacuum chamber

where pressure is measured by a mercury barometer. The chamber

pressure is varied up and down throughout the range for which the

altimeter is intended to be used. Simultaneous readings of the

barometer and altimeter are taken. The instrument correction

(AHic) is determined as the difference between the instrument

corrected and indicated altitudes.

A-ic = Hic - Hi 3.1

where Hic corresponds to the applied pressure according to equations 2. 3

and 2. 4. The results are usually plotted as shown in Figure 3. 1.
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Altimeter Instrument Calibration

To use this instrument correction chart, the instrument correction

(AHic) in added to the indicated altitude (Hi) to obtain the indicated

altitude corrected for instrument error (Hic)

H1 c = Hi + AHtc 3.2

In general, at the Air Force Flight Test Center, the altimeter

is calibrated every 1, 000 feet to 20,000 feet and every 2,000 feet

for higher altitudes.

3.3 THE AIRSPEED INDICATOR

The airspeed indicator is calibrated by applying a known

differential pressure to the instrument to be calibrated. The

pressure is varied up and down throughout the range for which the
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instrument is intended to be used The instrument correction (AVic)

is determined as the difference between the instrument corrected

and indicated airspeeds.

AVic = Vic - Vi 3.3

where Vic corresponds to the applied differential pressure according to

equations 2.12 and 2.13 The results are plotted in the same general

form as the altimeter instrument correction the correction is plotted

versus the indicated airspeed To use this instrument correction

chart, the instrument correction (,Vic) is added to the indicated

airspeed (Vi) to obtain the indicated airspeed corrected for instrument

error (Vic)

Vic - Vi +4Vic 3.4

At the AFFTC. the airspeed indicator is calibrated every 10 knots

throughout the intended speed range
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SECTION 4

PRESSURE LAG ERROR - THEORY AND CALIBRATION

4. 1 PRESSUkE LAG ERROR AND THE LAG CONSTANT

The altimeter and air.zpeed indicator are subject to an error called

pressure lag error. This error exists only when the aircraft in which

the instruments are installed is changing airspeed or altitude, as during

an acceleration or climb. In this case, there is a time lag between such

time as the pressure change occurs and when it is indicated on the

instrument dial. The effect on the altimeter is obvious; as the aircraft

climbs, the instrument wijl indicate at' altitude less than the actual

altitude. In the airspeed indicator, the lag may cause a reading too

large or too small depending on the proportion of the lag in the total

and static pressure systems. Converted to "feet" or "knots", this

error is often insignificant. However, it may be significant. and should

be considered in certain maneuvers such as high speed dives and zoom

climbs in which the inbtrument diaphragms must undergo large pressure

rates. Pressure lag is discussed in detail in NACA Report No. 919,

"Accuracy of Airspeed Measurements and Flight Calibration Procedures,"

by Wilbur B. Huston.

Pressure lag is basically a result of:

(1) Pressure drop in the tubing due to viscous friction.

(2) Inertia of the air mass in the tubing.

(3) Instrument inertia and viscous and kinetic friction.

(4) The finite speed of pressure propogation; i.e. , acoustic Lag

A detailed mathematical treatment of the response of such a system

would be difficult. Fort-.nately, a very simple approach is possible

which will supply adequate lag corrections over a large range of

flight conditions encompass tTg those presentLy encountered in the

performance testing of aircraft In this approach, it is assumed that

the pressure system can be adequately represented by a linear first

order equation:

IP(t) + P (t) - + P(t) 4.1
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where

P () the applied pressure at time (1). This is
P. in the case of the altimeter and either Ps
or P,' in the case of the airspeed indicator.

the indicated pressure at time (t).

lag constant

This equation is derived by means of dimensional analysis

The lag constant for laminar flow of air in tubing can be expressed

as:

S(1+ Q)

D 2 VP E
where

/A -coefficient of viscosity of air, slugs/ft-sec

L length of tub)ng, feet

D diameter of tubing, feet

- ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air

: :applied pressure, lbs/feet 2

Q instrument volume, feet3

A cross-sectional area of tubing, feet 2

Many assumptions are made in the formulation of the differential

equation and in its solution. The most important of these are:

(1) The rate of change of the applied pressure is nearly constant.

P(t) - Kt 4.3
dPwhere K - a constant. This is a good a:ýsumption.

(2) Laminar flow exists. For this to be true, it is nec essary that

the Reynolds number iNR) be less than 2000, where

NR p< I_ dP 44NR/L P d-t-4.

for a given installation. In typical altimeter and airspeed systems,

a NR of 500 is seldom exceeded itn flight. Therefore, in laboratory

calibrations, pressure rates greater than those encountered in flight

should not be applied or erroneous results may be obtained,

(3) The pressure lag is small compared with the applied pressure.
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This is generally the case; however, at very high altitudes this

assumption becomes critical.

(4) The air and instrument inertias are negligible.

(5) The acoustic lag (r ) is negligible. 2- is defined as the time

for a pressure disturbance to travel the length of the tubing.

L 4.5
C

where

L = length of tubing, feet

c = speed of pressure propogation in the tubing,
1000 feet per second for small diameter tubing.

In flight test application, the acoustic lag corfribution is usually small.

However, if T is not small compared to }. , this assumption is not

valid and a more detailed analysis such as that outlined in NACA

Report No. 919 is necessary.

(6) The pressure drop across orifices and restrictions is negligible.

This is true only if a minimum of such restrictions exist so that the

tubing is nearly a smooth, straight "pipe" of uniform diameter.

(7) The lag constant (X,) is a constant. This is not strictly true as

C W1 4.6

for a given installation. However, over a small pressure range, ?.

is nearly constant so that it may be treated as such in the solution

of equation 4. 1.

The particular solution to the differential equation with these

assumptions is:
Pi = -- t (t- 4.7

From equation 4.3 and 4.7.
dP

pi = P - X-c[P-4.8

Solving for k , the definition of the lag constant is

=P - Pi 4.9
dP3/dt
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The lag constant for a given static or total pressure system can be

determined experimentally by comparing the indicated and applied

pressures for a given pressure rate. This can be done in flight or in

the laboratory. In either case, the test should be conducted over a

small range of pressures so that the assumption that A is a constant

is not violated.

When the lag constant at one value of /"/P is obtained, it may

be extrapolated to other conditions by the expression

" I -_Pz 4. 10
AZ ,/-2P 1

which is obtained from equation 4.6. Usuaily, the test results are

reduced to sea level standard static conditions. Then the lag constant

at any value of /1- and P can be obtained from the expression

S• 4. 11
XSL AL P

With the lag constants for the static and total pressure systems

known, the error in altimeter and airspeed indicator readings due

to pressure lag can be calculated for any test point from the basic

indicator readings,

Due to the nature of the approximations made in this analysis.

is generally not possible to assume that the overall lag error

correction can be made with a precision of more than 80 percent.

Reduction of instrument and line volumes, however, can usually

reduce the system lag errors under any set of conditions to a small

percentage of the quantity being measured: in which case, more

precise corrections are not reqwr iea for practica, iork.

4, - CORRECTION OF FLIGHT TEST DATA FOR LAG

4.2. 1 The Altimeter:

The indicated pressure attitude corrected for instrument

error (Hic) is related to the static pressure (P.) by tfie diiferential
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equation:

dPs - GpsdIl- 4. 1 Z

where PS = the standard day air density.

For small increments, the differentials of equation 4. 1Z may be

assumed to be finite differences.

/%P s -GpsAHic) 4.13

where

ZNPs• = the static pressure lag:

hePs (PSI - Ps) 4. 14

w~here

PS static pressure corresponding to Hic

P s; static pressure at static pressure source

and t:Hjcj altimeter lag error correction:

A-Eic = (Hic - Hic) 4. 15

where

-{ic indicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument error

1-ic2 : indicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument and lag error

The lag constant for the static pressure system ( " can be

defined from equation 4.9 as:

P s2 - Ps _ s4 4. 16

dPsj /dt dPsý /dt

With the approxitmation that

dS dP= 4. 17
dt dt

equation 4. 16 can be written as

)I =- APl 4. 18
4.1
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Substituting for ,Psj and dPs/dt

sdt 4.19'•HicA= )ksdt

From equation 4. 11

,AsSL PaSS 4. 20Is/" S ]%L L P s

where NSSL is the ig constant for the static pressure system at

standard sea level conditions.

For convenience in plotting, equation 4. 20 is rewritten as

Xs = XsSL ' 4. 21
;sSL )'Hic

where

?,sSL SL Ps

___ Ta 4.2Z3
Ta

ksilc '•ic Tas

The approximation of equation 4.23 is very good for the usual case

where the difference between the test and standard day temperatures

is small.

Equation 4.22 is plotted as the STATIC LINE of Chart 8.61

in the form

versus Hic for Vic = 0 (STATIC)
*XSL

(The parameter Vic included on this chart is used in the determination

of the total pressure tag constant.)

Equation 4.23 is plotted in Chart 8.6Z as

x versus Hi. for tat(°G)
).Hic

In summary, the calculation for altimeter lag error correction
(AM-icj ) at any test point (Hic, tat, dHic/dt) is then:

c id s dHic 4. 24
0-3dt
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where

s ýsSL Xsi 4.21
ýsSL XsHic

with dHic/dt indicated rate-of-climb corrected for instrument
error, feet/minute

ýsSL = sea level static pressure lag constant, from
previous calibration, sec

>AsHic
from Chart 8.61 for Hic, Vic = STATIC

XsSL

x S from Chart 8.6Z for Hic, tat (°C)XsHic

The indicated altitude corrected for instrument and lag error is then

HicJ = Hic + AHicj 4. 25

An example of the calculation of Hicj is given with Chart 8.6.

4. .2 The Airspeed Indicator:

The differential pressure corresponding to the indicated

airspeed corrected for instrument error may be given as,

qcic = Pt' - Ps 4. 26

where

Pt' total pressure felt by the total pressure
diaphragm of the airspeed indicator

Ps static pressure felt by the static pressure
diaphragm of the airspeed indicator

With any lag in the total and static pressure systems accounted for,

qcic,= Pt) - Psa 4.27

where

Ptý total pressure applied to total pressure source
ol pitot static system

Psj static pressure applied to static pressure
source of pitot static system
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Defining the differentia, pressure error due to lag (AqCic) as

Aq cic qcict qCic 4.28

it follows from equation 4. 9 that

q cicE = (Pt'E- Pt') - (PsL" Ps )

dP , dP
ti s 4.29SCt dt s -dt

Differentiating 4. 27 and dividing by dt,
d' dP

d q c ic z d P t I £ s 1 .3___ =_s 4.30
dt dt dt

Therefore, dq dPdcict s
Aq cick= - (X - dt 4.31

With the approximations that:

qcic dqcic dP S dP 4.32
"= -d dt ' • -C-K 4t

equation 4.32 becomes

Aqcc dq= - (X - dPs 4.33
t dt s t) =

With the use of the altimeter equation 4. 12 which relates dPs to JHic

and the airspeed indicator equation (2. 12, 2. 13) which may be differentiated

to give dq cic as a function of dV. and V. , equation 4.33 may be modified to

give the airspeed indicator lag correction factor (iV ) in terms of dV. /dt

in knots/sec and dH -. /dt in feet/min as dH.

d V. ( Xs - X t)GO t' I C

dv. X - - ) 4.34
c + 170.921 iV. I + 0.2( a.). ]2. 5

SL

for Vic . - aSL ' and

S dV + (X Xt) G p dt 4.35iC, t -i -t " + -. ,3

224,287( Jtc )6 SL

aSL

for V. i aSL' whe re
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AVict = Vict - V.ic 4.36

and V. = indicated airspeed corrected for instrument errorxc

VicL = inaicated airspeed corrected for instrument and Lag error

This may be written as:

dV. (xs - x t) dHic
ic + Ft (ic' icA~ic t Xta + 60 X' V. 4.3 7

where

F (H., Vic) -G 25 4Isc c- - - - 4.38

2. 8 4 8 6 9 Vicl1 + 0.2( i-c )2I"5
aSL

for Vic a SL, and V - l]
SL' r~~7( ~ -i

G aSL

1)c' .c 3738.11 IC) 6 [2( 2 i iZ
SL aSL

for V. a where o and p are measured at 1-. F (H. , V.)ic SL' s ic 1 ic Vc
has been plotted versus Vic with H. as the parameter in Chdrt 8,63.

As in the case of the altimeter,

x = x sHi- x s 4.21
s sSL s Hic

Similarly,
x H-Xx t HU.€ 4.4

kt = tSL 7-S. T'Hi 40

whe re4

x t Hic AHc Pas L
S- L 4.41

tSL $ s qcic

xt A at
Si - 4.42

t H as

Equation 4.41 has been plotted in Chart 8.61 as

kH.H verý,us H for V.
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Equation 4.42 has been plotted in Chart 8.62 as

versus Hic for tat(°C)

In summary, the calculation for airspeed indicator lag error correction

(AVicVp) at any test point (Hic, tat, Vic, dVic/dt, dHic/dt) is then:

Avic dVc + ( Is xF I(Hic, Vic) 4.4,dt 60 dt

where

~'S LAab'X 4.21
s S sSL "'sHic

"A"t tSI, .'ticL -)it 4.40

with

dViC/dt = indicated acceleration corrected for instrument
error. knots/second

dHic/dt = indicated rate-of-climb corrected for instrument
error, feet/minute

-SL = sea level static pressure lag constant, from
previous calibration, seconds

ýtSL = sea level total pressure lag constant, from
previous calibration, seconds

X from Chart 8 61 for Hic, Vic = STATIC
"XsSL

)q from Chart 8. 62 for Hic, ta(°C)
-'tHic 2 sHic

AtH- c from Chart 8.61 for Hic, Vic
")AtSL

F1(H ic, Vi.) from Chart 8. 63 for Hic, Vic

Then the indicated airspeed corrected for instrument and lag error is

Vic.# Vic 4 AVjc-j_ 4.44

0
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Data reduction outline 7. 1 is included in Section 7 as a guide in

performing this calculation. A numerical example is given with Chart 8.6.

4.3 DETERMINATION OF THE LAG CONSTANT

With the aid of equation 4. 2 it is possible to compute theoretically

the lag constants for an aircraft pitot-static system. The lag constaTits

usedi for flight corrections, however, should not be computed, but should

be determined experimentally, either in flight or in the laboratory. The

computed lag constant is useful only as a rough check of the approximate

magnitude of the lag error that may be expected under certain flight

conditions.

4. 3.1 Laboratory Calibration:

The lag constant ( X) has been defined in a previous section as

P - Pi

"•= /dt 4.9

where

P = the applied pressure at time t

Pi = the indicated pressure at time t

This equation suggests the use of a laboratory procedure to determine X

in which a steady rate of change of pressure is applied to the aircraft

pitoL-static system with P, Pi and dP/dt all determined as a function of

time.

4.3. 1.1 The Static Pressure Lag Constant

The static pressure lag constant can be determined by the

use of an experimental apparatus similar to that shown in Figure 4. 1
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Figure 4.1

Schematic of Equipment for Determination
of Altimeter Lag Constant

The static pressure vent on the probe is sealed in a close fitting
enclosure. An altimeter ýrpressure gage) is mounted on a photo-panel

as close as possible to the enclosure. Another altimeter (or pressure

gage) is connected to the static pressure system. Timing countesrs

operating at a one-per-second rate from an intervalometer are installed
as shown fn the figure. The pressure in the enclosure is lowered to the
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limit of the adjacent altimeter by means of a vacuum pump. The cameras

and intervalometer are started and the needle valve is o0ened graduallyto

maintain a dh/dt of about 5000 feet per minute.

If pressure gages are used, the data from the two camera films is

most conveniently plotted tn accordance with equation 4.16 as shown in

Figure 4.2.

Ps x- Ps

dP a/dt

Here, Pal is the pressure in the enclosure and P5 is the pressure

indicated by the aircraft static pressure system. At a given P., Xs

is equal to the time increment between P and Ps.

a-J

" " - -. ... -

Time, t (Sec)

Figure 4.2Z

Plot Used to Determine Altimeter Lag Constant, X
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If altimeters are used rather titan pressure gages, it is convenient

to plot the data in accordance with equ.ation 4. 19 (see Figure 4. 3).

- H tCf - Hic 4.45
a dHic/ dt

Again, the lag constant for a givcn Hic is given by the interval between

the two lines representing the indicated and actual simulated altitudes.

:1 0

u

34 \

-. '4

Time, t(Sc

Figure 4.3

Plot Used to Determine Altimeter Lag Constant, X

The value for X obtained at any altitude, is the lag constant for

the static pressure corresponding to that altitude and the temperature

of the room in which the test was conducted. The sea level static

pressure lag constant ( XsSL) can be determined from the relation

TaSL Pa
XOSL = xs Tn PaSL
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where

Ta = room temperature

Ps = pressure in the enclosure

This equation is applied to a number of pressures of Figure 4.2 or

altitudes of Figure 4.3. From this information, a final value for ?ýsSL

is selected. In general, the value3 obtained for high altitudes will be

the most reliable, as X•, the quantity with the most uncertainty, is

larger. A sample format for the determination of ),sSL is included as

data reduction outline 7.2.

4.3. 1.2 The Total Pressure Lag Constant

The total pressure lag constant can be determined hy the use

of a somewhat modified apparatus. In this case, a pressure is applied

to the total pressure source and the static pressure source is left open

to pick up atmospheric pressure. Either pressure gages or airspeed

indicators may be used. (if airspeed indicators are used the pressure

applied to the total pressure source should not exceed ambient pressure

by an amount greater than the qcic corresponding to the maximum Vic

for which the airspeed indicator was designed.) The applied pressure

is bled off slowly to give the change in pressure (or airspeed) as a

function of time.

If pressure gages are used, the data may be plotted in accordance

with the definition of the total pressure lag constant ( ?t). From equation

4.9

t P PC 4.47
dPt2 '/dt

where Pt'. is the pressure in the enclosure and Pt' is the pressure

indicated by the aircraft total pressure system. Such a plot is shown

in Figure 4.4.

IL
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Figure 4. 4

Plot Used to Determine Total Pressure
Lag Constant, X

Ut

Here, as before, the tetal pressure lag constant at a given P t to

equal to the time increment between Pt' and Pt "

It to usually more convenient to use airspeed indicators. With

the applied static pressure held constant, dH ic /dt z 0 ; therefore,

from equations (4. 34, 4. 35)

x t -Vic t vi -"Vic 4.48
't - d~ric/ t - -dVic/dt -

Hence, the data can be plotted as in Figure 4. 5. Then, the total

pressure lag constant at a given V. is equal to the time increment

between Vic and Vic,.
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Figure 4. 5

Plot Used to Determine Total Pressure
Lag Constant, Xt

The value for Xt obtained at any airspeed Is the lag constant for

the total pressure corresponding to that airspeed and the temperature

of the room in which the test was conducted. The sea level total

pressure lag constant is then obtained from the relation

TaSL PtI
tSL tT 5--

TaSL (ccic + P) 449= t --T- Ps .9
a al

where qcic = f(Vic) and is given in Table 9. 6. A sample format for

the determination of the sea level lag constant is included as data

reduction outline 7.3.

4. 3. 2 In-Flight Calibration:

Little experience has been obtained with in-flight methods

for determining lag constants. However, sirce ground calibrations

must be extrapolated to altitude where lg constants are much greater,
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in-flight calibrations do have an obvious advantage in that they can be

determined more accurately provided suitable measurements can be

made. Special equipment which is not generally available is necessary,

however. Using in-flight methods. tapeline altitude is measured while

the aircraft is changing flight conditions rapidly, as during a maximum

power climb. (These measurements are perhaps best made with

Askania cameras.) Tapeline altitudes are then converted to pressure

altitudes by means of radiosonde data. A special installation must be

made in the aircraft to provide correlation of altitudes recorded on

the ground to those recorded in the aircraft.

4.3.2.1 The Static Pressure Lag Constant

The static pressure lag constant can be determined in flight

as the aircraft climbs or dives. The indicated altitude (Hi) is compared

to the pressure altitude (Hc) where

SH c = H i + AH ic + A -ic I + A 'p c 4.50

where

AHic = altimeter instrument error correction corresponding
to Hi

AýIFic -- altimeter lag error correction corresponding
to Hic

%Hp = altimeter position error correction correspondingA~pc to Hicp

The altimetE.r lag error correction is determined as

AHicp= Hc - Hic - AHpc 4.51

With AH-i known, the static pressure lag constant can be determined

from

,s= AF-icý 4.45
dHic/dt

d&ic/dt can be determined from a time history of the test

aircraft altimeter. The rate-of-climb indicator can be used but it

may introduce considerable error as it is subject to lag error. The
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pressure altitude at which the test aircraft is operating (Hc) can be

determined either by the use of a pacer aircraft or by radar tracking.

These methods are discussed in Section 5. 6. The altimeter position

error correction (AHpc) must be known from a previous calibration.

The use of this method is limited by the accuracy with which

ini-ic." can be determined. This requires that the position error

correction and the pressure altitude must be known with considerable

accuracy, for it is quite possible that the error due to pressure lag

can be completely hidden by errors in these quantities. Therefore,

lag constants determined by this method should not be accepted

without some reservation.

4.3. 2.2 The Total Pressure Lag Constant

Inflight methods for determining the total pressure lag constant

are not present'y used due to difficulty encountered in the measurement

of the calibrated airspeed with sufficient accuracy. The airspeed

indicator lag error correction has been expressed as

Vi =At -d(+ x Ft(Hic, Vic) 4.37

Several flight procedures are theoretically possible by which t-

can be determined

(1) Level acceleration (d&ic/dt = 0)

Xt = AVi 4.52

(2) Climb or dive at constant Vic (dVic/dt = 0)

t LAVic.& 4.53
dHic/dt x Fl(Hic. Vic)

(3) Climb or dive at a constant acceleration or deceleration

S d-ic x F1 (Hic Vic)•t-- • ic s d'-t-xF 4.54

dr dic F 1 (HicVic)
dt dt I
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In all of these procedures, it is necessary to determine AVict

where

Vic = Vc - Vic - AVpc 4.55

Tracking methods are not reliable to give velocities accurately and

the pacers are not calibrated for lag; therefore, it is not possible to

obtain Vc with sufficient accuracy to give a reliable AVic. and hente
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SECTION 5

POSITION ERROR - THEORY AND CALIBRATION

In addition to instrument error and pressure lag error, the altimeter

and airspeed indicator a- subject to another error called position error.

Once corrections for instrument and pressure lag error have been made,

position error may be accounted for and suitable corrections made.

Under steady level flight conditions there is no lag error, in which case

position error corrections can be made directly following the instrument

error correction.

5. 1 ORIGIN OF POSITION ERROR

Determination of the pressure altitude and airspeed at which an

aircraft is operating is dependent on the measurement of free stream

impact pressure and free stream static pressure by the aircraft pitot-

static system as evidenced by equations (2. 1, 2. 2) and (2. 10, 2. 11).

Generally, the pressureg registered bj the pitot-static system differ

from free stream pressures as a result of:

(1) The existence of other than free stream pressures at

the pressure source.

(2) Error in the local pressure at the source caused by the

pressure sensors.

The resulting error is called position error. In the general case,

positio,& error may result from error at both the static and total

pressure sources, For most flight test work it may be presumed that

all of the position error originates at the static pressure source. The

possibility of a total pressure error must; however, always be considered.

5. 1. 1 Total Pressure Error:

As an aircraft moves through the air, a static pressure

disturbance is generated in the air producing a static pressure field

around the aircraft. At subsonic speeds, the flow perturbations due

to the aircraft static pressure field are very nearly isentropic in

nature and hence do not affect the total pressure. Therefore, as long

as the total pressure source is not located behind a propeller, in the
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wing wake, in a boundary layer, or in a region of localized supersonic

flow, the total pressure error due to the position of the total pressure

head in the aircraft pressure field will usually be negligible. Normally,

it is possible to locate the total pressure pickup properly and thus avoid

any difficulty. This is most desirable as such things as localized

supersonic flow regions produce rather erratic readings.

An aircraft capable of supersonic speeds should be supplied with

a nose boom pitot-static system so that the total pressure pickup will

be located ahead of any shock waves formed by the aircraft. This

condition is e3sential for it is difficult to correct for total pressure

errors which result when oblique shock waves exist ahead of the pickup.

The shock wave due to the pickup itself is considered in the calibration

equation (2.10, 2.11) discussed in Section 2.2.

Failure of the total pressure sensor to register the local pressure may

result from the shape of the pitot-static head, inclination to flow, or a

combination of both. Pitot-static tubes have been designed in many

varied shapes. These tubes are tested in wind tunnels before

installation to assure good design. Some are suitable only for relatively

low speeds while others are designed to operate in supersonic flight as

well. Therefore, if a proper design is selected and the pitot lips are not

burred or dirty, there should be no error in total pressure due to the

shape of the probe. Errors in total pressure caused by the angle Qf

incidence of a probe to the relatlve wind are negligible for most flight

conditions. Commonly used probes produce no significant errors at

angles of attack or sideslip up to approximately Z0 degrees. This

range of ineensitivity carn be increased by using either a shielded or

a swivel head probe.

5. '.7 Static Pressure Error:

The static pressure field surrounding an aircraft in flight is a

function of speed and altitude as well as the secondary parameters, angle

of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number. Hence, it ie seldom
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possible to find a location for the static pressure source where the

free stream pressure will be sensed under all flight conditions. Therefore,

an error in the measurement of the static pressure due to the position

of the static pressure orifice in the aircraft pressure field will gene rally

exist.

At subsonic speeds, it is often possible to find some position on the

aircraft fuselage where the static pressure error is small under all

flight conditions. Therefore, aircraft limited to subsonic flight are

best instrumented by the use of a flush static pressure port in such a

poaition. The problem of the selection of an optimum static pressure

orifice location is discuased in NACA Report 919, "Accuracy of Airspeed

Measurements and Flight Calibration Procedures".

Aircraft capable of supersonic flight should be provided with a nose

boom installation to minimize the possibility of total pressure error.

This positon is also advantageous for the measurement of static pressure

as the effects of the aircraft pressure field will not be felt ahead of the

aircraft bow wave. Therefore, at supersonic speeds when the bow wave

is located downstream of the static pressure orifices, there will be no

error due to the aircraft pressure field (See Figure 5. 1).
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Static Pressure

Ports

/Total Pressure
Source

Figure 5. 1

Dow Wave of Supersonic Aircraft That Has
Passed Behind Static Pressure Ports

Any error which will exist is a result of the probe itself. Hence,

the calibration at supersonic speeds may be derived from wind tunnel

tests on the probe, or flight tests of the probe on another aircraft.

Assuming the head registers the local static pressure without error,

any error which exists is a result of interference from shoulder on the

boom installation, or of influence on the static pressure from the shock

wave in front of the boom, Available evidence suggests that free

stream static pressure will exist if the static ports are located more

than 8-1 0 tube diameters behind the nose of the pitot-static tube and

4-6 diameters in front of the3 shoulder. (See Figure 5. Z).
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Figure 5. 2

Detached Shock Wave in Front of
Pitot-Static Probe

In addition to the static pressure error introduced by the position of

the static pressure orifices in the pressure field of the aircraft, there

may be error in the registration of the local static pressure due

primarily to inclination of flow. Erro- oue to sideslip is often minimized

in the case of flush static ports by the location of holes on opposite sides

of the fuselage manifolded together. In the case of boom installations,

circumferential location of the static pressure ports will reduce the

adverse effect of sideslip and angle of attack. The use of a swivel head

also reduces this form of error.

5. 2 DEFINITION OF POSITION ERROR

From the previous discussion it is seen that position error is

created at the static pressure source by the pressure field around the

aircraft. It should be borne in mind that position error in the total

source may exist, resulting, for instance, from imperfections in the

pitot tube. Sufficient airspeed calibrations should always be made on

test aircraft to determine the possible existance of position error in

the total pressure. Since in nearly all installations this dr es not occur

0
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the following derivations consider pressure error in the static source

only.

The relation of static pressure at any point within the pressure field of

an aircrb.ft to the free stream static pressure depends on Mach number

(M), angle of attack (,K), sideslip angle (P), Reynolds number (NR) and

Prandtl number (Np).

= f 1 (M, •, NR, NPr) 5. 1

(The symbol f denotes a functional relationship which is usually

differenL each time it appears). Defining the position error, APp, as

App = Ps- Pa 5. Z

equation 5. 1 can be written as

Pa f. (M. o(, 3, NR, Npr) .

Sideslip angles can be kept small; NPr is approximately constant; and

NR effects are negligible as long as the static pressure source is not

located in a thick boundary layer. Hence, equation 5.3 can be simplified

to

•._- = ff3 (M, 05).4
Pa1

With no loss in generality, this equation can be changed to read:

S= f4(Mic, CLic) 5.5
qcic

with
M ic = f 5 -VjI ) i . Z6, Z. 27

CLic nW nW 1 25
ePsMic 2 S/2 ic Miic- FSFaSL 6

where

qcic = indicated differential pressure, Pt' - Ps

n = load factor

W airplane gross weight
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= ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air

S wing area. constant for a given airplane

gic= pressure ratio corresponding to Hic, Ps/PaSL

The term APp/qcic is termed the position error pressure coefficient,

and is very useful in the reduction of position error data From the

definition of CLic

1 = f 6 -n Mi
qcic f c M) 5.7

Frequently weight and load factor effects may be neglected when

presenting position error data; however, for aircraft carrying large fuel

loads and whose weight accordingly may change markedly during the

course of a flight or fcr aircraft in windup turns, the "nW" effects

should be taken into account.

Consequently, when the relationship betwi.en the variables in equation

5. 7 has been determined by means of a calibration, the following chart

can be prepared for all weights and all load factors for the given aircraft

in a given configuration.
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.nstrument Error, M i[

soC

Figure 5.3

Non-Dimensional Plot of Position Error Data
to Include Weight and Load Factor Variation

5.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIOUS FORMS OF THE POSITION
ERROR

The static pressure position error (AP p) causes error in the

altimeter and airspeed indicator readings and in the Mach number
calculated from these quantities. The resulting errors are designated

AHp, AVp and AM respectively:

AHp =Hic - Hc 5.8

where

Hc = pressure altitude

'Hic - indicated pressure altitude corrected for instrument
error

AVp -Vic = Vc 5.9

where

Vc calibrated airspeed

Vic = indicated airspeed corrected for instrument error
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AMP = Mic - M 5.10

whe re

M Mach number

Mic -indicated Mach number corrected for instrument
error

(In these definitions it is assumed that there is no lag error.) In general,

it is more convenient to work with position error corrections rather than

with the error itself, or

,ýHpc = Hc -Hic = -AH 5. 11

ZAVpc = Vc - Vic = -AVp 5.12

AMpc = M-Mic = -"NMp 5,13

It can be seen that the corrections are added to the indicated quantities

to obtain the actual quantities.

When the position error is produced entirely by pressure coefficient

variatioiL at the static source, it is possible to relate altimeter position

error dire-tly to airspeed and machmeter position errors (since in

most installations the altimeter and airspeed indicator utilize the same

static source). It is possibe to develop equations relating AP >, nHpc,

A',Vpc, ,'x1VApc, and APp/qcic. This is the subject of the following section.

5.3. 1 ýIPp and AHc:

"-he differential pressure equation for the altimeter can be

written as

dPs = -GPs dHic 5 14

dPs = -0 00108136-- 5.15

dHiC

where

dPs = differential static pressure, "Hg

d.Hic = differential indicated pressure altitude corrected
for instrument error, feet

Ps = standard day air density at Hic, slugs/feet 3
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G = gravitational constant, 3Z. 17405 feet/second2

ars = standard day air density ratio at Hic, Ps/PSL

In the case of small errors, these differential quantities may be treated

as finite differences. In this case,

dPs = P" Pa Pp, "Hg 5.16

dHic Hic - Hc 4 AFp = -AH PC 5. 17

With this approximation

-_=-n = 0.0010813as, 5.18ZHc feet

where t-, is the standard day air density ratio at Hic. Then

APp = (A.P) A'ipc 5.19

AHpc

This approximation is good for small errors, say AHpc - 1000 feet,

but cannot be used for large errors without introducing some error.

The exact relationship between A? and Al-i can be obtained by

insertion of cys = f(H), equation 1. 10, 1.13 into the aitimeter equation

1.6 and integrating.
2 2

fdPa P2 - Pl = -0.0010813 a dH 5.20
1 "1

where I represents the actual quantity and 2 represents the indicated

quantity. With this nomenclature

PZ - P1 = Ps - Pa = APp 5.21

Hence H ic

A.P = -0.0010813 r adH 5. 2

Hc

where

a = (1 - 6. 87535 x 10- 6 H)4 2561 1.10

for H 6 36, 089 feet, and -5
S0. 29707e-4" 8 0 6 3 4 x 10 (H - 36,089.24) 1.13
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for H a 36, 089 feet. Performing this integration and expanding in

terms of AHpc by use of the Binomial theorem, an infinite series is

obtained. Fortunately, only the first two terms are significant. With

this simplification, the result can be expressed as

ln•p = 0. 00 Q0813-s, feetpcg feet" I

where o-s is measured at (Hic + . 2 )
LH 4. 25E I

I - 6.87535 x 10-6 (Hic + -11- 4.25-) 5.24

for (Hic + AH PO 30 089 feet, and

2 02977e 4. 80 6 34 x 10-' j[(Hic + ýc )- 3 6, 089 .2 4 ]
5.25

for (Hic + A ) ' 36,089 feet. Equation 5.23 is plotted in several

fo rmn s:

versus H for ANHpc 8.7
AHpc

AP_ versus Hic for IPp 8.8

allpc

4nHpc versus APp for Hic 8..13

Another way to determine APp from AHpc is to find the values

for P. and Pa in the Standard Atmosphere, Table 9. 2 or 9.3,

corresponding to Hic and Hc and subtract.

Example:

Given: Hic 17, 140 feet :I-pc = 550 feet

Required: APP in "Hg

Solution:

Hc = Hic + ZAHPC =17, 690 feet

From Table 9.3:

Ps = 15.480 "Hg; Pa = 15. 134 "Hg

ApP = Ps - Pa = 0.346 "Hg
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5.3.2 ZLP, arid LV,,:

An approximate expression for the relationship between

and AVpc can bf obtained by taking the first derivative of the standard

airspeed indicator equation, and considering the derivative to be a

finite difference. The resulting equation is good for small errors, say

AVpc 4 10 knots The standard airspeed indicator equation is given

in Section 2 as

qI--r +0. ( 3.) 5
PaSL 0 SL

for Vic - aSL, and
. 7

S166.921 a- 1 2.13

PaSL ]2.5
[ aSL"

for Vic Ž aSL. The definition of qcic is

qciL = Pt' -Ps 5.26

With no error .a the total pressure, equation 5.26 can be

differentia•ted to give

d(qcic) = -d(Ps) 5.27

Differentiating equation 2. 12 and replacing dqcic by its

equivalent, -dPs, Lives the result:

d.PL. 1 . 4 PaSL vjj I + + 0 .2 (Vic )12 2.5 5.28
dVic aSL aSL L' asL J

for Vic S aSL

where

dPs = differential static pressure

dVic = differential airspeed

Assuming the derivatives to be finite differences

dPs = Ps- Pa 5.29
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dVic = Vic - Vc = AVp = -AVpc 5. 30

With this approkmation

" "% = P 1.4 Pa , Vi +0. 2(.-ir. ) , 5.31
AVpc aSL aSL aSL

for Vic .! aSL. Similarly, for the case that Vic--%- aSL

52. 854 v_ ( (. I 5.32(aSL) 5.32
aPC F(Vi.c) 2  3

Then 
L aSL

A = (_P_) .AVpc 5. 33AVPC)

The exact expression relating APp and AVPC is derived in the

following manner for the case when no error in the total pressure

source exists.

qcic = Pt' - Ps = f(Vic) 2. 1Z, 2. 13

For the case of no position error

qc = Pt' - Pa = f(Vc) Z.10, Z.11

as qcic = qc and Vic Vc with no position error. Now

APp Ps - Pa = (Pt' - Pa) - (Pt' - Ps) = qc - qcic

Therefore,

AiPp = qc - qcic f(Vc) - f(Vic) 5.34

Since Vc = Vic + AVpc, it is possible to expand the right hand side

of this equation into a series for AVp, by use of the Binomial

Theorem. The resulting series may be discontinued after the

second term with no loss in accuracy for AVpc s 50 knots. The

resulting equation takes the form

,nip_1. p_ 4 PaSL •c Z. 5. 35

aSL aSL aSL L'

+ 0 .P-aLS + 0 2 ('ýV C + Sa(Y- )LIVP C

aSL L L aSL jaS
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for Vic' aSL, and

AP~ 6 F2 IV1C2 1AP6 V ic V a 2

P• t = 52.854( aL (a)•.. - 6
AVpc L 5.30

5 [._Vi 4 _Ve 2 .

+ 52.854( -c ) _ 4. i + --__aSL aS aS aSj
[ 1

for Vic k aSL. Note that the first term is identical with that obtained by the

approximate method. The second term may be considered as a correction

to the first term that must be applied for large AVpc.

Equation (5. 35, 5. 36) has been plotted in several forms for the

convenience of the reader

ý.2. versus Vic for AVpc Chart 8.9
lVpc

f-t versus Vic for nlPp Chart 8. 10/-.Vpc

AVpc versus APp for Vic Chart 8. 13

5,3. 3 LYp, and .ýPp/qzic:

The position error pressure coefficient is very useful as a

parameter in high speed flight (Mic > 0. 6). To facilitate obtaining

nPp/qcic from LVpc, a graph of AVp, versus Vic for ZýPn/qcic is plotted

as Chart 8. 11. This chart is determined ,rom the following considerations.

ý'P (-ýPP/PaSL-)
qcic (qci,/PaSL) 5. 37

From equatorns (5, 35, 5. 36, 2. 12, 2. 13 , arid 5, 37)

0
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AP L.c + O.2 fjic )2] 1+ 10.7 1 + 0.2(L'c 2 ] n.j}

qcic I .... - 5.38

aSL.
for Vict aSL, and

App[ 
Vi 3] 2, 

S . •~
-~ [7oc -, -: 4J AV _,-_______

OSL,-, ]"J 5.39

(V,- i- n n: 125

[I
for Vic • aSL. G

5.3.4 AHpcand AVpc:

When working with small errors, say AI-pc 1000 feet or .p

knots, the value of A~ccan be determined from AVpc, or vice versa, by t•,

following relation which is obtained by dividing the approximate equations

(5.35 and 5.36) by 5.5Z.

2r 7( I .2 2.5

(856 ic 1S 16.91__ý

[ .1.+ 5.40

for Vic : aSL, and

W h e n w wit8 s maIl l e r s s y41 5.41

for Vlin aSli, where ic is measured at Hdi. This equation has been plotted

•in Chart 8.1IZ as AHpc/AVpc versus Vic for ttc
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For the case of larger errors where equations 5. 18 and 5.31, 5.32

ar,.: not valid, the resulting equation 5.40, 5.41 and Chart 8.12 are of

course not valid. In this case, one should use Chart 8.13 which is

developed from the following relation which in turn is obtained by

consideration of equations 5. 35, 5. 36 and 5. 23.

APp 0.0010813 as WiHpc 5.42

[1_.2+ ] z(Vic 212.5
1. 4 PaSL asL j asLVic L, +• o. 2OL ]-c S

+ 0 .7 aSL + 1aSL
+ i (ic aZI( )z

aL aSL

for Vic- as,, and

( i 6a [72( i, )2 1 1 ,Vpc 511 6 8 .4aPaSL aS SL J aSL

[70y- z 13. 5

aSL

for V1 • a aSL

where os is rneasured at (HIic +----i). Chart 8. 13 is in ýhe frrn- of

AVpc versus APP for Vic and aPp versus A1-Ipc for Hic, or simply

AVpc versus LHpc: for Vic and 11i•.
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5. 3. 5 sMpc and A-I.

The Mach number equation may be written as

PpC = (I + 0.ZMic2) 3 ." 5.44
PS

for Mic • 1.00. Differentiating, with Pt' constant,

.dP =_ 1.Ps Mic
dMic (I t 0. 2Mic2) 5.45

Making the appeoxltrnatlons

dP s 5  s - Pa = A\Pp 5.46

dMic Mic - M = = -ZAMOC 5,47

the relation between the static pressure erroi and the Mach number

position correction is obtained.

XPp IA.4 PsMic 5.48
AMpc (1 + 0. ZMicz)

This approximate equation is valid for small errors. The Mach number

position correctaon can be related to the altimeter position correction

by dividing equation 5. 22 by equation 5. 52 and introducing !he perfect

gas equation 1.3.

AM1imp = 0,007438 0. + 0.2MicZ 5.49
%Hpc Tas Mic

formic !- 1.00, where T., is the standard day temperature

corresponding to Hic.

In the supersonic case, Mic =- 1. 00

P t' = 166.9 2lM - 7 5.50
PS (7Mic - -/

Proceeding as in the subsonic case

Ap = 7P3(i1ic 2- 5.51

VPc Mic (7Mic 2 
-)
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and

_•c = 0,001488 Mic (7Micz - 1) 5.52
AHpc Tas(2Mic 2 - 1)

for Mic A1.00, where Tas corresponds to Hic.

Equation 5.49, 5.52 has been plotted in Chart 8.14 in the form:

AMpc/AHpc versus Mic for Ric Chart 8.14

Chart 8. 14 and the above equations on which it is based are valid only

for small errors, say AMpce-0.0 4 or AHpc < 1000 feet.

For larger errors, a better approximation is necessary. The exact

result can be obtained from the following analysis. In general, for

M i c6 1.00.

Pt' - (1 + 0.2Mic2 ) 3 " 5  5.53
Ps

For the case of no position error,

S(1 + 0.2M2)3.5 5.54

With

APp = Ps - Pa 5.2

and

AMpc = M - Mic 5.17

it is possible to express the exact relationship

- = f(Mic, AMpc) 5. 55Ps

Expanding by the Binomial Theorem and retaining the first two terms

yields the result

S= 1. 4 MicAMpc + 0. 7(1 - 1. 6Mi¢ ) AMc 2

k s (1+ (.Mic2 ) (1 + 0.2Mic 2 )2  " 5. 56

for Mic - !.00. Similarly for the supersonic case (Mic-• 1. 00)

I a 2 1
-=Z 7(Mc2 - lAMvi 7(21Mic 4 - 23. 5Mic +4)pc

Mic (7Mic 2 - 1) Mic 2 (7Mic 2 - 1)2
5. 57
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The final result is obtained by dividing equation 5. 27 by equations 5.60,

5.61

-P = 0.0010813p!A- AHpc 5.58
Ps5 P

: 1.4MicAMDc_ +0. 7(1 - 1.6Mic Z)AMO c 2

(l + 0. Mic z) (I + 0.ZMic2)2

for Mic -l 1. 00, and

ý_ý•P= 0.0010813s 4PC 5.59
Ps PS

7(2Mic 2 - 1) 7(21Mic 4 -&3. 5Mi7 + 4)AMpC

Mic(7MiC - 1) Micj2 (7Mic 2 _ 1)2

for Mic -'1. 00, where P. is measured at Hic and (". is measured at

(Hic + AP-). This equation is plotted in Chart 8. 15 in the form of

ZM-pc versus APp/Ps for Hic, and AMpc versus APp/Ps for Mic, or

sinply AMp. versus AHpc for Mic and Hic.

5.3.6 AMpc and AVRC:

For small errors, sr.y AMpc 4 0.04 or AVpc<10 knots, the

ratio AMpc//A.Vpc can be obtaint'd by multiplying equations 5.49, 5.52, 5.40,

5.41 with the result

P~~kSLA.-. I .LS. Ii + 0. 2(--.lic j .(1+ .mir
AVpc aSL Ps aSL aSL" Mic

5.60

for Vic aSL, Mic- 1.00; _a I LIi 2-2.5'1
•V. L. I +i +0. Z(Li) M;C(7MicZl

NVpc 5 aSL Ps aSL sL (2Mic 2 - 1)
5.61

for Vic 16 asL, Mic• 1.00; and

AM. - 16 6 .9 21 PaSL 1 (-) 6 [Z(-cL)Z- 11 Mic(7Mic 2 -l)
AVpc aSL [T7 "iC 3.5 (ZMic 2  1)
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for Vic ;" aSLI Equations (5. 60, 5.61, 5.62) are plotted in Chart 8. 16

in the form

A--pc versus Mic for Hi. Chart 8. 16
AVpC

No chart has been prepared in which one can directly relate AMpc to

/AV,-c for the case of very large position error where Chart 8.16 is not

v:,lid. In the case of large error, it is possible to determine AMpc from

AVpc# or vice versa, by the following indirect method:

(1) Given AVpc and Vic, dete!rmine AP p/qcic from Chart 8.11

(2) Determine Mic from Vic and Hic and Chart 8. 5

(3) Determine AMpc from Mic and APp/qcic and Chart 8.18

5.3.7 AM,, and API/qcic:

For small errors, say AMpc- 0.04, the ratio AMpc/(APp/qcic)

may be formed by dividing equation (Z. 26, 2.27) by equation (5.48, 5.51)

* with the result

P I + 0.2M i.) 0 Mic ) 1 .6

(APp/qcic) 1. 4Mic

for Mi. t 1.00 and

AM Mic 1166.92lMic 7 - (7Mic 2 - 1) 2.5] 5.64'

(Jp-cc) 7(7Mic 2 - 1)1 "5 (2Mic 2 - 1)

for Mic -- 1 00. This equation is plotted in Chart 8. 17 in the form

Am-C versus Mic Chart 8.17
(APp/qcic)

The expression for large errors is obtained by dividing equations (5.56

and 5.57) by equations (2.26 and 2. 27).
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1.4Mic !NMp 0.7(1 - 1. 2 ic2 2

(1 + O.2Micz) (1 + 0.2MicZ 5.65
qc ic F1 + 002Micz)3°5 _ 1]

for Mic z_ 1. 00, and 7(2Mic2_ - 1),Mpr. 7(21Mic 4 
- 23. 5Mi.2 + 4)AMpc2

SMic (7Mic 2 - 1), Mic (7Mic 2 - 1)2

qcic L166.921 Mic7 1]
_(7Mic 2  -_)2.5

for Mic 1- 00. Equations (5.65 and 5.66) is plotted in Chart 8. 18 in the

form

Sversus AMpc for Mic Chart 8. 18
qcic
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5.4 EXTRAPOLATION OF RESULTS

In general, the position error corrections must be established by a

flight calibration made under all flight conditions. In some cases,

however, it is possible to extrapolate over a wide range of conditions

from a calibration over the speed range at one altitude. It has been

shown that

Sfl (Mic, fGLic)qc c

= f 2 (Mc, nW 5.6

To derive this relation experimentally for direct application to any

flight condition would thus require calibrations at several weights and

load factors over the full altitude and speed range of the aircraft.

The appropriate assumptions on which predictions to other conditions

can be made from tests at one altitude depend on the Mach number and

are considered in this section for several ranges of that parameter.

5 5.4. 1 Low Mach Number Range (M.ic 0.6):

For low Mach numbers, the effects of compressibility on

pressure error may be considered negligible. Without introducing

serious error, it may be said that the pressure coefficient is a function

only of lift coefficient (CL) as shown in Figure 5.4.

6
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Figure 5.4

App/qcic versus CL for Typical

Wing Tip Probe (Good for Low Speed Only)

This plot will represent the flow field around the probe for all

flight conditions in the low Mach number range.

The position error calibrations for a low speed aircraft are

often presented in another manner.

AP f 3 (C~ic) 5.67q cic 3

Since CL =nW/(pV 2 S/2) and in the low Mach number range
SL e

V V e , it can be assumed that
nW

C L s 5.68
L v S/2

SLC

or
nW 5.69

C Lic P .L"ic2
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Substituting equation 5. 69 in equation 5. 67

Ap nW nW
1)= f5( 5.70

qcic _ic_

It is possible to obtain a curve of APp /qctc versus Fnw1 Vic,
from the results of a position error calibration over the CL range at

oue altitude. From this plot, the position error pressure coefficient

at any relevant altitude, weight and normal acceleration can be obtained.

A typical plot of APp/ qctc versus Vic showing nW variation and

Mach number effects at the higher speeds it given in Figure 5. 5. It

may be seen from this figure that a change in nW at low speed can

cause a substantial change in position error.

@+

,41c

0-

-4

U

-4T-

I-i

Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instrument Error, Vic

Figure 5. 5

Plot of e A•ersus Vic for Low Speed Aircraft
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The altimeter position error correction for low speed aircraft can

be extrapolated from one altitude to another aititude at the same

indicated airspeed corrected for instrument error (Vic) as long as

there are no appreciable changes "_n weight or load factor. It has

been shown for low speed aircraft in which there are no Mach effects

that

_P__ f(Vc) only 5.71
qc ic

for constant nW. Therefore, at a given Vic, and hence qcic' and

constant weight and load factor, the static pressure error (.-'-APp) is

constant during altitude changes Hence. for a given Vic and

constant nw

NHpc = HpcI l--5. 7Z -

(Ap)

In the case of small errors, equation 5,2Z2 yields the result,

AHpc2 = /AHpcl (ý$s ) 5.73

where as, is the density ratio at Hic1, and as, is the density ratio

at Hic2- In that the position error in the low speed range is always

small, the problem of large error does not need to be considered

here. Equation 5.77 states that the altimeter position error correction

can be extrapolated to another altitude at the same Vic by

multiplication of A--Hpc by the ratio of the standard day air densities.

This procedure is good only in the low speed range when there are

no Mach number effects and when the variation in nW is not of

significance.

5.4. 2 Medium Subsonic and Transonic Mach Number Range

(0.6 < ivi <•< 1.0):

In this Mach number range, the position error pressure

coefficient will in general depend on both Nlic and CLic so the
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general equation must be considered.

Ap

Sp f1 (Mic' CLic) 5.5
qcic

f 2 (M ic nW 5
1C

Therefore, in the general case a position error calibration must be

conducted at several altitude and weight combinations. In marny

installations however, the effect of the CLic parameter is negligible

in this Mach number range. In this case, a calibration at on. altitude

can be extrapolated to other altitudes. The existence of any CLi.

effect should be investigated by performing tests at two widely different

altitudes and plotting curves of A? p/qcic versus Mic for the values

of nW/6 c, The resut, for a typical nose boom installation is shown

in Figure 5.6. This curve shows that nW/6.i effects exist in the

system tested. This curve would be a single line if there were no

CLic effects.

4 Un

o j 0 nwl

"0 0

n VY

.r iCnW nW
___ ~~--- >_ -( W )) (

0ic ic ic 2

o.6 .7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1

Indicated Mach Number Corrected for Instrument Error, M.
AC

Figure 5.6
Plot of APp/qcic versus Mic for a Typical Nose Boom Installation

Showing nW/qic Effects at Low Speed End
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When there are no appreciable CLic effects as indicated by a single

curve of APp/qcic(versus Mic for all nW/Sic) the altimeter position error

correction at one altitude can be extrapolated to any other altitude at the

same Mic. With no CLic effect.

S= f(Mic) only 5. 74
qcic

Equations 5. 63, 5,. 4 and 5.65 state

AVlpC = f(Mic, ) 5. 63, 5.64,
• qc~c 5.65

Frorni these equations, it follcws that IMpc is a function of Mic only

and hence independent of altitude when there are no CLic effects.

AMpc = f(Mic) only 5.75

Therefore, one may write

AH ',pc i

Z'iHpc2 = Hpc1 A 5. 76

for Micd = M 1cz. In the case of small errors, equation 5. 49, 5.52 yields

the result
LHpc?. = ýý,Hpcl (Ta_. _2 5. 77

Tasl

for Micl = Mic2, where Tasi and Tas2 are the standard day air

temperatures corresponding to H-icI and Hic2 respectively. In the

case of large errors, it would appear that the above method of

extrapolation would no longer be valid as equations, (5.53 and 5.56) from

which it is derived are nolonger valid. Fortunately this is not the

case and equation 5.81 can be used for very large errors,, say Al-Ip-C4

3000 feet, with no appreciable loss of accuracy.

5.4.3 Supersonic Mach Number RangeQ~ic>l.0):

An aircraft capable of supersonic f ýig..t should be equipped with

a nose boom installation. In this case, the aircraft bow wave will pass

behind the static pressure holes at a Mic of 1.03 or so. At higher

7
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Mach numbers, the effect of the lift coefficient on the position error

pressure coefficient will be zero as the pressure field of the aircraft will

not be felt in front of the bow wave. Therefore, any pressure error that

does exist will be a function of Mach number only so that a plot of

APp/qcic versus Mic will be valid for all altitudes. In the usual case,

this error is quite small and may be zero.

5.5 CORRELATION OF RESULTS OF POSITION ERROR CALIBRATIONS

In the nosition error calibration methods discussed in the next

section, data is usually obtained in the form of Alpc or AVpc for the

altitude at which the test was conducted. In this section, methods by which

data from different calibrations can best be correlated is given. The

final report presentation is usually given as AHpc and AVpc versus Vic

with Hic as the parameter. This can be done for both light weight and

heavy weight configurations if weight is an important parameter.

For low speeds in which there are no Mach number effects, the

Sposition error obtained from several calibrations is best correlated by

the use of a plot of AVpc versus Vic. Such a plot will be a single line

which is good for all altitudes for a constant nW with the absence of

Mic effects.

It has been shown that in the low Mach number range

S= fl (Vic) only 5.70
qcic

for constant nW. From Section 5.3.3

AVpc = fq(ci-Pc Vic) 5.38, 5.39qcic

Therefore, in the absence of Mach number effects
AV PC = f3(Vic) only 5.78

for constant nW

At higher speeds, when there is the possibility of both Mic and CLic

effects, the results of calibrations are best correlated by a plot of

APp/qcic or AMpc versus Mic. It has been shown in the previous

section that this will usually be a single line for Mic> 0. 6 except for

possible low speed nW/S ic breakoffs.
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5.6 CALIBRATION METHODS

The static pressure error can be determined by any method in

which the indicated static pressure and the free stream static pressure are

obtained at the same time. The indicated pressure is obtained by installing

a sensitive aneroid such as an altimeter in the static pressure system to

be calibrated. The free stream static pressure can be obtained directly

from a measurement of the atmospheric pressure or indirectly from a

measurement of airspeed, in which case the total pressure error must

be known or assumed to be zero. The direct method is called an altimeter

calibration. Some of the more common methods are: the tower fly-by,

the pacer and aircraft fly-by, the altitude pressure comparison methods,

and the trailing bomb method. The indirect method is called an airspeed

calibration. Airspeed calibrations can be obtained by the speed course

method and the pacer and radar methods when airspeeds are compared.

In general, the accuracy of the altimeter calibration is far superior to the

airspeed calibration as the altimeter is a relatively accurate instrument

compared to the airspeed indicator concerning such things as hysteresis

and repeatability It will be shown, however, that at very low speeds an

airspeed calibration may be superior.

The choice of a method will, in general, depend on the instrumentation

available, the degree of accuracy required, and the speed and altitude

range fur which a calibration is desired. The most desirable method or

combination of methods is one which requires a minimum of time,

equipment and manpower to arrive at an accurate calibration over the

entire speed and altitude range of the aircraft; it must be quick and

inexpensive, yet reliable and complete. Several methods are discussed

in this section with this in mind. Each method is described in detail.

Then the advantages and disadvantages of each are discussed so that

the reader may choose .the method or combination of methods which best

fulfills his need.
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5. 6. 1 The Tower Fly-By Method(See Data Reduction Outline 7.5):

The tower fly-by is a low altitude method in which the altitude

indicated by the aircraft pitot-static system is compared to the actuaL

pressure altitude to determine the static pressure error. A theodolite

is set up in a control tower or a tall building at a known distance from a

line marked on a runway. The aircraft to be calibrated is flown at

constant speed over this course as close to theodolite level as possible

but at least one full wing span off the ground to be out of ground effect.

As the aircraft passes the theodolite position, the pilot recorde altitude

(Hi) and airspeed (Vi); the theodolite operator measures the vertical

angle to the aircraft. The atmospheric pressure at the theodolite

station is measured with an absolute pressure gage or altimeter, or

static pressure and temperature are measured at the ground and

reference level static pressure is computed on the basis of the standard

temperature lapse rate. The true pressure altitude of the aircraft is

determined by adding the physical difference in height between the

theodolite and the aircraft to the pressure altitude at theodolite level.

Hc M Hc at theodolite level + Ah 5.79

where AIh is determined from the theodolite reading. This operation is

valid, even during extreme atmospheric conditions, as the pressure

gradient will not vary from standard enough to cause appreciable error

in the small height difference between the aircraft and the theodolite.

This method is illustrated in the following figure.
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Pilot Records: Theodolite Operator Records:

Indicated Airspeed, Vi Pressure Altitude of Tower

Indicated Altitude, Ht Vertical Angle to Aircraft, oL

L------------d------ ----------

Hc of Test Aircraft = Hc of Tower t d tan ct

Figure 5.7

Tower Fly-by Method

The tower fly-by method is limited to level flight speeds above stalling

speed by a safe margin. The upper speed limit may be set by local

restrictions prohibiting supersonic flight at or near ground level in a

congested area.

The static pressure error can be determined with very good

accuracy by the use of this method. Atlow speeds, however, any

error in the measurement of the static pressure error becomes very

important when converted to airspeed position error (AV ) as evidenced
p

by equation (5. 35, 5. 36). This effect io illustrated in Figure S. S.
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0.4 1/20/0 error in -.

airspeed /
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Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instrument Error, Vic (knots)

Figure 5.8

Plot of AP vs aV. Determined from Tower
p ic

Fly-By Calibrations

At the Air Force Flight Test Center, with the use of conventional

aircraft instrumentation an-t a "visual theodolite", this method is

not used for speeds below 200 knots or so for this reason.

The tower fly-by method is very quick, requiring only a few

minutes per point for the flight and manual data reduction. It is

relatively inexpensive as I hour of flight time will cover adequately

the speed range of the aircraft and no extensive equipment is necesuary.

In an improvement of this technique, two ground stations may be

used, one on each side of the lined course. This allows the aircraft

to deviate from the runway without introducing error.

Qne disadvantage of the tower fly-by method, as discussed above,
is the hazard of flying at high speed near the ground. This hazard can

be eliminated by the use of a modified system. In this method, a

photograph is taken as the aircraft passes over a camera which is

directed vertically upward from a position on the marked course.

The tapeline altitude of the aircraft is then determined from the focal
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length of the camera and the proportion of the size of the image on film

to the true dimensions of the object. The static pressure at this

altitude can be computed or determined by flying the test aircraft at a

speed for which the pressure error is known. Good results have been

obtained with the use of a conventional 35mm camera up to altitudes of

1000 feet. This method is discussed in the report, "Position Error

Determination by Stadiametric Ranging with a 35mm Movie Camera,"

Technical Report No. 2-55, Test Pilot Training Division, U.S. Naval

Air Test Center (Patuxent River, Maryland), June 24, 1955 by

W.J. Hesse.

5. 6.2 The Ground Speed Course Method (See Data Reduction
Outline 7.6):

The ground speed course is another low altitude method which

is especially good at low speeds. It is best used in conjunction with

the tower fly-by method to obtain a low attitude position error

calibration over the entire speed range. This is an '.'airspeed

calibration" in that the error in airspeed is measured directly from

which the static pressure error may be determined - providing the

error in total pressure is known or can be assumed to be zero.

The aircraft to be calibrated is flown over a course of known

length at a uniform speed and at constant altitude. True airspeed is

obtained from time and distance data. Calibrated airspeed, calculated

from true airspeed, is compared to the airspeed indicated by the

aircraft pitot-static system to obtain the error in airspeed due to static

pressure error. The conversion of Vt to Vc requires that both

pressure altitude and free air temperature be known. The pressure

altitude can be obtained by adding the pressure altitude corresponding

to the ground atmospheric pressure to the estimated height of the

aircraft above the ground. Instead of estimating the height of the

aircraft above the ground, an iterative process can be used where

the instrument corrected altimeter reading is first used to find

position error. This position error can then be used to correct the

altimeter reading and the process repeated. Ambient temperature is
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determined from indicated readings recorded in the aircraft. This method

is described in Figure 5. 9.

Pilot Records:
Indicated Airspeed, Vt
Indicated Temperature. t.
Indicated Altitude, Hij __
Estimated Height
Time

St a r t Know Course Length Finish

V, of Aircraft Vc at Aircraft Pressure Altitude
Corresponding to M, Determined from Vt / a

0 Figure 5.9

Ground Speed Course Method

The aircraft should be flown on reciprocal headings at each speed so

that the effect of head and tail wind can be averaged out. The averaged

ground speed is assumed to be true speed. The aircraft should be

allowed to drift with the wind so that the adverse effect of cross wind

can be eliminated. The test should not be conducttd on a windy day

for any shifting winds introduce error in true speed. The aircraft

should be fairly well stabilized as the timing gives average speed.

However, the holding of an exact speed is not critical. The speed

course should be flown at least one wing span above the ground to be

out of ground effect. This distance should be kept to a safe minimum,

however, because of the need for an estimation of the aircraft height.

Theoretically, this method is good for all level flight speeds above

the stalling speed of the aircraft. The accuracy obtained, however,

is a function of the timing method and the length of the course and

diminishes as speed increases. At high speeds, errors in time
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measurement may cause the error in airspeed to be obscured by errors

in the measurement of true speed, Therefore, this method gives best

results at tow speeds and can be used at high speeds only if adequate

timing equipment is used and the course is relatively long. The Air

Force Flight Test Center maintains a ground speed course approximately

4 miles long. Time is kept with a stop watch operated by the pilot or

by an aircraft observer. This course is not used for speeds above

250 knots.

The accuracy of the ground speed cour se is poor even in the low

speed range. There is always a scatter of points due to timing errors,

shifting winds and the estimate of temperature at aircraft height which

is needed for calculation of true speed. However, fite results obtained

at low speeds are in general better than those obtained by the tower fly-

by method.

The ground speed course is inexpensive and very simple to maintain

and operate. Each double point takes approximately 10 minutes for the

flight and 10 minutes for manual data reduction.

A variation of the ground speed course is the photogrid method. The

test is conducted in the same manner except that true speed is determined

by means of a camera, a timer, and a calibrated grid installed in a

control tower or other vantage point by a runway. As the aircraft passes

the camera station, photographs are taken through the grid. The film

iecord gives accurate speed and altitude of the aircraft, (See Figure

5. 10.) This method can be used only when a low wind condition exists

or when the wind direction is approximately parallel to the runway or

the same errors will be introduced as when crabbing on a speed

course.
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Camrnera

Photo Shows: Pilcr' Records:
Altitude Indicated Airspeed, V1

Ground Speed Indicated Altitude, Hi
Figure 5.10

Photogrid Method.

5.6.3 The Pacer Method (See Data Reduction Outline 7.7):

Th,- tower fly-by and ground speed course methods which

have been discussed are good for low altitude calibrations. These

calibrations may be extrapolated to higher altitudes as discussed in

Section 5. 4. However, such extrapolations are not always possible.

Furthermore, any extrapolations that are made should be checked at

altitude. Therefore, calibration methods are necessary by which an

aircraft can be calibrated at altitude. One such method is the pacer

method in which the test aircraft is calibrated against another

previously calibrated aircraft called a pacer. This method is very

useful when frequent routine calibrations of aircraft are required.

In the basic form of this method the test aircraft and pacer

are flown side by side approximately one wing span apart to prevent

aircraft pressure field interaction. When the aircraft are stabilized at

the dusired speed and altitude, the pilots read the airspeed and altitude

simultineously, or record the data on a photopanel. (See Figure 5. IL)

A static pressure calibration can be obtained directly from a comparison

0
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of the altitudes or indirectly from a comparison of airspeeds. By

comparing both altitude and airspeed readings a check can be made

for error in the total pressure system. (An error in total pressure

should be suspected if AV determined by a comparison of airspeedspc

is consistently greater than AV determined by a comparison of altimeterpc

readings.) This procedure is followed for a series of speeds at a given

altitude to determine the static pressure error as a function of airspeed

for that altitude. In this form, the pacer method is limited to the altitude

and speed capabilities of the reference aircraft.

Calibrated Aircraft Pilot Records:
Indicated Airspeed. Vi
Indi.:ated Altitude, Hi

/ / N .

I -- N

Test P.ircraft Pilot Records: Pressure Altitude of Both Aircraft, Hc
Indicated Airspeed, Vi =Calibrated Aircraft's H i+ AI- ic + H PC
Indicated Altitude, Hi

Figure 5. 11

The Pacer Method

'&t 'Is possible to make calibrations at speeds greater than the speed

capabilities of the reference aircraft by the use of a variation called

the aircraft fly-by method. Here, the test aircraft flies past the pacer

aircraft at the same altitude. With the pressure altitude known from

the pacer calibration, the static pressure error may be obtained at any
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speed for that altitude. It has the advantage over the basic method in

that it is faster as it is not necessary to stabiize the airspeed. In the

aircraft fly-by method, it is necessary that both aircraft be at the same

altitude. Any deviation may be estimated or the test aircraft may be

photographed as it passes by. It is helpful if the pacer aircraft can lay

a trai., for example a contrait, as a reference. This allows the test

aircraft to accelerate up the reference trail with data being taken as

it closes on the pacer aircraft and then either pass the pacer or le-

celerate back down the reference trail. The acceleration-deceleration

technique has the advantage that with data taken both ways the effect

of lag can be averaged out or shown to be negligible. This technique is

very useful for obtaining data in the transonic region. It is possible to

get data up to Mach 1.2 or so with a subsonic pacer. Use of a contrail

provides very accurate data since the altitude of a contrail does not

usually vary more than 20 or 30 feet within 2 miles of the source. One

0 disadvantage is that persistent contrails ar- sometimes difficult to

obtain. In this case the pacer shouLd be equipped with a smoke gen-

erator capable of leaving a wveil defined trail. Use of a smoke gener-

ator is presently limited to non-afteaburing operation, however, since

the smoke from existing smoke generators is nearly dissapated by

the jet exhaust in afterburning.

The calibration of the test aircraft is, of course, only as good as

the pacer calibration. For this reason aircraft must be kept exclusively

as pacers. They should be calibrated in flight and have their instruments

recalibrated at least once a month to insure the accuracy of their

calibrations.
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The primary advantages of the pacer method over other altitude

nethods are the simplicity of scheduling, testing and data reduction, the

speed and accuracy with which results can be obtained and the fact that

the pacer is not restricted to one geographical area. In short, the pacer

method, is more convenient.

The practicality of the pacer method as compared to other methods

depends on how often calibrations are required. Unless calibrations are

required relatively frequently the cost of maintaining aircraft solely as

pacers is prohibitive. However, when frequent calibrations are required,

the pacer method becomes very practical. In general, the cost of keep-

ing the pacer in the air is offset by the reduction in flying time necessary

to establish a calibration.

5. 6.4 Altitude Pressure Comparison Methods Requiring Pressure
Survey (See Data Reduction Outline 7.8):

in this method the position of thc aircraft in flight is fixed in

space by the use of a radar-theodolhte system or a phototheodolite complex

such as an Askania range. The static pressure error is determined by

comparing the aircraft indicated altitude to the pressure altitude which

is determined from the tapeline altitude by means of a pressure survey.

The pressure survey can be conducted in one of several ways:

1. The test aircraft can be tracked by the radar or phototheodolite

equipment as it climbs through the required altitude range at a

low speed for which the static pressure error is known. It is

then flown through the surveyed region at higher speeds for

which a calibration is desired. It is possible to use another

aircraft which has previously been calibrated to make this

pressure survey. In either case, it should be noted that a survey

made using this technique can be no better than the original

calibration.

2. A radiosonde ballon transmitting pressure measurements can

be tracked to determine pressure as a function of tapeline altitude.



Better accuracy can be obtained bj the use of a modified pressure

capsule which is more accurate.

3. Data from a radiosonde balloon transmitting temperature and

pressure canbe used to find temperature as a function of pressure

and the relation between altitude and pressure deduced by integration.
Pa

R = ) (Pa) 1. 17

PaSL

This integration is discussed in "Mach Number Measurements and

Calibrations During Flight at High Speeds and at High Altitudes

Including Data for the D-558-11 Research Airplane, NACA RM

H55JI8, 1956 (Confidential) by Brunn and Stillwell. With the use

of the same equipment, this method gives much better results than

does tecnnique 2.

The results of the pressure survey are plotted as pressure or pressure altitude

versus tapeline altitude, The test aircraft is then flown in the surveyed

region, recording airspeed and altitude as the radar or phototheodolite

records height. The true pressure altitude for each test point is

determined from the radar height and pressure survey curve. (See

Figure 5.12).
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SURVEY

Radar Records:
Height

Calibrated Aircraft Pilot Records:
Indicated Airspeed, Vi

/ •Indicated Altitude, Hi
/ Then:

S ! /e HH = H.i + AH. + .HSurve/yed Region 'i C 1 C P
/ Region / Results of Survey Plotted As

/"

//

/ 3C4

/ --- /__ Pressure Altitude
/

- - - - - - CALIBRATION

-- --- , Radar Records:
Height

Test Aircraft Pilot Records:
Indicated Airspeed, Vi
Indicated Altitude, Hi

Then:
Hc = Pressure Altitude at Radar
Height on Survey Plot.

Figure 5. 12

Altitude Pressure Comparison Method Using Radar

When a phototheodolite system is used the aircraft is tracked from a

series of stations with cameras to determine the position in space. The

tapeline altitude is determined by triangulation. A mirimum of two stations

is required for a fix. It is desirable to obtain data frcm more stations to

give additional fixes, which reduces the uncertainty of the measurement.

The accuracy with which tapeline altitude can be obtained is very good.

However, the overall accuracy of the pressure error determination is

limited by that of the pressure siurvey. Because of the complexity of the

tracking system, the data must be processed on a digital computer. Hence,
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the data reduction time is apt to be quite large. In additions, the process

is quite expensive as it requires costly equipment, large crews to rliainta.in

and operate the equipment, and machine data reduction.

The tapeline altitude can be calculated from the elevation and slant

range given by a radar-theodolite assembly. The data reduction for this

type of installation is much less time consuming than that required by the

above installation as one station gives all the necessary information. The

radar unit will not give quite as accurate results as those which can be

obtained with the photo-theodolite range but its accuracy can be at least as

good as that of the pressure survey.

At the Air Force Flight Test Center. radar tracking has been found to

be very satisfactory, reliable and relatively economical. Pro-.ided that

the target carries a beacon, it can be tracked out to a slant range of nearly

100 miles. More refined information, obtained by using a bore-sight

camera to correct for radar hunt in azimuth and elevation, can be obtained

out to about 20 miles, depending on contrast and so on. The accuracy of

the height data is comparable to that with which the associated pressure can

be measured or computed. but good velocity data cannot be obtained unless

the target is flying in a steady manner. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 13

in which a time history from a typical radar calibration is given. A-

relatively low frequency hunt is apparent which prevents use of the data

to deduce velocity unless quite a long record can be averaged. riowever.

when the aim is to calibrate the static pressure source. the radar method

is used because of its simplicity and economy. When a more lrtcise

trajectory is required, capable of yielding ground speeds directly, the

Askania range is used. This gives subseantial improvement in precision

but cost and complication are much greater than those of a radar

calibration. A minimum of four cameras is considered essential and six

or more are used if the target is to be tracked over a distance of the order

of that covered by the bore-sight radar.
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* Pressure Altitude from Aircraft Photopanel

OTapeline Altitude as Given by Radar
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Figure 5.13

Results of a Radar Calibration Showing

Typical Low Frequency Hunt

These techniques are costly and tedious but they can be used in many

situations where some of the less complicated methods fail. They permit

calibrations in high speed dives and maneuvers, as well as in level flight,

and allow calibration of rocket powered aircraft and missiles as long as

they stay %Vithin the range of the tracking equipment.

5.6. 5 The All-Altitude Speed Course:

The principle of the ground speed course can be used at altitude

to determine the error in airspeed measurement in the aircraft pitot-static

system. However, the establishment of an altitude speed course which
will give comparable accuracy is difficult. It is necessary to use an

elaborate timing device and electronic or optical means to establish the

course length. The accurate measurement of temperature at altitude

presents a problem. One must rely either on a previously calibrated free

air temperature probe or the weather service and a pressure survey.

Also the higher winds which usually exist.at altitude cause considerable

scatter of data. Thereforv, the speed course is .iot recomenicndcd for
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altitude calibrations.

A certified speed course has been established aL the AFFTC for the

purpose of obtaining internationally accepted speed records. It is possible

to use this course as a speed course to obtain position error. It is an

optical course approximately 10 miles long at 35, 000 feet. The overall

accuracy of the speeds obtained are to the order of 0. 15 percent. Therefore.

there is little error in the measurement of ground speed by this method.

However, the problems of conversion to true speed and calibrated airspeed

and the determination of pressure altitude make the use of the course for

this purpose quite impractical.

5. 6. 6 The Trailing Bomb Method:

In this method a static pressure source is built into a "bomb"

which is suspended on a Long cable and allowed to trail well below and aft

of the aircraft so as to be out of the aircraft pressure field and thus to

record free stream static pressure. This is compared to the indicated

static pressure (or altitude). to give the static pressure error. The

pressures from the two sources may be connected by means of a sensitive

differential pressure gage to give the pressure error direttly. Hence the

accuracy can be very good as long as the trailing bomb is out of the

aircraft pressure field

At low speeds the weight of the bomb is enough to keep it below the

test aircraft. At higher speedb, say above ZOO knots indicatcd, the bomb

must be fitted with small wings set at a negative angle of attack to keep it

out of the slipstream of the aircraft. This, however, introduces the

instability pioblems of a towed glider.

This method is goo( at stalling speed as long as the downwash at high

angles of attack does not cause instability. The upper limit in speed is

the speed at which the system encounters high speed instability. It Ls

believed that this high speed instability is due to cable oscillations which

originate near the aircraft and ar- amplified by aerodynamic forces as

they travel down the cable,

0_



Years ago when airrraft were not capable of high speeds this was a

very popular method. In the case of modern aircraft, this method has

lost its popularity because of the high speed instability problem. It is

still sometimes used, however, for the calibration of low speed aircraft

such as transports.
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SECTION 6

CALIBRATION OF THE FREE AIR TEMPERATURE
INSTRUMENTATION

6.1 INSTRUMENT ERROR
The major errors in the temperature ttdicatlng system are a result

of variation of the resistance temperature coefficient in the sensing
element and electrical defects in the bridge circuit and ammeter. Errors

caused by the sensing elements are minimized by the selection of good
quality elements from the manufacturer's lots. The standard tolerance

is t 2 degrees C; however, units having a maximum error of t 0. 5 degrees
C are selected for flight test work. A laboratory calibration is conducted
to determine errors in the bridge circuit and indicator. The instrument

is calibrated every 2 degrees C over the temperature range of

anticipated use. A typical calibration plot is shwn in Figure 6. 1.

0~ 0

+iO

Indicated Air Temperature, t i (°C)

Figure 6. 1

Free Air Temperature Instrument Calibration Plot

The indicated temperature corrected for instrument error (Tic) is
obtained from this curve, as

Tic - Ti + Ttc 6.1

where

Ti a indicated temperature

ATic , free air temperature instrument correction5 corresponding to Ti
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6. 2 DETERMINATION OF THE TEMPERATURE PROBE RECOVERY FACTOR

The equation for the free air temperature probe was derived in Section

Z.4 as

Tic n I + KM 2  2.30

Ta5

where
Ta a free air temperature, 'K

Tic a indicated temperature corrected for instrument error,
"OK

M a free stream Mach number

K a temperature probe recovery factor

Values of K should be determined in flight as they depend on the

installation. Usually at subsonic speed&. variation in K with Mach number

and altitude is ncc significant. At supersonic speeds, however, where

temperature rises are much larger, variations in K may exist which must

be well established in order that ambient temperatures may be calculated

accurately, It is considered advisable to determine values of K throughout

the speed range at a high and a low altitude to investigate possible variations

in K. This is quite frequently done in conjunction with one or more of the

airspeed calibration methods described in Section 5. Several techniques are

discussed in the following paragraphs by which temperature probe recovery

factors can be determined. The use of radiosonde temperatures in lieu of

data derived from tree air temperature instruments is also considered.

1. The aircraft is flown at a ae-ris of Mach numbers and the

data is plotted as K versus M where

c -16.2
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This data is readily obtained in conjunction with airspeed calibrations when

"a pacer aircraft is used, since ambient temperatures can be obtained with.

"a calibrated probe. The results of a typical calibration are given in Figure

1.00 -0 l. O0 A

U - " - ) --
U

* 0.90--
0.9

0Z-_ K For the Installation
0.80

* 10,000 Feet
. - x 40,000 Feet

' 0.70 -er, M

Figure 6. Z
Plot of K versus M Used to Determine

The Temperature Probe Recovery Factor, K

Indicated temperatures, recorded while conducting speed-power tests,

together with radiosonde temperatures may be used conveniently to make

a similar presentation. Care must be taken in this case to avoid

systematic errors in ambient temperature measurements.

2. The aircraft is flown at a series of speeds at a constant

pressure altitude. It ig therefore necessary to prepare tables in advance

showing altimeter reading (Hi) at which the aircraft is to be flown for each

airspeed.

Hi Hc - Aic - AHPc 6.3
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where

lie : presaure altitude at which te•it is to be made

H-itc " altimeter instrument correction corresponding to H

AH PC altimeter position error correction corresponding to H.

The results are plotted as l/Tic versus M 2 /Tic. When this is done, tht

slope of a line faired through the data is equal to ( -K/5 ) as

I I K M2  6.4
Ti Ta 5 Tic

The intercept on the I/Tic axis is l/Ta' Repeat tests made at different

air temperatures will give a series of parallel straight lines if K is a

constant for the installation. Figure 6. 3 shows a plot where runs have been

made at two altitudes.

-1/ Ta1 (Fro wtather seivice for Hcl)

Test at He1

U

Z•- ITest at 1H.-,"

0 M ic

Figure 6. 3

Plot of V/Tic verous M z2 /Tic Used to Determine

the Temperature Probe Recovery Factor, K
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This method has the advantage that K can be determined independently of

Ta, although it is essential that it remains constant. If Ta is known, say

from radiosonde data, it can be used to help establish the slope of the line.

3. Recovery factors can also be determined in conjunction with

airspeed calibrations made with the tower fly-by method. In this case

a very nearly constant pressure altitude is maintained during each pass

by the tower, By recording temperature in the tower and in the aircraft

for each pass, the value of K can be established using either of the

presentations described in the preceeding paragraphs. This method

assumes that temperatures recorded in the tower are the same as the

ambient temperatures at the probe located on the aircraft. Errors may

be incurred if the aircraft is flown higher than the tower, which it usually

is. and a pronounced temperature gradient exists. Tower fly-bys are best

* rmade during the early morning, however, when the air is most stable

near the ground and temperature gradients are small.

4. The speed course method of obtaining airspeed calibrations

alfo yields data from which values of K can be computed. From Section 2. 52

2. 36
38. 967 ITat

Substituting this expression into equation Z. 30

Tic = Ta + KVt 6.5

7592

where Vt is in knots and Tic and Ta are in *K. The results are plotted

as Tic versus Vt. Then, the slope of a line faired through the data is

equal to (+K/7592). The intercept on the Tic axis is Ta. (See Figure 6.4)
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Figure 6. 4

Plot of t.i vs V t 2Used to Determine the
Temnperature Probe Recovery Factor, K

T acan be used with this method also as an aid in establishing the slope
of the line through the test points. It is necessary, however, to have
low wind conditions or a considerable error in V and hence K may

o

result.

When the value of K is established, free air temperature is most

easily determined from equation 2.30. Chart 8.2 has been included

in Section 8 to facilitate this operation.

Temperature probe recovery factors for supersonic flight may be

determined from the methods deecribed in paragraphs I and 4 above.

Supersonic pacer aircraft with well established probe calibrations for

the flight conditions obtained with high speed test aircraft are not generally
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available, however, the method described in paragraph Z, where the test

aircraft is flown at constant pressure altitude, may be used but additional

flight time will probably be required to define K values satisfactorily.

Consequently, the use of radiosonde data is likely to be best at supersonic

speeds. Recommended temperature accuracies of radiosondes listed in

Air Weather Service TRI05-133 are

+ 1. 5°C from + 40"C to - 50"C

+ 2.0"C from - 50°C to -*70°C

+ 3.0"C from - 70*C to - 90"C

These values were recommended as representing reasonable accuracies

to be expected of the temperature data obtained from radiosondes used by

the various United States meteorological services. For most accurate

results, ambient temperatures from radiosonde data should be based on

* three or more soundings obtained from stations surrounding the area in

which the test aircraft is flown. These soundings should be made within

2 or 3 hours of the titme test data is taken. Also, it is best to examine the

most recent weather charts prior to flight so that possible frontal passages

with significant temperature differences may be avoided.
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SECTION 7

DATA REDUCTION OUTLINES

7.1 CORRECTION OF AIRSPEED INDICATOR AND ALTIMETER FOR
PRESSURE LAG DURING CONSTANT CLIMB. CONSTANT DESCENT,
AND/OR ACCELERATION (See Section 4. 2)

1. XsSL sec Altimeter Lag Constant at Standard Sea
Level, from previous calibration

z XtSL sec Total Pressure Lag Constant at Standard
Sea Level, from previous calibration

3 Vic knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for
Instrument Error

4 Hic feet Indicated Altitude Corrected for
Instrument Error

5 dHic/dt ft/min Apparent Rate of Climb (+) or Descent(-),
from time history of (4) or from R/C indicator

6 dVic/dt j kt/sec Apparent Acceleration (+) or Deceleration
I (-), from time history of (3)

7 jta C True Atmospheric Temperature, from tic
and K and M and Chart 8. 2 or from weather
service.

8 %/ Hic Lag Constant Temperature Correction, from
(4) and (7) and Chart 8.62

9 sHic/ XsSL Static Pressure Lag Constant Ratio, frcm

(4) and Chart 8.61 for Vic = STATIC

10 XtHic/ )ItSL, Total Pressure Lag Constant Ratio, from (4)

and (3) and Chart 8. 61

11 s sec Altimeter Lag Constant, (1) x (8) x (9)

12 t sec Total Pressure Lag Constant, (2) x (8) x (10)

13 AHic1 feet Altimeter Lag Correction, (11) x (5)---60
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14 F1(Hic. Vic) Airspeed Indicator Lag Factor, from (3)
and (4) and Chart 8. 63

15 AVicI knots Airseed Indicator Lag Correction. (12) x
(6) +T 11) - (12)] x (14) x (5) t.- 6-0

16 Hic! feet Indicated Pressure Altitude Corrected
for Instrument and Lag Error, (4) + (13)

17 Vicl knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for In-
strument and Lag Error, (3) + (15)

7. 2 LABORATORY CALIBRATION FOR THE STATIC PRESSURE LAG
CONSTANT (See Section 4.3)

Case a: When pressure gages are used

1 Counter Number

2 t sec Time

3 Ta OK Room Temperature, 'C + 273.16

4 Pal "Hg Probe Enclosure Static Pressure Gage
Reading

5 P "Hg Aircraft Static Pressure Gag-.Reding

6 Plot (4) and (5) versus (2) on one graph. (At any pressure coordinate,
the time difference between (4) and (5) is the static pressure lag
constant for that pressure. This lag will decrea. e as pressure
increases.)

7 a sec Static Pressure Lag Constant for any
Pressure, from (6)

8 Ps/PaSL Pressure Ratio at the Pressure used to
Determine (7)

9 sSL sec Sea Level Sjatic Pressure Lag Constant,
(7) x (8) x (
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Case b: When altimeters are used

1 I Counter Number

2 t sec Time

3 Ta K Room Temperature, °C + Z73.16

4 Hi1  feet Probe Enclosure Altimeter Reading
5 AHic feet Probe Enclosu, - Altimeter Instrument

Correction Corresponding to (4)

6 Hici feet Probe Enclosure Simulated Pressure
Altitude, Corrected for Instrument Error,
(4) + (5) _

7 Hi feet Aircraft Altimeter Reading

8 -lic feet Aircraft Altimeter Instrumnent Correction
Corresponding to (7)

9 Hic feet Aircraft Indicated Pressure Altitude

Corrected for Instrument Error, (7) + (8)

10 Plot (6) and (9) versus (Z) on one graph. (At any altitude coordinate,
the time difference between (6) and (9) is the static pressure lag
constant for that altitude. This lag wi.l increase as altitude increases.)

11 8s sec Static Pressure Lag Constant for any Altitude,
from (10)

12 Ps/PaSL Pres3ure Ratio at the Pressure used to
Deterrrline (I )

13 sSL sec Sea Level Static Pressure Lag Constant,
(12)x(11)x Z88. 16

7.3 LABORATORY CALIBRATION FOR THE TOTAL PRESSURE LAG
CONSTANT (See Section 4. 3)

Case a: When pressure gages are used
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1 Counter Number

Z t sec Time

3 Ta *K Room Temperature, -C + 273.16

"4 Pti Hg Probe Enclosure Total Pressure Gage
Reading

5 P? " Hg Aircraft Total Pressure Gage Reading

6 Plot (4) and (5) versus (2) on one graph. (At any pressure coordinate,
the time difference between (4) and (5) is the total pressure lag
constant for that pressure. This lag will decrease as pressure
increases.)

7 kt ] sec Total Pressure Lag Constant for any

I Pressure, fromm (6)

8 Pt,/PaSL I Pressure Ratio at the Prcsure Used to
| Determine (7), (5)/29.92"

SL sec Sea Level Total Pressure Lag Constant,

I (7) x (8) 288.16

Case b: When airspeed indicators are used

1 Counter Number

2 t sec Time

3 Ta *K Room Temperature, °C + 273. 16

4 Pa "Hg Room Ambient Pressure

5 Vil knots Probe Enclosure Airspeed Indicator Reading

6 AVic knots Probe Enclosure Airspeed Indicator Instru-
ment Correction Corresponding to (5)

7 Vicl knots Probe Enclosure Indicated Airspeed
Corrected for Instrument Error, (5) + (6)
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8 i V i knots Aircraft Airspeed Indicator Reading

9 1 AVic knots Aireraft Airspeed Indicator InstrumentI Correction Corresponding to (5)

10 Vic knots Aircraft Indicated Airspeed Corrected
for Instrument Error. (8) + (9)

11 Plot (7) and (10) versus (2) on one- graph. (At any airspeed coordinate,
the time difference between (7) and (10) is the total pressure lag
constant for that airspeed. This lag will decrease as airspeed
increases.)

12 t sec Total Pressutre Lag Constant for any
Airspeed. from (11)

13 qcic "Hg Differential Pressure Corresponding to
the Airspeed Used to Determine (12), from
Table 9.6

14 Pt' "Hg Total Pressure Corresponding to the
Airspeed Used to Determine (12), (4) + (13)

15 Pt'/PaSL Pressure Ratio at the Airspeed Used to
Determine (12), (14)/29.92

lb %tSL sec Sea Level Total Pressure Lag Constant,
( (12) x(15)x 288.16

7.4 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF POSTIiON ERROR CALIBRAT.JONS

AND EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURES (See Section 5.4)

A position error calibration is usually conducted at a series of speeds

for a given altitude. From this data it is possible to determine AVpc

(and/or APp/qcic) for a series of Vic (or Mi,) at a given Hic as shown in

Data Reduction Outlines 7. 5j 7. 6, 7. 7 and 7. 8. This information should

be plotted in accordance with the following outline:
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Fo ic < . 6, plot AV PCversus

p HVic

For Mic•> 0.6, plot AP p/qcic versus Utc for Hic

-E

qcic
Htc

The plot of AV., versus Vtc is good for all altitudes for which there

are no Mach number effects. (Mach number effects will appear as

altitude breakoffs at the high speed end of the curve. ) The plot of

P/ q Cie versus Mic to good for all altitudes for which there are no

CILjc (nW/ 6ic) effects. (Such effects will appear as nW/6ic breakoffe.

usually at the low speed end of the curve.) A check at a second altitude

should be made to see if there are any such altitude breakoffs. The

following typical result may be obtained.
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Hvc

In the final report, the position error is usually plotted as AlP and AV

versus Vc for constant Hic For each Hic for which such plots are desired:

1 H. feet Indicated Altitude Corrected for Instrument Error
"IC

for which plot is desired.

2 V knots Arbitrary Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instrument

Error.

3 M. Indicated Mach Number Corrected for Instrument

__c Error, from (1) and (2) and Chart 8. 5.

4 APp Position Error Pressure Coefficient, from plot of
q cic AP__/qcc versus Mic for Q) and (o).

PCP5 AV PC knots Airspeed Indicator Position Error Correction, from

(2) and (4) and Chart 8. Ll or from plot of AV

versus Vi. for (1) and (2).

6 feet Altimeter Position Error Correction, f, '5) andpc

(2) and (1) and Chart 8.13. (For small errors, say

AV P 10 knots, the approximate Chart 8.12 may

be used.)

7 Plot AV and AH versus V for Hc. Repeat for other Hic. *
IPC PC tc 1 c

* In the case of low speed aircraft in which there are no Mic effects or high speed

aircraft in which there are no n W/ 6ic effects, the curve of AI versus V.

for one altitude can be extrapolated to other altitudes by the following procedure:

Case a: Low Speed Aircraft (No Mic effect)
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S Hic feet Indicated Altitude Corrected for Instru-
ment Error Corresponding to an Arbitrary
Vic

2 A£ •I feet Altimeter Position Error Correction
Corresponding to (1)

3 Wl Density Ratio Corresponding to (1).
from Table 9. 2

4 H4 icZ feet Arbitrary Indicated Altitude Corrected
for Instrument Error

5 2 Density Ratio Corresponding to (4). from
Table 9.2

6 &Hpc2 feet Altimeter Position Error Correction

Corresponding to (4) for same Vic as (1),

(2) x (3) -... (S)

Case b: High Speed Aircraft (No nW/6ic effect)

SHi c l f e e t I n d i c a t e d A l t i t u d e C o r r e c t e d f o r I n s t r u -
ment Error Corresponding to an Arbitrary
Vic.

2 &Hpcl feet Altimeter Position Error Correction
Corresponding to (1)

3 Tasl OK Air Temperature Corresponding to (1),
from Table 9. 2

4 Hic2 feet Arbitrary Indicated Altitude Corrected tor
Instrument Error

5 TasZ OK Air Temperature Corresponding to (4),
from Table 9. 2

6 &Hpc2 feet Altimeter Position Error Correction
Corresponding to (4) for same Vic as

) x (5) - (3)
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7.5 THE TOWER FLY-BY METHOD (See Section 5.6.1)

1 Pass Number

2 Time of Day

3 Theodolite Reading

4 A h feet Aircraft Height Above (+) or Below (-)
Theodolite Reference Altitude, from (3)

5 Pa *Hg Pressure at Reference Altitude, from weather
service or theodolite altimeter set at 29.9Z
and Corrected for Instrument Error. (If
altimeter is used (6) below is obtained
directly.)

6 feet Theodolite Reference Pressure Altitude,
from (5) and standard atmosphere
(Table 9. 2)

7 Hc feet Pressure Altitude of Aircraft, (6) + (4)

8 Hi feet Aircraft Indicated Altitude

9 AHic feet Aircraft Altimeter Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (8)

10 Hic feet Indicated Pressure Altitude Corrected for
Instrument Error. (8) + (9)

11 &HpC feet Aircraft Altimeter Position Error Correction
(7) - (10)

12 Vi knots Aircraft Indicated Airspeed

13 &Vic knots Airspeed Indicator Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (12)

14 Vic knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instru-
ment Error, (12) + (13)

15 Mic Indicated Mach Number Corrected for
Instrument Error, from (10) and (14) and Chart
8.5
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16 AVpc knots Airspeed Indicator Position Error
Correction, from (10) and (11) and (14) and
Chart 8.13. (For small errors, say
Alip 4- •1000 feet, the approximate Chart
8. 12 can be used)

17 AP Position Error Pressure Coefficient,
qcic from (14) and (16) and Chart 8. 11. (This

must be determined only for Mic> 0.6
or so.)

Note: For presentation of results and ex-,'apolation, see Data Reduction

Outline 7.4.

7.6 THE GROUND SPEED COURSE METHOD (See Section 5.6.2)

1 Pass Number

2- feet Course Length

3 Atj sec Time Across

4 At 2  sec Time Back

5 Vgl ft/sec Ground Speed Across, (2) -t- (3)

6 Vgz ft/sec Ground Speed. Back, (2) (4)

7 Vt ft/sec True Speed or Average Ground Speed,
(5) + (6) -- 2

8 Vt knots True Speed, 0. 5921 x (7)

9 Ah feet Estimated Height of the Aircraft Above
the Ground

10 ta 6C Atmospheric Temperature at Aircraft
Height, Ground Temperature - 0.00198 (9)

11 M Mach Number. from (8) and (10) and Chart
8.4

12 Vi knots Indicated Airspeed
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13 AV. knots Airspeed Indicator Instrument Correction
IC Corresponding to (12)

14 Vic knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instru-

ment Error. (12) + (13)

15 Hi feet Indicated Altitude

16 AHic feet Altimeter !nstrument Correction
Corresponding to (1 5)

17 Hic feet Indicated Altitude Corrected for Instru-

ment Error, (15) + (16)

18 Mic Indicated Mach Number Corrected for
Instrument Error, from (14) and (1.7) and
Chart 8. 5

19 AMpc Machmeter Position Error Correction,
1l) -(18)

20 AP Position Error Pressure Coefficient, from

qc ic (19) and (18) and Chart 8.18. (For small
errors, say AM c 4_ 0.04, the approximate
Chart 8.17 may be used.)

21 AVpc knots Airspeed Indicator Position Error Correction,
from (14) and (20) and Chart 8.11

Note: For presentation of results and extrapolation, see Data Reduction

Outline 7.4

7. 7 THE PACER METHOD (See Section 5. 6. 3)

Case a: The Stabilized Flight Method

I Pass Number

Z Hc feet Pressure Altitude, pacer Hi + AHic + AHpc

3 Vc knots Calibrated Airspeed, pacer Vi + AVic + AVpc
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4 Hi feet Test Aircraft Indicated Altitude

5 AHic feet Test Aircraft Altimeter Instrument
Correction Corresponding to (4)

6 HIC feet Test Aircraft Indicated Altitude Corrected
for Instrument Error, (4) + (5)

7 A14 feet Test Aircraft Altimeter Position ErrorPC _Correction (2) - (6)

8 Vi knots Test Aircraft Indicated Airspeed

9 AVic knots Test Aircraft Airspeed Indicator InstrumentCorrection Corresponding to (8)

10 Vic knots Test Aircraft Indicated Airspeed Corrected
for Instrument Error, (8) + (9)

11 &Vpc knots Teet Ai-craft Airspeed Inceicator Position
Error Correction. (3) - (10) or from (7) and
(6) and (10) and Chart 8.13. (For small
errors, say 4HPc, - 1000 feet, the approxi-
mate Chart 8.1 Z may be used.)

Note: With the altimeter and airspeed indicator systems both .ising the same

static source, AHpc and AVpc are related according to Chart 8. 12 or 8.13.

In the pacer calibration AHpc and AVp, are both determined independently;

hence one of the values is redundant. The altimeter is a much more reliable

instrument than the airspeed indicator regarding such things as repeatability

and hysteresis so, in general, it is best to rely on the calibrated AHpc and

calculate AVpc. It is possible, however, for low airspeeds and low altitudes

that AVpc may give better results.

12 Mic Indicated Mach Number Corrected for
Instrument -Error, froa, (6) and (10) and Chart
8.5

13 &P Position Error Pressure, Coefficient, from

qcic (10) and (11) and Chart 8.11. (This step is
necessary oly for Mic >0.6 or so.)
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Note: For presentation of results and extrapolation, see Data Reduction
Outline 7. 4

Case b: The Aircraft Fly-By Method

I Pass Number

2 Hc feet Pressure Altitude, pacer H. + AHic + AHPc

3 Hi feet Test Aircraft Indicated Altitude

4 AHic feet Test Aircraft Altimeter Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (3)

5 Hic feet Test Aircraft Indicated Altitude Corrected
for Instrument Error, (3) + (4)

6 AHpc feet Test Aircraft Altimeter Position Error
Correction, (2)_ (5)

-I--

7 i V. knots Test Aircraft Indicated Airspeed
,,.. 1

8 LVic knots Test Aircraft Airspeed Indicator Instru-
ment Correction Corresponding to (7)

9 Vic knots Test Aircraft Indicated Airspeed Corrected
for Instrument Error, (7) + (8)

10 AVpc knots Test Aircraft Airspeed Indicator Position
Error Correction, from (6) and (5) and (9)

and Chart 8. 13. (For small errors, say
AHpC 4 1000 feet, the approximate Chart

8. 12 may be used.)

11 Mic Indicated Mach Number Corrected for
Instrument Error, from (5) and (9) and Chart
8.5

12 1P j Position Error Pressure Coefficient, from
""-(9) and (10) and Chart 8.11. (This step is

qcic necessary only for Mic > 0.6 or so.)

Note: For presentation of results and extrapolation see Data Reduction

Outline 7. 4
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7.8 ALTITUDE PRESSURE COMPARISON METHODS REQUIRING PRESSURE
SURVEY (See Section 5.6.4)

1 Determine a survey plot of tepeline altitude versus pressure altitude

by one of the methods discussed in Section 5. 6. 4

o - Data Points

Pressure Altitude, H

2 h feet Tapeline Altitude, from radar or
Askania data.

3 HK feet Aircraft Pressure Altitude, from (1)
and (2)

4 Hi feet Indicated Altitude

5 AHic feet Altimeter Instrument Correction Corres-
ponding to (4)

6 Hic feet Indicated Altitude Corrected for Instru-
ment Error, (4) + (5)

7 &Hpc feet Altimeter Position Error Correction,
(3) _(6)

8 Vi knots Indicated Airspeed

9 AVic knots Airspeed Indicator Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (8)

10 Vic knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instru-
ment Error, f8) + (9)

11 Mic bIdicated Mach Number Corrected for
Instrument Error, from (6) and (10) and
Chart 8. 5
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12 aVpc knots Airspeed Indicator Position Error
Correction, from (7) and (6) and (10)
and Chart 8.13. (For small errors,
say AHpc 4 1000 feet, the approximate
Chart 8. 12 may be used. )

13 APp Position Error Pressure Coefficient, from
qcic (10) and (12) and Chart 8.11. (This step

is necessary only for Mic >0. 6 or so.)

Note: For presentation of results and extrapolation see Data Reduction
Outline 7.4.

7.9 CALIBRATION FOR TEMPERATURE PROBE RECOVERY FACTOR
(See Section 6. 2)

Case a: K determined from plot of K versus M

I IPass Number

2 Hi feet Altimeter Reading

3 AHic feet Altimeter Instrument Correction Corres-
ponding to (2)

4 Hic feet Indicated Pressure Altitude Corrected for
Instrument Error, (2) + (3)

5 Hpc feet Altimeter Position Error Correction
Corresponding to (4)

6 Hc feet True Pressure Altitude, (4) + (5)

7 Vi knots Airspeed Indicator Reading

8 AVic knots Airspeed Indicator Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (7)

9 Vic knots Indicated Airspeed Corrected for Instrument
Error, (7) ÷,(8)

10 LVpc knots Airspeed Indicator Position Error Correc-

tion Corresponding to (9)

0
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1 Vc knots Calibrated Airspeed, (9) + (10)

1z M Free Stream Mach Number, from (6)
and (11) and Chart 8.5

13 ti 0C Temperature Probe Reading

14 Atic 0C Temperature Probe Instrument Correc-
tion Corresponding to (13)

15 tic 0C Indicated Temperature Corrected for
Instrument Error, (13) + (14)

16 Tic OK Indicated Temperature Corrected for
Instrument Error, (15) + 273. 16

17 Ta OK Ambient Temperature, from previously
calibrated probe or from weather service

18 Tic/Ta (16) -'(17)

. 19 K Temperature Probe Recovery Factor,
5 [(18) _-1]+(12)

20 Plot (19) versus (12) and fair a line through the points giving an average
value for K. Soe Figure 6.2

21 K Temperature Probe Recovery Factor. from
I I plot of (20)

Case b: K determined from plot of I/Tic versus M-/Tic

I to 16 as in case Ra" above

17 I/Tic 1/'K 1/(16)

18 Mz (IZ)2

19 M 2 /Tic I/OK (18) x (17)

20 Plot (17) versus (19) and fair a straight line through th2 points.
(If Ta is known it may be plotted as 1/Ta = I/Tic at M = 0 and be
used to fair in the line.) See Figure 6. 3
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21 m Slope of the straight line of (20). For any
two points on the line, 1 and 2, the slope
is equal to:

M =MTi)2 i

22 K Temperature Probe Recovery Factor,
- x (21)

2
Case c: K determined from plot of Tic versus Vt (Speed Course
Method)

1 ]Pass Number

2 feet Course Length

3 LtI sec Time Across

-- t] ec Time Back

5 Vtl ft/sec Ground Speed Across, (2) ÷ (3)

6 Vt 2  ft/sec Ground Speed Back, (2)_* (4)

7 Vt ft/sec True Airspeed, (assumed to be Average
Ground Speed, ) + (6)]-- 2

8 Vt 2  knots True Airspeed, 0. 5921 x (7)

9 Vt knots 2  (8)2

10 ti °C Temperature Probe Reading

11 I•tc 0 C Temperature Probe Instrument Correction
Corresponding to (10)

12 tic 0C Indicated Temperature Corrected for
Instrument Error, (10) + (11)

13 Tic °K Indicated Temperature Corrected for Instru-

rment Error (12) + 273. 16
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14 Plot (13) versus (9) and fair a straight line through the data. (If
Ta is known it may be plotted as Ta = Tic at Vt2 = 0 and be used
to fair in the line.) See Figure 6.4.

15 m Slope of the straight line of (14). For
any two points on the line, 1 and 2. the
slope is equal to:

m=(Tic) Z -(Tic) 1

16 K Temperature Probe Recovery Factor,
7592 x (15)
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SECTION 8: CHARTS

CHART 8.1

(See paragraph 1.1.3)

GEOPOTENTIAL ALTITUDE, H (G/g 5sL) (Thousands o" Feet) versus

ALTITUDE CORRECTION FACTOR, h - H (G/gsL), (Feet)

G G

fG Gh H( G -) H--T- L

SL r -H SL

where: H = geopotential altitude, geopotential feet

h = tapeline altitude, feet

r = 20,930,000 feet

G/ SL = I foot/ geopotential foot

Example:

Given: H = 76,500 geopotential feet

Required: Tapeline altitude, h in feet

Solution: H(G/gsL) = 76,500 feet

From Chart 8.1, h - H(G/gsL) = 283 feet

h = LH(G/g9SL) + [h - H(G/ gS)] 76,783 feet
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CHART 8.2

(See paragraph 2. 4)

MACH NUMBER, M vs ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE, Ta

("0K) or t a(00) for INDICATED TEMPERATURE, t ic ( 0C)

CONSTANT and TEMPERATTJRE PROBE RECOVERY FACTOR, K

CONSTANT

A LSO

MACH NUMBER, M vs RATIO OF INDICATED TO ATMOSPHERIC

TEMPERATURE, T ° /T Ta 0IK/EK) for TEMPERATURE PROBE

RECOVERY FACTOR, K =CONSTANT

T. 142

=c I +* K -
Ta

Example:

Given: M = 0. 785; K =0. 80; t.i = 15 0C
T. I

Required. ' and t B V C
Ta a

Solution: Use Page I of Chart 8. 2 For the given conditions,

T.
ic= 1. 0985; t ~ 11.0 0

Ta a

2z0
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CHART 8.3

(See paragraph 2. 5.1)

PRESSURE ALTITUDE, Hc (Thousands of Feet) versus EQUIVA14ENT

SPEED - MACH NUMBER RATIO, Ve/ M (Knots)

Ve a a

M

where a and o- correspond to Hc

Example:

Given: M = 0. 39; Hc = 18,000 Feet

Required: V e in Knots

Solution: -12- = 466 Knots
M

V
V (-=-) M = 139.8 Knots
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CHART 8.4

(See paragriph 2..5.Z)

TEST DAY TRUE SPEED, Vtt versus TEST DAY ATMO8PWREIC

TEMPERATURE, tat ( 0 C) for MACH NUMBER, M a CONSTANT

V =t 38.967M itat(°C) + 273.16. knotsVtt

ALSO

TRUE SPEED FOR STANDARD DAY, Vt. versus STANDARD DAY

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE, tas (0C) for MACHNUMBER,

M = CONSTANT

V - 38.967M ts (°C ) + Z73.16, knots
to as

where tas corresponds to H •c

Example:

Given: M = 2.15; tat= -60 0 C

Required: Vtt in knots

Solution: Use Page 4 of Chaft 8.4. For the given corittions

V tt = ZZ3, knots
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CHART 8.5

(See paragraph 2.5. 2)

MACH NUMBER S M versus CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, V for

PRESSURE ALTITUDE, H. = CONSTANT

and

MACH NUMBER, M versus CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, V for

STANDARD DAY TRUE SPEED, Vto = CONSTANT

ALSO

INDICATED MACH NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Mic versus INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT

ERROR, Vic for INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR

INSTRUMENT ERROR, H.i = CONSTANT

Given: Hc and Vto

I (a) La-s = I - 6.87535 x 10= 6 Hc Hc c 36,089.24 feet
TaSL

(b) Tas = 0.751874 H A 36,089. Z4 feetTaSL

a Tag Va

a SL TSaSSL

Vt V a
as aSL a SL
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4 (a) = t + 0.2M2 ) -5._ M (= 1. 00
P

a

q¢ (166. 9Z1 •77+ . a 1.0

(b) -c )"M475 " 1 M l.0o
L (7 M2-1

q c q c P a

PaSL Pa PaSL

6 (a) 'a T as;(I H K 36,089. Z4 feet

PaSL TaSL

Pa -4.80634 x105 (Hc - 36,089. 24)
(b) aL- = 0.223358e H a 36,089.24 feet

aSL

V ](Cq¢

(a)- = 2.23607 c.-_-+l) Pc -c. 0. 89293
aSL aSL PaSL

(b) - 0.881284 (- +t) Ft 1V
aSL \laSL L 7 j, - q,

a•SL 0• -. 89293

PaSL

V
8 V4  = (ac ))aSL

SL

where aSL = 661.48 knots

Example:

1. Given: M = 1.60; V = 400 knots

Required: HC and Vts

Solution: Use Page 21 of Chart 8.5. Hc = 52,850 feet; Vt,= 917. Z.knots
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2. Given: M = 1.20; H = 50,000C

Required: V and V

Solution: Use Page 1Z of Chart 8.5. Vc = 308.7 knots;

= t 688.1 knots

3. Given: H c 35,000 feet; V = 200 knotsC3 C

Required: M and Vts

Solution: Use Page 5 of Chart 8.5. M = 0. 6023; Vt 8 = 347.1 knots

4. Given: M. - 1.60; V. = 400 knots
iC IC

Required: H.Xc

Solution: Use Page ?. of Chart 8. 5 . Hic = 52,850 feet

5. Given: M. = 1.20; H = 50,000 feetIC iC

Required: V. IC

Solution: Use Page IZ of Chart 8.5. V.ic - 308.7 knots

6. Given; Hic = 35,000 feet, V .c = 200 knots

Required: Mic

Solution: Use Page 5 of Chart 8.5. M. = 0.6023ic
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8.6 THE CORRECTION OF ALTIMETER AND/OR AIRSPEED INDICATOR

READINGS FOR PRESSURE LAG ERROR

CHART 8.61

(See paragraph 4. 2. 1)

LAG CONSTANT RATIO, xHic/XSL versus INDICATED PRESSURE

ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Hic (Thousands of

Feet) for INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Vic (Knots) = CONSTANT

/S. .n.xc Hc PaSL

XSL I 4 SL Ps + qcic

CHART 8.62

(See paragraph 4.2.1)

LAG CONSTANT TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FACTOR, X/ )Hi versus

INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Hic (Thousands of Feet) for TEST DAY ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE,

tat (0C) = CONSTANT

Tat

x Hic Tas

where Tas corresponds to H.ic

198



CHART 8.63

(See paragraph 4. Z. 2)

AIRSPEED INDICATOR LAG FACTOR, F 1 (Hic, Vic ) versus INDICATED
AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Vic (Knots) for

INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Hic (Feet) = CONSTANT, and dH ic/dt in feet per minute.

G•
F , (Hic, Vic) 2, c 212.5

z 886V.cl.+ 0.2.( -• -)2] V ic -- a SL -

IC aSLJ

V. 48Vic ) 2 ] 3.5
F I (Hie' Vic) =GPs a (-6 [ I a

3738.11(-) () 2 L aSL icaSL

where or and p5 correspond to Htc

ALTIMETER

k- xa H1  4.24
icl 60 dt

where

- 8 S 8l 4.21ks~ a Hias a SL XUSL XUHic42

and dHic/dt = feet/minute

xsSL = seconds

XsHic/XssL from Chart 8.61 for Hic, Vic = STATIC

0 199



s/XsHic from Chart 8.62 for H. c, tat (0C)

AIRSPEED INDICATOR

AV dVic + (Xs - Xt) dHc 4.43
Vc1 t dt 60 F HV. dt

where
XSHc ks

s 8 SL XsSL SH 4.21

Xt = X tHic Xt 4.40

=tSL XtSL XtHic

and dVic /dt = knots/second

dH ic/dt = feet/minute

X.SL and XsSL = seconds

X H" /kssL from Chart 8.61 for Hic, Vic = STATIC

XtHic/XtSL from Chart 8.61 for Hic, Vic

X/%Hic from Chart 8.62 for Hic, tat (°C)

F 1 (Hic, V ic) from Chart 8.63 for Hic, Vic

Example:

Given: X sSL = 0.60; XtSL = 0.10

V ic "" 800 knots; Hic = 30,000 feet; tat =-300C

dV. d H.
c 3 knots/second; - 10,000 feet./minute

dt dt

200



0

Required: AHicl and AV.•ic

Solution: From Chart 8. 61 for H. = 30,000 feet, V. = STATIC

csH .

. = . 80
XsSL

From Chart 8.61 for H. = 30, 000 feet, V. = 800 knots

xtH.

-= 0.50
xtSL

From Chart 8.62 for HIc = 30,000 feet; tat = -30°C

- = 1.063
), Hic

From equation 4. 21

=a = 0.60 (Z.80) (1.063) = 1.786

From equation 4.40

xt = 0.10 (0. 50) (1. 063) = 0.053

From equation 4. 24 for dHic/dt = 10,000 feet/minute
_ 1.786

AH1.760 (10,000) = 298 feeti 60

From Chart 8. 63 for H. = 30,000 feet, V. = 800 knotsic IC -

F 1 (Hic Vic ) = 0.0030

201



0

From equation 4.43 for dVic/dt = 3 knots/second,

dHic/dt = 10,000 feet/minute

AVicl = 0.053 (3) + (1.786 - 0. (53) 1.0030) 10, 000

= 0. 159 + 0.866 = 1.025 knots
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CHART 8.7

(See paragraph 5.3. 1)

INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED for INSTRUMENT

ERROR, Hic (Thousands of Feet) versus AP p/AH , ("Hg/Feet) for

PHpc (Feet) = CONSTANT

AP
P= 0.00108130 , "Hg/feet

AH&H

where a- is measured at (Hic + C

Example:

Given: Hic = 35,000 feet; AH •C = + 2000 feet

Required: APp in "Hg

Solution: Use Page 2 of Chart 8. 7. For the given conditions,

- 0.0003Z2 "Hg/feet

PC
AP

AP =-E AH = + 0.644 "Hg
P AMP
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CHART 8.8

(See paragraph 5, 3. 1)

INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED for INSTRUMENT
ERROR, Hic (Thousands of Feet) versus AP /AH , ("Hg/Feet) for

AP , ("Hg) - CONSTANT
P

Ap

P -P 0.0010813 ,- "Hg/feet

AH

where L is measured at (Hic + 2 )S~2

Example:

Given: H ic 52, 000 feet; A? = -0.50"Hg

Required: AH in feet

Solution: Use Page 2 of Chart 8. 8. For the given conditions,

A? p 0.000162
AHpc 

A

AH P P - 3090 feetPC AP

AHpc
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CHART 8.9

(See paragraph 5.3. 2)

INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED for INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Vic (Knots) versus AP /AV ("Hg/Knot) for AV (Knots) = CONSTANT

A 1.4 P. [ V 2 2.5
p aSL ( C-) 1 + 0. z ( J Vic !6 aSL

PC aSL aSL IaSL I

+ aSL+ 0.2 ( V .ic [ + 1.2()Vic )2 V PC
aSL aSL aJ aSLJ aSL

APV V ic )2 1SV. 6 L2(i.C-)l-]
&V 52.854 ( a -'.I Vic aSL

AVpc aSL [V.•c ] 3.

a 
SSL

• :V. ,4 V. 2 + 1
v. 5 •a-- " - . T= •

+ 52.854 (') )PC
SL V. Z ]4.5 aSL

where P = g.926 "Hg, aS= 661,[48 knots
aSL

Example:

Given: V. = 300 knots; AV = -20 knots
ic pc

Required: AP p in "Hg

Solution: For the given conditions,

AP

-AT P 0.0305 "Hg/knot
PC A

A P AV = - 0.bl0 "Hg
PC

PC
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CHART 8. 1O

(See paragraph 5.3. 2)

INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Vic (Knots) versus AP p/AVPC ("Hg/Knot) for AP p("Hg) = CONSTANT

2.5Pc

Ap 1.4 "SL ( ) o( V.VaSL

PCaS aL L aSL SL

+0. 7 PaSL [i +c 0.2 ] 1.*5 1. )Z AVP+ -I + 0.2 1 + 1. 2 L
SL L SL a aSL

v.6 Vic 12 -
-- L= 52.854 ( "-!) RS TH -itaSvpa SL V 1 Z• ]a•SL

a aSL

[7 - 4 .3 AVV. 5 a SL a SL PC
+ 52.854 (-.!_c) S S -aSL [7 (ic v 4. "SL

where PaSL = 9.92126 "Hg; aSL =661.48 knots

Example:
Given: V.c = S5o0knots; APp =÷2.0"Hg-

Required: AV in knots
pc

Solution: For the given conditions,

P 0. 0763

7 m 26.2 knots

a S
Re d A
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CHART P.. 11

(See paragraph 5.3,3)

AIRSPEED POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AV (Knots) versus

INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

V (Knots) for POSITION ERROR PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, APp/

For V ic- aSL'

2.5 1.5

__. V.-Pi

For V. (-a~
ic SL7,1+ .z '

V1 .2 V.4C) V.2(- -t

aSL a L2al] aSL [ ,

qcic (V" 2 3'.5

+ 0.2 C) I
a aSL1

For Vc aIc S L, V. -2 V .c 4 V . 2 3

V C )LSLS V C+ SL aS
SL aaS

qhcic 
V. 2SL 64k [7.(- -ICE

Givn: V. = 0 kou ~a S0Lnt

c) a 166. 9Zt a(
L aSL

where a SL 6 61. 48 knots

Example:

Given: V. =700 knotol &V = -20 knots
I~c PC

Required: AP /qcic

Solution: Use Page 2 of Chart 8. I1. For the given conditions,

AP P/q q a -0.070
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CHART 8.12

(See paragraph 5.3.4)

RATIO OF ALTIMETER TO AIRSPEED INDICATOR POSITION ERROR

CORRECTIONS, AHPC /AVC (Feet/Knots) versus INDICATED AIRSPEED

CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, V. (Knots) for INDICATED
iC

PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Hic(Feet) =

CONSTANT

2. 5

a-( •-!c + o ,.(.. ) a CV ci6 aS
AVp 5566 aSL LSL ji a

AH PC 8,880 V.IC6 L2 (V.i /a SL) 2 
-

Apc _48,880 3.5 icc/ SSL

" "-Lp P aSL ) (V/ic/aSL)z- - 1 3.5 Vic SL

where a is measured at Hic and a SL = 661.48 knots

Note, This curve is valid for small errors only, (say AH PC 1000 feet orpc
AV /-1 0 knots). Chart 8.13 should be used for larger errors.pc

Example:

Given: H. = 20,000 feet; V. C 600 knots; AH = 2000 feet

Required: AV in knotspc

Solution: Use Page 1 of Chart 8.12. For the given conditions,

AH PC/AV = 147 feet/knots

A H
AV = - = 13.6 knots

AH PC/AVPpc A Hpc/ p

Note. The exact solution is found from Chart 8.13 to be 13.0 knots.
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CHART 8.13

(See paragraph 5,3.4)

AIRSPEED POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AVpc (Knots) versus STATIC

PRESSURE ERROR. AP p ("Hg) for INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED

FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, V;c (Knots) = CONSTANT

and

ALTIMETER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION. AHpc (Feet) versus STATIC

PRESSURE ERROR, AP ("Hg) for INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDEP
CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Hic (Feet) = CONSTANT

ALSO

AIRSPEED POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AVpc (Knots) versus

ALTIMETER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AHpc (Feet) for INDICATED

AIRSPEED CORRECTED FCR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Vic (Knots) = CONSTANT

and INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT

ERROR, Hi. (Feet) = CONSTANT

AP 0. 0010813 o- AH
P s PC

for Vi -- aS .ic SL V. .• 2 ). - 5 V
IC I+ 0- LL PC1, -4PaSL( aSL a SL aSL

+ 0 , 1aSj + 0 . z ( V( - ] ' 5  + oz ( - ( .-Z)
7 P a S a S La S La L

0
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for V _c aSL V2

- 7V ac-6 )- 'I
SI.c .SL 3.5 aSL

SL [ V cS
a SL

V ]4 V.c2 AV

S aS L aL 2 4.5 -

where K 166.921; PasL = 29.92126 "Hg; aSL = 661.48 knots

and a- is measured at Hic +
5 iC 2

Example:
Given: Hic = 35,000 feet; AH PC = + Z000 feet

Required: A.P in "Hg
P

Solution: Use Page 3 of Chart 8.13 for positive error@.

For the given conditions,

AP p= O. 6 4 5 '!Hg

Example 2:

Given: Vic = 300 knots; AV = -Z0 knots

PP
Required: AP P in "Hg

Solution: Use Page 4 of Chart 8. 13 for negative errors

For the given conditions

&P = .. 0.610 t 'Hg
P 22
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Example 3:

Given: V. 400 knots; H. = 30,000 feet; &V = +ZO knotsLeen Vi P

Required: AH in feet

Solutior: Use Page 3 of Chart 8.13 for positive errors.

For the given conditions,

AH = + 2440 feet
PC

Note: The approximate solution is found from Chart 8. Z to be

AH 2260 feet.
PC
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CHART 8.14

(See paragraph 5.3.5)

INDICATED MACH NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

M4. versus RATIO OF MACH METER TO ALTIMETER POSITION ERRORtC

CORRECTIONS, AMpC AHPC (Weet) for INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE

CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Hic (Feet) CONSTANT

AmPC = 0.007438 ( * + 0. Z ic M. _ 1.00
AHp€ Tas Mic ic

AMpc M., M 2  M. at.00
= 0.001488 Lcc - 1)ic

AHpc Tas (2 Mici -

where Ta. is measured at Hic. (

Note: This curve is valid for small errors only. (say Apc 1- 1000 feet

or AMPC < 0.04). Chart 8.t5 should be used for larger errors.

Example:

Given: Mic Z. 30; Hic = 46,000 feet; Ac = -800 feet

Required: AM
pc

Solution: Use Page 3 of Chart 8.14. For the given conditions.
AMpc = 5.94 x 10-5 1
AHpc Feet

AM
AM P = A c A. H AC 0.0475

PC AH~~P P

Note: The exact solution is found from Chart 8.15 to be

AM = - 0. 0470
PC
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CHART 8.15

(See paragraph 5.3.5)

MACH METER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AM versus RATIO OF

STATIC PRESSURE ERROR TO INDICATED STATIC PRESSURE, APp/Pa

for INDICATED MACH NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Mic = CONSTANT

and

ALTIMETER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AH (Feet) versus RATIOPC

OF S'TA'IUC PRESSURE ERROR TO INDICATED STATIC PRESSURE,

AP /P for INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR

INSTRUMENT ERROR, H. = CONSTANT
IC

A LSO

MACH METER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AM versus ALTIMETERpc

POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AH (Feet) for INDICATED MACH

NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, M1 c = CONSTANT and

INDICATED PRESSURE ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR,

Hic (Feet) = CONSTANT

AP
P 0. 0010813 w/P AH

a 8 PC

1.4Mi0.7( - 1.6 Mic )AMPC
PC zz- I * 00

(2 + 0.2 Mt (1+ 0.2 MicZ)

7(2 Mbc - 1)AMPC 7(21 M, ic4 - 23.5 Mic2 + 4)AM PC -

Mic (7 M.ic2 2 Mic. (7 Mic 2

M. -1. 00
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AH
where P ai measured at H. and a is measured at H. +

Example:

Given: Mic = 1. 00, H2ic 72,000 feet; t-lPC 2400 feet

Required: AM pc

Solution: Use Page 5 of Chart 8. 15 for rositive errors,

PM = 0. 0968

Note: The approximate solution is found from Chart 8.14 to be

AM 0= . 0986
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CHART 8.16

(See paragraph 5.3. 6)

RATIO OF MACH METER TO AIRSPEED INDICATOR POSITION ERROR
CORRECTIONS. AM PC/ VPC (VKnots) versus INDICATED MACH NUMBER

CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Mkc for INDICATED PRESSURE

ALTITUDE CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Hic (Feet) = CONSTANT

V.-• [1 V.c 2T2.5 (1 +0".ZM.i2)
AM - PaSL I V. 1  ''a 5 (+0.2( ) 1 C ic V-f a SL

PC aSL F aa SLc !- 1.00

AM PaSL I V V. 21 2.5M .(7 M. 2 -1) V K
PC~Mi -- .1 c i

pc - aSLI + 0.2 (--) ic V.SL
PSsL 2MM ic ! L.0

am 166. 921 FaSL L) [2 " M (7M. 2 -1)
-PCL SL c c . V >aSLA•Vpc aS rF- icZ13 (aM Z ) M.)L _(2SL M ic - Mic >- aSL

where PasL = 29.92126 "Hg; aSL = 661o48 knots and P. is measured

at H.ic

Note: This curve is valid for small errors only, (say AVPC < 10 knots or

AMPC < 0.04) and should not be used when the position error is larger.

Example:

Given: M. = 2.40; H. = 60,000 feet; AV = 2. 0 knots

Required: AM

Solution: Use Page 3 of Chart 8.16. For the given conditions,

PC AM

AM PC = (A ) AVPC = 0. 0789
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The method to be used in case of larger errors is illustrated by the

following example.

Given: Mic = 1.00; Htc = 35,000 feet AV PC = +20 knots

Required- AM PC

Solution: I. V1 c = 350 knots for Mica Hic and Chart 8.5

P p /q cc= +0.127 for Vic, AVPC and Chart 8.11

A&Mpc = +0.1000 for Mic, AP /qcic and Chart 8.18

Z. V - = 350 knots for Mi, H and Chart 8.5

A- P +2510 feet for AVPCI Vtc, Hic and Chart 8.13

AMpc = +0.1000 for AHpc, Hic, Mic and Chart 8.15

Note: Use of the approximate Chart 8.16 gives AMlv = + 0.094
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CHART 8.17

(See paragraph 5.3.7)

INDICATED MACH NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR;

Mic versus RATIO OF MACH METER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION TO

POSITION ERROR PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, AM PC/ (AP /qcic)

AM C (c 1+ 0.2 M ic z) 3 5 ] M c

(APp/qcic) 1.4 M Lc D

AMPC Mic 1 166.9z1 Mic 7  (7 Mc - ) 1.00= M. 1 .0 0

(APp qlc c) 7(7 M .ic - t) 1 (2. 2ic - 1)

Note: This curve is valid for small errors only, (say AMPC 4 0.04 or

AP p/qcic < 0.04). Chart 8.18 should be used for larger errors.

Example:

Given: Mic = 0.85; AP p/qcic= +0.10

-Required: AM
PC

Solution: Use Page I of Chart 8.17. For the given conditions,

AM PC/(AP P/qcic) = 0.58

AM
AM - c (Al' /q . ) =*0.058

MPC =(AP p/q A P CiC

P cic

Note: The exact solution is found from Chart 8.18 to be

AM :O0.0588

PC
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CHART 8.18

(See paragraph 5.3.7)

POSITION ERROR PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, APp/qcic versus MACH

METER POSITION ERROR CORRECTION, AM for INDICATED MACHpc

NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, Mtc = CONSTANT

0~A C .7 (l- .6M. 2 ) AM 2c1.4 M ic AM PC + 0. 11. c )AE-2

AP I( +0. M. m ) (l+ 0. .M. )2  1P iC' 3.5 ' 'Mic •1.
q cc (I( + 0. M ic2 .) -l

7 (2 Mic. 2 _1) AM - 7 ( Z Mic4 23.5 Mic 2 + 4) AMPC 2

AP LMic (7M.iC Z1) PC Mi 2 (7 M tC - 1) 1.

. .... Mi >( 1.00
q ic 166.921 M icM7 1.

L7 2 M "c
Example:

Given: Mic = 1.00; APp/qcic = +0.14

Required: AM
pc

Solution: Use Page I of Chart 8.18 for positive errors. For the

given conditions,
AM =+0. 111

PC

Note: The approximate oolution is found from Chart 8.17 to be

AM =+0 107

PC
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TABLES 9. 2 AND 9.3

THE UNITED STATES STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

For pressure altitude, H < 36,089.Z4 feet:c

P : SP (1 - 6.87535 x 10-6H )5.2561
a C

a aSL 10ii
Ta = T aSL( - 6.87535 x 10"61c

= PSL(1 - 6.87535 x 10-6Hc)4.2561

Ta 0.5

aSL

For pressure altitude, H > 36,089.24 feet:
c

6.6832 -4.80634 x 10- 5 (H - 36,089.24)
a

T = 216.66 'K

p = 0.00070612e-4. 80 634x 10- 5 (H - 36,089.24)

a = 573.58 knots

*• Preceding page blank
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TABLE 9.2

THE UNITED STATES STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

Hc P 1 /j6 Ta 'a0ý
(Feet) ("Hg) a/Pa3L ('K) T_/TSL

-1000 31.018 1.0366 .9646 290.15 17.034 1.0069 1.0034
- 900 30.907 1.0329 .9680 289.95 17.028 _j0062 1,0031
-800 30.796 1.0292 .9715 289.74 17.022 1.0055 1.0027
-700 30.686 1.0255 .9750 289.54 17.016 1.0048 1.0024
-600 30.575 1.0218 .9785 289.34 17.010 1.0041 1.0021
-500 30.465 1.0182 .9821 289.14 17.004 1.0034 1.0017
-400 30.356 1.0145 .9856 Z88.97 16.999 1.0028 1.0014
-300 30.247 1.0108 .9892 288.77 16.993 1.0021 1.0010
-200 30.138 1.0072 .9928 288.56 16.987 1.0014 1.0007
-lob 30.029 1.0036 .9963 288.36 16.981 1.0007 1.0003

0 29.921 1.0000 1.0000 288.16 16.975 1.0000 1.0000
100 29.813 .9963 1.0036 287.96 16.969 .9993 .9997
200 29.705 .9927 1.0072 287.76 16.963 .9986 .9993
300 29.598 .9892 1.0109 287.55 16.957 .9979 .9990
400 29.491 ,9856 1.0145 287.35 16.951 .9972 .9986
500 29.384 .9820 1.0182 287.18 16.946 .9966 .9983
600 29.278 .9785 1.0219 286.98 16.940 .9959 .9979
700 29.172 .9749 1.0256 286.78 16.934 .9952 ,9976
800 29.066 .9714 1.0294 286.58 16.929 .9945 .9972
900 28.960 .9679 1.0331 286.37 16.923 .9938 .9969

1000 28.855 .9643 1.0369 286.17 16.917 .9931 .9966
1100 28,750 .9608 1.0407 285.97 16,911 .9924 .9962
1200 28.646 .9573 1.0445 285.77 16.905 .9917 .9959
1300 28.542 .9539 1.0483 285.60 16.900 .9911 .9955
1400 28.438 .9504 1.0521 285.39 16.894 .9904 .9952
1500 28.334 .9469 1.0559 285.19 16.888 .9897 .9948
1600 28.231 .9435 1.0598 284.99 16.882 .9890 .9945
1700 28.128 .9400 1.0637 284.79 16.876 .9883 .9941
1800 28.025 .9366 1.0676 284.59 16.870 .9876 .9938
1900 27.923 .9332 1.0715 284.39 16.864 .9869 .9934

2000 27.821 .9298 1.0754 284.18 16.858 .9862 .9931
2100 27.719 .9264 1.0794 284.01 16.853 .9856 .9928
2200 27.617 .9230 1.0834 283.81 16.847 .9849 .9924
2300 27.516 .9196 1.0873 283.61 16.841 .9842 .9921
2400 27.415 .9162 1.0913 283.41 16.835 O9835 .9917
2500 27.315 .9!Z9 1.0954 283.20 16.829 .9828 .9914
2600 27.214 .9095 1.0994 283.00 16.823 .9821 .9910
2700 Z7.114 .9062 1.1034 282.80 16.817 .9814 .9907
2800 27.015 .9028 1.1075 282.60 16.811 .9807 .9903
2900 26.915 .8995 1.1116 282.43 16.806 .9801 .9900
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TABLE 9.3

THE UNITED STATES STANDARD ATMOSPHERE

H__ I/ r7 a
(Feet) _ ____ (Knots)
-1000 1.0296 1.0147 .9355 .9679 .9613 663.73
-900 1,0266 1.0132 .9870 __._9_71 1 .9652 663..52
-800 1.0236 1.0117 .9884 .9742 .9689 663.27
-700 1.0206 1.0103 .9898 .9774 .9727 663.07
-600 1.0176 1.0088 .9913 .9807 .9767 662.97
-500 1.0147 1.0073 .9928 .9838 .9805 662.60
-400 1.0117 1.0059 .9941 .9870 .9843 662.41
-300 1.0088 1.0044 .9956 .9902 .9882 662.14
-200 1.0058 1.0029 .9-971 .9q935 .9922 661.94
-100 1.0029 1.00!5 .9985 .9967 .9961 661.68

0 1. 000b 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 661.48
100 .9970 .9985 1.0015 1.0033 1.0040 661.28
200 .9941 .9971 1.0029 1.0066 1.0080 661.02
300 .9912 .9956 1.0044 1.0099 1.0121 660.82
400 .9883 .9942 1.0058 1.0132 1.0161 660.55
500 .9354 .9927 1.0074 1.0165 1.0200 660.36
600 .9825 .9912 1.0039 1.0198 1.0241 660.09
700 .9796 .9898 1.01-3 1.0232 1.0282 659.89
800 .9768 .9883 1.011, 1.0265 1.0323 659.63
900 .9739 .9869 1 .0133 1.0300 1.0364 659.43

1000 .9710 .9054 1.0148 1.0334 1.0406 659.23
1100 .9682 .9840 1.0163 1.0368 1.0448 658.97
1200 .9653 .9825 1.0178 1.0402 1.0490 658.77
1300 .9625 .9811 1. )193 !. 043b 1.0530 658.50
1400 .9596 .9796 1.0208 i 0471 1.0573 658.31
1500 .9568 .9782 1.0223 1.0505 1.0615 658.04
1600 .9540 .9767 1.0239 1.0540 1.0658 657.84
1700 .9511 .9753 1.0253 1.0575 1.0700 657.58
1800 .9483 .9739 11.0268 1.0610 1.0743 657.38
1900 .9455 .9724 1.0284 1.0645 1.0787 657.12Z

z000 .9427 ,9710 1.0299 1.0681 1.0831 656.92Z
2100 .9399 .9695 1.0315 1.0717 1,0874 656.72
2200 .9371 .9681 1. 0330 1.0752 1.0918 656.45
2300 .93,4 .9666 1.0341 1.0788 1.0362 656,26
2400 9316 .9652 1.0361 1.0823 1 .1006 655.992500 .9288 .9638 1.0376 1.0860 1.1050 655.79
2600 .9261 C9623 1.0392 1.0895 1.1094 655. 53

2700 9233 .9609 1.0407 1.0932 1.1140 655. 33
2800 .9205 .9595 1.0422 1.0968 1.l114 655.07
2900 .9178 .9581 1.0437 1.100C 1.i230 654.87
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Hc Pa 1k' Ta 4Ta 0

(Feet) ("Hg) Pa/PaSL (°K) Ta/TaSL

3000 26,816 .8962 1.1157 282.22 16.800 .9794 .9896
3100 26_.i_7 .7 89Z 1 1198 282.02 16.794 ,9787 .9893
3200 26.619 .8896 1. 1240 281.82 16. 788 .9780 9889
3300 26.521 .8863 1. 1282 281.6Z 16. 782 .9773 .9886
3400 26,423 .0830 1 13-3 281.42 16. 775 .9766 .9882
3500 26.325 .8798 1 1365 281.Z2 16. 769 .9759 .9879
3600 26.228 .8765 1 1407 281.01 16. 763 .9752 .9875
3700 26.131 .8733 1 1450 280.34 16. 758 .9746 .9872
3800 26,034 .8701 1 .1492 280.64 16. 752 q9739 .9869
3900 25,938 .8668 1 .1535 280.44 16 746 9732 .9865

4000 25.841 .8636 1 .1578 280.24 16. 740 .9725 .9862
4100 25.746 .8604 1 .1621 280.03 16. 734 9718 9858
4200 25.650 .8572 1 .1655 279.33 16. 728 .9711 .9855
4300 25, 555 .8540 1 .1708 279.63 16. 722 .9704 .9851
4400 25.460 .8509 1 .1752 279.43 16.716 9697 .9848
4500 25.365 .8477 1 .1796 279.26 16. 711 .9691 .9844
4600 25.270 .8445 1 .1840 279.05 16. 705 .9684 .9841
4700 25. 17%; .8414 1. 1884 278.85 16.699 -- 9677 .9837
4800 25.082 .8382 1.1929 278.65 16.693 .9670 .9834
4900 24.989 .8351 1 .1973 278.45 16. 687 .9663 .9830

5000 24.895 .8320 1.2018 278.25 16.681 .9656 .9827
5100 24.802 .8289 1. 2063 278.05 16.675 .9649 .9823
5200 24.710 .8258 1.2108 277.84 16.669 .9642 .9820
5300 24.617 .8227 1.2154 277.67 16.663 .9636 .9816
5400 24.525 .8196 1.2200 277. 47 16.657 .9629 .9813
5500 24.433 .8166 1.2245 277. 27 6.651 9622 .9809
5600 24.342 .8135 1. 2292 277.07 16.645 .9615 .9806
5700 24.250 .8104 1.2338 276.86 16.639 .9608 .9602
5800 24.159 .8074 1.2384 276. 66 16.633 .9601 .9799
5900 24.368 .8044 1.2431 276.46 16.627 .9594 .9795

6000 23.978 .8013 1.2478 276.26 16.621 .9587 9792
6100 23.888 7983 1.2525 276.09 16.616 .9581 9788
6200 23.798 7953 1.2572 275.88 16.610 .9574 .9785
6300 23.708 7923 1.2620 275.68 16.604 .9567 .9781
6400 23. 618 7893 1.2668 275.48 16.598 .9560 .9778
6500 23.529 .7863 1.2716 275.28 16.592 .9553 .9774
6600 23.440 .7834 1.2764 275.08 16.585 .9546 .9770
6700 23.352 .7804 1.2812 274.88 16.579 .9539 .9767
6800 23.264 7775 1.2861 274.67 1 .573 -93 .9763
6900 23.175 .7745 1.2910 274.50 16.568 .9526 .9760
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HC a

(Feet) _____ '_ ___ _ ___ (Knots)

3000 .9151 .9566 1.0454 1.1042 1.1275 654.59
3100 .9123 .9552 1.0469 1.1079 1.1321 654.39
3200 .9096 .9538 1.0484 1.1116 1.1367 654.13
3300 .9069 .9523 1.0501 1.1153 1.1412 653.93
3400 .9042 .9509 1.0516 1.1190 1.1458 653.67
3500 .9015 .9495 1.0532 1.1228 1.1506 653.47
3600 .6988 .9481 1.0547 1.1265 1.1552 653.20
3700 ,8961 .9466 1,0564 1.1304 1,1599 653.01
3800 .8934 .9452 1.0580 1.1342 1.1647 652.81
3900 .8907 .9438 1.0595 1.1380 1.1694 652.54

4000 .8880 .9424 1.0611 1.1419 1.1743 652.34
4100 .8854 .9410 1,0627 !,1457 1.1789 652,08
4200 .8827 .9395 1.0644 1.1496 1.1838 651.88
4300 .8801 .9381 1.0660 1 .1534 1.1886 651.62
4400 .8774 .9367 1.0676 1.1574 1.1936 651.42
4500 .8748 .9353 1.0692 1 .1612 1.1983 651.15
4600 .8721 .9339 1.0708 1.1652 1.2033 650.96
4700 ,8695 .9325 1.0724 1. 1691 1.2082 650.69S 4800 .8669 .9311 1.0740 1 .1731 1.Z13Z 650.49
4900 .8643 .9297 1.0756 1.1770 1.2180 650.23

5000 .8616 .9283 1. 077Z 1.1811 1.2232 650.03
5100 .8590 .9269 1.0789 1.1850 1.2281 649.76
5200 .8564 .9255 1.0805 1.1891 1.2333 649.57
5300 .8538 .9241 i 0821 1.1931 1.2382 649.30
5400 .8512 .9226 1.0839 1.1972 1,2434 649.10
5500 .8487 .9212 1,0855 1.2012 1.2485 648".84
5600 ,8461 .9198 1.0872 1.2054 1.2538 648.64
5700 .8435 .9184 1.0889 1.2094 1,2587 648.38
5800 .8409 .9171 1.0904 1.2136 1.2640 648.18
5900 .8384 .9156 1.0922 1.2177 1.2692 647.91

6000 .8358 .9143 1.0937 1.2219 1.2746 647.71
6100 .8333 .9129 1.0954 1.2Z60 1.2797 647.45
6200 .8307 .9115 1,0971 1.2303 1.2851 647.25
6300 .8282 .9101 1.0988 1.2344 1.2904 646.99
6400 .8257 .9087 1.1005 1.2387 1.2958 646.79
6500 .8231 .9073 1.1022 1.2429 1.3010 646.52
6600 .8206 .9059 1.1039 1.2471 1.3064 646.26
6700 ,8181 .9045 1,1056 1.2514 1.3119 646.06
6800 .8156 .9031 1.1073 1.Z557 1.3174 645.80
6900 .8131 .9017 1.1090 1.Z601 1.3229 645.60
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HC Pa W/ Ta -Ta e
(Feet) ("Hg) Pa/PpSL ("K) Ta/TasL

7000 23.088 .7716 1.2959 274.30 16.562 .9519 .9756
7100 23.000 .7687 1.3008 274.10 16.556 .9512 .9753
7200 22.913 .7657 1.3058 273.90 16.550 .9505 .9749
7300 22.826 .7628 1.3108 273.69 16.544 .9498 .9746
7400 22.739 .7599 1.3158 273.49 16.538 .9491 .9742
7500 22.653 .7570 1.3208 273.29 16.532 .9484 .9739
7600 22.567 .7542 1.3258 273.09 16.525 .9477 .9735
7700 22.481 .7513 1.3309 272.92 16.520 .9471 .9732
7800 22.395 .7484 1.3360 272.71 16.514 .9464 .9728
7900 22.310 .7456 1.3411 272.51 16.508 .9457 .9725

8000 22.225 .7427 1.3462 272.31 16.502 .9450 .9721
8100 22.140 .7399 1.3514 272.11 16.496 .9443 .9718
8200 22.055 .7371 1.3566 271.91 16.490 .9436 .9714
8300 21.971 .7343 1.3618 271.71 16.484 .9429 .9710
8400 21.887 .7314 1.3670 271.50 16.477 .9422 .9707
8500 21.803 .7286 1.3723 271.33 16.472 .9416 .9703
8600 21.719 .7259 1.3776 271.13 16.466 .9409 .9700
8700 21.636 .7231 1.3829 270.93 16.460 .9402 .9696
8800 21.553 .7203 1.3882 270.73 16.454 .9395 .9693
8900 21. 470 .7175 1.3935 270.52 16.448 .9388' .9689

9000 21.388 .7148 1.3989 270.32 16.441 .9381 .9686
9100 21.305 .7120 1.4043 270.12 16.435 .9374 .9682
9200 21.Z223 .7093 1.4098 269.92 16.429 .9367 .9679
9300 21.142 .7065 1.4152 269.75 16.424 .9361 .9675
9400 21.060 .7038 1.4207 269.54 16.418 .9354 .9671
9500 20.979 .7011 1. 4262 269.34 16.412 .9347 .9668
9600 20.393 .6984 1.4317 269.14 16.406 .9340 .9664
9700 20. b17 .6957 1.4372 268.94 16.399 .9333 .9661
980C 20. 737 .6930 1.4428 268.74 16.393 .9326 .9657
9900 23.656 .6903 1.4484 268.54 16.387 .9319 .9654

10000 20.577 .6877 1.4541 268.33 16.381 .9312 .9650
10100 20.497 .6850 1.4597 268.16 16.376 .9306 .9647
10200 20.417 .6823 1.4654 267.96 16.369 .9299 .9643
10300 20.338 .6797 1.4711 267.76 16.363 .9292 .9639
10400 20.259 .6771 1.4768 267.56 16.357 .9285 .9636
10500 20.180 .6744 1.4826 267.35 16.351 .9278 .9632
10600 20.102 .6718 1.4884 267.15 16.345 .9271 .9629
10700 20.024 .6692 1.4942 266.95 16,339 .9264 .9625
10800 19.946 .6666 1.5001 266.75 16.332 .9257 .9622
10900 19.868 .6640 1.5059 266.58 16.327 .9251 .9618
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(Fee) P/ PSL -____ ___ ___ (Knots)

7000 .8106 .9004 1.1106 1.2643 1.3283 645.34
7100 .8081 .8990 1.1123 1.2688 1.3340 645.15
7200 .8056 .8976 1.1141 1.2731 1.3395 644.88
7300 .8032 .8962 1.1158 1.2775 1.3451 644.68
7400 .8007 .8948 1.1176 1.2819 1.3506 644.42
7500 .7982 .8935 1.1192 1.2864 1.3564 644.22
7600 .7958 .8921 1.1210 1.2908 1.3621 643.96
7700 .7933 .8907 1,1227 1.2953 1.3678 643.76
7800 .7909 .8893 1.1245 1.2997 1.3734 643.59
7900 .7884 .8880 1.1261 1.3043 1.3793 643.29

8000 .7860 .8866 1.1279 1.3087 1.3850 643.03
8100 .7836 .8852 1,1297 1.,3133 1,3909 642.85
8200 .7811 .8838 1.1315 1.3178 1.3966 642.57
8300 .7787 .8825 1.1331 1.3223 1.402 642.30
8400 .7763 .8811 1.1349 1.3270 1.408 642.10
8500 .7739 .8797 1.1368 1.3316 1.414 641.84
8600 .7715 .8784 1.1384 1.3363 1.420 641.64
8700 ,7691 .8770 1,1403 1.3409 1.426 641.3L
8800 .7667 .8756 1.1421 1.3456 1.432 641.18
8900 .7643 .8743 1.1438 1.3503 1.438 640.91

9000 .7619 .8729 1.1456 1.3550 1.444 640.72
9100 .7595 .8715 1.1474 1.3597 1.450 640.45
9200 .7572 .8702 1.1492 1.3645 1.456 640.25
9300 .7548 .8688 1.1510 1.3693 1.462 639.99
9400 .7525 .8675 1.1527 1,3740 1,469 639.72
9500 .7501 .8661 1.1546 1.3789 1.475 639.52
9600 .7478 .8648 1.1563 1.3836 1.481 639.26
9700 ,7454 .8634 1,1582 1.3886 1.487 639.06
9800 .7431 .8621 1.1600 1.3934 1.494 638.79
9900 .7408 .8607 1.1618 1.3984 1.500 638.59

10000 .7384 .8593 1.1637 1.4032 1.506 638.31
10100 .7361 .8580 1,1655 1.4082 1.513 638.13
10200 .7338 .8566 1.1674 1.4131 1.519 637.86
10300 .7315 .8553 1.1692 1.4180 1.526 637.60
-10400 .7292 .8540 1.1710 1.4231 1.532 637.40
10500 .7269 .8526 1.1729 1.4281 1.539 637.13
10600 .7246 .8513 1.1747 1.4332 1.545 636.94
10700 .7223 .8499 1.1766 1,4382 1.552 636.67
10800 .7200 .8486 1.1784 1.4434 1.559 636.47
10900 .7178 .8472 1.1804 1.4485 1.566 636.21
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Ta Pa e
(Fee ("Hg) Pa/PIaSL (K) Tp/TaSL
11000, 19.790 .6614 1.5118 266.38 16.321 .9244 .9614
11100 19.713 .6588 1.5177 266.17 16.315 .9237 .9611
11200 19.636 .6562 1.5237 265.97 16.309 .9230 .9607
11300 19.559 .6537 1.5297 265.77 16.302 .9223 .9604
11400 19.483 .6511 1.5357 265.57 16,296 .9216 .9600
11500 19.407 .6486 1.5417 265.37 16.290 .9209 .9597
11600 19.331 .6460 1.5478 265.16 16.284 .9202 .9593
11700 19.255 .6435 1.5539 264.-9 16.279 .9196 .9589
11800 19.179 .6410 1.5600 264.79 16.272 .9189 .9586
11900 19.104 .6384 1.5661 264.59 16.266 .9182 .9582

12000 19.029 .6359 1.5723 264.39 16.260 .9175 .9579
12100 18.954 .6334 1,5785 264.19 16.254 .9168 .9575
12200 18.879 .6309 1.5848 263.98 16.248 .9161 .9571
12300 18.805 .6285 1.5910 263.78 16.241 .9154 .9568
12400 18.731 .6260 1.5973 263.58 16.235 .9147 .9564
12500 18.657 .6235 1.6036 263.41 16.230 .9141 .956i
12600 18.583 .6210 1.6100 263.21 16.224 .9134 .9557
12700 18,510 .6186 1,6164 263.00 16.217 .9127 .9553
12800 18.437 .6161 1.6228 262.80 16.211 .9120 .9550
12900 18.364 .6137 1.6293 262.60 16.205 .9113 .9546

13000 18.291 .6113 1.6357 262.40 16.199 .9106 .9543
13100 18.219 .6089 1.6422 262.20 16.192 .9099 .9539
13200 18.147 .6064 1.6488 262.00 16.186 .9092 .9535
13300 18.075 .6040 1 6554 261.82 16.181 .9086 .9532
13400 18,003 .6016 1.6619 261.62 16,175 .9079 .9528
13500 17.931 .5992 1.6686 261.42 16.168 .9072 .9525
13600 17.860 .5969 1.6752 261.22 16.162 .9065 .9521
13700 17.789 .5945 1,6820 261.02 16.156 .9058 .9517
13800 17.718 .5921 1.6887 260.81 16.150 .9051 .9514
13900 17.647 .5898 1.6954 260.61 16.143 .9044 .9510

14000 17.577 .5874 1.7022 260.41 16.137 .9037 .9507
14100 17.507 .5851 1.709_ 260.24 16.132 .9031 .9503
14200 17.437 .5827 1.7159 260.04 16.126 .9024 .9499
14300 17.367 .5804 1.7228 259.83 16.119 .9017 .9496
14400 17.298 .5781 1.7297 259.63 16.113 .9010 .9492
14500 17.228 .5758 1.7367 259.43 16.107 .9003 .9488
14600 17.159 .5735 1.7436 259.23 16.101 .8996 .9485
14700 17,090 .5712 1.7507 259.03 16.094 .8989 .9481
14800 17.022 .5689 1.7577 258.83 16.088 .8982 .9478
14900 16.953 .5666 1.7648 258.65 16.083 .8976 .9474
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Hc orI /O r 4Fo a
(Feet) P/Pq_. (Knots)

11000 .7155 .8459 1 1822 1.4535 1.572 635.94
1M100 .7132 ,8446 1,1840 1.4588 1.579 635.75
11200 .7110 .8432 1.1860 1.4639 1.586 635.48
11300 .7087 .8419 1,1878 1. 469Z 1.593 635.28
11400 .7065 .8406 1.1896 1.4743 1.599 635.03
11500 .7043 .8392 1.1916 1.4796 1.6067 634.82
11600 .7020 .8379 1.1935 1.4848 1.6136 634.56
11700 .6998 .8366 1,1953 1.4901 16206 634-29_
11800 .6976 .8352 1.1973 1.4955 1.6276 634.09
11900 .6953 .3339 1.1992 1.5307 1.6345 633.83

12000 .6931 .8326 1.2011 1.5062 1.6417 633.63
12100 .6909 .8312 1.2031 1.5115 1.6488 633.36
12200 .6387 .8299 1.2050 1.5168 1.6557 633.10
12300 .6865 .8286 1.2069 1 5224 1.6631 632.90
12400 .6843 .8273 1.2088 1 5277 1.6702 632.64
12500 6821 3259 1,2108 1 5333 1.6776 632.44
12600 6G00 .3246 1.2127 1 5387 1.6846 632.17
12700 .6778 .8233 1.2146 1 544L
12800 .6756 .8220 1,2165 1 .5498 1.6994 631.71
12900 .6735 .8207 1.2185 1.5553 1.7063 631.45

13000 .6713 .8194 1.2204 1.5610 1.7142 631.25
13100 .6691 .8180 1.2225 1.5666 1.7217 630.98
13200 .6670 .8167 1.2244 1.5722 1.7292 630.72
13300 .6648 .8154 1.2264 1.5779 1.7368 630.52
13400 .6627 .8141 1.2284 1.5835 1.7442 630.26
13500 .6606 .8128 1.2303 1.5894 1.7521 630.06
13600 .6584 .8115 1.2323 1.5950 1.7596 629.79
13700 .6563 .8102 1.2343 1.6008 1.7674 629.53
13800 .6542 .8089 1.2362 1.6066 1.7750 629.33
13900 .6521 .8076 1.2382 1.6124 1.7828 629.07

14000 .6500 .8062 1.2404 1.6184 1.7908 628.87
14100 .6479 .8049 1.24Z4 1.6241 1,7985 628.60
14Z00 .6458 .8036 1.2444 1.6300 1.8064 628.34
14300 .6437 .8023 1.2464 1.6360 1.8144 628.14
14400 .6416 .8010 1.2484 1.6419 1.8224 627.88
14500 .6395 .7997 1.2505 1.6478 1.8304 627.61
14600 .6375 .7984 1.2525 1.6539 1.8386 627.41
14700 .6354 .7971 1.2545 1.6598 1.8464 627.15
14800 .6333 .7958 1.2566 1.6660 1.8548 626.95
14900 .6313 .7945 1.2587 1.6720 1.8629 626.69
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HC P aTa 0 f
(Feet) ("Hg) P/aSL (O ") Ta/TpL ___

15000 16.885 .5643 1.7719 258.45 16.076 .8969 .9470
1S5O0 16.817 .5620 1.7791 258.25 16.070 .8962 .9467
15200 16.750 .5598 1.7863 258.05 16.064 .8955 .9463
15300 16.682 .5575 1.7935 257.85 16.058 .8940 .9459
15400 16.615 .5553 1.8008 257.64 16.051 .8941 .9456
15500 16.548 .5530 1.8081 257.44 16.045 .8934 .9452
15600 16.481 .5508 1.8154 257.24 16.039 .8927 .9449
15700 16.414 5486 1.8228 257.07 16.033 .8921 .9445
15800 16.348 .5463 1.8302 256.87 16.027 .8914 .9441
15900 16.282 .5441 1.8376 256.66 16.021 .8907 .9438

16000 16.216 .5419 1.8451 256.46 16.014 .8900 .9434
16100 16.150 .5397 1.8526 256.26 16,008 .8893 913Q
16200 16.085 .5375 1.8601 256.06 16.002 .8886 .9427
16300 16.019 .5354 1.8677 255.86 15.996 .8879 .9423
16400 15.954 .5332 1,8753 255.66 15.989 .8871 .9419
16500 15.889 .5310 1.8830 255.48 15.984 .8866 .9416
16600 15.325 .5288 1.8907 255.28 15.978 .8859 .9412
16700 15.760 .5267 1.8984 255.08 15.971 .8852 .9408
16800 15.696 .5245 1.9062 254.88 15.965 .8845 .9405
16900 15.632 .5224 1.9140 254.68 15.959 .8838 .9401

17000 15.568 .5203 1.9218 254.47 15.952 .8831 .9397
17100 15.505 .5182 1.9297 254.27 15.946 .8824 .9394
17200 15.441 .5160 1.9376 254.07 15.940 .8817 .9390
17300 15.378 .5139 1.9456 253.90 15.934 .8811 .9386
17400 15.315 .5118 1.9536 253.70 15.928 .8804 .S383
17500 15.252 .5097 1.9617 253.49 15.922 .8797 .9379
17600 15.190 .5076 1.9697 253.29 15.915 .8790 .9375
17700 15.127 .5055 1.9778 253.09 15.909 .8783 .9372
17800 15.065 .5035 1.9860 252.89 15.902 .8776 .9368
17900 15.003 .5014 1.9942 252.69 15.896 .8769 .9364

18000 14,942 .4993 2.0024 252,49 15.890 .8762 .9361
18100 14.880 .4973 2.0107 252.31 15.884 .8756 .9357
18200 14.819 .4952 2.0191 252.11 15.878 .8749 .9353
18300 14.758 .4932 2.0274 251.91 15.872 .8742 .9350
18400 14.697 .4912 2.0358 251.71 15.865 .8735 .9346
18500 14.636 .4891 2.0442 251.51 15.859 .8728 .9342
18600 14.576 .4871 2.0527 251.30 15.853 .8721 .9339
18700 14.515 .4851 2,0613 251,10 15.846 .8714 ,9335
18800 14.455 .4831 2.0698 250.90 15.840 .8707 .9331
18900 14.395 .4811 2.0784 250.73 15.834 .8701 .9328
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(Feet) £L.Sj (Knots)
15000 .6292 .7932 1.2607 1.6781 1.8712 626.42
15100 .6271 .7920 1.2626 1.6843 1.8794 626.22
15200 .6251 .7907 1.2647 1.6904 1.8877 625.96
15300 .6231 .7894 1.2668 1.6965 1.3960 625.69
15400 .6210 .7881 1.2689 1.702Z' 1.9047 ... 625.50
15500 .6190 .7868 1.2710 1.7090 1.9129 625.23
15600 .6170 .7855 1.2731 1.7154 1.9216 625.03
15700 .6149 .7842 1.2752 1,7217 1.9301 624.77
15800 .6129 .7829 1.2773 1.7279 1.9386 624.50
15900 .6109 .7816 1.2794 1.7344 1.9473 624.30

16000 .6089 .7804 1.2814 1.7407 1.9559 624.04
16100 .6069 .7791 1.2835 1.7470 1.9645 623.78
16200 .6049 .7778 1.2857 1.7536 1.9735 623.58
16300 .60z9 .7765 1.2878 1.7600 1.9822 623.30
16400 .6009 .7752 1.2900 1.7664 1.9909 623,04
16500 .5990 .7740 1.2920 1.7731 2.0001 622.84
16600 .5c70 .7727 1.2942 1.7796 2.00s0 622.58

* 16700 .5950 .7714 1.2963 1.7861 2.0173 622.31
16800 .5931 .7701 1.2985 1.7928 2.0270 622.11
16900 .5911 .7689 1.3006 1.7994 2.0361 621.85

17000 .5891 .7676 1.3028 1.8060 2.0451 621.58
17100 .5872 .7663 1.3050 1.8128 2.0543 621.39
17200 .5853 .7651 1.3070 1.8195 2.0636 621.12
17300 .5833 .7638 1.3092 1.8262 2.0728 620.86
17400 .5814 ,7625 1,3115 1,8331 2.0823 620.66
17500 .5794 .7612 1.3137 1.8399 2.0916 620.39
17600 .5775 .7600 1.3158 1.8467 2.1010 620.13
17700 .5756 .7587 1.3180 1.8537 2.1106 619.93
17800 .5737 .7575 1.3201 1.8605 2.1201 619.67
17900 .5718 .7562 1.3224 1.8674 2.1295 619.40

18000 .5699 .7549 1.3247 1.8745 2.1393 619.21
-1810 .5680 .7537 1.3268 1.8815 2.1490 618.95
18200 .5661 .7524 1.3291 1.8885 2.1587 618.68
18300 .5642 .7511 1.3314 1.8957 2.1686 618.49
-18400 .5623 .7499 1,3335 1.9027 2.1783 618.22
18500 .5604 .7486 1.3358 1.9098 2.1882 617.96
18600 .5585 .7474 1.3380 1.9171 2.1983 617.76

_18700 .5567 .7461 1,3403 1.9242 2.2081 617.49
18800 .5548 .7449 1.3425 1.9314 2.2182 617.23
18900 .5529 .7436 1.3448 1.9388 2.2284 617.03
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HC Pa I/ Ta e ~ W
(Feet) " Pa/Pm _ _ Ta/TaST) _____

19000 14.336 ,4791 2.0871 250.53 15.828 .8694 .9324
19100 14.276 ,4771 2.0958 250.32 15.822 ,8687 .9320
19200 14.217 ,4751 2.1045 250.12 15.815 .8680 .9317
19300 14.158 .4731 2.1133 249.92 15.809 .8673 .9313
19400 14.099 .4712 2.1221 249. 72 15.803 .8666 .930
19500 14.040 .4692 2.1310 249.52 15.796 .8659 .9306
19600 13.932 .4673 2.1399 249.32 15.790 .8652 .9302
19700 13. 523 .4653 2.1489 249.14 15.784 .8646 .9298
19800 13.865 .4634 2.1579 248.94 15.778 .8639 .9294
19900 13.807 .4614 2.1669 248.74 15.771 .8632 .9291
20000 13.750 .45S5 2.1760 248.54 15.765 .8625 .9287
20100 13.692 .4576 2.1852 248.34 15.759 .8618 .9283
20200 13.635 .4557 2.1944 248.13 15.752 .8611 .9280
20300 13. 578 .4537 2.2036 247.93 15.746 .8604 .9276
20400 13.521 .4518 2.212S 247.73 15.739 .8597 .9272
20500 13. 4 4 .4500 2. 2222 247.56 15.734 .8591 .9269
206c0 13.407 .4481 2.2315 247.36 15.728 .8584 .9265
20700 13.351 .4462 2.2410 247.15 15.721 .8577 .9261
20800 13.2S5 .4443 2. 2504 246.95 15.715 .8570 .9257
20900 13. 239 .4424 Z 2600 246.75 15.708 .8563 .9254

21000 13.183 .4406 2.2695 246.55 15.702 .8556 .9250
21100 13.128 .4387 2. 2792 246.35 15.695 .8549 .9246
21200 13.072 .4369 2.2888 246.15 15.689 .8542 .9243
21300 13.017 .4350 2.2985 245.97 15.684 .8536 ,9239
21400 12.962 .4332 2. 3082 245.77 15.677 .8529 .9235
21500 12.9C7 .4313 2.3180 245.57 15.6771 .8522 .9231
21600 12 .052 ,425 2.3279 245.37 15.664 .8515 .9228
21700 12. 798 .4277 2. 3378 245.17 15.658 .,508 .9224
21800 12 .744 .4259 2.3478 244.96 15.651 .8501 .9220
21900 12.690 .4241 2.3578 244.76 15.645 .8494 .9216

22000 1 2. 636 .4223 2.3678 244.56 15.638 .8487 .9213
22120 12.582 .4205 2.378 244.39 15.633 .8481 .9209
2220C 1Z. 529 .4187 2. 388 244.19 15. 626 .8474 .9205
22300 12.475 .4169 2. 398 243.99 15.620 .8467 .9202
Z40 12.422 .4151 2,408 243.78 15.614 .. 8460 .919_8_
22500 12.369 .4i34 2.418 243.58 15.607 .8453 .S194
22600 12.316 .4116 2.429 243.38 15.601 .8446 .9190
22700 12.264 .4098 2.439 243.18 15.594 .8439 .9187
22800 12.211 .4081 2.450 242.98 15.588 .8432 .9183
22900 IZ. 159 .4063 2.460 242.80 15. 582 .8426 .9179
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HC I / I- I I I a ia0

(Feet) _ __ (Knots)

19000 .5511 .7424 1.3470 1.9460 2.2385 616.77
iglo .5492 .7411 1.3493 1.9533 2.2486 616.50
19Z00 5474 .7399 1.3515 1.9608 2.259 616.30
19300 .5455 .7386 1.3539 1.9682 2.269 616.04
19400 .5437 .7374 1.3561 1.9756 2.279 615.77
19500 .5419 .7361 1.3585 1.9832 2.290 615.58
19600 5400 .7349 1.3607 1.9906 2.300 615.31
19700 5382 .7337 1.3630 1.9981 2.311 615.05
19800 5364 73Z"4 I.7654 206"56 2. 321 614.78
19303 5346 7312 1.3676 2.0133 2.332 614.58

-20000 5328 7299 1.3701 2.0209 2.343 614.32
20100 5310 .7287 1.3723 2.0285 2.353 614.05
20200 5292 .7275 1.3746 2.0364 2.364 613.86
20300 .5274 .7262 1.3770 2.0441 2.375 613.59
20400 .5256 .7250 1.3793 2,0518 2. 386 613.33
20500 .5238 .7238 1.3816 2.0598 2.397 613.13
20600 .5220 .7225 1.3841 2.0676 2.408 612.86
20700 .5202 .7213 1.3864 2.0754 2.419 612.60
20800 .5185 .7201 1.3887 2.0833 2.431 612.34
20900 .5167 .7188 1.3912 2.0914 2.442 612.14

21000 .5149 .7176 1.3935 2.0994 2.453 611.87
21100 .5132 .7164 1.3959 2.1074 2.465 611.61
21200 .5114 .7152 1.3982 2.1156 2.476 611.41
21300 .5097 .7139 1.4008 2.1236 2.488 611.15
21400 .5079 .7127 1.4031 2.1317 2.499 610.88
21500 .5062 .7115 1.4055 2.1398 2.511 610.62-
21600 .5044 .7103 1.4079 2.14G2 2.522 610.42
21700 .5027 .7090 1.4104 2.1565 2.534 610.15
21800 .5010 .7078 1.4128 2.1647 2.546 609.89'
21900 .4993 .7066 1.4152 2.1730 2.558 609.62

z2000 .4975 7054 1.4176 2.1815 2.570 609.43
22100 .4958 .7042 1.4201 2.1399 2.582 609.16
22200 4941 .7030 1.4225 2.1933 2.594 608.90
22300 4924 .7017 1.4251 2.2070 2.606 608.70
2Z403 4,07 .'7005 1.4276 2.2155 2.618 6 608.43
22500 4890 .6993 1 4300 2.2240 2.631 608,17
22600 .4873 .6981 1.q325 Z,Z325 2.643 607.90
22700 .4856 .6969 1,4349 2,2414 2,656 607.71
22800 .4840 .6957 1.4374 2.2500 2.668 607.43
22900 .4823 .6945 1.4399 2.2587 2.680 607.17
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1/A"e P Ta ffa 0 rT
(Feet) f P/PpT. °K) Ta/TaSL

23000 12.107 .4046 2.471 242.60 15.576 .8419 .9175
23100 12.055 .4029 Z 481 242.40 15,569 .8412 .9172
23200 12.003 .4011 2.492 242.20 15.563 .8405 .9168
23300 11.952 .3994 2.503 242.00 15.556 .8398 .9164
23400 11.901 .3977 2.514 241.80 15.550 .8391 .9160
23500 11.849 .3960 2.525 241.59 15.543 .8384 .9157
23600 11.798 .3943 2.535 241. n 15.537 .8377 .9153
23700 11.748 .3926 2.546 241.22 15.531 .8371 •9149
23800 11.697 .3909 2.557 241.02 15.525 .8364 .9145
23900 11.646 .3892 2.569 240.82 15.518 .8357 .9142

24000 11.596 .3875 2.580 240.61 15.512 .8350 .9138
24100 11.546 .3859 2.591 240.41 15.505 .8343 .9134
24200 11.496 .3842 2.602 240.21 15.499 .8336 .9130
24300 11.446 .3825 2.613 240.01 15.492 .8329 .9126
24400 11.397 .3809 2.625 239.81 15.486 .8322 .9123
24500 11.347 .3792 2.636 239.63 15.480 .8316 .9119
24600 11.298 .3776 2.648 239.43 15.474 .8309 .9115
24700 11.249 .3759 _ .659 239.23 15.467 .8302 .9111
24800 11.200 .3743 2.671 239.03 15.461 .8295 .9108
24900 11.152 .3727 2.683 238.83 15.454 .8Z88 .9104

25000 11.103 .3710 2.694 238.63 15.448 .8281 .9100
25100 11.055 .3694 2,706 238.42 15.441 .8274 .9096
25200 11.006 .3678 2.718 238.22 15.434 .8267 .9093
25300 10.958 .3662 2.730 238.05 15.429 .8261 .9089
25400 10.911 .3646 2.742 237.85 15.422 .8254 .9085
25500 10.863 .3630 2.754 237.65 15.416 .8247 .9081
25600 10.815 .3614 2.766 237.44 15.409 .8240 .9077
25700 10.768 .3598 2.778 237.24 15.403 .8233 .9074
25800 10.721 .3583 2.790 237.04 15.396 .8226 .9070
25900 10.674 .3567 2.803 236.84 15.390 .8219 .9066
26000 10.627 .3551 2.815 236.64 15.383 .8212 .9062
26100 10.580 .3536 2,827 236.46 15,377 .8206 .9058
26200 10.534 .3520 2.840 236.26 15.371 .8199 .9055
26300 10.487 .3505 2.852 236.06 15.364 .8192 .9051
26400 10,441 .3489 2.865 235.86 15,358 .8185 .9047
26500 10.395 .3474 2.878 235.66 15.351 .8178 .9043
26600 10.349 .3459 2.891 235.46 15.345 .8171 .9039
26700 10.)04 .3443 2.903 235.25 15.338 .8164 .9036
26800 10.258 .3428 2.916 235.05 15.331 .8157 .9032
26900 10.213 .3413 2.929 234.88 15.326 .8151 .9028
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H [7 1/fJ a

(Feet) PPSL (Knot )
23000 .4806 .6933 1.4424 2.2674 2. 693 606.90
23100 .4789 .6921 1,4449 2,2764 2,706 606,70
23200 .4773 .6909 1.4474 2.2853 2.719 606.44
23300 .4756 .6897 1.4499 2.2941 2.731 606.18
23400 .4740 .6885 1.4524 2.3030 2.744 605.91
23500 .4723 .6873 1.4550 2.3122 2.757 605.71
23600 .4707 .6861 1.4575 2.3212 2.770 605.45
23700 .4690 .6849 1.4601 2,3302 2,783 605.18
23800 .4674 .6837 1.4626 2.3392 2.797 604.92
23900 .4657 .6825 1.4652 2.3486 2.810 604.72

24000 .4641 .6813 1.4678 2.3578 2.823 604.46
24100 .4625 .6801 1.4704 Z.3669 2.837 604.19
24200 .4609 .6789 1.4730 2.3762 2.850 603.93
24300 .4593 .6777 1.4756 2.3854 2.864 603.66
24400 .4577 .6765 1.4782 2.3951 2.877 603.46
24500 .4560 .6753 1.4808 2.404 2.891 603.20
24600 .4544 .6742 1.4832 2.413 2.905 602.93
24700 .4528 .6730 1.4859 2. 12 2.919 602.67
24800 .4512 .6718 1.4885 2.433 2.933 602.47
24900 .4497 .6706 1.4912 2.442 2.947 602.21

25000 .4481 .6694 1.4939 2.452 2.961 601.94
25100 .4465 .6682 1.4966 2.461 2.975 601.68
25200 .4449 .6671 1.4990 2.471 2.990 601.48
25300 .4433 .6659 1.5017 2.481 3.004 601.22
25400 .4418 .6647 1.5044 2.491 3,018 600.95
25500 .4402 .6635 1.5072 2.501 3.033 600.69
25600 .4387 .6623 1.5099 2.511 3.047 600.42
z7 .4371 -6612 1.5124 2.521 3.062 600.22
25800 .4355 .6600 1.5152 2.531 3.077 599.96
25900 .4340 .6588 1.5179 2.541 3.092 599.69

26000 .4324 .6576 1.5207 2.551 3.106 599.43
26100 .4309 .6565 1.5232 2.561 3,121 599.17
26200 .4294 .6553 1.5260 2.572 3.137 598.97
26300 .4278 .6541 1.5288 2.582 3.152 598.70
26400 .4263 .6530 1.5314 2.592 3.167 598.44
26500 .4248 .6518 1.5342 2.602 3.182 598.17
26600 .4233 .6506 1.5370 2.613 3.198 597.91
26700 .4218 .6495 1.5396 2.623 3.214 597.71
26800 .4203 .6483 1.5425 2.634 3.229 597.45
26900 .4188 .6472 1.5451 2.644 3.245 597.18
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Pa 14 a TIT v
(e ("Hg) Pa/PaSL _ __ Ta/TaSL

27000 10.168 .3398 2.942 234.68 15.319 .8144 .9024
-m/0oo 10.123 .3383 2.955 234.48 15.313 .8137 9020
27200 10.078 .3368 2.968 234.27 15.306 .8130 .9017
27300 10.033 .3353 2.982 234.07 15.299 .8123 .9013
27400 9.988 .3338 2.995 233.87 15.293 .8116 .9009
27500 9.944 .3323 3.008 233.67 15.286 .8109 .9005
27600 9.900 .3308 3.022 233.47 15.280 .8102 .9001
27700 9.856 .3294 3.035 233.29 15.274 .8096 .8998
27800 9.812 .3279 3.049 233.09 15.267 .8089 .8994
27900 9.768 .3264 3.063 232.89 15.261, .8082 .8990

28000 9.724 .3250 3.076 232.69 15.254 .8075 .8986
28100 9.681 .3235 3.090 232.49 15.248 .8068 .8982
Z8200 9.638 .3221 3.104 232.29 15.241 .80 1 .8978
28300 9.595 .3206 3.118 Z32.08 15.234 .8054 .8975
28400 9,552 .3192 3,132 231.88 15.228 .8047 -8971
28500 9.509 .3178 3.146 231.71 15.222 .8041 .8967
28600 9.466 .3163 3.160 231.51 15.215 .8034 .8963
28700 9,424 .3149 3.175 231.31 15.209 .8027 .8959
28800 9.381 .3135 3.189 231,10 15.202 .8020 .8955
28900 9.339 .3121 3.203 230.90 15.195 .8013 .8952

29000 9.297 .3107 3.218 230.70 15.189 .8006 .8948
29100 9.255 .3093 3. 232 230.50 15.182 .7999 .8944
29200 9.213 .3079 3.247 230.30 15.176 .7992 .8940
29300 9.172 .3065 3.262 230.12 15.170 .7986 .8936
29400 9. 1 3 0 .3051 3.276 229.92 15.163 .7979 .8932
29500 9.089 .3037 3.291 229.72 15.157 .7972 .8928
29600 9.048 .3024 3.306 229.52 15.150 .7965 .8925
Z9700 9.007 .3010 3. 321 229.32 15.143 ..7958 .8921
Z9800 8.966 .2996 3.337 229.12 15.137 .7951 .8917
29900 8.925 .2983 3,352 228.91 15.130 .7944 .8913

30000 8.885 .2969 3.367 228.71 15.123 .7937 .8909
30100 8.845 .2956 3.382 228.54 15.118 .7931 .8905
30200 8.804 .2942 3.398 228.34 15.111 .7924 .8901
30300 8.764 .2929 3.413 228.14 15.104 .7917 .8898
30400 8,724 .2915 3.429 227.93 15,098 .7910 .8894
30500 8.685 .2902 3.445 227.73 15.091 .7903 .8890
30600 8.645 .2889 3.460 227.53 15.084 .7896 .886
30700 8.605 .2876 3.476 227.33 15.077 .7889 .8882
30800 8.566 .2863 3.492 227.13 15.071 .7882 .8878
30900 8.527 2849 3.508 226.95 15.065 .7876 .8374
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(F eet) __ __ /___ ___ _ _ _ (Knct s)

27000 .4173 .6460 1.5480 2.655 3.260 596.92
27100 .4157 .6448 1.5509 Z, 666 3. Z76 596.65
27200 .4143 .6437 1. 5535 2. L77 3.292 596.45
27300 .4128 ,6425 1 .5564 2.L37 3.308 596.19
27400 .4113 .6413 1.5593 2.698 3.325 595.93
27500 .4098 . 6402 1.5620 2.709 3.341 595.66
27600 .4083 .6390 1.5649 2.720 3.357 595.40
27700 .4068 .6379 1.5676 2.731 3.374 595.20
27800 .4054 .6367 1.5706 2.742 3.390 594.93
27900 .4039 .6356 1.5733 2.753 3.407 594.67

28000 .4025 .6344 1. 5763 2.764 3,423 594.40
28100 .4010 .6333 1.5790 2.776 3,440 594.14
28200 .3996 .6321 1.5820 2.787 3.457 593.88
28300 .3981 .6310 1.5848 2.798 3.474 593.68
28400 3967 .6298 1.5878 2.810 3.491 593.41
28500 .3952 .6287 1.5906 2.821 3.509 593.15
28600 .393.8 .6276 1.5934 2.833 3.526 592.88
28700 .3923 .6264 1.5964 2.844 3.543 . 592.62
28b00 .3909 .6253 1.5992 2.856 3.561 592.35
28900 .3895 .6241 1.6023 2.867 3.579 592.16

29000 .3881 .6230 1.6051 2.879 3,596 591.89
29100 .3867 6219 1.6080 2.891 3.614 591.62
29200 .3853 .6207 1.6111 2.903 3.632 591.35
29300 .3838 .6196 1.b139 2.915 3,650 591.09
29400 .3824 .6184 1.6171 2.927 3.668 590.82
29500 .3810 6173 1.6200 2.,939 3,686 590.56
29600 .3796 .6162 1.6228 2.951 3.705 590.36
29700 .3782 6150 1.6260 2,963 3.723 590.10
29800 .3769 .6139 1.6289 2,975 3.74Z 589.83
29900 .3755 .6128 1.6319 2.987 3.761 589.57

30000 .3741 .6117 1.6348 3.000 3.779 589.30
30100 .3727 .6105 1.6380 3.012 3.798 589.05
30200 .3713 .6094 1.6410 3.024 3,817 588,78
30300 .3700 .6083 1.6439 3.037 3.837 588.58
30400 .3686 .6072 1.6469 3.050 3.856 588.32
30500 .3672 .6060 1.6502 3.062 3,875 588.06
30600 .3659 .6049 1.6532 3.075 3.894 587.79
30700 .3645 .6038 1.6562 3.088 3.914 587.53
30800 .3632 6027 1.6592 3.100 3.934 587.26
30900 .3618 .6016 1.6622 3,113 3.953 587.00
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He pa 1/S Ta e~ 0 , _
("Hg) PA/PaSL _b"K) Ta/TaSL

31000 8.488 .2836 3.524 226.75 15.058 .7869 .8871
31100 8.449 .2823 3.541 226.55 15.052 .7862 .8867
31200 8.410 .2810 3.557 226.35 15.045 .7855 .8863
31300 8.371 .2798 3.573 226.15 15.038 .7848 .885:9
31400 8.333 .2785 3.590 225.95 15.032 .7841 .8855
31500 8.295 .2772 3.607 225.74 15.025 .7834 .8851
31600 8.256 .2759 3.623 225.54 15.018 .7827 .8847
31700 8,218 .2746 3.640 225.37 15.012 .7821 .8843
31800 8.181 .2734 3.657 225.17 15.006 .7814 .8839
31900 8.143 .2721 3.674 224.97 14.999 .7807 .8836

32000 8.105 .2709 3.691 224.76 14.992 .7800 .8832
32100 8.068 .2696 3.708 224.56 14.985 ,7793 .8828
32200 8.030 .2684 3.725 224.36 14.979 .7786 .8824
32300 7.993 .2671 3.743 224.16 14.972 .7779 .8820
32400 7,956 .2659 3.760 223.96 14,965 .7772 .8816
32500 7.919 .2646 3.778 223.79 14.959 .7766 .8812
32600 7.882 .2634 3.795 223.58 14.953 .7759 .8808
32700 7,846 ,26ZZ 3.813 223.38 14.946 .7752 .8804
32800 7.809 .2610 3.831 223.18 14.939 .7745 .8801
32900 7.773 .2597 3.849 222.98 14.932 .7738 .8797

33000 7.737 .2585 3.867 222.78 14.926 .7731 .8793
33100 7.700 .2573 3,885 222.57 14,919 .7724 .8789
33200 7.665 .2561 3.903 222.37 14.912 .7717 .8785
33300 7.629 .2549 3.922 222.2o 14.906 .7711 .8781
33400 7.593 .2537 3.940 222.00 14,900 .7704 .8777
33500 7.557 .2525 3.958 221.80 14.893 .7697 .8773
33600 7.522 .2514 3.977 2Z1 60 14.886 .- 690 .8769
33700 7.487 .2502 3.996 221,39 14,879 .7683 8765
33800 7.45Z .2490 4,015 221.19 14.873 .7676 .8761
33900 7.417 .2478 4.034 220.99 14.866 .7669 .8757

34000 7.382 .2467 4.053 220.79 14.859 .7662 .8754
34100 7,347 .2455 4,072 220,62 14.853 .7656 .8750
34200 7.312 .2444 4.091 220,41 14.846 .7649 .8746
34300 7.278 .2432 4.110 220.21 14.840 .7642 .8742
34400 7.244 2421 4.130 220.01 14.833 .7635 .8738
34500 7.209 .2409 4.150 219.81 14.826 .7628 .8734
34600 7.175 2398 4.169 219.61 14.619 .7621 .8730
.4700 7,141 .2386 4.189 219.41 14.812 .7614 .8726
34800 7.107 .2375 4.209 219.20 14.806 .7607 .T7-2T
34900 7.074 .2364 4.229 219.03 14.800 .7601 .8718
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(Feet) P/PL (Knots)

31000 .3605 .6004 1.6656 3.127 3.974 586.80
31100 .3592 .5993 1.6686 3.140 3. 994 586.53
31200 .3578 .5982 1.6717 3.153 4.014 586.27
31300 .3565 .5971 1.6748 3.166 4.034 586.01
31400 .3551 .5960 1.6779 3.179 4.054 585.74
31500 .3538 .5949 1.6810 3.192 4.075 585.48
31600 .3525 .5938 1.6841 3.205 4.095 585.21
31700 .3512 .5926 1.6875 3.219 4.116 584.95
31800 .3499 . 5916 1.6903 3.232 4. 137 584. C"
31900 .3486 .5904 1.6938 3.246 4.158 584.48

32000 .3473 .5893 1.6969 3.260 4.180 584.22
32100 .3460 .5882 1,7001 3.274 4.201 583.96
32200 .3447 .5871 1.7033 3.287 4. 222 583.69
32300 .3434 .5860 1.7065 3.301 4.244 583.43
32400 .3421 .5849 1,7097 3.315 4.265 583.16
32500 .3408 .5838 1.7129 3.329 4.287 582.90
32600 .3395 .5827 1.7161 3.343 4.309 582.63.

O 32700 .3382 .5816 1,7194 3.357 4.331 582.37
32800 .3370 .5805 1.7227 3.371 4.353 582.17
32900 .3357 .5794 1.7259 3.386 4.376 581.91

33000 .3344 .5783 1.7292 3.400 4.398 581.64
33100 .3332 .5772 1.73Z5 3.414 4. 421 581.38
332C% .33119 .576Z 1.7355 3.429 4.443 581.11
3330L .3306 .5751 1.7388 3.443 4.466 580.85
33400 .3294 .5740 1.7422 3.458 4.489 580.58
33t00 .3281 .5729 1.7455 3.473 4.512 580.32
33600 .3269 .5718 1.7489 3.487 4.535 580.05
33700 .3256 .5707 1,7522 3.502 4.559 579.79
33800 .3244 .5696 1.7556 3.517 4. 582 579.52
33900 .3232 .5685 1.7590 3,532 4.606 579.26

34000 .3219 .5674 1.7624 3.548 4.630 579.06
34100 .3207 .5664 1.7655 3. 563 4=.654 578.80
34200 .3195 .5653 1.7690 3.578 4.678 578.53
34300 .3183 .5642 1.7724 3.593 4.703 578.27
34400 .3171 .5631 1.7759 3.609 4. 727 578.00

S34500 .3158 .5620 1.7794 3.624 4.751 577.74
34600 .3146 .5610 1.7825 3.640 4.776 577.47
34700 .3134 ,5599 1.7860 3.655 4.801 577.21
34800 .3122 .5588 1.7895 3.671 4.826 576.95
34900 .3110 .5577 1.7931 3.687 4.851 576.68
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35000 7.040 .2353 4.249 218.83 14.793 .7594 .8714
35100 7.007 .2341 4.2',0 218.63 14,786 .7587 .8710
35200 6.973 .2330 4.290 218.43 14.779 .7580 .8706
35300 6.940 .2319 4.311 218.22 14.772 .7573 .8702
35400 6.907 .2308 4.331 218.02 14.766 ,7566 .8698
35500 6.874 .2297 4.352 217.82 14.759 .7559 .8694
35600 6.841 .2286 4.373 217.62 14.752 .7552 .8690
35100 6.809 .2275 4.394 217.45 14.746 .7546 .8686
35800 6.776 .2264 4.415 217.24 14.739 .7539 .8683
35900 6.744 .2254 4.436 217.04 14.732 .7532 .8679

36000 6.711 .2243 4.457 216.84 14.726 .7525 .8675
36100 6.679 .2232 4.479 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36200 6.647 .2221 4.501 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36300 6.615 .2211 4.522 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36400 6.584 .2200 4.544 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36500 6.552 .2189 4.566 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36600 6.521 .2179 4.588 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
36700 6.489 .2168 4,610 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
36800 6.458 .2158 4.632 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
36900 6.427 .2148 4.655 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

37000 6.396 .2137 4.677 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37100 6k366 .2127 4.700 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
37200 6.335 .2117 4.722 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37300 6.305 .2107 4.745 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37400 6.274 .2097 4.768 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37500 6.244 .2087 4.791 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37600 6.215 .2077 4.814 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37700 6.185 .2067 4.837 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37800 6.155 .2057 4.861 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
37900 6.125 .2047 4.884 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

38000 6.096 .2037 4.908 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38100 6.067 .2027 4.931 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38200 6.038 .20180 4.955 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38300 6.009 .20083 4.979 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38400 ý.980 .19987 5.003 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38500 5.951 .19892 5.027 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
38600 5.923 .19797 5.051 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38700 5.824 .19701 5.075 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
38800 5.866 .19607 5.100 216.66 14.719 .7519 867i
38900 5.838 .19513 5.124 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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35000 .3098 .5567 1.7963 3.703 4.877 576.42
35100 .3086 .5556 1.7999 3.719 4.902 576.15
35200 .3075 . 5545 1.8034 3.735 4.928 575.89
35300 .3063 .5534 1.8070 3.751 4.953 575.62
35400 .3051 .5524 1.8103 3.767 4.979 575.36
35500 .3039 .5513 1.8139 3.783 5.005 575.09
35600 .3027 .5502 1.8175 3.800 5.032 574.83
35700 .3016 .5492 1.8208 3.816 5.058 574.57
35800 .3004 .5481 1.8245 3.833 5.085 574.37
35900 .2992 .5471 1.8278 3.850 5.112 574.10

36000 .2981 .5460 1.8315 3.867 5.139 573.84
36100 .2969 .5449 1.8352 3.884 5,166 573.58
36200 .2954 .5436 1.8396 3.902 5.190 573.58
36300 .2940 .5423 1.8441 3.921 5.215 573.58
36400 .2926 .5410 1.8485 3.940 5.240 573.58
36500 .2912 5397 1.8530 3.959 5.266 573.58

O 36600 .2898 .5384 1.8574 3.978 5.291 573.58
36700 .2884 .5371 1.8619 3.997 5,317 573.58
36800 .2870 .5358 1.8664 4.017 5.342 573.58
36900 .2857 .5345 1.8709 4.036 5.368 573.58

37000 .2843 .5332 1.8753 4.055 5.394 573.58
37100 2829 .5319 1.8799 4.075 5.420 573.58
37200 .2816 .5307 1.8844 4.095 5.446 573.58
37300 .2802 .5294 1.8889 4.114 5.472 573.58
37400 .2789 .5281 1.8935 4.134 5.499 573.58
37500 .2775 .5269 1.8980 4.154 5.525 573.58
37600 .2762 .5256 1.9026 4.174 5.552 573.58
37700 .2749 .5243 1.9072 4.194 5.579 573.58
37800 .2736 .5231 1.9117 4.215 5.605 573.58
37900 .2723 .5218 1.9164 4.235 5.632 573.58

38000 .2709 .5206 1.9210 4.255 5.660 573.58
38100 .2697 .5193 1.9256 4.276 5.687 573.58
38200 .2684 .5181 1.9302 4.296 5.714 573.58

38300 .2671 .5168 1.9349 4.317 5.742 573.58
38400 ,2658 ,5156 1,9395 4,338 5.770 573 58
38500 .2645 .5144 1.9442 4.359 5.797 573.58
38600 .2633 .5131 1.9488 4.380 5.825 573.58
38700 .2620 .5119 1.9535 4,401 5,853 573.58
38800 .2607 .5107 1.9583 4.422 5.881 573.58
38900 .2595 .5094 1.9630 4.443 5.910 573.58
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Hc PaI Ta T 0--
(Feet) ."Hg) Pa/Pa"L _O_) --T/TSL

39000 5.810 .19419 5.149 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39100 5.782 .19326 5.174 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39200 5.754 .19233 5.199 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39300 5.727 .19142 5.224 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39400 5.699 .19049 5.249 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39500 5.672 .18958 5.274 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39600 5.645 .18868 5.300 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
39700 5.618 .18776 5.325 216.66 14. 719 . 7519 .8671
39800 5.591 . 18687 5.351 216.66 14.719 . 7519 .8671
39900 5. 564 . 18597 5.377 216.66 14. 719 . 7519 . 8671

40000 5. 537 . 18508 5.403 216, 66 14. 719 . 7519 .8671
40100 5,511 .18419 5.429 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40200 5.484 .18331 5.455 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40300 5.458 . 18243 5.481 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40400 5.432 .18155 5.508 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40500 5.406 . 18068 5.534 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40600 5.380 .1.7982 5.561 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40700 5.354 . 17896 5.587 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40800 5. 328 .1• 7810 5.614 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
40900 5.303 .17724 5.642 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

41000 5.278 .17640 5.668 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41100 5.252 .17555 5.696 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41200 5.227 .17471 5.723 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41300 5.202 .17387 5.751 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41400 5.177 .17303 5,772 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41500 5.152 .17221 5.806 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41600 5.127 .17138 5.835 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41700 5.103 .17056 5,863 216. 66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41800 5.079 .16974 5.891 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
41900 5.054 .16893 5.919 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

42000 5.030 .16812 5.948 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42100 5.006 .16731 5.976 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42200 4.982 .16651 6.005 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42300 4. 958 .16571 6. 034 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42400 4.934 .16492 6,063 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42500 4.910 .16412 6.093 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42600 4,887 .16334 6.122 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42700 4,863 -16255 6.152 216.66 14-719 .7519 .8671
42800 4.840 .16178 6.181 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
42900 4.817 .16100 6.211 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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(Feet - _-_L (Knot!)

39000 .2582 .5082 1.9677 4.465 5.938 573.58
39100 .2570 .5070 1.9724 4.486 5.967 573.58
39200 .2558 .5058 1.9772 4.508 5.996 573.58
39300 .2545 .5046 1.9819 4.529 6.024 573.58
39400 .2533 .5033 1.9867 4.551 6.054 573.58
39500 .2521 .5021 1.9915 4.573 6.083 573.58
39600 .2509 .5009 1.9962 4.595 6.112 573.58
39700 .2497 .4997 2.0011 4.618 6.142 573.58
39800 .2485 .4985 2.0059 4.640 6.171 573.58
39900 .2473 .4973 2.0107 4.662 6.201 573.58

40000 .2461 .4961 2.0155 4.685 6.231 573.58
40100 .2449 .4949 2.0204 4,707 6.261 573.58
40200 .2438 .4938 2.0253 4.730 6.291 573.58
40300 .2426 .4926 2.0301 4.753 6.321 573.58
40400 .2414 .4914 2.0350 4.776 6.352 573.58
40500 .2403 .4902 2.0399 4.799 6.382 573.58
40600 .2391 .4890 2.0448 4,822 6.413 573.58

S 40700 .2380 .4879 2.0497 4,845 6.444 573-58
40800 .2368 .4867 2.0547 4.868 6.475 573.58
40900 .2357 .4855 2.0596 4.892 6.506 573.58

41000 .2346 .4844 2.0646 4.915 6.537 573.58
41100 .2334 .4832 2.0695 4 939 6,569 573,S8
41200 .2323 .4820 2,0745 4.963 6.600 573.58
41300 .2312 .4809 2.0795 4.987 6.632 573.58
41400 .2301 .4797 2.0845 5.011 6.664 573.58
41500 .2290 .4786 2.0895 5.035 6.696 573.58
41600 .2279 .4774 2.0946 5.059 6.729 573.58
41700 .2268 .4763 2.0996 5.083 6,761 573.58
41800 .2257 .4751 2.1046 5.108 6.794 573.58
41900 .2246 .4740 2.1097 5.132 6.826 573.58

42000 .2236 .4729 2.1148 5.157 6.859 573.58
42100 .2225 m4717 2 1199 5.182 6.892 573.58
42200 .2214 .4706 2.1250 5.207 6.926 573.58
42300 .2204 .4695 2.1301 5.232 6.959 573.58
42400 .2193 .4683 2.1352 5.257 6.992 573.58
42500 .2182 .4672 2.1494 5.283 7.026 573.58
42600 .2172 .4661 2.1455 5.308 7.060 573.58
42700 .2162 .4650 2.1507 5.334 7,094 573.58
42800 .2151 .4639 2.1558 5.359 7.128 573.58
42900 .2141 .4627 2.1610 5.385 7.163 573.58
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HC pa Ta a
(Feet) ("Hg) Pa/PaSL_, (OK) Ta/TaSL

43000 4.794 .16023 6.241 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43100 4.771 .15946 6.271 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43200 4.748 .15870 6.301 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43300 4.725 .15794 6.331 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43400 4.702 .15718 6.362 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
43500 4.680 .15642 6.393 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43600 4.657 .15567 6.423 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43700 4.635 .15492_ 6,454 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43800 4.613 .15418 6.485 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
43900 4.591 .15345 6.516 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44000 4.569 .15271 6.548 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44100 4.547 .15198 6.579 216. 66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44200 4.525 .15125 6.611 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44300 4.503 .15053 6.643 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44400 4.482 .14980 6.675 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44500 4.460 .14908 6.707 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44600 4.439 .14837 6.739 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44700 4.418 .14766 6.772 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44800 4.397 .14695 6. 805 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
44900 4.375 .14624 6.838 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

45000 4.354 .14554 6.871 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
45100 4.334 .14485 6.903 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
4.,t'0 4.313 .14415 6.937 216.66 14.719 .7519 ,8671
45300 4.292 .14346 6.970 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
45400 4,271 .14277 7.004 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
45500 4.251 .14208 7.038 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
45600 4.231 . 14141 7.071 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
45700 4.210 .14073 7.105 216 .66 _!4.719 .7519 .8671
45800 4.190 .14005 7.140 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
45900 4.170 .13938 7.174 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46000 4.150 .13871 7.209 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46100 4.130 .13805 7.243 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46200 4.110 .13739 7.278 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46300 4.091 .13672 7,314 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46400 4.071 .13607 7.349 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46500 4.051 .13542 7.384 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46600 4.032 .13477 7.420 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46700 4.013 .13412 7.456 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46800 3.993 .13348 7.491 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
46900 3.974 .13284 7.527 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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HC a'17 1/ 4- rosiIli- a
(Feet) /PLea ____ ____ ___ (Knots)

43000 .2131 .4616 2.1662 5.411 7.197 573.58
43100 .2120 .4605 2.1715 5.437 7.232 573.58
43200 .2110 .4594 2.1767 5.463 7.266 573.58
43300 .2100 .4583 2.1819 5.490 7.301 573.58
43400 .2090 .4572 2.1872 5.516 7.337 573.58
43500 .2080 .4561 2.1924 5.543 7.372 573.58
43600 .2070 .4550 2.1977 5.570 7.408 573.58
43700 .2060 .4539 2.2030 5.597 7.444 573.58
43800 .2050 .4528 2.2083 5.623 7.479 573.58
43900 .2040 .4518 2.2136 5.650 7.515 573.58

44000 .20310 .4507 2.2189 5.678 7.551 573.58
44100 .20213 .4496 2.2242 5.705 7.588 573,58
44200 .20117 .4485 2.2296 5.732 7.624 573.58
44300 .20020 .4474 2.2349 5.760 7.661 573.58
44400 .19924 .4464 2,2403 5,788 7.698 573.58
44500 .19828 .4453 2.2457 5.816 7.735 573.58
44600 .19733 .4442 2.2511 5.844 7.772 573.58
44700 .19639 .4432 2.2566 5.872 7.810 573.58
44800 .19545 .4421 2.2620 5.900 7.847 573.58
44900 .19451 .4410 2.2674 5.929 7.886 573.58

45000 .19358 .4400 2.2729 5.957 7.923 573.58
45100 .19265 .4389 2.2783 5.986 7.961 573.58
45200 .19173 .4379 2.2838 6.015 8.000 573.58
45300 .19080 .4368 2.2893 6.044 8.038 573.58
45400 .18989 .4358 2.2948 6.073 8,077 573.58
45500 .18897 .4347 2.3004 6.102 8.116 573.58
45600 .18807 .4337 2.3059 6.131 8.155 573.58
45700 .18717 .4326 2,3114 6.161 8-194 573.58
45800 .18627 .4316 2.3170 6.191 8.234 573.58
45900 .18538 .4306 2.3226 6.221 8.Z74 573.58

46000 .18449 .4295 2.3282 6.251 8.314 573.58
46100 .18360 .4285 2.3338 6.281 8.353 573.58
46200 .18273 .4275 2.3394 6.311 8.394 573.58
46300 .18184 .4264 2.3450 6.342 8.435 573.58
46400 .18098 .4254 2.3507 6.372 8.475 573.58
46500 .18011 .4244 2.3563 6.403 8.516 573.58
46600 .17924 .4234 2.3620 6.433 8.557 573.58
46700 .17839 .4Z24 2.3677 6.465 8,598 573,58
46800 .17753 .4213 2.3734 6.496 8.639 573.58
46900 .17668 .4203 2.3791 6.527 8.681 573.58
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HC Pa 1i4 Ta 8T
(Feet) ("Hg) Pa/PaSL (*K) _ Tp/TaSL

47000 3.955 .13221 7.563 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47100 3.936 .13157 7.600 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47200 3.917 .13094 7.637 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47300 3.899 .13031 7.674 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47400 3.880 .12969 7.710 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47500 3.861 .12907 7.747 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47600 3.843 .12845 7.785 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47700 3.824 .12783 7.822 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47800 3.806 .12722 7.860 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
47900 3.783 .12660 7.898 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

48000 3.770 .12600 7.936 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48100 3.752 .12540 7.974 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48200 3.734 .12480 8.012 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48300 3.716 .12419 8.052 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48400 3.698 .12360 -8090 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48500 3.680 .12301 8.129 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48600 3.662 .12242 8.168 216.66 14.7i9 .7519 ,8671
48700 3.645 .12183 8.208 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48800 3.627 .12125 8.247 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
48900 3.610 .12067 8.287 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

49000 3.593 .12009 8.327 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49100 3.576 .11951 8.367 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49200 3.558 .11894 8.407 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49300 3.541 .11837 8.448 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49400 3.524 .11780 8.489 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49500 3.507 .11724 8.529 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49600 3.491 .11668 8.570 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49700 3.474 .11611 8.612 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49800 3.457 .11556 8.653 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
49900 3.441 .11500 8.695 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50000 3.424 .11445 8.737 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50100 3.408 .11390 8.779 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50200 3.391 .11336 8.821 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50300 3.375 .11281 8.864 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50400 3.359 .11227 8.907 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50500 3.343 .11173 8.950 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50600 3.327 .11120 8.992 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50700 3.311 .1i067 9.035 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50800 3.295 .11014 9.079 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
50900 3.279 .10961 9.123 - 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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(Feet) p__I__ I I (Knot s

47000 .17584 .4193 2.3848 6.558 8.722 573.58
47100 .17499 .4183 2.3905 6.590 8.765 573.58
47200 .17415 .4173 2.3963 6.622 8.807 573.58
47300 .17331 .4163 2.4021 6.654 8.850 573.58
47400 .17249 .4153 2.4078 6.685 8.892 573.58
47500 .17166 .4143 2.4136 6.718 8.935 573.58
47600 .17084 .4133 2.4194 6.750 8.978 573.58
47700 .17002 ,4123 2.4252 6.783 9.021 573.58
47800 .16920 .4113 2.4311 6.815 9.065 573.58
47900 .16839 .4103 2.4370 6.849 9.109 573.58

"48000 .16758 .4094 2.4428 6.881 9.152 573.58
48100 .16678 .4084 2.4487 6.914 9.196 573.58
48200 .16598 .4074 Z.4546 6.947 9.240 573.58
48300 .16518 .4064 2.4605 6.982 9.286 573.58
48400 .16439 .4054 2.4664 7.015 9.330 573.58
48500 .16360 .4045 2.4723 7.049 9.375 573.58
48600 .16282 .4035 2.4783 7.083 9.420 573.58
48700 .16204 .4025 2.4842 7.117 9.466 573.58
48800 .16126 .4016 2.4902 7.151 9.511 573.58
48900 .16049 .4006 2.4962 7.185 9.557 573.58

49000 .15972 .3996 2. 5022 7.220 9.603 573.58
49100 .15895 .3987 2. 5082 7.255 9.649 573.58
49200 .15819 .3977 2.5143 7.290 9.696 573.58
49300 .15743 .3968 2. 5203 7.325 9,742 573,58
49400 .15668 .3958 2. 5264 7.360 9.789 573.58
49500 .15593 .3949 Z 5325 7.395 9. 836 573.58
49600 .15518 .3939 2.5385 7.431 9.383 573.58
49700 .15443 .3930 2.5447 7.467 9.932 573.58
49800 .15369 .3920 2.5508 7.503 9.979 573. 58
49900 .15295 .3911 2.5570 7.540 10.028 573.58

50000 .15222 .3902 2.5631 7.576 10.076 573.58
50100 .15149 .3892 2.5692 7.612 10.125 573.58
50200 .15077 .3883 2.5754 7.649 10,173 573. 58
50300 .15004 .3874 2.5816 7.686 10.zzz 573.58
50400 .14932 .3864 Z. 5879 7.723 10.272 573.58
50500 .14861 .3855 2.5941 7.760 10.321 573.58
50600 .14789 .3846 2.6003 7.797 10.371 573. 58
50700 .14719 .3837 2.6065 7,835 10.420 573.58
50800 .14648 .3827 2.6128 7.872 10.470 573.58
50900 .14578 .3818 2.6191 7.910 10.521 573.58
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HC Pa I ~ T, 0T 6_
S("Hg)/ /PIaSL (OK) Ta/TaSL

51000 3.263 .10908 9.167 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51100 3.248 .10856 9.211 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
51200 3.232 .10804 9.255 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51300 3.217 .10752 9.300 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51400 3.201 .10700 9.345 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51500 3.186 .10649 9.390 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51600 3.171 .10598 9.435 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51700 3.155 .10547 9.481 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51800 3. 140 .10497 9.526 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
51900 3.125 .10446 9.573 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

52000 3.110 .10396 9.619 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52100 3.095 .10347 9.664 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52200 3.080 .10297 9.711 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52300 3.066 .10247 9.759 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52400 3,051 .10198 9.805 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52500 3.036 .10149 9.853 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52600 3.022 .10101 9.900 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52700 3,007 .10052 9.94j . 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
52800 2.993 .10004 9.996 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
52900 2.979 .09956 10.044 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

53000 2.964 .09908 10.092 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53100 2.950 .09861 10.141 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53200 2.936 .09813 10.190 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53300 2.922 .09766 10.239 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53400 2.908 .09719 10.289 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53500 2.894 .09673 10.338 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53600 2.880 .09627 10.387 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53700 2.866 .09581 10.437 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53800 2.852 .09535 10.487 21.I66 14.719 .7519 .8671
53900 2.839 .09489 10.538 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

54000 2.825 .09443 10.589 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54100 2.812 .09398 10,640 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
54200 2.798 .09353 10.691 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54300 2.785 .09308 10.743 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54400 2.771 .09264 10.794 216.66 14.719 .7519 ,8671
54500 2.758 .09219 10.847 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54600 2.745 .09175 10.899 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54700 2.732 .09131 10.951 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54800 2.719 .09087 11.004 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
54900 2.706 .09044 11.057 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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(Fe) P/PsL ____ ___ ___ ____ (Knot s)

51000 .14508 .3809 2.6254 7.949 10.572 573.58
51100 .14439 .3800 2.6317 7.987 10.623 573,58
51200 .14369 .3791 2.6381 8.025 10,674 573.58
51300 .14300 .3782 2.6444 8.064 10.725 573.58
51400 .14231 .3772 2.6508 8.103 10.773 573. 58
51500 .14164 .3763 2.6571 8.142 10.829 573. 58
51600 .14096 .3754 2.6635 8.181 10.881 573. 58
51700 .14023 .3745 2.6700 8.221 10.934 573. 58
51800 .13961 .3736 2.6764 8.260 10.986 573. 58
51900 .13894 .3727 2.6828 8.300 11.040 573. 58

52000 .13827 .3719 2.6893 8,340 11.093 573.58
52100 .13761 .3710 2.6957 8.380 11.145 573.58
52200 .13695 .3701 2.7022 8.420 11.199 573.58
52300 .13629 .3692 2.7088 8.462 11.254 573. 58
52400 .13564 .3683 2.715Z 8.502 11.308 573.58
52500 .13499 .3674 2.7218 8.543 11.363 573. 58
52600 .13434 .3665 2.7283 8.584 11.417 573.58
52700 .13370 .3656 2.7349 8.626 11.472 573.58
52800 .13306 .3648 2.7415 8.667 11.527 573.58
52900 .13242 .3639 2.7481 8.709 11.583 573.58

53000 .13178 .3630 2.7547 8.751 11.639 573.58
53100 .13115 .3621 2.7613 8.793 11.695 573.58
53200 13052 .3613 2.7680 8.836 11.752 573.58
53300 .12989 .3604 2.7746 8.878 11.808 573.58
53400 .12927 .3595 2.7813 8.921 11.865 573.58
53500 .1Z865 .3587 2.7880 8.964 11.922 573.58
53600 .12803 .3578 2.7947 9.007 11,979 573.58
53700 .12743 .3570 2.8014 9.050 12.036 573.58
53800 .1681 3561 2.8082 9.093 12.094 573.58
53900 .126Z0 .3552 2.8149 9.137 12.153 573.58

54000 .12560 .3544 2.8217 9.182 12.212 573.58
54100 .12500 .3536 2.8Z85 9.226 12.271 573.58
54200 .12440 .3527 2.8353 9.270 12.330 573.58
54300 .12380 .3518 2.8421 9.315 12.389 573,58
54400 .12321 .3510 2.8489 9.359 12.448 573.58
54500 12261 .3502 2.8558 9.405 12.509 573.58
54600 12203 .3493 2.8627 9.450 12.569 573.58
54700 .12144 .3485 2.8695 9.496 12.630 573.58
54800 .12086 .3477 2.8765 9.542 12.691 573.58
54900 .12028 .3468 2.8834 9.587 12.751 573.58
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HC Pa I/ Ta 6T a I
(Feet) (IHg) Pa/PaSL (_*K_) Ta/TaSL

55000 2.693 .09000 11.111 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55100 2.680 .08957 11.164 216.66 14. 71 .... 7519 .8671
55200 2.667 .08914 11.218 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55300 2.654 .08871 11.272 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55400 2.641 .08829 11. 326 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55500 2.629 .08787 11.380 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55600 2.616 .08745 11.435 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55700 2.603 .08702 11.491 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55800 2.591 .08661 11.546 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
55900 2.578 .08619 11.602 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

56000 2.566 .08578 11.657 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56100 2.554 .08537 11.713 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56200 2.542 .08496 11.770 216.66 14.719 .7519 .867"---_
56300 2.529 .08455 11.827 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56400 2.517 .08415 11.883 216.6b 14.719 .7519 .8671
56500 2.505 08374 11.941 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56600 2.493 .08334 11.999 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56700 2.481 .08294 12.056 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56800 2.469 .08254 12.115 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
56900 2.458 .08215 12.172 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

57000 2.446 .08175 12.232 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57100 2.434 .08136 12.291 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57200 2.422 .08097 12.350 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57300 2.411 .08058 12.410 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57400 2.399 .08020 12.468 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57500 2.388 .07981 12.529 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57600 2.376 .07943 12.589 216.66 14.719 .751, .8671
57700._ ,365 07905 12.653 216,66 14.719 .7519 .3671

57300 2.353 .07867 12.711 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
57900 2.342 .07829 12.773 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

58000 2.331 .07792 12.833 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
58100 2,320 .07754 12.896 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58200 2.309 .07717 12.958 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
58300 Z2.98 .07680 13.020 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58400 2.287 .07643 13.083 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58500 2 27C 07607 13.145 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58600 2.265 .07570 13.210 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58700 2.254 .07534 13.273 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
5G800 2.243 .07498 13.336 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
58900 2.232 .07462 13.401 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
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(Feet) _ ____ (Knots)

55000 .11971 .3460 2.8903 9.634 12.813 573.58
55100 .11913 .3452 2.8973 9.680 12.875 573.58
55200 .11856 .3443 2.9042 9. 727 12,937 573.58
55300 .11799 .3435 2.9112 9.774 13.000 573.58
55400 .11743 .3427 2.9182 9.821 13.062 573.58
55500 .11686 .3419 2.9252 9.867 13.124 573.58
55600 .11630 .3410 2.9323 9.915 13.187 573.58
55700 .11574 .3402 2.9394 9,964 13.252 573.58
55800 .11519 .3394 2.9464 10.011 13.315 573.58
55900 .11463 3386 2.9535 10.060 13.380 573.58

56000 .11409 .3378 2.9606 10.108 13.444 573.58
56100 .11354 .3370 2.9678 10.156 13.508 573.58
56200 .11299 .3361 2.9749 10.205 13.573 573.58
56300 .11245 .3353 2.9820 10.255 13.639 573.58
56400 .11192 .3345 2.9892 10.304 13.704 573.5_8
56500 .11138 .3337 2.9964 10.354 13.771 573.58. 56600 .11085 .3329 3.0036 10.404 13.837 573.58
56700 ,11031 .3321 3.0108 10.454 13.904 573.58
56800 .10978 .3313 3.0181 10.505 13.972 573.58
56900 .10926 .3305 3.0253 10.555 14.03f 573.58

57000 .10873 .3297 3.0327 10.606 14.107 573.58
57100 .10821 .3290 3.0399 10.657 14.174 573.58
57200 .10769 .3282 3.0472 10.708 14.242 573.58
57300 .10718 .3274 3.0546 10.760 14.311 573.58
57400 .10666 .3266 3.0619 10.811 14.379 573.58
57500 .10615 .3258 3.0693 10.864 14.450 573.58
57600 .10564 .3250 3,0767 10.916 14.519 573.58
57700 .10514 .3242 3.0841 10.969 14.588 573.58
57800 .10463 .3235 3.0915 11.0zz 14.659 573.58
57900 .10413 .3227 3.0989 11.075 14.730 573.58

58000 .10363 .3219 3.1064 11.128 14.800 573.58
58100 .10313 .3211 3.1139 11.182 14.872 573.58
58200 10264 .3204 3.1Z14 11.236 14.944 573.58
58300 .10215 .3196 3. 1289 11..290 15.016 573.58
58400 .10166 .3188 3. 1" '4 11.345 15.088 573. 58
58500 .10117 .3181 3.1 .0 11.398 15.160 573.58
58600 .10068 .3173 3. 1515 11.454 15.234 573.58
58700 .10020 .3165 3.1591 11.509 15.307 573.58
58800 .09972 .3158 3.1667 11.564 15.380 573.58
58900 .09924 .3150 3.1743 11.620 15.454 573.58
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HPaISTa IT
(Feet) ("Hg) Pa/PaSL _O_) (°K) Ta/TaSL

59000 2.221 .07426 13.466 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59100 2.211 .07390 13.531 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59200 2.200 .07355 13.596 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59300 2.190 .07320 13.661 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59400 2.179 .07285 13.726 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59500 2.169 .07250 13.793 216. 66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59600 2.158 .07215 13,860 216. 66 14.71c .7519 .8671
59700 2.148 .07140 13.927 216 66 14.71c .7519 .8671
509•0 2.13 .07146- i 399-3 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
59900 2.127 .07112 14.060 216.66 14.719 .7519 .3671

60000 2.117 .07077 14.130 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60100 2. 107 .07044 14.196 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60200 2.097 .07010 14.265 216.66 14.719 .7519 .3671
60300 2.087 .06976 14. 334 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60400 2.077 .06943 14.403 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60500 2. 067 .06910 14.471 216.66 14.719 75i9 .8671
60600 2.057 .06876 14.543 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60700 2,047 .06843 14.613 216.66 14.719 .7519 ,8671
60800 2.037 .06310 14.684 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
60900 2.0281 .06778 14.753 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

61000 2.0183 .06745 14.825 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61100 2.0087 .06713 14.896 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61200 1.9990 .06681 14.967 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
61300 1.9894 .06649 15.039 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61400 1.9799 .06617 15,112 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61500 1.9704 .06585 15.186 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61600 1.9610 .06554 15,257 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61700 1.9515 .06522 15.332 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
61800 1.9422 .06491 15.405 216.66 14. 719 .7519 .8671
61900 1.9329 .06460 15.479 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

62000 1.9236 .06429 15.554 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
62100 1.9144 .06398 15.629 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
62200 19052 .06367 15.706 216.66 14.719 .751c, .671
62300 1 8961 .06337 15.780 216.66 14. 719 7519 0671
62400 1.8870 .06306 15.857 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
62500 1,8779 .06276 15.933 216. 66 14.719 .7519 A8671
62600 1.8689 .06246 16.010 216.66 14.719 .7510/ .671
62700 1.8600 .06216 16.087 216.66 14. 719 .7519 8671
62300 1.8510 .06186 16. 165 216.66 14.719 .751c 18671
62900 1,8421 .06157 16.241 216.66 14.719 751c .8671
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Hc a a- I7 /7 re /S a
(Feet PP__ (Knots)

59000 .09877 .3143 3.1820 11.676 15.529 573.58
59100 .09829 .3135 3,1896 11.733 15ý605 573.58
59200 .09782 .3128 3.1973 11.789 15.679 573.58
59300 .09735 .31.0 3.2050 11.845 15.754 573.58
59400 .09689 .3113 3.2127 11.90Z 15.830 573.58
59500 .09642 .3105 3.2204 11.960 15.906 573.58
59600 .09596 .3098 3.2281 12.018 15.984 573.58
59700 .09550 .3090 3.2359 12.076 16.061 573.58
59800 .09504 .3083 3.2438 12.134 16. 138 573.58
59900 .09459 .3075 3.2515 12.192 16.215 573.58

60000 .09413 .3068 3.2594 12. 252 16. 295 573.58
60100 .09368 .3061 3.2672 12.309 16.372 573.58
60200 .09323 .3053 3.2750 12.369 16.451 573. 58-
60300 .09279 .3046 3.2829 12.429 16.531 573.58
60400 .09234 .3039 3.2908 12.488 16.610 573.58
60500 .09190 .3031 3.2987 12.548 16.689 573.58

O 60600 .09146 .3024 3.3067 12.610 16.772 573.58
60700 .09102 .3017 3.3147 12.671 16.853 573.58
60800 .09058 .3010 3.3226 12.732 16.934 573.58
60900 .09015 .3002 3.3306 12.792 17.014 573.58
61000 .08972 .2995 3.3386 12.855 17.097 573.58
61100 .08929 .2988 3.3466 12.916 17.179 573.58
61200 .08386 .2981 3.3547 12.978 17.261 573.58
61300 .08843 .2974 3.3628 13.041 17.344 573.58
61400 .08801 .2967 3.3709 13.104 17.428 573.58
61500 .08758 .2959 3.3790 13.167 17.513 573.58
61600 .08717 .2952 3.3871 13.230 17.596 573.58
61700 .08675 .2945 3.3953 13.295 17.682 573.58
61800 .08633 .2938 3.4035 13.358 17.766 573.58
61900 .08592 .2931 3.4116 13.422 17.852 573.58
62000 .08550 .2924 3.4199 13.487 17.938 573.58
62100 .08510 .2917 3.4280 13,552 18.025 573.58
62200 .08469 .2910 3.4363 13.618 18.113 573.58
62300 .08428 .2903 3.4445 13.683 18.198 573.58
62400 .08388 .2896 3.4529 13.750 18.288 573.58
62500 .08347 .2889 3.4612 13.816 18.375 573.58
62600 .08307 .2882 3.4695 13.882 18.463 573.58
62700 .08268 .2875 3.4778 13.949 18.552 573.58
62800 .08228 .2868 3.4862 14.017 18.1642 573.58
62900 .08188 .2862 3.4946 14.083 18.730 573.58
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HC Pai 1sT Ta 0 re-
(Feet) ("Hg_ Pa/PaSL (-K) T&/TaSL

63000 1.8333 .06127 16.321 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63100 1.8246 .06098 16.398 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63200 1.8158 .06069 16.477 216.66 14.719 7519 8671
63300 1.8071 .06039 16.559 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63400 1.7984 .06010 16.638 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
63500 1.7898 .05982 16.716 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63600 1.7812 .05953 16.798 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63700 1.7727 .05924 16.880 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63800 1.7642 .05896 16.960 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
63900 1.7558 .05868 17.041 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

64000 1.7473 .05840 17.123 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64100 1.7389 .05812 17.205 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
64200 1.7306 .05784 17.289 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64300 1.7223 .05756 17.373 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64400 1.7140 .05728 17.458 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
64500 1.7058 .05701 17.540 216.66 14.719 .7519 88671
64600 1.6977 .05674 17.624 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64700 1.6895 .05647 17.708 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64800 1.6814 .05620 17.793 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
64900 1.6733 .05592 17.882 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

65000 1.6653 .05566 17.966 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65100 1.6573 .05539 18.053 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65200 1.6494 .05513 18.138 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671.
65300 1.6415 .05486 18.228 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65400 1.6336 .05460 18,315 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65500 1.6258 .05433 18.406 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65600 1.6179 .05407 18.494 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65700 1.6102 .05382 18.580 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
65800 1.6025 .05356 18.670 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
65900 1.5948 .05330 18.761 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66000 1.5872 .05305 18.850 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66100 1.5795 .05279 18.943 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66200 1.5720 .05254 19.033 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66300 1.5644 .05229 19.124 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66400 1.5569 .05203 19.219 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66500 1.5495 .. 05179 19.308 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66600 1.5421 .05154 19.402 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
66700 1.5347 .05122 19.497 216.66 14. 719 .7519 .8671
66800 1. 5273 .05104 19.592 21;76T 14.719 .7519 .8671
66900 1.5200 .05080 19.685 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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63000 .08149 .2855 3.5030 14.152 18.822 573.58
63100 .08110 .2848 3.5114 14.219 18.911 573.58
63200 .08071 .2841 3.5199 14.287 19.002 573.58
63300 .08032 .2834 3.5284 14.358 19.096 573.58
63400 .07994 .2827 3.5369 14.427 19.188 573.58
63500 .07956 .2821 3.5453 14.495 19.278 573.58
63600 .07918 .2814 3.5539 14.565 19.372 573.58
63700 .07880 .2807 3.5624 14,637 19.467 573.58
63800 .07342 t2800 3.5710 14.706 19.559 573.58
63900 .07804 .2794 3.5796 14.776 19.653 573.58

64000 .07767 .2787 3.5882 14.847 19.747 573.58
64100 .07730 .2780 3.5968 14,919 19.842 573.58
64200 .07693 .2774 3.6055 14.991 19.938 573.58
64300 .07656 .2767 3.6141 15.064 20.035 573.58
64400 .07619 .2760 3.6229 15.137 20.133 573.58
64500 .07582 ,2754 3.6316 15.209 20.228 573.58
64600 .07546 .2747 3.6403 15.282 20.325 573.58

* 64700 .07510 .2740 3.6490 15.355 20.422 573.58
64800 .07474 .2734 3.6578 15.428 20,520 573.58
64900 .07438 .2727 3.6667 15.506 20.623 573.58

65000 .07402 .2721 3.6755 15.578 20.719 573.58
65100 .07367 .2714 3.6843 15.654 20.820 573.58
65200 .07332 .2708 3.6932 15.728 20.918 573.58
65300 .07296 .2701 3.7021 15.805 21.02 573.58
65400 .07261 .2695 3.7110 15.880 21.12 573.58
65500 .07227 .2688 3.7199 15.959 21.22 573.58
65600 .07192 .2682 3.7289 16.036 21.32 573.58
65700 .07158 .2675 3.7378 16.111 21.42 573.58
65800 .07123 .2669 3.7468 16.189 21.53 573.58
65900 .07089 .2663 3.7558 16.268 21.63 573.58

66000 ;07055 .2656 3.7648 16.344 21.73 573.58
66100 :07021 .2650 3.7740 16.425 21.84 573.58
66200 .06987 .2643 3.7830 16.503 21.94 573.58
66300 .06954 .2637 3.7921 16.582 22.05 573.58
66400 .06921 .2631 3.8013 16.665 22.16 573.58
66500 .06888 ,2624 3,8104 16.742 22.26 573.58
66600 .06855 .2618 3.8195 16.823 22.37 573.58
66700 .06822 .2612 3.8287 16.905 22.48 573.58
66800 .06789 .2606 3.8380 16.988 22.59 573. 58
66900 .06756 .2599 3.8472 17.068 22.70 573. 58
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67000 1.5127 .05056 19.778 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67100 1.5054 .05031 19.876 216.66 14.,719 .7519 .8671
67200 1.4982 .05007 19.972 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67300 1.4911 .04983 20.068 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67400 1.4839 .04959 20.165 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67500 1.4768 .04936 20.259 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67600 1.4697 .04912 20.358 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67700 1. 4626 .04888 20.458 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67800 1 .4556 .04865 20.555 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
67900 1.4487 .04842 20.65 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

68000 1.4417 .04818 20.75 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68100 1.4348 .04795 20.85 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68200 1.4279 .04772 20.95 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68300 1.4210 .04749 21.05 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68400 1.4143 .04727 21.15 Z16.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68500 1.4075 .04704 21.25 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68600 1.4007 .04681 21.36 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68700 1.3940 .04659 21.46 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68800 1.3873 .04637 21.56 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
68900 1.3807 .04614 21.67 21.6.66 14.719 .7519 J

69000 1.3741 .04592 21.77 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8'.
69,100 1.3675 .04570 21.88 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69200 1.3609 .04548 21.98 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69300 1.3544 .04527 22.08 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69400 1.3479 .04505 22.19 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69500 1.3414 .04483 22.30 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69600 1.3350 .04462 22.41 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69700 1.3286 .04440 22.52 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69800 1.3222 .04419 22.62 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
69900 1.3159 .04398 22.73 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

70000 1.3096 .04377 22.84 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70100 1.3033 .04356 22.95 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70200 1.2971 .04335 23.06 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70300 1. 2908 .04314 23.18 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

1.2846 ,04293 23.29 216..66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70561 1.2785 .04273 23.40 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
7(K00 1.2723 .04252 23.51 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70700 1. 2662 .04232 23.62 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
70800 1. 2602 . 04212 23.74 216.66 14. 719 .7519 .8671
70900 1.2541 .04191 23.86 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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Hc 1 /4 o 1/sfe a
(Feet P/PSL Lis (Knot)
67000 .06724 .2593 3.8564 17.149 22.80 573.58
67100 .06622 .2587 3.8657 17.235 22.92 573.58
67200 .06660 .2581 3.8751 17.317 23.03 573.58
67300 .06628 .2574 3.8843 17.401 23.14 573.58
67400 .06596 .2568 3.8937 17.485 23.25 573.58
67500 .06564 .2562 3.9031 17.566 23.3T 573.58
67600 .06533 .2556 3.9124 17.652 23.47 573.58
67700 .06501 .2550 3.9219 17.739 23.59 573.58
67800 .06470 .2544 3.9313 17.823 23.70 573.58
67900 .06439 .2538 3.9408 17.907 23.81 573.58

68000 .06408 .2531 3.9503 17.997 23.93 573.58
68100 .06378 .2525 3.9597 18.083 24.05 573.58
68200 .06347 .2519 3.9693 18.170 24.16 573.58
68300 .06317 .2513 3.9789 18.258 24.28 573.58
68400 .06286 .2507 3.9884 18.343 24.39 573.58
68500 .06256 .2501 3.9980 18.433 24.51 573.58

* 68600 .06226 .2495 4.0076 18.523 24.63 573.58
68700 .06196 .2489 4,0173 18.611 24.75 573.58
68800 .06167 .2483 4.0269 18.699 24.87 573.58
68900 .06137 .2477 4.0366 18.792 24.99 573.58

69000 .06108 .2471 4.0463 18.882 25.11 573.58
69100 .06079 .2465 4.0560 18.973 25.23 573.58
69200 .06049 .2460 4.0658 19.065 25.35 573.58
69300 .06020 .2454 4.0756 19.154 25.47 573.58
69400 .05992 .2448 4.0854 19.247 25.59 573.58
69500 .05963 .2442 4.0953 19.342 25.72 573.58
69600 .05934 .2436 4.1051 19.433 25.84 573.58
69700 .05906 .2430 4.1150 19.529 25.97 573.58
69800 .05877 .2424 4.1249 19,622 26.09 573.58
69900 .05849 .2418 4.1348 19.715 26.22 573.58

70000 .05821 .2413 4.1447 19.810 26.34 573.58
70100 .05793 .2407 4.1547 19.905 26.47 573.58
70200 .05765 .2401 4.1647 20.002 26.60 77T.
70300 .05738 .2395 4.1747 20.099 26.73 !73.58
70400 .05710 .2390 4.1848 20.198 26.86 573.58
70500 .05683 .2384 4.1C48 20.292 26.98 573.58
70600 .05656 .2378 4. 2A5 20.392 27.12 573.58
70700 .05628 .2372 4.215 20.489 27.25 573.58
70800 .05602 .2367 4.225 20.586 27.38 573.58
70900 .05575 .2361 4.235 20.689 27.51 573.58
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TT 0Fe
(Feet) ("Hg Pa/PaSL K)Ta/TaL

71000 1.2481 .04171 23.97 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71100 1.2422 .04151 24.09 21§.66 14.719_ .7519 .8671
71200 1.2362 .04131 24.20 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71300 1.2303 .04112 24.31 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71400 1.2243 .04092 24.43 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71500 1.2185 .04072 24.55 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71600 1.2127 .04053 24.67 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71700 1.2068 .04033 24.79 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71800 1.2010 .04014 24.91 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
71900 1.1953 .03995 25.03 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

72000 1.1896 .03976 25.15 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72100 1.1838 .03957 25.27 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72200 1.1782 .03938 25.39 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72300 1.1725 .03919 25.51 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72400 1.1669 .03900 25.64 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
72500 1.1613 .03881 25.76 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72600 1.1557 .03863 25.88 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72700 1.1502 .03844 26.01 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72800 1.1447 .03826 26.13 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
72900 1.1392 .03807 26.26 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

73000 1.1337 .03789 26..39 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73100 1.1283 03771 26.51 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73200 1.1229 .03753 26.64 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73300 1.1175 .03735 26.77 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73400 1.1121 .03717 26.90 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73500 1.1068 .03699 27.03 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73600 1.1015 .03681 27.16 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73700 1.0962 .03664 27.29 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73800 1.0910 .03646 27.42 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
73900 1.0857 .03629 27.55 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

74000 1.0805 .03611 27.69 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74100 1.0753 .03594 27.82 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74200 1.0702 .03577 27.95 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74300 1.0650 .03559 28.09 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74400 1.0600 .03542 28.23 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
74500 1.0549 .03526 28.36 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74600 1.0498 .03509 28.49 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74700 1.0448 ,03492 28.63 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
74800 1.0398 .03475 28.77 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
74900 1.0348 .03458 28.91 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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H~C IS If i/s1Fo a
(Feet) P/P SL (Knots)

71000 .05548 . 2355 4.245 20. 788 27.64 573.58
71100 .05521 . 2350 4.255 20. 889 27.78 573.58
71200 .05495 .2344 4.266 20.990 27.91 573.58
71300 .05469 .2338 4.276 21.087 28.04 573.58
71400 .05442 .2333 4.286 21.190 28.18 573.58
71500 .05416 .2327 4.296 21.294 28.32 573.58
71600 .05390 .2322 4.307 21.394 28.45 573.58
71700 .05364 .2316 4.317 21.500 28.59 573.58
7180C .05339 .2311 4.328 21.601 28.73 573.58
71900 .05313 .2305 4.338 21.704 2.8.6 573.58

72000 .05288 .2299 4.348 21.808 29.00 573.58
72100 .05262 .2294 4.359 21.913 29.14 573.58
72200 .05237 .2288 4.369 22.018 29.28 573.58
72300 .05212 .2283 4.380 22.125 29.42 573.58
72400 .05187 .2277 4.390 22.233 29.57 573.58
72500 .05162 .2272 4.401 22.342 29.71 573.58

S 72600 .05137 .2267 4.412 22.446 29.85 573.58
72700 .05113 .2261 4,422 22,55 30.00 573.58
72800 .05088 .2256 4.433 22.66 30.14 573.58
72900 .05064 .2250 4.443 22,77 30.29 573.58

73000 .05039 .2245 4. 454 22.88 30.43 573.58
73100 .05015 .2239 4.465 22.99 30.58 573.58
73200 .04991 .2234 4.476 Z3.10 30.72 573.58
73300 .04967 .2229 4.486 23.21 30.87 573.58
73400 .G4943 t2223 4.497 23.32 31.02 573.58
73500 .04920 .2218 4.508 23.44 31.17 573.58
73600 .04896 .2213 4.519 23.55 31.32 573.58
73700 .04673 .2207 4.530 23.66 31.47 573.58
73800 .04849 .2202 4.541 23.78 31.63 573.58
73900 .04826 .2197 4.552 23.89 31.77 573.58

74000 .04803 .2192 4. 562 24.01 31.93 573.58
74100 .04780 .2186 4.573 24.12 32.08 573. 58
74Z00 .04757 .2181 4.584 24.24 32.24 573.58
74300 .04734 .2176 4.596 24.36 32.40 573.58
74400 .04712 .2171 4.607 24.48 32.55 573.58
74500 .04689 .2165 4.618 24.59 32.70 573.58
74600 .04666 .2160 4.629 24.71 32.86 573.58
74700 .04644 .2155 4,640 24.83 33.02 573.58
74800 .04622 .2150 4.651 24.95 33,18 573.58
74900 .04600 ,2145 4.662 25.07 33.3S 573.58
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HC Pa I Ta FT a
(Feet "Hg) Pa/PaS T/T•S

75000 1.0298 .03442 29.05 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75100 1-0249 .03425 29.19 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
75200 1.0199 .03409 29.33 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75300 1.0151 .03393 29.47 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75400 1.0102 .03376 29.62 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75500 1.0054 .03360 29.76 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75600 1.0006 .03344 29.90 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75700 .9957 .03328 30.04 216,66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75800 .9910 .03312 30.19 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
75900 .9862 .03296 30.33 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

76000 .9815 .03280 30.48 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76100 .9768 .03265 30.62 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76200 . 721 .03249 30.77 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76300 .9674 .03233 30.93 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76400 .9628 .-03218 31.07 216.66 14.719 .7519 ,8671
76500 .9582 .03202 31.23 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76600 .9536 .03187 31.37 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76700 .9490 .03172 31.52 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76800 .9445 .03156 31.68 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
76900 .9400 .03141 31.83 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

77000 .9354 .03126 31.98 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77100 .9309 .03111 32.14 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77200 .9265 .03096 32.29 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77300 .9221 .03082 32.44 z16.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77400 .9176 .03067 32.60 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77500 .9132 .03052 32.76 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77600 .9088 .03037 32.92 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77700 .9045 .03023 33.07 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77800 .9002 .03008 33.24 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
77900 .8958 .02994 33.40 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671

78000 .8915 .02980 33.55 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78100 .8873 .02965 33.72 216.66 14.719 .7519 8671
78200 .8830 .02951 33.88 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78300 .8788 .02937 34.04 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78400 .8745 ,029D3 34.21 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78500 .8704 .02909 34.37 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78600 .8662 .02895 34.54 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78700 .8620 .02881 34.71 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78800 .8579 .02867 34.87 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
78900 .8538 .02853 35.05 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
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(Feet) p/Ps (Knot)

75000 .04578 .2140 4.673 25.19 33.50 573.58
75100 .04556 , 2134 4,685 25.31 33.67 5 7 3.58
75200 .04534 .2129 4.696 25.43 33.82 573. 58
75300 .04512 .2124 4.707 25. 55 33.98 573.58
75400 .04490 .2119 4.719 25.68 34.16 573.58
75500 .04469 .2114 4.730 25.80 34.32 573.58
75600 .04448 .2109 4.741 25.93 34.48 573.58
75700 .04426 .2104 4.753 26.05 34.65 573.58
75800 .04405 .2099 4.764 26.18 34.82 573.58
75900 .04384 .2094 4.776 26. 30 34.98 573. 58

76000 .04363 .2089 4.787 26.43 35.16 573.58
76100 .04342 .084 4.799 26.55 35.32 573.58
76200 .04321 .2079 4.810 26.68 35.49 573.58
76300 .04300 .2074 4.82Z Z6.82 35.67 573.58
76400 .04280 .2069 4.833 26.94 35.83 573.58
76500 .04259 .2064 4.845 27.08 36.01 573.58
76600 .04239 .2059 4.857 27.20 36.18 573.58
7 76700 .04218 ,2054 4.868 27.33 36.35 573.58
76800 .04198 .2049 4.880 27.47 36.54 573.58
76900 .04178 .2044 4.892 27.60 36.71 573.58

77000 .04158 .2039 4.904 27.73 36.89 573.58
.77100 04138 .2034 4.915 27.87 37.07 573.58

77200 .04118 .2029 4.927 28.00 37.24 573.58
77300 .04099 .2024 4.939 28.13 37.41 573.58
77400 .04079 .2020 4.951 28.27 37.60 573.58
77500 .04059 "2015 4.963 28.41 37.78 573.58
77600 .04040 .2010 4.975 28.55 37.97 573.58
77700 .04020 .2005 4.987 28.68 38.14 573.58
77800 .04001 .2000 4.999 28.82 38.33 573.58
77900 .03982 .1996 5.011 28.96 38.51 573.58

78000 .03963 .1991 5.023 Z9.09 38.69 573.58
78100 .03944 .1986 5.035 Z9.24 38.89 573.58
78200 .03925 .1981 5.047 29.38 39.07 573.58
78300 .03906 1976 5.059 29.52 39.26 573.58
78400 .03887 1972 5.071 29.66 39.45 573.58
78500 .03869 .1967 5.084 29.80 39.64 573.58
78600 .03S50 .1962 5.096 29.95 39.83 573.58
78700 .03832 .1958 5.108 30.09 40.02 573.58
78800 .03813 .1953 5.120 30.24 40.22 573.58
78900 .03795 .1948 5.133 30.39 40.42 573.58
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HC Pa Ta FTa
S("Hg) Pp/PaSL O() ". T_/Ta L

79000 .8497 .02840 35.21 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
79100 .8456 02826 35.38 216.66 14,719 .7519 .8671
79200 .8416 .02813 35.54 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
79300 .8375 .02799 35.72 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
79400 .8335 .02786 35.89 216.66 14,719 7519 .8671
79500 .8295 .02772 36.07 216.66 14.719 7519 .8671
79600 .8256 .02759 36.24 216.66 14.719 7519 .8671
79700 .8216 .02746 36.41 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
79800 .8176 .02733 36.58 216.66 14.719 .7519 .8671
79900 .8137 .02720 36.76 216.66 14.719 7519 .8671

80000 .8098 .02706 36.95 216.66 14. 719 • 7519 .8671

TABLE 9.2
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(Feet) P/__ I__PST, Knot s)

79000 .03777 .1943 5.145 30.53 40.60 573.58
79100 .03759 .1939 5.157 30.68 40.80 573.58
79200 .03741 .1934 5.170 30.82 40.99 573.58
79300 .03723 .1929 5.182 30.97 41.20 573.58
79400 .03705 .1925 5.195 31.12 41.39 573.58
79500 .03687 .1920 5.207 31.28 41.60 573.58
79600 .03670 .1916 5.220 31.42 41.79 573.58
79700 .03652 .1911 5.232 31, 57 41.99 573.58
79800 .03634 .1906 5.245 31,72 42. 19 573.58
79900 .03617 .1902 5.258 31.87 42,39 573.58

80000 .03600 .1897 5,270 32.04 42.61 573.58
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TABLE 9.4

MACH NUMBER, M F OR VARIOUS VALUES OF

For qc/Par0.893 (M1.O00)

qc35
= (1 + 0. M2 ) -I

Note:

qc t= Pt - a

Where Pt' = free stream total pressure (P t) for subsonic flight.

* ALSO

INDICATED MACH NUMBER CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT

ERROR. Mic FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF qcic/P

For qcic/Ps!S0.893 (M ic- 1.00)

qcic = I + O M 2 ) 3. 5 _icp = (I +0.2M. ) -1I

Note:
qcic = Ptw - a

ts

Where Pt = free stream total pressure (Pt) for subsonic flight.

* Preceding page blank
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TABLE 9.5

MACH NUMBER, M FOR VARIOUS VALUES OFq cPa

FOR M - 1. 00 (Supersonic)

q 166.921 M 7

__ __ _ -I

P a (7 M ).5

Note:
q c= P'" Pa

~ t a

Where Pt = total pressure behind the shock for supersonic flight.

* ALSO

cic s FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF INDICATED MACH NUMBER

CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT ERROR, M FOR M. •-2 1.00
ic Ic

(Supersonic)
7

q cic 166.921 M.ic -

p (7 M '- c z'5

Note:

qcic = Pt " Pe

Where Pt = total pressure behind the shock for supersonic flight.
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0 TABLE 9.6

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE, qc (" Hg) FOR VARIOUS VALUES

OF CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, V (Knots)C

- + 0.2 (V /a ] - VCaSL
PaSL L C/SL S

q 166. 921 ( Vc/aSL)7

PaSL [7 (V C/aSL)Z -c ]_.aSL
where P = 29,92126 "Hg

aSL 2,22

a SL = 661. 48 Knots

Note;
q P pqc P Pt - a

where P = free stream total pressure (P ) for subsonic flightQt
Pt t total pressure behind the shock in supersonic flight

A LSO

INDICATED DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE, qcic ("'Hg) FOR VARIOUS

VALUES OF INDICATED AIRSPEED CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT

ERROR, Vic (Knots)

qcic 3.5

aSLI + 0.' L V ic /as L)L I v i 'SL

q Cic 166.921 ( Vic/aSL)7

PaSL F 7 (V. /a)- ) . ic SL
L ic SL .

where PaSL = 29. 92126 " Hg

a SL = 661. 48 Knots
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Note:

qcic 2 P t Ps

where Pt' = free stream total pressure ( Pt ) for subsonic flight

Pt = total pressure behind the shock for supersonic flight
t
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TABLE 9.6

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE, qc (" Hg) FOR VARIOUS VALUES

OF CALIBRATED AIRSPEED, V, (Knots)

V- qc V qc V qc V qc

nKnotns) f Sots) ) (Knots) ("_Hg) (Knots) (Lg)

0,0 0.0000 20.0 0. 019z 40.0 0.0767 60.0 0.1727
0.5 0.0000 20.5 0.0201 40.5 0.0786 60.5 0.1756
1.0 o0.0001 21.0 0.0211 41 0 0.0805 61.0 0.1785
1.5 0.0001 21.5 0.02Z1 41.5 0.0825 61.5 0.1814
2.0 0.oooz 22.0 0.0232 42. 0 0.0845 62.0 0.1844
Z. 5 0.0003 ZZ. 5 0. 0242 42. 5 0.0866 62.5 0.1874
3.0 0.0004 23.0 0.0253 43.0 0.0886 63.0 0.1904
3.5 0.0006 23.5 0.0264 43.5 0.0907 63.5 0.1935
4.0 0.0008 24.0 0.0276 44.0 0.0928 64.0 0,1965
4.5 0.0010 24.5 0.0287 44.5 0.0949 64.5 0.19961

5.0 0. 00i 2 25.0 0.0299 45.0 0.0970 65.0 0.2027
5.5 0.0014 25.5 0.0311 45.5 0. 0992 65.5 0.2059
6.0 0.0017 26.0 0.0324 46.0 0.1014 66.0 0.2090
6.5 0.0020 26.5 0.0336 46.5 0.1036 66.5 0. Z1 22
7.0 0.0023 27.0 0.0349 47.0 0.1059 67.0 0.2154
7.5 0.0027 27.5 0. 0362 47.5 0.1081 67.5 0.Z187
8.0 0.0031 28.0 0.0375 48.0 0.1104 68.0 0.2219
8.5 0.0035 28.5 0.0389 48.5 0.1127 68.5 0. 2252
9.0 0.0039 Z9.0 0.0403 49.0 0.1151 69.0 0.2285
9.5 0.0043 29.5 0.0417 49.5 0.1175 69.5 0.2319

10.0 0.0048 30.0 0.0431 50.0 0.1198 70.0 0.2352
10.5 0.0053 30.5 0.0446 50.5 0.1223 70.5 0.2386
11.0 0.0058 31.0 0.0460 51.0 0. 1247 71.0 0.2420
11.5 0.0063 31.5 0.0475 51.5 0.1272 71.5 0.2454
12.0 0,0069 32.0 0.0490 52.0 0.1296 7 Z .0 0. Z489
IZ. 5 0,0075 32.5 0.0506 52.5 0.1321 72.5 0. 2524
13.0 0.0081 33.0 0.0522 53.0 0.1347 73.0 0.2559
13.5 0.0087 33. 5 0.'0538 53.5 0.1372 73.5 0.2594
14.0 0.0094 34.0 0.0554 54.0 0.1398 74.0 0.26-9
14.5 0.0101 34.5 0.0570 54.5 0.1424 74.5 0.2665

15.0 0.0108 35.0 0.0587 55.0 0.1451 75.0 0.2701
15.5 0.0115 35.5 0.0604 55.5 0,1477 75.5 0.2737
16.0 0.0123 36.0 o,0621 56,0 0, 1504 76.0 0.2774
16.5 0.0130 36.5 0.0638 56.5 0.1531 76.5 0.2811
17.0 0.0134 37.0 0.0656 57.0 t).1558 77.0 0.2848
17.5 0. 0147 37. 5 0.0674 51 5 0,1586 77,5 0. 2885
18.0 0.0155 38. 0.0692 s8.0 0.1613 73.0 0.2922
18.5 0.0164 38.5 0.00710 58.5 0.1641 78.5 0.2960
19.0 0.0173 39.0 0.0729 3 9,0 0.1670 79.0 0.2998
19.5 0.0182 39.5 0.07481 59.5 0.1698 9.5 0.3036
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V: qc i Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc
(Knots) ('r Hg)] (Kn.ots) ("Hy) IK-,otS) H( Hg) ,(Kots)

80.0 0.3075 100.0 0.4814 120.0 0.695 140.0 0.9488
80.5 0.3113 100.5 0.4863 120.5 0.7008 140.5 0.9556
81.0 0.3152 101.0 0.4912 121.0 0.7067 141.0 0.9625
81.5 0.3192 101.5 0.4961 12-1.5 0.7126 141.5 0.9694
82.0 0. 3231 102.0 0.5010 1Z2.0 0.7185 142.0 0.9764
82.5 0.3271 102.5 0.5059 122.5 0.7245 142.5 0.9833
83.0 0.3311 103A0 0.5109 123,0 0.7305 143.0 0.9903
83.5 0.3351 103.5 0.5159 12,3.5 0.7365 143.5 0.9974
84.0 0 3391 104,.o 0.5209 124.0 0.7425 144.0 1.004
84.5 0:34321 104.5 0.5 z60 124.5 0.7486 144.5 1.011

85.0 0. 347 3 105.0 0.5311 125.0 0.7546 145.0 1.019
85.5 0. 3514 105.5 0.5362 125.5 0,7607 145.5 1.026
06.0 0.3555 106.0 0.5413 126.0 0.7669 146.0 1.033
.6.5 0.3597 106.5 0.5465 126.5 O 7730 146.5 1.040
87,0 0.3639 107.0 0.5516, 127.0 0,7792 147.0 1.047
I-17.5 0. 366,1 107.5 0.5568 127.5 0.7854 147.5 1.054
88.0 0.3723 108.0 0 5621 128.0 0.7916 148.0 1.062
38.5 0.3766 108.5 0°5673 128.5 0.7979 148.5 1.069
39.0 0.3809 109.0 0.5726 129.0 0,8042 149.0 1.076
89.5 0.3852 109.5 0.5779 129.5 0.8105 149.5 1.084

90.0 0.3895 110.0 0.5832 130.0 0.8168 150. C 1.090
90.5 0.3939 110.5 0.5886 130,5 0,8232 150.11 1.098
91.0 0.3983 111.0 0.5939 131.0 0.8295 151.0 1.106
91.5 0.4027 111.5 0.5993 131.5 0.8360 151.5 1.113
92.0 0.4071 112,0 0.6048 132.0 0.8424 15Z.0 1.120
92.5 0.4116 112.5 0.6102 132.5 0.8488 152.5 1,128
93.0 0.4i61 113.0 0.6157 133.0 0.8553 153.0 1.136
93.5 0.4206 113.5 0.6212 133.5 0,.8618 153.5 1.143
94.0 0.4251 114,0 0,6267 134.0 0.8684 154.0 1.151
94.5 0.4297 114.5 0.6323 134.5 0.8749 154.5 1.158

9500 0.4342 115.0 0.6379 135.0 0.8815 155.0 1.166
95.5 0.4388 115,5 0.6435 135.5 0.8881 155.5 1.173
96.0 0.4435 116.0 0.6491 136.0 0.8948 156.0 1.181
96.5 0.4431 116.5 0.6547 136.5 0.9014 156.5 1.189
97.0 0.4528 117.0 0.6604 137.0 0.9081 157.0 1.197
97.5 0.4575 117.5 0o 6661 137.5 0.9148 157.5 1,204
98.0 0.4623 118.0 0.6718 138.0 0.9216 158.0 1.212
98.5 0.4670 118.5 0.6776 138.5 0.9283 158.5 1.220
99.0 0.4718 119.0 0,6834 139.0 0,9351 159.0 1,228
99.5 0.4766 119.5 0.6892 139.5 0.9419 159.5 1.236
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Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc

(Knots) (" Hg) (Knots) (" Hg) tKr.ots) (" Hg) (Knots) (m Hg)

160.0 1.243 180.0 1.580 200.0 1.959 220.0 Z,38Z
160.5 1.251 180.5 1.589 200W5 1.969 220.5 Z.393
161.0 1.259 181.0 1.598 201.0 1.979 221.0 2.404
161.5 1.267 181.5 1.607 20105 1.989 221,5 2.415
162.0 1.275 182.0 1,616 202.0 1.999 222.0 2.426
162.5 1.283 182.5 1.625 202.5 2.009 222.5 2.439
163.0 1.291 183.0 1.634 203.0 2.019 223.0 2.449
163.5 1.299 183,5 1.643 203.5 2.030 223.5 2.460
164.0 1.307 184.0 1.652 204.0 2.040 224.0 2.471
164.5 1.315 184.5 1.661 204C5 2.050 224. 5 2.483

165.0 1.324 185.0 1E671 205A0 2.060 2Z5.0 2.494
165,5 1,332 185.5 1.680 205.5 2.070 225.5 2.506
166.0 1.340 186.0 1.689 206.0 2.081 226.0 2.517
166.5 1.348 186.5 1.698 206.5 2.091 226.5 Z.5Z9
167.0 1.356 187.0 1,708 207.0 2. 102 Z7.0o 2.540
167.5 1.365 187.5 1.717 207.5 2.112 Zz1.5 2.55z
168.0 1.373 188.0 1.726 208,0 21lZ3 228.0 Z.563
168.5 1.381 188.5 1o736 208.5 2,133 228.5 2.575
169.0 1.390 189.0 1,745 209A0 2,144 229.0 2.586
169.5 1.398 189.5 1.754 209ý5 2.154 229.5 2.598

170.0 1.406 190.0 1.764 210.0 2,165 230.0 2.610
170.5 1,415 190.5 1.773 210,5 2.175 Z30.5 2.621
171.0 1,423 191.0 1.783 Z11.0 2.186 231.0 2.633
171.5 1.432 191,5 1,792 211.5 2,196 231.5 2.645
172.0 1.440 192.0 1,802 212,0 2,207 232.0 2.657
172.5 1.449 192.5 1.812 212,5 2.218 232.5 2.668
173.0 1,457 193.0 1,821 213,0 2.229 233. 0 2.680
173,5 1.466 193.5 1.831 213.5 2,2 39 233.5 2.692
174.0 1,474 194.0 1.841 214.0 24250 234.0 2,704
174.5 1.483 194.5 1.850 214.5 2,261 234.5 2.716

175.0 1.492 195.0 1,860 215.0 2.272 235.0 2.728
175.5 1.500 195.5 1,870 215,5 2,283 235.5 Z,740
176.0 1.510 196.0 1.880 216,0 2,293 236.0 2.752
176.5 1.518 196.5 1.889 216.5 2,304 236.5 2,764
177.0 1,527 197.0 11899 217,0 2.315 237.0 2.776
177.5 1.536 197,5 1.909 Z17.5 2.326 237.5 2.788
178.0 1.544 198.0 1.919 218.0 2-337 Z38.0 2.800
178.5 1.553 198.5 1.929 218.5 2, 348 238.5 2.812
179.0 1.562 199.0 1.939 219.0 2.359 239.0 Z.825
179.5 1.571 199.5 1,949 219.5 2,370 239.5 2.837
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Vc qc V q v c qV¢v qc

K!nots) Hi (Knots L!L (Knots) (" Hg (Kots) " H)

240.0 2. 849 260.0 3. 363 280. 0 3. 924 300.0 4. 534
240.5 2. 861 260.5 3. 376 280.5 3.939 300.5 4.550
241.0 2.874 261.0 3.390 281.0 3.953 301.0 4.566
241.5 2.886 261.5 3.403 281.5 3.968 301.5 4.582
242.0 2.898 262.0 3.417 282.0 3.983 302.0 4.598
242.5 2.911 262.5 3.430 282.5 3.997 302.5 4.614
243.0 2.923 263.0 3.444 283.0 4.012 303. 0 4.630
243.5 2.936 263.5 3.458 283.5 4.027 303.5 4.646
244.0 2.948 264.0 3.471 284.0 4. 042 304.0 4.662
244.5 2.961 264.5 3.485 284.5 4.057 304.5 4.678

245.0 2.973 265.0 3.499 285.0 4.072 305.0 4.695
245.5 2. 986 265.5 3.512 285.5 4.087 305.5 4.711
246.0 2.998 266.0 3.526 286.0 4. 102 306.0 4. 727
246.5 3.011 266.5 3.540 286.5 4.117 306.5 4.743
247.0 3.024 267.0 3. 554 287.0 4.132 307.0 4.760
247.5 3.036 267.5 3. 568 287.5 4.147 307.5 4.776
242.0 3.049 268.0 3.581 288.0 4.162 308.0 4.792
248.5 3. 062 268.5 3. 595 288.5 4.177 308.5 4.809
249.0 3.074 269.0 3.609 289.0 4.192 309.0 4.825
249.5 3.087 269.5 3. 623 289.5 4.208 309.5 4.842

250.0 3.100 270.0 3.637 290.0 4.223 310.0 4.858
250.5 3.113 270.5 3.651 290.5 4.238 310.5 4.875
251.0 3.126 271.0 3.665 291.0 4.253 311.0 4.891
251.5 3.139 271.5 3.680 291.5 4.269 311.5 4.908
252.0 3. 152 272.0 3. 694 292.0 4. Z34 312.0 4.925
252.5 3.165 272.5 3.708 292..5 4.299 312.5 4.941
253.0 3.178 273.0 3.722 293.0 4.315 313.0 4.958
253.5 3.191 273.5 3.736 293.5 4.330 313.5 4.975
254.0 3. 204 274. 0 3.750 294.0 4.346 314.0 4.991
254.5 3.217 274.5 3. 765 294.5 4.361 314. 5 5.008

255.0 3.230 275.0 3.779 295.0 4.377 315.0 5.025
255.5 3.243 275.5 3. 793 295.5 4.393 315. 5 5.042
256.0 3. 256 276.0 3. 808 296.0 4.408 316.0 5.059
256.5 3. 269 276.5 3.822 296.5 4.424 316.5 5.076
257.0 3.283 277.0 3.837 297.0 4.439 317.0 5.093
257.5 3.296 277.5 3.851 297.5 4.455 317.5 5.110
253.0 3.309 278.0 3.866 298.0 4.471 318.0 5.127
258.5 3.323 278.5 3.880 298.5 4.487 318.5 5.144
259.0 3.336 279.0 3. 895 299.0 4.502 319.0 5.161
259.5 3.349 279.5 3.909 299. 5 4.518 319. 5 5. 178
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Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc
(Knots) Hg) (Knots) (Hg. (Knots) Hg (Knots) ( H

320.0 5. 195 340.0 5. 909 360.0 6.677 380.0 7. 501
320.5 5. 212 340.5 5.927 360.5 6. 697 380.5 7. 523
321.0 5.230 341.0 5.946 361.0 6.717 381.0 7.544
321.5 5.247 341.5 5.964 361.5 6.737 381.5 7.566
322.0 5. 264 342.0 5.983 362.0 6.757 382.0 7. 587
322.5 5.281 342.5 6.002 362.5 6. 777 382.5 7. 608
323.0 5. 299 343.0 6.020 363.0 6.797 383.0 7. 630
323.5 5.316 343.5 6.039 363.5 6.817 383.5 7.652
324.0 5.334 344.0 6.058 364.0 6.837 384.0 7.673
324.5 5.351 344.5 6.077 364.5 6.857 384.5 7.695

325. 0 5.369 345.0 6.095 365.0 6.877 385.0 7. 717
325.5 5.386 345.5 6.114 365.5 6.898 385.5 7.739
326.0 5.404 346.0 6.133 366.0 6.918 386.0 7.760
326.5 5.421 346.5 6.152 366.5 6.938 386.5 7.782
327.0 5.439 347.0 6.171 367.0 6.959 387.0 7.804
327.5 5.456 347.5 6.190 367.5 6.979 387.5 7, 826
328.0 5.474 348.0 6. 209 368.0 7. 000 388.0 7. 848
328.5 5.492 348.5 6. 228 368.5 7. 020 388.5 7. 869
329.0 5.510 349.0 6. 247 369.0 7.041 389.0 7.891
329.5 5 527 349.5 6.267 369.5 7.061 389.5 7.913
330.0 5. 545 350.0 6.286 370.0 7. 082 390.0 7. 936
330.5 5.563 350.5 6.305 370.5 7.102 390.5 7.958
331.0 5.581 351.0 6.324 371.0 7.123 391.0 7.980
331.5 5.599 351.5 6.344 371.5 7.144 391.5 8.002
332.0 5.617 352.0 6.363 372.0 7.165 392.0 8.024
332.5 5. 635 352.5 6. 382 372.5 7. 185 392.5 8. 046
333.0 5.653 353.0 6.402 373.0 7. 206 393.0 8. 069
333.5 5. 671 353.5 6.421 373.5 7. 227 393.5 8. 091
334.0 5.689 354.0 6.440 374.0 7.248 394.0 8.113
334.5 5. 707 354.5 6.460 374.5 7. 269 394.5 8. 136
335.0 5.725 355.0 6.479 375.0 7.290 395.0 8.158
335.5 5.743 355.5 6.499 375.5 7.311 395.5 8.181
336.0 5.762 356.0 6.519 376.0 7.332 396.0 8.203
336.5 5.780 356.5 6. 538 376.5 7. 353 396.5 8. 226
337.0 5.798 357.0 6. 558 377.0 7. 374 397.0 8. 248
337.5 5.817 357.5 6.578 377.5 7.395 397.5 8.271
338.0 5.835 358.0 6.597 378.0 7.416 398.0 8.294
338.5 5.853 358.5 6.617 378.5 7.437 398.5 8.316
339.0 5.872 359.0 6.637 379.0 7.459 399.0 8.339
339.5 5.890 359.5 6. 657 379.5 7.480 399. 5 8. 362
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Vc qc Vc VcV qc vc qc

(Knots) (0 Hg) (Knots) (Hg) (Knots) (" Hg) Knots ( Hg)

400.0 8.385 420.0 9.330 440.0 10.34 460.0 11.41

400.5 8.408 420.5 9.354 440.5 10.36 460.5 11.44

401.0 8.431 421.0 9.378 441.0 10.39 461.0 11.47

401.5 8.453 421.5 9.403 441.5 10.4Z 461.5 11.50

402.0 8.476 422.0 9.427 442.0 10.44 462.0 11.52

402.5 8.499 422.5 9.452 442.5 10.47 462.5 1.1.55

403.0 8.523 423.0 9.477 443.0 10.50 463.0 11.58

403.5 8.546 423.5 9.501 443.5 10. 5Z 463.5 11.61

404.0 8.569 424.0 9.526 444.0 10.55 464.0 11.64

404.5 8.592 424.5 9.551 444.5 10.57 464.5 1.1.66

405.0 8.615 4Z5.0 9.576 445.0 10.60 465.0 11.69

405.5 8.638 425.5 9.600 445.5 10.63 465.5 11.72

406.0 8.662 426.0 9.625 446.0 10.65 466.0 11.75

406.5 8.685 4Z6.5 9.650 446.5 10.68 466.5 11.78

407.0 8.708 427.0 9.675 447.0 10.71 467.0 11.81

407.5 8.732 427.5 9.700 447.5 10.73 4 7,5 11.83

408.0 8.755 428.0 9.725 448.0 10.76 468.0 11.86

408.5 8.779 4Z8.5 9.750 448.5 10.79 468.5 11.89

409.0 8.802 429.0 9.775 449.0 10.81 469.0 11.92

409.5 8.826 429.5 9.800 449.5 10.84 469.5 11.95

410.0 8.849 430.0 9.826 450.0 10.87 470.0 11.98

410.5 8.873 430.5 9.851 450.5 10.90 470.5 12.01

411.0 8.897 431.0 9.876 451,0 10.92 471.0 12.03

411.5 8.920 431.5 9.901 451.5 10.95 471.5 12.07

412.0 8.944 43Z.0 9.9V7 452.0 10.98 472.0 12,09

412.5 8.968 432.5 9.952 452,5 11.00 472. 5 12.12

413.0 8.992 433.0 9.978 453.0 11.03 473.0 12.15

413.5 9.016 433.5 10.00 453.5 11.06 473.5 12.18

414.0 9.040 434.0 10.03 454.0 11.08 474.0 12.21

414.5 9.063 434.5 10.05 454.5 11.11 474.5 12.24

415.0 9.087 435.0 10.08 455.0 11.14 475.0 12.27

415.5 9.112 435.5 10.11 455.5 11.17 475.5 12.29
416.0 9.136 436.0 10.13 456.0 11.19 476.0 12.32

416.5 9.160 436.5 10.16 456.5 11.22 476.5 12.35

417.0 9.184 437.0 10.18 457.0 11.25 477.0 12.38
417.5 9.208 437.5 10.21 457.5 11.28 477.5 12.41
418.0 9.232 438.0 10,23 458.0 11.30 478.0 1Z.44

418.5 9. Z57 438.5 10.26 458.5 11.33 478.5 12.47
419.0 9.281 439.0 10.29 459.0 11.36 479.0 12.50

419.5 9.305I 439.5 10.31 459.5 11.39 479.5 12.53
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Vc qc Vc qc vC qc Vc qc
(Knots) (" Hg) (Knots) (" Hg) Knots) (" Hg) (Knots) (" H

480.0 12.56 500.0 13.78 520.0 15.07 540.0 16.44
480.5 12.59 500.5 13.81 520,5 15.10 540.5 16.48
481.0 12.62 501.0 13.84 521.0 15.14 541.0 16.51
481.5 12.65 501.5 13.87 521.5 15.17 541.5 16.55
482.0 12.68 502.0 13.90 522.0 15.20 542.0 16.58
482.5 12.71 502.5 13.93 522.5 15.24 542.5 16.62
483.0 12.74 503.0 13.96 523.0 15.27 543.0 16.65
483,5 12.77 503.5 14.00 523.5 15.30 343. 5 16.69
484.0 12.80 504.0 14.03 524.0 15.34 5,0. 0 16.73
484.5 12.83 504.5 14.06 524.5 15.37 544.-3 16.76

485.0 12.86 505.0 14.10 525.0 15.40 545.0 16.80
485.5 12.89 505.5 14.12 525.5 15.44 545.5 !6.83
486.0 12.92 506.0 14.16 526.0 15.47 546.0 16.87
486.5 12.95 506.5 14.19 526.5 15.51 546.5 16.90
487.0 12.98 507.0 14.22 527.0 15.54 547.0 16.94
487.5 13.01 507.5 14.25 527.5 15.57 547.5 16.98
488.0 13.04 508.0 14.28 528.0 15.61 548.0 17.01
488.5 13.07 508.5 14.32 528.5 15.64 548.5 17.05
489.0 13.10 509.0 14.35 529.0 15.68 549.0 17.09
489.5 13.13 509.5 14.38 5Z9.5 15.71 549.5 17.12

490.0 13.16 510.0 14.41 530.0 15.74 550.0 17.16
490.5 13.19 510.5 14.44 530.5 15.78 550.5 17.19
491.0 13.22 511.0 14.48 531.0 15.81 551.0 17.23
491.5 13.25 511.5 14.51 531.5 15.85 551.5 17.27
492.0 13.28 512.0 14.54 532.0 15.88 552.0 17.30
492.5 13.31 512.5 14.57 532.5 15.92 552.5 17.34
493.0 13.34 513.0 14.61 533.0 15.95 553.0 17.38
493.5 13.37 513.5 14.64 533.5 15.99 553.5 17.41
494.0 13.40 514.0 14.67 534.0 16.02 554.0 17.45
494.5 13.43 514.5 14.70 534.5 16.06 554.5 17.49

495.0 13.46 515.0 14.74 535.0 16.09 555.0 17.52
495.5 13.49 515.5 14.77 535.5 16.13 555.5 17.56
496.0 13.53 516.0 14.80 536.0 16.16 556.0 17.60
496.5 13.56 516.5 14.84 536.5 16.19 556.5 17.64
497.0 13.59 517.0 14.87 537.0 16.23 557.0 17.67
4c7.5 13.62 517.5 14.90 537.5 16.26 557.5 17.71
498.0 13.65 518.0 14.94 538.0 16.30 558.0 17.75
498.5 13.68 518.5 14.97 538.5 16.33 558.5 17.78
499.0 13.71 519.0 15.00 539.0 16.37 559.0 17.82
499.5 13.74 519.5 15,04 539.5 16.41 559.5 17.86
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qc vc qv vc q

(Knots (Hg) Knot " H Knots ) (Knots) (!Rl)

560.0 17.90 580.0 19.44 600.0 21.07 620.0 22.80

560.5 17.93 580.5 9.48 600.5 21.12 620.5 22.85

561.0 17.97 581.0 19.5Z 601.0 21.16 621.0 ?2.89

561.5 18.01 581.5 19.56 601.5 21.20 621.5 22.94

562.0 18.05 582.0 19.60 602.0 21.24 622.0 22.98

562.5 18.09 582.5 19.64 602.5 21.29 622.5 23.03

563.0 18.12 583.0 19.68 603.0 21.33 623.0 23.07

563.5 18.16 583.5 19.72 603.5 21.37 623.5 23.12 Z

564.0 18.20 584.0 19.76 604.0 21.41 624.0 23.16

564.5 18.24 584.5 19.80 604.5 21.45 624.5 23.21

565.0 18.27 585.0 19.84 605.0 21.50 625.0 23.25

565.5 18.31 585.5 19.88 605.5 21.54 625.5 23.30

566.0 18.35 586.0 19.92 606.0 21.58 626.0 23.34

566.5 18.39 586.5 19.96 606.5 21.63 626.5 23.39

567.0 18.43 587.0 20.00 607.0 21.67 627.0 Z3.43

567.5 ! 18.46 587.5 ?20.04 607.5 21.71 627.5 23.48

563.0 18.50 588.0 20.08 608.0 21.75 628.0 23.52

560.5 18.54 588.5 20.12 608.5 21.80 628.5 23.57

569.0 18.58 589.0 Z0.16 609.0 21.84 629.0 23.61

56c,. 5 18.62 569.5 20.20 609,5 21.88 629.5 23.66

570.0 18.66 590.0 20.25 610.0 21.93 630.0 23.71

570.5 18.70 590.5 20.29 610.5 21.97 630.5 23.75

571.0 18.73 591.0 20.33 611.0 22.01 631.0 23.80

571.5 18,77 591.5 20.37 611.5 22.06 631.5 23.84

572.0 18.81 592.0 20.41 612.0 22. 10 632..0 D3.89

572.5 18.85 592.5 20.45 612.5 22.14 632.5 23.94

573.0 18.89 593.0 20.49 613.0 22.19 633.0 23.91

573.5 18.93 593.5 Z0.53 613.5 22.23 633.5 24.003

574.0 18.97 594.0 20.57 614.0 2,2.27 634.0 24. 07

574.5 19. 01 594.5 20.62 614.5 Zz2 32 634.5 24.12

575.0 19.05 595.0 20.66 615.0 22,36 635.0 24.17

575.5 19.09 595.5 Z.0.70 615.5 22.. 41 635.5 24.7-1

576.0 19.12 596.0 20.74 616.0 Z2.45 636.0 24.26

576.5 19.16 596.5 20.78 616.5 Z2.249 636.5 24.31

577.0 19.20 597.0 20.82 617.0 Z2.54 637.0 24.35

577.5 19.24 597.5 20.86 617.5 22.58 637.5 24.40

578.0 19.28 598.0 20.91 618.0 22.63 638.0 24.45

578.5 19.321 598.5 20.95 618.5 22.67 638.5 24.49

579.0 19.36 599.0 20.99 619.0 22.71 639.0 24.54

579.5 19.401 599.5 ZI.03 619.5 22.76 639.5 24.59-
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Vc Cc- Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc

Knots) (".H g Knots) (" H) (Knots) ("-H•) (Knots) (" Hg)
640.0 24.63 660.0 26.57 680.0 28.61 700.0 30.76
640.5 24.68 660.5 26.62 680.5 28.67 700. 5 30.82
641.0 24.73 661.0 26.67 681.0 28.72 701.0 30.87
641.5 24.78 661.5 26.72 681.5 28.77 701.5 30.93
642.0 24.82 662.0 26.77 632.0 28.82 702.0 30.98
642.5 24.87 662.5 26.82 682.5 28.88 702.5 31.04
643.0 24.92 663.0 26.87 683.0 28.93 703.0 31.09
643.5 24.97 663.5 26.92 683.5 28.98 703.5 31.15
644.0 25.01 664.0 26.97 684.0 29.04 704.0 31.20
644.5 25.06 664.5 27.02 684.5 29.09 704.5 31.26
645.0 25.11 665.0 27.07 685.0 29.14 705.0 31.32
645.5 25.16 665.5 27.12 685.5 29.19 705.5 31.37
646.0 25.20 666.0 27.17 686.0 29.25 706.0 31.43
646.5 25.25 666.5 27.22 686.5 29.30 706.5 31.48
647.0 25.30 667.0 27.27 687.0 29.35 707.0 31.54
647.5 25.35 667.5 27.32 687.5 29.41 707.5 31.59
648.0 25.40 668.0 27.37 688.0 29.46 708.0 31.65
648.5 25.44 668.5 27.43 688.5 29.51 708.5 31.71
649.0 25.49 669.0 27.48 689.0 29.57 709.0 31.76
649.5 25.54 669.5 27.53 689.5 29.62 709.5 31.82
650.0 25.59 670.0 27.58 690.0 29.68 710.0 31.88
650.5 25.64 670.5 27.63 690.5 29.73 710.5 31.93
651.0 25.69 671.0 27.68 691.0 29.78 711.0 31.99
651.5 25.73 671.5 27.73 691.5 29.84 711.5 32.04
652.0 25.78 672.0 27.78 692.0 29.89 71Z.0 32.10
652.5 25.83 672.5 27.83 692.5 29.95 712.5 32.16
653.0 25.88 673.0 27.89 693.0 30.00 713.0 32.21
653,5 25.93 673.5 27.94 693.5 30.05 713.5 32.27
654.0 25.98 674.0 27.99 694.0 30.11 714.0 32.33
654.5 26.03 674.5 28.04 694.5 30.16 714.5 32.38

655.0 26.08 675.0 28.09 695.0 30.22 715.0 32.44
655.5 26.12 675.5 28.14 695.5 30.27 715.5 32.50
656.0 26.17 676.0 28.20 696.0 30.33 716.0 32.55
656.5 26.22 676.5 28.25 696.5 30.38 716.5 32.61
657.0 26.27 677.0 28.30 697.0 30.43 717.0 32.67
657.5 26.32 677.5 28.35 697,5 30.49 717,5 32.73
658.0 26.37 678.0 28.40 698.0 30.54 718.0 32.78
658.5 26.42 678.5 28.46 698.5 30.60 718.5 32.84
659.0 26.47 679.0 28.51 699.0 30.65 719.0 32.90
659.5 26.52 679.5 28.56 699.5 30.71 719.5 32.95
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Vc qVc qc Vc qcl V¢ -qc

Knots) ("Hg) Knots) (U Hg) (Knots) (" Hg) (Knots) (" Hg)

-720.0 T3.0 740.0 3S.36 760.0 37.80 _80.0 60.3Z

720.5 33.07 740.0 35.43 760.5 37.86 780.5 40.39

721.0 33.13 741.0 35.48 761.0 37.98 781.0 40.43

721.5 33.19 741.5 35.54 761.5 37.98 781.5 40.52

722.0 33.24 742. 0 35.60 762.0 38.04 782.0 I 40.58

722.5 33.30 742.5 35.66 76Z.5 38.11 782.5 40.64

723.0 33.36 743.0 35.72 763.0 38.17 783.0 40.71

723.5 33.4Z 743.5 35.78 763.5 38. Z3 783.5 40.77

724.0 33.47 744.0 35.84 764.0 38.29 784.0 40.84

7Z4.5 33.53 744.5 35.90 764.5 38.36 784.5 40.90

725.0 33.59 745.0 35.96 765.0 38.42 785.0 40.97

725.5 33.65 745.5 36.02 765.5 38.48 785.5 41.03

726.0 33.71 746.0 36.08 766.0 38.54 786.0 41.10

726.5 33.76 746.5 36.14 766.5 38.61 786.5 41. 16

727.0 33.82 747.0 36. zo 767.0 38.67 787.0 41.23

727.5 33.88 747.5 36.26 767.5 38.73 787.5 41.29

7,23. 0 33.94 748.0 36.32 768.0 38.80 788.0 41.36

728.5 34.00 748.5 36.38 768.5 38.86 788.5 41.42

729.0 34.06 749.0 36.44 769.0 38.92 789.0 41.49

729.5 34.11 749.5 36.50 769.5 38.98 789.5 41.55

730.0 34.17 750.0 36.56 770.0 39.05 790.0 41.62

730.5 34. Z3 750.5 36.63 770.5 39.11 790.5 41.68

731.0 34.29 751.0 36.69 771.0 39.17 791.0 41.75

731.5 34.35 751.5 36.75 771.5 39.24 791.5 41.81

732.0 34.41 752.0 36.81 772.0 39.30 792.0 41.89

732.5 34.47 752.5 36.87 772.5 39.36 792.5 41.95

733.0 34.53 753.0 36.93 773.0 39.43 793.0 42.01

733.5 34.59 753.5 36.99 773.5 39.49 793.5 42.08

734.0 34.64 754.0 37.05 774.0 39.55 794.0 4Z. 14

734.5 34.70 754.5 37.12 774.5 39.62 794.5 42.21

735.0 34.76 755.0 37.18 775.0 39.68 795.0 42.27

735.5 34.82 755.5 37.24 775.5 39.75 795.5 42.34

736.0 34.88 756.0 37.30 776.0 39.81 796.0 42.41

736.5 34.94 756.5 37.36 776.5 39.87 796.5 42.47

737.0 35.00 757.0 37.42 777.0 39.94 797.0 42.54

737. 5 35.06 757.5 37.49 777.5 40.00 797.5 42.60

738.0 35.12 758.0 37.55 778.0 40.07 798.0 42.67

738.5 35.18 758.5 37.61 778.5 40.13 798.5 42.74

739.0 35.24 759.0 37.6 779.0 40.19 799.0 42.80

739.5 35.301 759.5 37.73 779.5 40.26, 799.5 42.87
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V Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc

(Knots) (mKnots) 1U- LKnot ots H)

800.0 42.94 820.0 45.64 840.0 48.42 860.0 51.28
800.5 43.00 820.5 45.70 840.5 48.49 860.5 51.36
801.0 43.07 821.0 45.77 841.0 48.56 861.0 51.43
801.5 43.14 821.5 45.84 841.5 48.63 861.5 51.50
802.0 43.20 822.0 45.91 842.0 48.70 862.0 51.57
802.5 43.27 822.5 45.98 842.5 48.77 862.5 51.65
803.0 43.34 823.0 46.05 843.0 48.84 863.0 51.72
803.5 43.40 823.5 46.12 843.5 48.91 863.5 51.79
804.0 43.47 824.0 46.19 844.0 48.99 864.0 51.87
804,5 43.54 824.5 46.25 844.5 49.06 864.5 51.94

805.0 43.60 8Z5.0 46.32 845.0 49.13 865.0 52.01
805.5 43.67 825.5 46.39 845.5 49. 20 865.5 52. 09
806.0 43.74 826.0 46.46 846.0 49.27 866.0 52.16
806.5 43.80 826.5 46.53 846.5 49.34 866.5 52. 23
807.0 43.87 827.0 46.60 847.0 49.41 867.0 52.30
807.5 43.94 827.5 46.67 847.5 49.48 867.5 5L .38
808.0 44.01 828.0 46.74 848.0 49.55 868.0 52.45
808.5 44.07 828.5 46.81 848.5 49.63 868.5 52.53
809.0 44.14 829.0 46.88 849.0 49.70 869.0 52..60
809.5 44.21 829.5 46.95 849.5 49.77 869.5 52.67

810.0 44.28 830.0 47.02 850.0 49.84 870.0 52.75
810.5 44.34 830.5 47.09 850.5 49.91 870.5 52.82
811.0 44.41 831.0 47.16 851.0 49.98 871.0 52.89
811.5 44.48 831.5 47.23 851.5 50.06 871.5 52.97
812.0 44.55 832.0 47.30 852.0 50.13 87Z. 0 53.04
812.5 44.61 832.5 47.37 852.5 50.20 872.5 53.11
813.0 44.68 833.0 47.44 853.0 50.27 873.0 53.19
813.5 44.75 833.5 47.51 853.5 50.34 873.5 53.26
814.0 44.82 834.0 47.58 854.0 50.42 874.0 53.34
814.5 44.89 834.5 47.65 854.5 50.49 874.5 53.41

815.0 44.95 835.0 47.72 855.0 50.56 875.0 53.48
815.5 45.02 835.5 47.79 855.5 50.63 875.5 53.56
816.0 45.09 836.0 47.86 856.0 50.70 876.0 53.63
816.5 45.16 836.5 47.93 856.5 50.78 876.5 53.71
817.0 45.23 837.0 48.00 857.0 50.85 877.0 53.78
817.5 45.29 837.5 48.07 857.5 50.92 877.5 53.86
818.0 45.36 838.0 48.14 858.0 50.99 878.0 53.93
818.5 45.43 838.5 48.21 858.5 51.07 878.5 54.01
819.0 45.50 839.0 48.28 859.0 51.14 879.0 54.08
819.5 45.57 839.5 48.35 859.5 51.21 879.5 54.15
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Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc Vc qc
(Knots) (" Hg) (Knots) (" -ti) (Knots) (! Hj) (Knots) (I l)

880.0 54.23 900.0 57.25 920.0 60.36 940.0 63.54
880.5 54.30 900.5 57.33 920.5 60.44 940.5 63.62
8031.0 54.38 901.0 57.41 921.0 60.51 941.0 63.70
8,1. 5 54.45 901.5 57.48 921.5 60.59 941.5 63.78
832.0 54.53 902.0 57.56 922. 0 60.67 942.0 63.86
882.5 54.60 902.5 57.64 922.5 60.75 942,5 63.94
883.0 54.68 903.0 57.71 923.0 60.83 943.0 64.02
883.5 54.75 903.5 57.79 923.5 60.91 943.5 64.10
884.0 54.83 904.0 57.87 924.0 60.99 944.0 64.18
884.5 54.90 904.5 57.95 924.5 61.07 944.5 64.27

885.0 54.98 905.0 58.02 925. 0 61.15 945.0 64.35
885.5 55.05 905.5 58.10 925.5 61.ZZ 945.5 64.43
886.0 55.13 906.0 58.18 926.0 61.30 946.0 64.51
886.5 55.20w 906.5 58.25 926.5 61.38 946.5 64.59
887.0 55.28 907.0 58.33 927.0 61.46 947.0 64.67
837.5 55.35 907.5 58.41 927.5 61.54 947.5 64.75
PSa8.0 55.43 908,0 58.49 928.0 61.62 948.0 64.83
388.5 55.50 908.5 58.56 928.5 61,70 948.5 64.91

889.0 55.58 909.0 58.64 929.0 61.78 949.0 65.00
889.5 55.66 909.5 58.72 929.5 61.86 949.5 65.08

890.0 55.73 910.0 58.80 930,0 61.94 950.0 65.16
890.5 55.81 910. 5 58.87 930. 5 62.02 950.5 65.24
891.0 55.88 911.0 58.95 931.0 62. 10 951.0 65.32
891.5 55.96 911.5 59.03 931.5 62.18 951.5 65.40
892.0 56.03 912.0 59.11 932.0 62.26 952.0 65.48
892.5 56.11 912.5 59,18 932.5 62.34 952.5 65.57
893.0 56.19 913.0 59.26 933.0 62.42 953.0 65.65
893.5 56,26 913.5 59.34 933.5 62. 50 953. 5 65.73
894.0 56.34 914.0 59.42 934.0 62.58 954.0 65.81
894.5 56.41 914.5 59.50 934.5 62.66 954.5 65.89

895.0 56.49 915.0 59.57 935.0 62.74 955,0 65.98
895.5 56.57 915.5 59.65 935.5 62.82 955.5 66.06
896.0 56.64 916.0 59.73 936.0 62.90 956.0 66.14
896.5 56.72 916.5 519. 81 936.5 62.98 956.5 66.Z2
897.0 56.79 917.0 59.89 937.0 63. 06 957.0 66.30
897.5 56.87 917,5 59.97 937.5 63.14 957.5 66.39
893.0 56. 95 91 5. 0 60.04 938.0 63.22 958.0 66.47
893.5 57.02 918.5 60.121 938.5 63.30 958.5 66.55
899.0 57.10 919.0 60.20 939.0 63.38 959.0 66.63

L899. 5 57.18 919.5 60. 2!31 939.5 63.46 959.5 66.72
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Vc qc V¢ qc Vc qc Vc qc
(Knots) jk (Knots) (3iiW (Knots) (Lmig (Knots)(Sj~

960.0 66.80 970.0 68.46 980.0 70.13 990.0 71.83
960.5 66.88 970.5 68.54 980.5 70.22 990.5 71.91
961.0 66.96 971.0 68.62 981.0 70.30 991.0 72.00
961.5 67.04 971.5 68.71 981.5 70.39 991.5 72.08
962.0 67.13 972.0 68.79 982.0 70.47 992.0 72.17
962.5 67.21 972.5 68.87 982.5 70.55 992.5 72.26
963.0 67.30 973.0 68.96 983.0 70.64 993.0 72.34
963.5 67.38 973.5 69.04 983.5 70.72 993.5 72.43
964.0 67.46 974.0 69.12 984.0 70.81 994.0 72.51
964.5 67.54 974.5 69.21 984.S 70.89 994.5 72.60

965.0 67.62 975.0 69.29 985.0 70.98 995.0 72.68
965.5 67.71 975.5 69.38 985.5 71.06 995.5 72.77
966.0 67.79 976.0 69.46 986.0 71.15 996.0 72.86
966.5 67.87 976.5 69.54 986.5 71.23 996.5 72.94
967.0 67.96 977.0 69.63 987.0 71.32 997.0 73.03
967.5 68,04 977.5 69.71 987.5 71.40 997.5 73.11
968.0 68.12 978.0 69.80 988.0 71.49 998.0 73.20
968.5 68.21 978.5 69.88 988.5 71.57 998.5 73.29
969.0 68.29 979.0 69.96 989.0 71.66 999.0 73.37
969.5 68.37 979.5 70.05 989.5 71.74 999.5 73.46

S - - 11000.0 1 73.A4
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TABLE 9.1

Conversion Fornalae - Fahrenheit, Centigrade and Rankine

Fahrenheit to Centigrade

c - I (F-32)
9

Fahrenheit to Rankine

a F.+ 459.7

Centigrade to Fahrenheit

5 C3

Centigrade to Rankine

R 2 c + 491.7

Rankine to Fahrenheit

F a R - 459.7

Rankine to Centigrade

C 5- (R-491.7)
9

4

| | , i I I23I1



CENTIGRADE - FAHRENHEIT

CONVERSION TABLE
-c - F -c I - - -

I - -a;

-169.4 -273 -459.4 -13 .9 -218 -360.4 -108.3 -163 -261,4
-168.9 -272 -457.6 -138.3 -217 -358.6 -107.8 -162 -259%6
-168.3 -271 -455.8 -137.8 -216 -356.8 -107.2 -161 -257.8
-167.8 -270 -454.0 -137.2 -215 -355.0 -106,7 -160 -256,0
-167.2 -269 -452.2 -136.7 -214 -353.2 -106.1 -159 -254,2
-166.7 -268 -450.1 -136.1 -213 -351.4 -105.6 -158 -252.4
-166.1 -267 -448.6 -135.6 -212 -349.6 -105,0 -157 -2506
-165.6 -266 -446.8 -135.0 -211 -347.8 -104.4 -156 -2 4 8 48

-165.0 -265 -445.0 -134.4 -210 -346.0 -103.9 -155 -247,0
-164.4 -264 -443.2 -133.9 -209 -344.2 -103.3 -154 -245i2
-163.9 -263 -441.4 -133.3 -208 -342.4 -102.8 -153 -243,4
-.163.3 -262 -439.6 -132.8 -207 -340.6 -102.2 -152 -2U1.5
-162.8 -261 -437.8 -132.2 -206 -338.8 -101.7 -151 -239,8
-162.2 -260 -436.0 -131.7 -205 -337.0 -101.1 -150 -238.0
-161.7 -259 -434.2 -131.1 -204 -335.2 -100.6 -149 -236.2
-161.1 -258 -432.4 -130.6 -203 -333.4 -100.0 -148 -234.4
-160.6 -257 -430.6 -130.0 -202 -331.6 -99.4 -147 -232.6
-160.0 -256 -428.8 -129.4 -201 -329.8 -98.9 -14 6  -230.8
-159.4 -255 -427.0 -128.9 -200 -328.0 -98.3 -4L5 -229.0
-158.9 -254 -425.2 -128.3 -199 -326.2 -97.8 -144 -227.2
-158.3 -253 -423.4 -127.8 -198 -324,4 -97.2 -143 -225.-
-157.8 -252 -421.6 -127.2 -197 -322.6 -96.7 -142 -223.6
-157.2 -251 -419.8 -126.7 -196 -320.8 -96.1 -141 -221.8
-156.7 -250 -418.0 -126.1 -195 -319.0 -95.6 -140 -220.0
-156.1 -249 -416.2 -125.6 -194 -317.2 -95.0 -139 -218,2
-155.6 -248 -414.4 -125.0 -193 -315.4 -94.4 -138 -216.4
-155.0 -247 -412.0 -124.4 -192 -313.6 -93.9 -137 -214.6
-154.4 -246  -410.8 -123.9 -191 -311.8 -93.3 -136 -212.8
-153.9 -245 -409.0 -123.3 -190 -310,0 -92.8 -135 -211.0
-153.3 -244 -407.2 -122.8 -189 -308.2 -92.2 -134 -209.2
-152.8 -243 -405.4 -122.2 -188 -306.4 -91.7 -133 -207.4
-152.2 -242 -403.6 -121.7 -187 -304.6 -91.1 -132 -205.6
-151.7 -241 -401.8 -121.1 -186 -302.8 -90.6 -131 -203.8
-151.1 -240 -400.0 -120.6 -185 -301.0 -90.0 -130 -202.0
-150.6 -239 -398.2 -120.0 -184 -299.2 -89.4 -129 -200.2
-150.0 -238 -396.4 -119.4 -183 -297.4 -88,9 -128 -198.4
-149.4 -237 -394.6 -118.9 -182 -295.6 -88.3 -127 -196.6
-148.9 -236 -392.8 -118.3 -181 -293.8 -87.8 -126 -194.8
-148.3 -235 -391.0 -117.8 -180 -292.0 -87.2 -125 -193.0
-147.8 -234 -389.2 -117.2 -179 -290.2 -86.7 -124 -191.2
-147.2 -233 -387.4 -116.7 -178 -288.4 -86,1 -123 -189.4
-146.7 -232 -385.6 -116.1 -177 -286.6 -85.6 -122 -187.6
-146.1 -231 -383.8 -115.6 -176 -284.8 -85.0 -121 -185.8
-145.6 -230 -382.0 -115.0 -175 -283.0 -84.4 -184.o
-145.0 -229 -380.2 -U4.4 -174 -281.2 -83.9 -182.2
-144.4 -228 -378.4 -113.9 -173 -279.4 -83.3 -180,4
-143.9 -227 -376.6 -113.3 -172 -277.6 -62.8 -178.6
-143.3 -226 -374.8 -112.8 -171 -275o8 -82,2 -176,8
-142.8 -225 -373.0 -112.2 -170 -274.0 -81.7 -175.0
-142.2 -224 -371.2 -111.7 -169 -272.2 -81.1 -173.2
-141.7 -223 -369.4 -111.1 -168 -270.4 -80.6 -].71.4
-141.1 -222 -367.6 -110.6 -167 -2o8, 6  -80.0 -169.6
-140.6 -221 -365.8 -1I0.0 -166 -266.8 -79*4 -167.8
-14O.O -220 -36)4.0 -109.4 -165 -265,0 -78,9 -166.0
-139.4 -219 -362.2 -108.9 -164 -263,2 -78.3 -164.2
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CENTIGRADE - FAHRENHEIT

CONVERSION TABLE

-77.8 -I= ;-162,4 -47.2 -53 -63.4 -16.7 2 35.6'
-77.2 -107 -160.6 -46,7 -52 -61.6 -16.1 3 37*4
-76.7 -106 -158*8 46.1 -51 -59.8 -15.6 4 39.2
s-76.1 -105 -157.0 -45.6 -50 -58,0 -15.0 5 41.0

-75.6 -104 -155.2 -45.0 -49 -56.2 -14.4 6 42.8
J-75.0 -103 -153.4 -44.4 -48 -54.4 -139 7 44.6
-77.4 -102 -151.6 -43.9 -47 -52.6 -13.3 8 46.4
-73.9 -101 -149.8 -43.3 -L6 -50.8 -12.8 9 48.2
-73.3 -100 -148.0 -42.8 -45 -4900 -12.2 10 50.0
-72.8 -99 -146.2 -412.2 -44 -47.2 -3-.7 11 51.8
-72.2 -98 -144.4 -41.7 -43 -45.4 -11.1 12 53.6
-71.7 -97 -142.6 -41.1 -42 -43.6 -10.6 13 55.4
-71.1 -96 -140.8 -40.6 -41 -41.8 -10.0 14 57.2
-70.u -95 -139.0 -40.0 -40 -40.0 -9-4 15 59.0
-70.0 -94 -137.2 -39.4 -39 -38.2 -8.9 16 60.8
-69.4 -93 -135.4 -38.9 -38 -36.4 -8.3 17 62.6
-68.9 -92 -133.6 -38.3 -37 -34.6 -7.8 18 64.4
-68,3 -91 -131.8 -37.8 -36 -32.8 -7.2 19 66,2
-67.8 -90 -130.0 -37.2 -35 -31.0 -6.7 20 68.0
-67.2 -89 -128.2 -36.7 -34 -29.2 -6.1 21 69,8
-66.7 -88 -126.4 -36.1 -33 -2744 -5.6 22 71.6
-66.1 -87 -124.6 -35.6 -32 -25.6 -5.0 23 73.4
-65.6 -86 -122.8 -35.0 -31 -23.8 -494 24 75.2
-65.0 -85 -121.0 -34.4 -30 -22.0 -3.9 25 77.0
-64.4 -84 -119.2 -33.9 -29 -20.2 -3.3 26 78,8
-6399 -83 -117.4 -33.3 -28 -18.4 -2.8 27 .80.6
-63.3 -82 -115.6 -32.8 -27 -16.6 -2.2 28 82.4
-62.8 -81 -113.8 -32.2 -26 --14,8 -1.7 29 84,2
-62.2 -80 -112.0 -31.7 -25 -13.0 -101 30 86,0
-61.7 -79 -110.2 -31.1 -24 -11.2 -0,6 31 87.8
-61.1 -78 -I08., -30.6 -23 -9.4 0 32 89.6
-60.6 -77 -106.6 -30.0 -22 -7.6 0.6 33 91.4
-60.0 -76 -104.8 -29,4 -21 -5.8 1.1 34 93.2
-59.4 -75 -103.0 -28.9 -20 -4.0 1.7 35 95.0
-58.9 -?4 -101.2 -28.3 -19 -2.2 2.2 36 96.8
-58.3 -73 -99.4 -27.8 -18 -0.4 2.8 37 98.6
-57.8 -72 -97.6 -27.2 -17 1.4 3.3 38 I00,4
-57.2 -71 -95.8 -26.7 -16 3.2 3.9 39 102.2
-56.7 -70 -94.0 -26.1 -15 5.0 4.4 4o 104.0
-56'.1 -69 -92*. -25.6 -14 6.8 5.0 41 105.8
-55.6 -68 -90*4 -25.0 -13 8.6 5.6 42 107.6
-55.0 -67 -88,6 -24.4 -12 10.4 6.1 43 109.4
-54,4 -66 -86.8 -23.9 -11 12.2 6.7 44 111.2
-53.69 -65 -85.0 -23.3 -i 14.0 7.2 45 113.0
-53.3 -64 -83,2 -22.8 -9 15.8 7.8 46 114.8
-52.8 -63 -81.4 -22.2 -8 17.6 8,3 47 116.6
-52.2 -62 -79.6 -21.7 -7 19.4 8,9 48 U8.4
-51.7 -61 -77,8 -21.1 -6 21.2 9,4 . 49 120.2
-51,1 -60 -76.0 -20.6 -5 23.0 10.0 50 122.0
-50.6 -59 -74.2 -20.0 -4 24.8 10.6 51 123.8
-50.0 -58 -72.4 -19.4 -3 26,6 1101 52 125.6
-49•4 -57 -70.6 -18.9 -2 28.4 11.7 53 127.4
--48.9 -56 -68.8 -18.3 -i 30.2 12.2 54 129.2
-48.3 -55 -61.0 -17.8 0 32.0 12.8 55 131.0
-47.8 -54 -65.2 -17.2 1 33.8 13.3 56 11328I
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CENTIGRADE - FAHRENHEIT

CONVERSION TABLE

-c O C - OF
SC -• - - __"F" •°

13.9 57 134.6 43.9 111 231,8 73.9 165 329.0
14.4 58 136,4 44.4 112 233.6 74.4 166 330.8
15.0 59 138,2 45.0 113 235-4 75,0 167 332.6
15.6 60 140.,0 45.6 114 237.2 75.6 168 334.4
16.1 61 141.8 46.1 115 239.0 76.1 169 336i2
16.7 62 143.6 4.67 116 240.8 76.7 170 338.0
17.2 63 145,4 47.2 )17 242.6 77.2 171 339.817.8 64 147.2 47.8 L18 244.4 77.8 172 341.6
18.3 65 149.0 48.3 119 246.2 78.3 173 343.4
18.9 66 150.8 48.9 120 248.0 7849 174 345.2
19.4 67 152.6 49.4 121 249.8 79.4 175 347.0
20.0 68 154.4 50.0 122 251.6 80.0 176 348.8
20.6 69 156.2 50.6 123 253.4 80.6 177 350.6
21.1 70 158,0 51.1 124 255.2 81.1 178 352.4
21.6 71 159.8 51.7 125 257.0 81.7 179 354.2
22.2 72 161.6 52,2 126 258.8 82.2 180 356.0
22.8 73 163.4 52.8 127 260o6 82.8 181 357.0
23.3 74 165.2 53.3 128 262,4 83.3 182 359.6
23*9 75 167.0 53.9 129 26142 83.9 183 361.4
24.4 76 168.8 54.4 130 266.0 84.4 184 363.2
25.0 77 170.6 55.0 131 267.8 85.0 185 365.0
25.6 78 172.4 55.b 132 269.6 85.6 186 366.8
26.1 79 174.2 56.1 133 271.4 86.1 187 368.6
26.7 80 176,0 56.7 13A 273.2 86.7 188 370.4
2792 81 177.8 57.2 135 275.0 87.2 189 372.2
27.8 82 179.6 57.8 136 276.8 87.8 190 374.0
28.3 83 181.4 58.3 137 278.6 88.3 191 375.8
28*9 84 183o2 58.9 138 280.4 88.9 192 377.6
2914 85 185.0 59.4 139 282.2 89.4 193 379.4
30.0 86 186.8 60.0 140 284.0 90.0 194 381.2
30.6 87 188.6 60.6 141 285.8 90.6 195 383.0
31.1 88 190.4 61.1 142 287.6 91.1 196 384.8
31.7 89 192.2 61.7 143 289,4 91.7 197 386.6
32.2 90 194.0 62,2 144 291.2 92.2 198 388.4
32.8 91 195.8 62.8 145 293.0 92.8 199 390.2
33.3 92 197e6 63.3 146 294.0 93.3 200 392.0
33.9 93 199.4 63.9 147 296,6 93.9 201 393.8
34.4 94 2M..2 64.4 148 298.4 94.4 202 395.6
35.0 95 203.0 65.0 1149 300.2 95.0 203 397.4
35.6 96 204.8 65.6 150 302.0 95.6 204 39992
36.1 97 206.6 66.1 151 303.8 96.1 205 4Ol.0
36.7 98 208.4 66.7 152 1 305.6 96.7 206 402.8
37.2 99 210.2 67.2 153 307.4 97.2 207 1404.6
37.8 100 212.0 67.8 154 309.2 97.8 208 406.4
38.3 101 213.8 68.3 155 31190 98.3 209 408.2
38.9 102 215.6 68,9 156 312.8 98.9 210 410.0
39,4 103 217.4 69.4 157 314.6 99.4 211 411.8
40.0 104 219.2 70.0 158 316.4 100.0 212 413.6
4o.6 105 221.0 70.6 .59 318.2 100.6 213 415.4
41.1. 106 222.8 71.e'. !60 320.0 101.1 214 417.2
41.7 107 224.6 71.7 161 321.8 101.7 215 419.0
42.2 108 226.4 72.2 162 323.6 102.2 216 420.8
42.8 109 228.2 72-8 163 325.4 102.8 217 422.6
43.3 110 230.0 73.3 164 327.2 I03.3 218 1424.4-
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CONVERSION TABLE

oco _____

10309 219 42&.22 133.9 273 523.Lj4 163.9 327 620.6
104.4 220 428.0 134.4 274 525.2 164.4 328 622.4
105.0 221 429,8 135.0 275 527.0 165.0 329 624.2
105.6 222 431.6 135.6 276 528.8 165.6 330 626,0
106.1 223 433.4 136.1 277 530.6 166.1 331 627.8
106,7 224 435.2 136.7 278 532.4 166.7 332 629.6
107.2 225 437.0 137.2 279 534.2 167.2 333 631.4
107.8 226 438.8 137.8 280 536.0 167.8 334 633.2
108.3 227 440.6 138.3 281 537.8 168.3 335 635.0
108,9 228 442.4 138.9 282 539.6 168.9 336 636.8
109.4 229 444.2 139.4 283 541.4 169.4 337 638.6
110.0 230 446.0 140.0 284 543.2 170.0 338 640.4
110v6 231 447.8 140.6 285 545.0 170.6 339 642.2
111.1 232 449.6 141.1 286 546.8 171.1 340 644.0
111.7 233 451v4 141.7 287 548.6 171.7 341 645.8
112.2 234 453.2 142.2 288 550.4 172.2 342 647,6
112.8 235 455.0 142.8 289 552.2 172.8 343 649°4
11303 236 456.8 143.3 290 554.0 173.3 344- 651.2
113.9 237 458,6 143.9 291 555.8 173.9 3145 653.0
114.4 238 460.4 144.4 292 557.6 174.4 346 654.8
115.0 239 462,2 145.0 293 559.4 175.0 347 656.6
115.6 240 464.0 145.6 294 561.2 175.6 348 658.4
116.1 241 465.8 146.1 295 563.0 176.1 349 660.2
116.7 242. 467.6 146.7 296 564.8 176.7 350 6,62.0
117.2 243 469.4 147.2 297 566.6 177.2 351 663,8
117.8 244 471.2 147.8 298 568.4 .177.8 352 665.6
118.3 245 473.0 148.3 299 570.2 178.3 353 667.4
118.9 246 474.8 148.9 300 572.0 178.9 354 669.2
119.4 247 476.6 149.4 301 573.8 179.4 355 671.0
120.0 248 478.4 150.0 302 575.6 180.0 356 672.8
120.6 249 480.2 150.6 303 577.4 180.6 357 674.6
121.1 250 482.0 151.i 304 579.2 181.1 358 676,4
121.7 251 483.8 151.7 305 581.0 181.7 359 678.2
122.2 252 485.6 152.2 306 582.8 182.2 360 680,0
122.8 253 487.4 152.8 307 584.6 182,8 361 681,8
123.3 254 489.2 153.3 308 586.4 183o3 362 683.6
123o9 255 491.0 153.9 309 588.2 183.9 363 685.4
124.4 256 492.8 154.4 310 59o.o 184.4 364 687.2
125.0 257 494.6 155,0 311 591.8 185.0 365 689.0
125.6 258 496.4 155.6 312 593.6 185.6 366 690.8
126.1 259 498.2 156.1 313 595.4 186.1 367 692.6
126.7 260 500.0 1o5.y 314 597.2 186.7 368 694.4
127.? 261 501.8 157.2 315 599.0 187.2 369 696.2

127.8 262 503.6 157,8 316 600.8 187.8 370 698.0
128.3 263 505.4 158.3 317 602.6 188.3 371 699.8
128.9 264 507.2 158.9 318 604.4 188.9 372 701.6
129.4 265 509,0 159.4 319 606.2 189.4 373 703-h
130.0 266 510.8 160.0 320 6o8.0 190.0 374 705.2

130.6 267 512.6 160.6 321 609.8 190.6 375 707.0
131.1 268 514.4 161.1 322 611.6 191.1 376 708.8
131.7 269 516.2 161.7 323 613.4 191.7 377 710.8

132.2 270 518.0 162.2 324 615.2 192.2 378 712.4
132.8 271 519.8 162.8 325 617.0 192,8 379 714.2
133.3 272 521.6 163.3 326 618.8 193.3 380 716.0
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0 193.9 381 n7-17 223.9 435 815.0 253.9 "'489 .912.2
194.4 382 719:6 224.4 436 816.8 254.4 490 914.o
195,0 383 721,4 225.0 437 818.6 255.0 491 915.8
195.6 384 723.2 225.6 438 820.4 255.6 492 917.6
196.1 385 725.0 226.1 439 822.2 256.1 493 919.4
196.7 386 726.8 226.7 4Wo 824.0 256.7 494 921.2
197.2 387 728.6 227.2 441  825.8 257.2 495 923.0
197.8 388 730.4 227.8 442 827,6 257.8 496 p14.8
198.3 389 732.2 228.3 443 829.4 258.3 497 926.6
198.9 390 734°0 228,9 44h1 831,2 258.9 498 928.4
199.4 391 735.8 229.4 4d45 833.0 259.4 499 930.2
200.0 392 737.6 230.0 446 834.8 260.0 500 932.0
200.6 393 739.4 230.6 447 836.6 260.6 501 933.8
201.1 3914 741o2 231.1 448 8j8Ot 261.1 502 935.6
201.7 395 743.0 231.7 449 10.2 261.7 503 937.4
202.2 396 744.8 232.2 1450 842.0 262.2 504 939.2
202.8 397 746.6 232.8 451 843.8 262.8 505 9L1.o
203.3 398 748.4 233.3 452 845.6 263.3 506 942.3
203.9 399 750.2 233.9 453 847.4 263.9 507 94L.6
204.4 400 752.0 234.4 454 849.2 264.4 508 946. 4
205.0 WlI 753.8 235.0 455 851.0 265.0 509 948.2
205.6 402 755.6 235.6 456 852.8 265.6 510 950.0
206.1 403 757.4 236.1 457 854.6 266.1 521 951.8
206.7 404 759.2 236.7 458 856.4 266.7 512 953.6
207.2 405 7b1.0 237.2 459 858.2 267.2 513 955.14
207.8 406 762.8 237.8 460 860.0 267.8 514 957.2
208.3 407 764.6 238.3 461 861.8 268.3 515 959.0
208.9 408 766.4 238.9 462 863.6 268.9 516 960.8
209.4 409 768.2 239.4 463 865.4 269.4 517 962.6
210.0 410 770.0 240.0 464 867.2 270o.0 518 964.4
210.6 411 771.8 24o.6 465 869.0 270.6 519 966.2
211.1 U12 773.6 241.1 466 870.8 271.1 520 968.0
211.7 1413 775.4 241,7 467 872.6 271.7 521 969.8
212.2 414 777.2 242.2 468 874.4 272.2 522 971.6
212.8 415 779.0 242.8 469 876.2 272.8 523 973.4
213.3 416 780.8 243.3 470 878.0 273.3 524 975.2
213.9 417 782,6 243.9 471 879.8 273.9 525 977.0
214.4 18 784.4 214.4 472 881.6 274.4 526 978.8
215.0 419 786.2 245.0 473 883.4 275.0 527 980.6
215.6 420 788.0 245.6 474 885.2 275.6 528 982.L_
216.1 421 789.8 246.1 475 887.0 276.1 529 984.2
216.7 422 791.6 246.7 476 888.8 276.7 530 986.0
217.2 423 79314 247.2 477 890.6 277.2 531- 987.8
217.8 424 795.2 247.8 478 892.4 277.8 532 989.6
218.3 425 797.0 248.3 479 894.2 278.3 533 991.L,
218.9 426 798.8 248.9 480 896.0 278.9 534 993.2
219.4 427 800,6 249.4 481 897.8 279.4 535 995.0
220.0 428 802.4 250.0 482 899.6 280.0 536 996.8
220,6 429 804.2 250.6 483 901.4 280.6 537 998.6
221.1 430 806.0 251.1 484 903.2 281.1 538 1000.4.
221.7 431 807.8 251.7 485 905.0 281.7 539 1002.2
222.2 432 809,6 252.2 h486 906.8 282.? 5140 10014.0
222.8 433 811,4 252.8 487 908.6 282,8 541 1005.8
223.3 434 813.2 253.3 488 910.4 2 83.3 542 1007.6
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283.9 543 1009.4 313.9 597 1106.6 34,3.9 651 1203.8
284.4 544 1011.2 314.4 598 uo8.4 344.4 652 1205.6
985.0 545 1013.0 315.0 599 1110.2 345.0 653 1207.4

.:285.6 546 1014.8 315.6 600 1112.0 345.6 654 1209.2286.1 547 1016.6 316.1 601 1113.8 346.1 655 1211.0
286.7 54e 1018.4 316.7 602 1115,6 346.7 656 1212,8
287.2 549 1020.2 317.2 603 1117.4 347:2 65T 1214.6
28?.8 550 1022.0 317.8 604 1119.2 347.8 658 1216.'4
288.3 551 1023.8 318.3 605 1121.0 348.3 659 1218.2
28& 9 552 102A6 318.9 606 1122.8 348.9 660 1220.0
289.4 55 1027.4 319. 4  60? 1124.6 349.4 661 1221.8
290o0 R 1029.2 320.0 608 1126.14 350.0 662 1223.6
290.6 555 1031.0 320.6 609 1128.2 350.6 663 1225.4
.291.1 556 1032.8 321.1 610 113090 351.1 664 1227.2
291.7 557 1034.6 321.7 611 1131.8 351.7 665 1229,0
292.2 558 1036.4 322.2 612 1133.6 352.2 666 1230.8
292.8 559 1038,2 322.8 613 1135.4 352.8 667 1232.6
293.3 560 lO4O.O 323.3 614 1137.2 353.3 668 123414
293.9 561 10o1. 8  323.9 615 1139.0 353.9 669 1236.2
294.4 562 1043.6 324.4 616 114o,8 354.4 670 1238.0
295.0 563 1045.4 325.0 617 1142.6 355.0 671 1239,8
295.6 5o4 1047.2 325.6 618 1144*4 355.6 672 1241. 6
296.1 565 1049.0 326.1 619 llb42 356.1 673 1243.4
296.7 566 1050.8 326.7 620 ii48.0 356.7 674 1245.2
297.2 567 1052.6 327.2 621 1149.8 357.2 675 1247.0
297.8 566 1054.4 327.8 622 1151.6 357.8 676 1248.8
298.3 579 105682 328.3 623 1153.4 358.3 677 1250,6
298.9 570 1058.0 328.9 624 1155.2 358,9 678 1252.4
29914 572 1059.8 329.4 625 1157,0 359*4 679 1254.2
300.0 572 1061.6 330.0 626 1158.8 360,0 680 1256.0300.6 573 1063.4 330.6 627 1160,6 360.6 681 1257.8
301.1 574 1065.2 331.1 628 1162.4 361.1 682 1259.6
301.7 575 1067.0 331.7 629 1164.2 361.7 683 1261.4
302.2 576 1068.8 332.2 630 1166.0 362.2 684 1263.2
302.8 577 1070.6 332.8 631 1167.8 362.8 685 1265.0
303.3 578 107214 333.3 632 1169.6 363.3 686 1266.8
303.9 579 1074.2 333.9 633 1171.4 363.9 687 1268.6
304.4 580 1076.0 334.4 634 1173.2 364.4 688 1270.4
305.0 581 1077.8 335.0 635 1175.0 365.0 689 1272*2
305.6 582 1079.6 335.6 636 1176.8 365.6 690 1274.0306.1 583 1081.4 336.1 637 1178,6 366.1 691 1275.8
306.7 584 1083,2 336,7 638 1180.4 366.7 692 1277.6
307.2 585 1085.0 337.2 639 1182.2 378.2 693 1279.4
307.8 586 1086.8 337.8 640 1184.0 367.8 694 1281.2
308.3 587 1088.6 338.3 6 j1 1185.8 368.3 695 1283.0
308.9 588 1090.4 338.9 642 1187.6 368.9 696 1284,8
309.4 589 1092.2 339.4 643 1189,4 369.4 697 1286,6
310.0 590 1094.0 340.0 644 1191.2 370.0 698 1288.4
310.6 591 1095.8 340.6 645 119300 370.6 699 1290.2
311.1 592 1097.6 341 .1 646 1194.8 371.1 700 1292.0
311.7 593 109914 341.7 647 1196,6 371.7 701 1293.8
312.2 594 110l.2 342.2 648 1198.4 372.2 702 1295.6312.8 595 1103.0 342.8 649: 1200.2 372.8 703 12971.4
313.3 596 11014.8 3-23 650 1202.0 373.? 7o4 1299,2
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373.9 705 13010.0 403.3 758 1396.4 432.8 811 1491 8374.4 706 1302.8 403s9 759 1398.2 433.3 812 1493.6
375.0 707 1304,6 404.4 760 010o,0o 433.9 813 1495.4
375.6 708 1306.4 405.0 761 1401.8 L34.4 814 1497.2
376.1 709 1308.5 405.6 762 1403.6 435.0 815 1499.0
376.7 710 1310.0 406.1 763 1405.4 435.6 816 1500o8
317.2 711 1311.8 406.7 764 1407.2 436.1 817 1502.6
377.8 712 1313.6 407.2 765 1409.0 436.7 818 1504.4
378.3 713 1315.4 407.8 766 1410.8 &37.2 819 1506.2
378.9 714 1317.2 408.3 767 1412.6 437.8 820 1508.0
379.4 715 1319.0 408.9 768 lj4l4, 438.3 821 1509.8
380.0 716 1320.8 409.4 769 1416.2 438,9 822 1511.6
380.6 717 1322o6 410.0 770 1418.0 439.4 823 1513.4
381.1 718 1324.4 410.6 771 1419.8 440,0 824 1515.2
381.7 719 1326.2 411.1 772 1421&6 440.6 825 1517,0
382.2 720 1328.0 411.7 773 1423.4 442.1 826 1518,8
382.5 721 1329,8 412.2 774 1425.2 441.7 827 1520.6
383.3 722 1331.6 412.8 775 1427.0 442.2 828 1522.4
383.9 723 1333.4 413.3 776 1428-8 442.8 329 1524,2
384.4 724 1335.2 413.9 777 1430.6 443.3 830 1526&0
385.0 725 1337.0 414.4 778 1432.4 443.9 831 1527.8
385.6 726 1338.8 415.0 779 1434.2 444.4 832 1529.6
386.1 727 1340,6 415.6 780 1436.0 445.0 833. 1531.4
386.7 728 1342.4 416.1 781 1437.8 445.6 834 1533,2
387.2 729 1344.2 416o7 782 1439.6 446.o 835 1535.0
387.8 730 1346.0 417.2 783 1441.4 446,7 836 1536.8
388.3 731 1347.8 417.8 784 1443.2 447.2 837 1538.6
388.9 732 1349.6 418.3 785 1445.0 447.8 838 1540.4
389.4 733 1351.4 418.9 786 1446.8 448.3 839 1542.2
390.0 734 1353.2 U19.4 787 1448.6 448*9 840 15460
390.6 735 1355.0 420.0 788 1450.4 449.4 841 1545.8
391.1 736 1356.8 420.6 789 1452.2 450.0 842 1547.6
391.7 737 1358.6 421.1 790 1454.0 450.6 843 1549.4
392.2 738 1360.4 421.7 791 1455.8 451.1 844 1551,2
392.8 739 1362.2 422.2 792 1457.6 451.7 845 1553.0
393.3 740 1364.0 422.8 793 1459.4 452.2 846 1554.8
393-9 741 1365#8 423.3 794 1461.2 452.8 84? !556Aj
394.4 742 1367.6 423.9 795 1463.0 453.3 848 1558,4
395,0 743 1369.4 424.4 796 1464.8 453.9 849 156o.2
395.6 744 1371,2 425.0 797 1466,6 454.4 850 1562.Q•
396.1 745 1373.0 425.6 798 1468.4 455.0 851 1563.8
396.7 7U6 1374.8 426.1 799 1470.2 455.6 852 1565.6,
397.2 747 1376.6 426.7 800 1472.0 456.1 8.53 1567,4
397.8 748 1378.4 427.2 801 1473.8 456.7 854 1569.2
398.3 749 1380.2 427.8 802 1475.6 457.2 855 1571.0
398.9 750 1382.0 428.3 803 1477.4 457.8 856 1572.8
399.4 751 1383.8 428.9 804 1479.2 458.3 857 1574.6
400.0 752 1385.6 429.4 805 1481.0 458.9 858 1576.4
400.6 753 1387.4 430.0 806 1482.8 459.4 859 157.8.2
401.1 754 1389.2 430.6 807 1484.6 460,0 860 1580.0

S401.7 755 1391.0 431.1 808 1486.4 460.6 861 1581.8
402.2 756 1392,8 431.7 809 1488,2 461.1 862 1583.6
402.8 757 1394.6 432.2 810 1490.0 461.7 863 1585.4
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462.2 864 1587.2 491.7 917 1682.6 521.1 970' 1778.0
WK2.& 865 1589.0 492.2 918 168.14 521.7 971 1779.8
463.3 866 1590.8 492.8 919 1686.2 522.2 972 1781.6
463.9 867 1592.6 493.3 920 1688.0 522.8 973 1783.4
464.4 868 1594.4 493.9 921 1689.8 523.3 974 1785.2
465.0 869 1596.2 494.4 922 1691.6 523.9 975 1787,0
465.6 870 1598.0 495.0 923 1693.4 524.4 976 1788.8
466.1 871 1599.8 495.6 924 1695.2 525.0 977 1790.6
466.7 872 1601.6 496.1 925 1697.0 525.6 978 1792.4
h67.2 873 1603.4 496.7 926 198.8 526.1 979 1794.2
467.8 874 1605.2 497.2 927 1700.6 526.7 980 1796.0
468.3 875 1607.0 497.8 928 1702.4 527.2 981 1797.8
468.9 876 1608.8 498.3 929 1704.2 527.8 982 1799.6
469.4 877 1610.6 498.9 930 1706.0 528.3 983 18Ol.4
470.0 878 1612.4 499.4 931 1707.8 528.9 984 1803.2
470.6 879 1614.2 500.0 932 1709.6 529.4 986 1805.0
471.1 880 1616.0 500.6 933 1711.4 530.0 986 1806.8
471.7 881 1617.8 501.1 934 1713.2 530.6 987 1808.6
472.2 882 1619.6 501.7 935 1715.0 531.1 988 1810.2
472.8 883 1621.4 502.2 936 1716.8 531.7 989 1812.2
473.3 884 1623.2 502.8 937 1718.6 532.2 990 1814.0
473.9 885 1625.0 -03.3 938 1720.4 532.8 991 1815.8
474.4 886 1626.8 503.9 939 1722.2 533.3 992 1817.6
475.0 887 1628.6 504.4 940 1724.0 533.9 993 1819.4
475.6 888 1630.4 505.0 941 1725.8 534,4 994 1821.2
476.1 889 1632.2 505.6 942 1727.6 535.0 995 1823.0
476.7 890 1634.0 506.1 943 1729.4 535.6 996 1824.8
477.2 891 1635.8 506.7 944 1731.2 536.1 997 1826.6
477.8 892 1637.6 507.2 945 1733.0 536,7 998 1828.4
478.3 893 1639.4 507.8 946 1734.8 537.2 999 1830,2
478.9 894 1641.2 508.3 947 1736.6 537.8 1000 1832.0
479.4 895 1643.0 508.9 948 1738.4 538.4 IoOI 1833.8
480.0 896 1644.8 509.4 949 1740.2 538.9 1002 1835.6
480.6 897 1646.6 510.0 950 1742.0 539.5 1003 1837.4
481.1 898 1648.4 510.6 951 1743.8 540,0 1004 1839.2
481.7 899 1650,2 511.1 952 1745.6 540.6 1005 1841.0
482.2 900 1652.0 511.7 953 1747o4 541,2 1006 1842.8
482.8 901 1653.8 512.2 954 1749.2 541.7 1007 18h4.6
483-3 902 1655.6 512.8 955 1751.0 51423 1008 1846.4
483.9 903 1657.4 513.3 956 1752.8 542.8 1009 1848.2
484.4 904 1659.2 513.9 957 1754.6 543*4 10oo 1850.0
485.0 905 1661.0 514.4 958 1756.4 543-9 loll 1851.8
485.6 906 1662.8 515.0 959 1758.2 544.5 1012 1853.6
486.1 907 1664.6 515.6 960 1760.0 545.0 1013 1855A4
486.7 908 1666.4 516,1 961 1761.8 545.6 1014 1857.2
487.2 909 1668.2 516.7 962 1763.6. 546.2 1015 1859.0
487.8 910 1670.0 517.2 963 1765.4 546,7 1016 1860.8
488,3 911 1671.8 517.8 964 1767.2 547.3 1017 1862.6
488.9 912 1673.6 518.3 965 1769.0 547,8 1018 1864.4
489.4 913 1675.4 518.9 966 17 70 8 548 .4 1o19 1866.2
490.0 91l 1677.2 519,4 967 - 548.9 1020 1868.0
490.6 915 1679.0 520.0 968 1774.4 549.5 1021 1869.8
491.1 916 i&.8 520.6 969 1776.2 550.0 1022 1871.6
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CENTIGRADE - FAHREM£ILT

CONVERSION TABLE

0 'OF=F

550.6 1023 1873*4 572.3 1062 1943. 6

5$1.2 1024 1875.2 572.8 1063 1945.4
551.7 1025 1877.0 573.4 1064 1947.2
552.3 1026 1878.8 573.9 1065 1949.0
552.0 1027 1880.6 574.5 1066 1950.8
553.4 1028 1882*4 575.0 1067 1952.6
553.9 1029 1884,.2 575.6 1068 1954.4
554.5 1030 1886.0 576.2 1069 1956.2
555.0 1031 1887.8 576.T 1070 1958.0
555.6 1032 1889.6 577.3 1071 1959.8
556.2 1033 1891.4 577.8 1072 1961.6
556.7 1034 1893.2 578.4 1073 1963.4
557.3 1035 1895.0 578.9 1074 1965.2
557.8 1036 1896.8 579.5 1075 1967.0
555.4 1037 1898.6 580.0 1076 1968.8

558.9 1038 1900.4 580.6 1077 1970.6
559.5 1039 1902.2 581.2 1078 1972.4
560.0 1040 19o4.o 581.7 1079 1974.2
560.6 i.o41 1905.8 582.3 1080 1976.0
5bl.2 1042 1907.6 552.8 1081 1977.8
561.7 1043 1909.4 583.4 1082 1979.6
562.3 1044 1911.2 583.9 1082 1981.4
562.8 1045 1913.0 584.5 1084 1983.2
563,4 1o46 1914.8 585.0 1084 1985.0
563.9 1047 1916.6 585.6 1086 1986.8564.5 1048 1918.4 586.2 1087 1988.6

565.0 1013 1920.2 586.7 1088 1990.4
565.6 1050 1922.0 587.3 1089 1992.2
566.2 1051 1923.8 587.8 109C 1994.0
566.7 1052 1925.6 588.4 1091 1995.8
567.3 1053 1927.4 588.9 1092 1997.6
567.8 1054 1929.2 589.5 1093 1999.4
568.4 1055 1931.0 590.0 1094 2001.2
568.9 1056 1932.8 590.6 1095 2003.0
569.5 1057 1934.6 591.2 lO96 2004.8
570.0 1058 1936.4 591.7 1097 20o6.6
570.6 1059 1938P2 592.3 1098 2008.4
571.2 1060 1940.0 592.8 1099 2010.2
571.7 1061 1941,8 593.4 1100 2012.0

O
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CHAPTER TWO

RECIPROCATING ENGINE PERFORMANCE

SECTION 2.1

Horsepower Determination for Test Conditions

In aircraft performance testing, engine performance is the evaluation of
the engine as installed in the aircraft. Since aircraft induction and exhaust
systems affect operation, engine manufacturers tests will not indicate the
exact installed performance. Tests must be run to determine power available,
critical altitude, fuel consumption, and cooling data at standard day operating
temperatures. These values not only determine overall airplane performance
when applied to the aerodynamic characteristics of the airframe, but also show
the quality of the engine installation when compared to the performance of the
isolated engine.

Considering the propeller driven aircraft, power is the first characteristic
to be studied. The total useful power produced is of primary interest. This is
the power with which the aircraft manufacturer can work. It may all be used to
drive the propeller or part may be extracted to drive auxiliary equipment. In
making guarantees, the total useful power is specified, and the assumption is
made that the manufacturer may use it as he wishes. If it is used to run cooling
fans, less power will be delivered to the propeller, but les5 cooling drag may
be achieved; if it is used for cabin pressurization or electric generators,
weight is saved by the elimination of auxiliary motors. As a result, in
performance testing, total power available is considered to be a more useful
criteria than the thrust power commonly used by aerodynamicists.

In all propeller engine combinations power is best determined by use of a
torquemeter attached to the shaft to measure useful torque output. The horse-
power is given by the equation:

BHT Torquenater reading x K x Nic

where:
K * a constant determined by dynamometer tests

Nic u engine rpm corrected for instrument error

Blipt a brake horsepower on the test day

When torquemeters are not available power charts are used. These charts
solve for brake horsepower when manifold pressure, rpm, carburetor air tempera-
ture, and pressure altitude are known. They are made partly from dynamometer
tests and partly from theory. They presume that all additional factors effect-
ing power, such as oil pressure, oil temperature, and cylinder head temperature,
remain constant or vary in a predetermined manner. They ulso assume that the
fuel-air mixture is exactly as specified and ignition is perfect. These assump-
tions are not valid in all installations or operations; so the charts are not
exact. They do, however, represent a reasonable approximation in the absence
of a better measuring system.
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A typical chart consists of three parts, a sea level power graph, an alti-
tu•ie correction graph, and a chart carburetor air temperature graph. To determine
tse horsepower delivered at any given manifold pressure, rpm, altitude, and carbu-
retor air temperature the following procedure is used on a typical power chart as
snown on Figure 2.11.

(a) Find the point corresponding to the given manifold pressure and rpn on
the altitude correction graph, (Point A).

(b) Find the power which would be delivered if the engine were operating at
sea level with the given rpm and M.P., (Point B).

(c) Transpose Point B to the zero altitude axis of the altitude correction
graph, (Point C).

(d) Connect Point A and Point C by a straight line. This line will repre-
sent th-i variation in power with altitude at the given manifold pressure, rpm,
and chart carburetor air temperature.

(e) Find the horsepower (Point D) at the intersection of the given pressure
altitude axis and the line AC. This horsepower is called chart horsepower; it is
the horsepower which would be delivered at the given manifold pressure, rIm,
pressure altitude, and chart carburetor air temperature.

(f) Correct chart horsepower to test horsepower by the empirical equation:

BHm'. a BUP, (T&) (2.102)

wbere:

BEPt a test brake horsepower
BRPc w chart brake horsepower

Too a chart carburetor air temperature for the pressure altitude.
This is generally the standard temperature for the specified
altitude, as the manufacturer tests the engine with no cowl
or duoting.

Tc0 - tost carburetor air temperature
n a exponent specified by power curve, usually (0.5)

If the exponent is (0.5), the chart horsepower correction my be given as a 1%
decrease for each 6 C the test carburetor temperature exceeds the chart oarbu-
retor air temperature when the temperatures are near 3000K. Manifold mixture
temperature is often used in place of carburetor air temperature, as it also is
a meaaure of the temperature of the charge entering the clinder. If this temper-
ature is used instead of carburetor air temperature, the exponent may change but
will still be specified by the power curve. For example, using Figure 2.11,
find the test power of an R 2000-11 engine at 30" manifold pressure 2000 rpm, at
18,000 feet, carburetor air temperature -1OC.
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Chart Horsepower 728
Carb air chart - 253'K
Carb air teat 2636K
Test horsepower c 728 x Al - 716

a263 -

In addition to determining pover delivered under test oonditions,
power delivered on a standard day at certain arbitrary setting@ such
as cruise power, maximum continuous power, and military power are re-
quired. To determine these powers, the aircraft is flown as near as
possible to the desired setting on a test day, and the power obtained
Is corrected to the power which would be obtained on a standard day
at the same pressure altitude. Most power correctiona may be resolved
into three cases: if the required setting, manifold pressure and rpm
does not require full throttle; If the setting does require full
throttle; if the setting requires full throttle but manifold pressure
w4 be increased or decreased by a turbosuperoharger.
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SECTION 2.2

Power Correction for Temperature Variation
at Constant MnoIold Pre*sure

This case is used for such problems as determining the cruising power of
an. engine or the military power of a supercharged engine at altitudes where
wide open throttle would exceed the manufacturer's operating limits. In this
case the assumption is made that, if the airplane were flown on a standard
day, the throttle position would bf slightly different from Its position on
a test day but manifold pressure would be constant.

With manifold pressure and pressure altitude the same on the test day
and the standard day, the change in carburetor air temperature will be the
only variable effecting power, and the correction can be made by the sawe
relation used in obtaining test horsepower from ohart horsepower. Tests
have shown that carburetor air temperature will change from test day to
standard day by exactly the same amount as free air temperature changes
from test day to standard day. Ikuation 2.201 is used in this case.

Be M / Tot )n (2.201)

where:

31P5 - standard day brake horsepower
Me 0 (Tag - Tat + Tot) standard day carburetor air temperature
Tas a standard ambient temperature
Tat - test ambient temperature

n - exponent from power chart, usually (0.5)

The following table is an example af test and standard day condition..

TMT DAY STANDAED DAY
Pressure Alt 18,000' Pressure Alt 18,000'

Ta -10aC T -20"C
No 30"39 30"39
rpm 2000 rp 2000
CAT 04C CAT -106C
BHPt 703 BHPs 716
Throttle partly open Throttle slightly retarded

from test day position

Another form of equation 2.201 is sometimes used.

ABHP (for a CAT) - MPt _ )n (2.202)

where:

ABUP (for ACAT) - (BHPa - MPt), brake horsepower correction for
oarburotor air temperature change
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SEjTION 2.3

Power CorrectIýri for Manif old Pre:sgure Variation on
Resulting- f-rea Temperature Variation and

Flight Mach Nwaber Variation

This case Is used tor problems ouch as maximum power or cruising power
above the critio.al a~titude Zor the desired power setting, In this case the
throttle will be full open in an effort to obtain the desired manifold prenue'e
and rpm; therefore, if ths airplane were flown on a standard day the throttle
vould remain open and man.ifold pressure as well as carburetor air temperature
would change due to the change in free air temperature. The correction for the
two effects ma) be stated in this form:

BHPe a BHPt + ABHP ("r ACAT) + &BHP (for a MP) (2.301)

The first correcticn term is obtained from the carburetor temperature relation
as used in equation 2.202. The manifold pressure correction reo'uires con-
sideration of two effects: the change in pressuro ratio of the supercharger
due to change in inlet temperature and the change in air inlet ram pressure
ratio because of any change in Mech number of the aircraft caused by lover
changes.

The following table is an example of teot and standard day conditions for
the case where a turbosuperaharger is not involved and manifold pressure and
Mach nuaber vary from test to standard day,

TEST DAY STANDARD DAY
Test power setting 30" NP Pressure altitude 20,00C
Pressure altitude 20,000 rpm 2000
rpm 2000T -24°c
Ta -14"C h• 27.7 "•
MP 27 H6 CAT
CAT -4°c BHPs 646
BHP 630 Throttle wide open
Throttle wide open

TEMMATRE EFFECTS ON MANIFOLD PRESSURE

The exact correction of manifold pressure for change in free air tempera-
ture would result in work e.d instrumentation beyond the scope of flight test,
because of the varied thermodynamic processes involved in induction and carbu-
retion. An approximate method has been devised and in presented in Flight Tesn
f.action Memorandum ]Report TSCEP5E-2T, 6/29/45, "A Simplified Manifold Pressure
Correction," The basic equation used in this method is:

mps " (MPt) (1 + CAT) (2.302)

AFTR 6273 2-6
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whe re:

MPG - manifold pressure stardard "19
(Mpt) manifold pressure test "..
4t - (Tat - Ta.) different between test day carburetor air tempera-

ture and standard day carburetor air temperature (Tot - Too)
C - a constant depending upon the type process employed

The oorrection constant C is dependent on the pressure ratio of the process,
the initial temperature of the process, and whether fuel is vaporized during
the process. CHARTS 2.31 and 2.32 at the end of this chapter have been Made
frcma equation 2.302 for the value of C in the normal working range. It should
be noted that, if the ratio of test manifold pressure to ambient pressure is
less than 1.5, this correction is negligible for temperature variations of
5"C or lees.

By use of the two graphs. any ocbination of induction processes for air
only or a fuel ai mixture may be evaluated. Manifold pressure data reduction
methods for typical induction systems are included at the end of this section.
It should be noticed that, once the mnifoid pressure corrections have been
established foa a typical engine installation, they can be used for all other
duplicate installations by roe of a small chart showing the corrections at
various altitudes for various manifold pressure-rim ocmbinationr.

MACH E UMBE X17IT8 ON MANIFOLD PRESBM

The determination of the etandard day manifold pressure can be obtained
by multiplying the temperature corrected manifold pressure by the ratio of
the standard and test day rem pressure ratios. The average carburetor inlet
has a ram efficienoy of about (0.70 to 0.75). Using CHART 2.33 at the end
of this chapter, with flight Mach number and ram efficienoy, the ratio Pt/P.
my be determined. Obtaining this ratio for both test and standard Mach
number, and assuming the test day pressure altitude Is held,

Pts/Pa Pt N

Ftt/pa at MP4 t
and

Mp -NP X-

AtU5  'd (2.303)

Ptt

vhere:

NPg - staniard manifold pressure
Mp wt =nifold pressure correoted for temperature variation

to . standard total inlet pressure at standard flight Iash nvnber

"t -test total Inlet pressure at test Mach number
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This correction ma. t be made by successive approximations because standard
ipeed cannot be exaotly determined from the polar until pover is known. The
,orrectlon is not normally made unless the airplane Maoh number io above .6 and
in overall change in speed because of change in power Is over 3 knots.

POWER CMCI ON FOR MANIYOLD W MS VARIATION

Having determined standard day manifold pressure, its effeot on power mAst
be evaluated. For rough work the change in power is directly proportional to
the change in manifold pressure.

BHP - f~ p (2.30'.)

or

ABUp (for AMHP) a BEPt (1 -i (2.305)

vhere:

too - temperature and bobh musber correoted manifold pressure
&t - toet manifold pressure

Better aocuracy can be obtained by maklng plots of BEt ve NP at various
altitudes and rpme in order to find the rate of ohange of ;ower vith MP os
shown in Figure 2.31. With the slopes from such a plot A•BH may be oalculated.
(In the pressure altitude method of data reduction this correction is not re-
quired - see mSotion 4.4 - since only test Bi is plotted; in this case
equation 2.304 may be used to approximate standard day NP for the standard day
BEP determined from the pressure altitude plot.)

A (for AMP) - AI~t x d{B1 (2.306)

With the temperature oorreotions of Section 2.2 and the atandard manifold

pressure an equation for standard day poorer may t written:

S" + (2.307)

oro

The final standard day power curves are presented in a form sixlelr to that
shown in Figure 2.32.
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DATA REIAJCTION OUTLINE (2.31)

For Correcting Manifold Pressure for Temperature
Variation (Wide Open Throttle)

Example 1

Normal installations where the inlet temperature is measured before the fuel is
added at the carburetor and before the charge is compressed.

1) TWst point number
2) H,' pressure altitude
3) Pa, inlet (atmospheric) pressure corresponding to (2)

(4) tat, test atmoepheric temperature
(5) tas, standard atmospheric temperature(6) at,; (4) - (5)
(7) tot, test carburetor inlet temperature
(8) MPt, test, instriment -corrected mnifold pressure
(9) P 2 1P1 , manifold pressure ratio, (8) + (3)
(10) C, from CHART 2.32 and (7) and (9)
1i) LIMP, manifold pressure correction (10) x (8) x (6)
12) MPs, standard manifold pressure, (8) + (II)

Dcample UI

Fuel injection engine or any supercharger where air only is compressed; also
for fuel air mixtures when the inlet temperature is measured after the fuel
is vaporized.

NOTE: For this case the data reduction is identical to that for EMample I,
except that (4)i,; substituted for (7) and CHART 2.31 is used to
determine C.

Example III

For installations where part of the induction pressure rim is with air only,
and the remaining part is with a fuel air mixture. (Turbosuperoharger instal-
lations and auxiliary blower installations when operating at constant RPM.)

(1) Test point number
2) He, true pressure altitude1) Pas atmospheric pressure corresponding to (2)
4)! tatp test atmospheric temperature
.5 ta), standard atmospheric temperature corresponding to (2)
6) At, (4) - (5)
7) tot, carburetor air temperature before fuel is added
8) Pd' test carburetor deck pressure
9) 4't, test, instrument-corrected manifold pressure, air only stage
(10) (P 2 /P')a, carburetor-deck-ambient pressure ratio, (8) 4 (3)
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(i1) C, from CHART 2.31 and (10) and (4)

(12) AMP., manIfold presoure correction for air only stase (11) x (9) x (6)

Fuel Air Stage

(13) (P2/Pl)f, manifold pressure - dock pressure ratio (9) 4 (8)

(14) C, from CHART 2.32 and (13) and (7)
(15) AIWf; manifold pressure correction for fuel air mixture[(9) + (12)]x

(14) x (6)
(16) MPe, standard manifold pressure (9) + (12) + (15)
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SDCTION 2.4.

0.Power Corroction for Turboeupercharger RPI and Back
Pressure Variation at Constant -anifold Preosure

This pover correction is used when the throttle is wide open but manifold
pressure can be varied by changing turbosuperoharger speed. This means that,
in going from a test day to a standard day, manifold pressure and rju vill be
constant while carburetor air temperature and turbo rpm will change giving a
change in power. An example of test and standard day readings for such oon-
ditions Is presented In the following table:

TET DAY STANDARD DAY
Pressure Altitude 20,000 Pressure Altitude 20,000

T-14loc T -240C
42 aft.28 42

rpi 2250 rpm 2250
tot 27-C t 150C
test turbo rpm 7200 turbo rpm 7000
BEP 2100 me 2150
IBPt 28 We? 27

The factors affecting pover in this case are three: the chane in carbu-
retor temperature because of chage of free air temperature; the change of
carburetor air temperature because of cbange in turbo speed; and the change In
exhaust beak pressure., The equatio• for stadard horsepower under these con-
ditions iNS

SB•P - Wt 4 A (for ACAT) + A&DP (for AROP) (2.401)

wbhre:

AUP - change in exhaust back pressure (1Bt - •BPS)

The correotions in th'o equaticm are usually made empirically. First the
assptions are made that the turbo does not change speed and that a change in
mnifold pressure vo-1d reeslt from inlet temperature variation in going from
a test day to a standard day. On this basis a standard day manifold pressure
to oamputed as described in Bsoiton 2.3. This manifold pressure corection Is
defined As.

AMP a (Nat - MP&) at test turbo rju

Whes AMP represents the change in manifold pressure vhich wust be made by a
ohawe in tvibo rV& To establish this ohane in turbo r-u and • other re-
lated factors, plots of performance date are made as shoen in FIigm 2.4.1
T-as.e ourves althongh not ocorreted, viii show closely the in.erralated
effect of changing ay ne of the variables, By enterlng suoh a pspk at the
test turbo 'w and m aog n anomt equal to .NP', a Aturbo (d -Rfi)
a A=P (UP 2 - Ul) 0ad a ACAT (To - Tel) are established. Standard day
values for turbo 2W and exhaturt baeek presue can then be fixed by direct
reading on the graph or by applying the Incroents for the AM values to the
test values.
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The total change in carburetor air temperature Is the BUm of the change

because of change In free air temperature and change in turbo rpm.

ACAT- Tas - Tat + AT (for Aturbo rpm)

The power change because of carburetor air temperature variation Is the sam as
that discussed in Section 2.2. The change in power because of change in exhaust
back pressure has been empirically established as 1% increase in power for each
2 "Bg decrease. With this the standard day power equation s,,

*e a + .005 (EBPt - BP)] (2.42)

POWER SE=TING MRORS IN FLIGHT

In addition to the correction of power for temperature change. it most
sometimes be corrected for errors caused by test day manifold pressure or rpm
not being set according to schedule. This results frum Instrument error or
human error of the pilot. Rpm errors must be minimized by careful adjustments
arid anticipation of instrument error, because correction for its variation is
not practical. Manifold pressure errors are more easily corrected. Usually
the correction is made at the same time that power is o rrected for tempera-
ture. For a case in which throttle is vide open no correction is required.
For a gear supercharged or unsupercharged engine at part throttle, correction
is made by manifold pressure-power relationships as described in Section 2.-.
For a turbo supercharged engine, correction is made as part of the tempera-
ture correction. For example:-

Desired HP 60"
Actual flown NP 59"
Rise in NP to standard 2"
day computed vith as-
sumed constant turbo
speed

MP obtained from test 61"

MP and assumed rise
Reduction In MP to be -1"

accomplished by re-
ducing turbo
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DATA RMX OIoiniLn= (2.41)

For Determininig Standard Turbo RPM and Baok Preouu -
and CAT for Cozz ctin•V P for Chaxi In

Turbo MIN and Back Pressure

NOTEM Aummd AMP for atat (tat - ta ), inlet In first determined vith
steps of RaMple III Data Rsduotfo; Outline 2.31.

17) AMP assumd for ata
18) Indicated turbo rWa

(19) Test turbo rpmt. (18) + Instrument aorIontic
(20) JBP st ndieated ebhauct back pr+Imon c
(21) 2t, tedt e xhaust bk pouao (20) p restrunt eoraootic
22 M UPtot, teot UP at teot carburetor tenerature

Atat, carburetor t.nerature Incremet for 8MIN G AW ad a
data plot sailar to that of Figure 2.41.

214) A turbo UK,, for asomd AMP
25 A UBP, for aasuw6 AWMP
26, Turbo EM (•,tanda, day) (19) + (24)
27) IP (standard day) (21) + (25)
28) t0 3 , standard day ocburetor t E - (6) + (23)
120) Mw standard 4darWP, (22) z V17)+ (28) .(22) z (25) .G003)
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CIN2.5

0CrItital Altitude

Critical altitude io that altltude vhere engine performance begins to drop
because o'f the lovered atmoepheric pressure. It is defined in tvo different
ways: (1) the altitude at Vhich a specific manifold pressure can no longer be
maintained; (2) the altitude at Vhioh a specific horsepower can no longer be
maintained. In flight test the first definition in generally used, because
vhen an engine is installed in an aircraft, the operating linits such as
cruising power, maxima- continuous poaer, and military power are given in
terms of wanifold pressure and rpm rather than horsepover.

Vhen a complete power available survey is zade, critical altitude can be
selected frce the graph of =mnifold pressure ve altitude. When only critical
altitude in desired, it can be estimated by the pilot; then several full
throttle points are flown definitely above oritical altitude and are corrected
to etandard day manifold pressure, Since the drop in manitold pressure Is
directly proportional to altitudq, the point vhere the line of standard day
full throttle manifold preseure Intersects the desired manifold pressure
ordinate is the oritioal altitude, as shown in Figure 2.51.

Notice should be taken that the critical altitude of an airplane In
dependent on speed because of the ran pressme effect. Critical altitude to
usually taken In level stabilised flight, but it In soctimse needed at
climbing speeds.

*~4 35 - --
04

130 -

20
20--

15 UP . 4011
R e. -LoO

10 Military Power-
SLow Blower

0 -

10 20 3 40 50
MANIFOLD PR=U$ S U P ("Hg.)

7iguer 2. 51
Daterialnation of CrItical Altitude
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SECTION 2.6

Engine Data Plotting, Prop Load, BMEP
Data, Supercharger Operation

Sufficlent power required data must be obtained so that power required
curves coverinS the full speed range of the airplane may be plotted for at
least two altitudes which are considered the most typical cruising altitudes
for the test airplane. Each power required curve includes one point at each
9! the rated power settings of the engines such as war emergency, military,
normal rated and maximum cruising powers. The throttles are wide open If the
desired manifold pressure cannot be obtained. Sufficient points in the cruls-
ing power range are obtained (with the mixture in automatic lean) to complete
the speed range with the lowest point at approximately the best climbing speed
of the airplane. Cruising power points are obtained at rpm and manifold
pressure combinations selected so that the engines are operating between a pro-
peller load curve and the maximum allowable bmep. At same point near the power
required for maximum range cruising, three points are run at the same power
with one point at the rpm which lies on the propeller load curve, another point
at the maximum allowable bmep and the third at some intermediate rpm.

Additional power required data is obtained so that power required curves
may be drawn at various altitudes; the lowest is obtained at sea level or the
minimum practical altitude at the time of the test and the highest is obtained
at the highest altitude reached in the check climbs. One high speed part of a
power required curve is obtained at approximately each critical altitude.
Other high power points are taken so that the maximum altitude increment be-
tween the high speed power required curves will not be more than a fey
thousand feet for all tests above the critical altitude of the airplane.
The hieh speed power required curves consist of at least one point at each of
the rated power settings such as war emergency, military, and normal rated
for the high and low altitude power required curve and for the power curve
near the critical altitude. Other power required curves may be drawn through
single points using the more complete curves on either side of it as a guide
in determining the proper slope of the curve drawn through the point.

At the critical altitude of the airplane, at least four points are run at
the rated rpm of the engines with the first point at the rated manifold
pressure and with each succeeding point at about two inches of mercury less
manifold pressure. i1 the elope of the curve through these points does not
fit in with the other curves, it is an indication of power curve inaccuracy or
rapid change in propeller efficiency. In either case it is necessary to run
at least three poin'd at each rpm for all of the power calibrations. From
these additional points, the proper slope of the power required curve may be
obtained •

A plot of all speed power data run at or corrected to the same take-off
gross weight less the weight of fuel used to climb to the test altitude Is
plotted on one Power vs Speed chart as shown in Figure 2.61. Each power re-
quired or partial power required curve is clearly labeled to show the oorres-
ponding density altitudG and gross weight.
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Figure 2.61
Power Reouired Curvws

All power required data at rated manifold pressure or at wide open throttle
is corrected to give the power available on a standard day at the rated manifold
pressure or at wide open throttle so that curves of BHP available and the
borrespoading manifold pressure may be plotted against altitude as shown in
Figure 2.62. Curves of Speed vs Altitude for the desired power ratings are
drawn as shown using points obtained from the power required curves in Figure
2.61. These points are read at the speeds corresponding to the power available
at the altitude of the power required curve. The speeds for best climb and the
ceiling of the airplane will be of aid in deter.ining the shape of the upper
part of the speed curve.

For each gross weigh'c and altitude condition, a power required curve is
obtained with the first point at rated power (auto-rich), the second at maximum
cruising (auto rich and auto lean), with the rest of the points part of a com-
plete survey of the cruising power range made between the propeller load curve
and the curve for limiting bmep as shown in Figure 2.63. The higher cruising
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powers are run for both autcouatic rich and automatic lean mixture setttrin but
o0ly automatic lean mIxture setting need be used for the lower powers. Select
four or five rpm values covering the cruising range. At each rpm, select mani-
fold pressure values varying from the maximum for limiting bniep to the minimum
corresponding to the power from a propeller load curve or to the minimum mani-
fold pressure at which level flight can be maintained for the given rpm. At
leant three manifold pressure increments should be used for each rpm and the
increments should not be greater than three inches of mercury.

The propeller load curve is drawn through the rated power and rated rpm
point and determined by the following expression:

b9pR (2.501)

where:

Tý . rated rpm (normal)
bbpp =rated horsepower (normal)

The limiting cruising bmep is specified by the engine manufacturer and Is
usually about 140 beup for larger engines. The bmep is determined from the
following expression for any given engine rpm and bhp:

b -wp = bhp x 792000- (2.502)
rpm x piston displacement

The minim- :-ocmnended cruising rpm Is determined by speed limitations of 0
the engine or accessories and is specified by the engine manufacturer; it will
usually be between 1200 and 1500 rpm. The minimum power for level flight is
determined in flight.

In all cruising operation the use of any but the lowest amount of super-
charging should be avoided if possible. Airplanes equipped with turbosuper-
chargers should always be flown with the throttle butterfly wide open when
using any turbo (except for what throttle is required for formation flying),
Airplanes with gear driven supercharger should always be flown with the super-
chargers in low speed ratio up to the altitude at which the optimum indicated
air speed may be obtained without exceeding the allowable rpm and maniL'old
pressure for automatic lean mixture.
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As part of the general engine performance presentation a graph of standw
@llons per hour at oorreeponding settings vs altitude is sometimes required a
frcm the specitio fuel flow information and is presented as shown in Figure 2.73. q
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SECTION 2.8

SEngine Cooling

The hot strength of metals, and the temperature limits imposed by lubri-
cants and detonation make it necessary to limit the operating temperature of
engines and accussories. Army and Navy Aeronautical Specification, "Test
Procedures for Aircraft Pcwer Plant installation (AN-T-62)," has set up a
standardized instrumentation and test procedure. This specification should
be studied when planning cooling tests.

There are two primary concerns in the cooling problem. These are
whether the temperature limits can be maintained for all specified engine
operating conditions and the effect on range of the various engine dbollng
configurations required to operate the engines within prescribed limits.

For determining the cooling requirements of a four-engine aircraft one
engine is completely instrumented as specified in (AN-T-62). The reminder
have less extensive instrumentation which is used as a cross check to corre-
late their operation with that of the completely instrumented engine. All
temperatures except free air temperature and carburetor air temperature
vill be corrected to Army sunmer day conditions which are 23*C higher than
NACA standard temperatures. The correction to summer day conditiorq Is
made to the indicated ambient temperature corrected for instrument error.
This is done by adding the product of the correction factor, given in
(AN-T-62), and the difference between the ambient temperature and the
Army summir day standard temperature. In recording airflow pressure data
each pressure difference may be determined in two ways; by direct measure-
ment, or by subtracting the two values which were measured with reference
to the air speed static pressure.

Temperatures and pressures thus determined allow computation of the
engine cooling air flow which in turn makes possible a quantitative analysis
of the cooling data for use in eliminating engine hot spots.

Figures 2.81, 2.82, and 2.83 are typical examples of how the basic
data is presented graphically for the three cases usually considered;
ground operation, climb and level flight.

Cooling data may be corrected to standard temperatures by solving
equation 2.801

S- K (BHn) (A P)a (01 (BsI )c (2.8o0)

where:

b T a ergine temperature - ambient temperature
K a constant to be determined

BHP a brake horsepower
AP a pressure drop through baffles

0'- density ratio
BMF a brake specific fuel consumption

x,a,bv a exponents to be determined
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In solving for the exponent "c", level flight runs are made at about 10.000
feet pressure altitude in normal and rich mixture settings to determine the ef-
fect of mixture on cylinder head temperature. The rpm, bhp, air speed, cowl
flap settings, oil cooler flap-settings, and altitude are h4ld constant for both
mixture settings. The data obtained at various rpms (1800, 2000, 2200, 2400,
and 2550 rpm) from the 10,000 feet speed-power tests in normal and rich mixture
are then used to determine the "c" exponent. A complete cylinder head tempera-
ture pattern is obtained on the Brown recorder on each run after the temperatures
have become stabilized. The exponent "c" is the slope of the plot of log AT
versus log BSFC. The sign of "c" may change abruptly between manual lean and
hiCher mixture settings.

A pressure survey is made at about 10,000 feet pressure altitude in normal
mixture to determine the exponent "a" for the change in baffle pressure. This
is accomplished by varying the cowl flap openings on the engine instrumented
for cooling and holdinr the horsepower, rpm. air speed, oil cooler flaps, and
altitude constant. Runs are made with the cowl flaps set in increments of
1-inch frorn full open to the setting resulting in the limit engine temperatures
being obtained. On the runs at each 1-inch increments of cowl flap travel,
the engine temperatures are stabilized and recorded on the Brown recorder.
The power on the engines not being tested is varied to hold a constant air
speed for all cowl flap positions at each -ower setting on the test engine.
The exponent "a" is the slope of the plot of logAT versus logAP.

An altitude survey is obtained in conjunction with the speed-rower data at
approximately 5000, 10,000 and 15,000 foot altitudes to determine the effect of
altitude on engine cooling. The stabilized temperatures obtained during the
speed-power test in normal mixture at various rpm are then used to determine the
exzponent Ob". The cowl flaps and oil cooler flaps are held constant at a
setting that will give adequate cooling for all altitudes. The exponent "b" is
obtained from the slope of the plot of logAT versus log Or. For determining
"b" the same BEP's are used at each altitude.

In determining the exponent "x", the level flight data from other stabi-
lized runs are used. Holding AP, (1, and BSFC constant, the slope of a plot
of log AT versus log BRP gives the value of the exponent "x". Test values of
AP, ( , BSFC, AT, and BHP are substituted in the basic equation and K de-
termined. With this equation the engine cooling data can be corrected to a
standard day temperature or to a hot day temperature; also, the amount of cowl
flaps necessary for any engine power can be determined.

A more simplified method of cooling analysis for rough work can be made by
plotting AT for various engine components vs cowl flap setting. A Wi is
also plotted on the same graph for a cowl flap drag increase reference. A
typical plot of this type is shown in Figure 2.84. Plots of this type made at
two speeds and altitudes are useful in determining the AT ranges for various
cowl flap or oil cooler control poeitions.
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SYMBOLS USED IN CHAPTER THREE

Symbol Meaning

A Area

Ac Inlet capture area

Ar Ramp or compression surface area

As Area of ejector at primary nozzle exit

Aw Projected ejector area

B Mach number parameter, I +

Cda Additive drag coefficient

Cdp Cowl pressure drag coefficient
Cf Skin friction coefficient, or nozzle thrust

coefficient
d Boundary layer diverter height, or duct diameter
* Hydraulic diameter

Da Additive drag

Fe Ram drag
Fg Gross thrust

Fint Intrinsic thrust
Fn Net thrust

Fpost Post-exit thrust

Fpre Pro -entry thrust

g Acceleration of gravity
KB Loss coefficient in duct bend

I Subsonic diffuser length

m Mass flow

m I /mO Inlet mass flow ratio z Ao/Ac
M Mach number

N Engine rotational speed

Pa Atmospheric pressure
Ps Static pressure

Pt Total pressure
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Pw Ejector wall static pressure

q Dynamic pressure. Y/2 p V2

7 Average radius of curvature for duct bend
R Universal gas constant (96.031 feet/OK)

Re Reynold's number

Ta Atmospheric temperature

To Static temperature

Tt Total temperature

V Velocity

Vs Secondary flow speed

Vt Airplane true speed

Wa Engine airflo-v

wBL AirfLow through boundary Layer bleed system

wg Gas flow

we Secondary airfLow

X Nostol pressure ratio parameter Y

V Angle of attack

.,061 ,Exponents used in dimensional analysis

N Ratio of specific heats

6 Boundary layer thickness or corrected pressure,
Pa/PSL

'1 Ram efficiency

o Corrected temperature

Flow angle relative to free stream direction

Non-dimensionaL parameter

P Air density

at Cowl position parameter

Momentum in boundary layer removal system,
*y P&MABL
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Subscripts:

0, i. 2, etc. Engine station designations

BL Boundaery layer

* Exit

SL Sea level

th Throat

Superscripts:

SBSonic flow conditions

* Conditions downstream of normal shock wave
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CHAPTER THREE

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION TO THRUST MEASUREMENT

1. 1 PRELIMINARY COMMENTS

The turbojet engine performs a function similar to that of the

reciprocating engine with a propeller. With either system thrust is

produced in the same manner; that is, by accelerating a mass of air.

The difference in the operation of the two systems lies in the volume

and velocity of the air or gases affected. The propeller moves a

comparatively Large volume of air rearward at a relatively low velocity,

while the turbojet engine takes in a smaller volume of air, expands it

with burning fuel, and expels it to the rear at a high velocity.

The static thrust of a turbojet engine can be determined readily by

direct mechanical measurement on the ground. This measurement

may be made with strain &aget, spring balance. etc., either with the

engine installed in an airplane mounted on a thiust stand or with the

bare engine located in a test cell. It has been found that even with

seemingly identical production turbojet engines, there is an appreciable

difference in thrust output. Also, there is a gradual lose of thrust

as operating hours are accumulated on an engine. For this reswoon thle

static thrust of engines in aircraft undergoing performance testing

should be measured periodically.

Thrust measurement in fUght becomes considerably more difficult

than uider static conditions. No satisfactory means of determtning

thrust by mechanical moans, such as strain gages installed at the

engine mounto, has been found. Approximate thrust data can be

obtained from the engine manufacturer's estimated performance curves.

This method is not satisfactory for flight test purposes. however.

Theose curves are based on estimates, or an average engine and do not

yield sufficiently accurate thrust data because of variations in output

between engines. A useful application of these curves is in making

corrections to standard conditions as described in Section 4. In this
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case a high degree of accuracy is not required since the amount of the

corrections is usually small compared to the total values.

1.2 GENERAL ANALYSIS OF IN-FLIGHT THRUST MEASUREMENT

It is convenient to consider first a simple ducted body in order to

define the thrust developed by a turbojet engine. For simplification,

the axis of the body is made parallel to the flight path and no mixing of
internal and external flow downstream of the nozzle exit is considered
(reference Figure 1. 1). It is indicated from the momentum theorem

that the thrust developed is equal to the rate of change of total
momentum (pressure plus momentum flux) of the internal fluid

contained within the stream tubes ahead of and behind the body as well

as that within the body.

Boundaries of pro-entry
stream tube Boundaries of equivalent

post-exit stream tube

\0

Inclination of streamline to free
stream directionI

I I -o"-
Dowstream

Upstream Entry Station I Exit Station 2 where Pm P&
where P =Pa Station W
Station 0

Figure 1. 1
Flow Through a Simple Ducted Body
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Assuming & uniform velocity distribution, the thrust at any

arbitrary plane (P) perpendiculax to the flight path can be expressed as

T~oXdm +SI(Ppo Pe) dAp .

where

V a fluid velocity

X = inclination of streamline to free-stream direction

M a mass flow

Pgp a static pressure at arbitrary plane (P)

P& w ambient pressure

Ap a area containing the inteTmal flow at arbitrary plans (P)

1.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THRUST DEFINITIONS

1.3.1 Net Thrust:

The fundamental definition of the not thrust of a turbojet

engine is considered equal to the change of total momentum of the

internal fluid between station 0 upstream and station W downstream.

Station 0 is sufficiently far upstream that the boundaries of the pro-

entry stream tube are parallel to the direction of undisturbed flow

and the static pressure in the stream tube is the same as ambient

preseure. Similarly, station W is located downstream where

pressure disturbances resulting from the passage of the body through

the air have disappeared ahd the static pressure is again ambient.

From continuity, m a p VA and equation 1. 1 may be re-stated as

IN •pw Vw2dAw -SPoVo 2 dAo
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Fn is the net thrust in the upstream direction created by the internal

flow within the stream tubes extending both upstream and downstream

of the body.

1.3.2 Intrinsic Thrust:

To define the thrust produced within the body, reference

stations are taken at the entry (station 1) and the exit (station 2).

Consideration of the momentum theorem pemnits equating the rate of

change of momentum to the sum of the pressure and friction forces

acting on the fluid at the boundaries. Referencing pressures to ambient,

S[(Psint - Pa) sink - F cook] do s Pz V2z coo°' 2 dA2 +$(Ps 2 -Pa)dA 2

Spl V) cosok dAl - 5(Ps - P) dAl 1.3

where

Point = internal static pressure
F = local friction force per unit area

da = element of area of internal surface

The left-hand side of the equation represents the force in

the free-stream direction exerted on the fluid by the internal surface of

the duct. This force is equal to the rate of chank, of total momentum

appearing on the right-hand side of the equation wh~ich is equivalent to a

forcu in the free-stream direction exerted by the fluid on the internal
surface of the duct. This latter quantity is defined as the intrinsic thrust.

Fint= SP 2 C2os2 2. + Po2 - Pa) dA2 - j(Pl V1 zcos% I + Ps, -Pa)dAl

1.4
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1.3.3 Pro-Entry Thrust and Ram Drag:

A similar analysis can be made of the pro-entry stream tube.
To add physical meaning, the diverging portion of the stream tube can be

considered as replaced by a thin frictionless membrane. Since the flow

field is unchanged, the thrust will not be affected. With reference stations

0 and 1, the force exerted by the fluid due to pressure acting on the

interior of the stream tube becomes

S(Psext - Pa) sink do 1.5

which is commonly known as additive drag.

where

Psoxt external static pressure

As before this force may be set equal to

S(PI viz Cos 2  + Ps. - Pa) dA .-SPo VY2 dA0  1.6

which is defined as pro-entry thrust. Since Vo is uniform. ml -

Po Vo AO and cosok a 1. the pro-entry thrust is

pro " (PI VIz 2Cosl %1+ PSI - Pa)dAI - miV o  1.7

The term mI V0 in the preceding equation is the ram drag. (F.).

Fo a ml Vo 1.8
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Preo-entry thrust

R a -

Station 0

Station 1

Figure 1.2
Schematic Representation of Inlet Forces on a Normal Sbock Inlet

1.3.4 Post-Exit Thrust:

Similarly, reference stations 2 and W may be chosen.

and a thrust derived which is defined as the post-exit thrust.

Fpost = PwVwZdAW - S(pzV Zcoo 2 ÷ + Pg 2 - Pa) dA2  1.9

1. 3.5 Standard Net Thrust:

Since net thrust is defined considering flow between stations

0 and W, the net thrust is equal to the sum of the pro-entry thrust,

intrinsic thrust and post-exit thrust.

Fn = Fpre + Fins + Fyost 1.10
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While the fundamental definition of thrust has been based

on the flow between stations 0 and W. the calculation of post-exit thrust

cannot be made precisely because of mixing of internal and external

flows downstream of the exit. If the pressure surrounding the post-exit

stream tube is assumed equat to ambient, the post-exit contribution to

thrust becomes zero. This assumption is made to define standard net

thzust which is presented in engine specifications by the engine

=&azwacturers.

Fnstgd a Fpr. + riae U S(Pz V2 2 coszX 2 + Psz " P& dAZ - ml Vo 1. 11

Practical application of the definitions which have been

derived in this section is treated in detail in Section 6.
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SECTION 2

TURBOJET ENGINE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

The number of variables which affect the performance of a turbojet

engine is quite large. Fortunately its operation is such that the turbojet

engine may be submitted to an extensive analytical treatment. Performance

characteristics are put in a conveniently usable form by grouping these

many dimensional variables into non-dimensional similarity parameters.

Advantages of using these non-dimensional parameters are:

1. Better control of these parameters is achieved than can

be obtained with the original variables.

2. There are fewer parameters than there were variables

so that they can be presented and understood more readily.

3. Fewer test points are required to present the complete

performance capabilities of an engine throughout its operating

range.

Dimensionless parameters can be determined by the dimensional

analysis methods outlined in the following paragraphs. It is emphasized

that there are many sets of independent dimensionless parameters which

can be formed from a given set of independent variables, and judgment

must be exercised in selecting parameters which have the proper

significance.

2. 2 APPLICATION OF DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

The traditional method of applying dimensional analysis is by means

of the Buckingham w Theorem. From this theorem it is learned that

if in a given problem there are n independent variables (dimensional)

and k basic dimensions, (e.g., length, time and mass), then there

only (n - k) truly independent non-dimensional (similarity)

parameters associated with the problem. Buckingham gives these non-

dimensional parameters the symbolic notation WI, Vj2. w n-k"
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A method for determining the form of these parameters is described

below.

Each of the parameters determined by dimensional analysis will be

composed of the product of variables raised to some power. The

determination of these exponents is the central problem of dimensional

analysis. One variable in each parameter can be chosen arbitrarily to

be raised to the first power. As a matter of convenience those first

power terms are made those of primary interest (e.g.. drag, Lift. fuel

flow. etc.). Symbolically, the pi-parameters are written

w (V1 al *V 2 * * k )Vk+I

W2 U (VI . V 2 . ... V Vk+ l

n a (V1  ' '..V3 43) Vk+n

where

w1.... n an the dimensionless parameters

Vk + I.... Vk + n are the variables of primary interest

ai.. Pi..... ki are the exponents to be deiermined

The exponents are obtained by replacing the variables with their

fundamental dimensions of mass. M. length, L. and time, T.

v11 [Ma L b1TcIa 1 & L bT 2] cL [M3 Lb3T 3 ]%[ [A4Lb4 C41

a.b ci are known numbers, for example.

[Velocity) - [MO LIT T 1
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The variables are combined into terms having the dimensions

[MO L° TO] so we may write

[]=MOTo I = Ma,+ + aeZ"+ a'$3 + &4 Lbla 1+ bZa2 +b 3 a 3 + b 4

TCl&3 + C2 a 3 + c3i 3 + €4

Now equating exponeats of like terms

forM alIal +aZaZ + a3 + &4 = 0

for L blal + b2a + b3a 3 + b4 w 0

forT claI +caapz+b3Q3 +c4 0

These are three simultaneous equations which can be used to determine

the three unknowns, al e* % and u3.

If the factors affecting the performance of a turbojet engine are

divided into dependent and independent variables, we may list them as in

the foLlowing table:

Dependent Variable Units Dimensions

airflow, Wa ib(mass)Isec M T- 1

fuel flow, wf ft Lb/sec MLZT"3

exhaust gas temperature. Tt 5  *K LZT" 2

thrust. Fg or Fn lb MLT- 2

Independent Variable Units Dimensions

inlet total pressure, Pt 2  lb/ft- ML-IT"2

inlet total temperature, TtZ "K LZT-2

engine speed. N rad/sec T-1

free-stream static pressure, Pa lb/ft2  ML-IT"2

nozzle area. AS ft 2  L 2

flight speed. V ft/sec LT-
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NOTE: Units are those most convenient for dimensional analysis and
do not necessarily conform Lo those in other sections.
Temperatures are considered a measure of enthaLpy and
fuel flow as energy input. Temperatures. pressures and
area were selected at stations, (Reference Figure Z. 1), to
give the most useful results. Values at other stations might
be used without invalidating the results.

combustion
compresso c hambe r

a e r I Iz I

0 1 Z 3 4 S 6 7 8

Figure Z.l

Turbojet Engine Station Designations

The above station designations are generally used as subscripts:

0 free stream

I inlet duct

Z compressor inlet

3 compressor outlet

4 turbine inlet
S turbine outlet
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6 tailpipe inlet

7 tailpipe outlet

8 jet nozzle outlet

As an example of the application of dimensional analysis, consider

thrust as a function of the independent variables taken from the preceding

table.

Fg = f(PtZ, TtZ, N, Pat A8 )

Since there are six variables and three fundamental units, we can
determine three pi-parameters, which can be expressed in an equation

made up of three dimensionless numbers.

w 1 = PtZ Tt2t A8, Fg

2 z = PtZ, Tta, AS. N

" 3 = Ptz' TtZ, A8 , Pa

Substituting their dimensions in place of the variables,

[,]- [ML-1T-2]Z' [LZT-Z']Z[LZ] Q3 [MLT'.J

[if I = CMLIT-z'] [LZT-23'[L2L•3 [-'J

[w3  _ [, ,,ML-T-]" [LT,],L7-,Z]G- [MLITZ]

After solving for exponents we have,

Ff
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Tt2

W3 P
etz

Therefore,

r NI0 P

Eliminating the area (A8) for an engine of constant #ise and inverting
w3 to form ram pressare ratio,,

It is conventional to refer temperatures asd preosuros to standard
soa Level conditions by making the following substittitloue,

8 mj* ) for PtZ

and e? T

0 4U ) for Tt.

we have,
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By similar analysis the foLLowing relationships can be developed.

St 2 a

t (N Pt

TtK N P.S~

ff 0(._ . a

These equatious remain valid with the addition or deletion of constants
although the parameters are no longer dimensionless.

Thus far, we have considered only the independent variables which
have a primary effect on performance. Other factors. such as viscous

effects, combustion efficiency, and the ratio of specific heat& have
secondary effects on performance particularly at high altitudes and high
Mach numbers. It is pointed out that engine manufacturers frequently
publish correction curves to be used in conjunction with non-dimensional
performance plotu which account for these secondary effects.
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SECTION 3

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

3. 1 GENERAL COMMENTS

Performance curves for an engine installed in an aircraft are usuaMLy

presented in terms of conditions existing at the compressor face, i.e..

Tt 2 /Tto and PtZ/Pto. Adiabatic flow is assumed so that Tt 2 = Tto

which can be calculated from the free-stream Mach number and ambient

temperatures. In order to determine Pt 2 it is necessary to evaluate

the total pressure losses between the free-stream, station "0", and the

compressor face, station "2". When these losses are evaluated, the
engine performance curves may be obtained In terms of aircraft speed,

altitude and free-air temperature.

Air-inlet efficiency is generally expressed in terms of the pressure

recovery, PtZ/Pto, because it can be shown by a simplified analysis

of the turbojet engine that this parameter is directly related to both

the net thrust and fuel consumption. For example,

Fni to

where

Fnl ideal not thrust, (Pt 2 /Pto a 1. 0)

Fna uactual net thrust
Pto f free-stream total pressure

Pt? u total pressure at compressor face

L a a function of jet efficiency, nossle exit conditions

L is always greater than 1.0 and is determined by engine design and

flight conditions. If the thrust loss is determined for an engine, values
of the parameter (&Fn/Fni)/(&PtZ/Pto) are usually between 1. 2 and

1. 8. Hence, a I percent loss in pressure recovery may result in a 1. 8
percent loss in net thrust.
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The parameter ram efficiency, n~, is sometimes usged to indicate

duct losses.

S3.2

where Pa is free-stream static pressure.
Experience has proven that , is a useful parameter for expressing

the inlet louses in subsonic flow. A conversion between ram efficiency,

-q. and total pressure recovery, PtZ/Pto, can be expressed as

I

1+{ _2 j 2 MZ~ )~3
P~ ~ ~~- 2+I(+M V1- .

If Y = 1.4 and B I + this becomes

51. Bo 3. 5 (0 1)3.4

This expression is plotted in Chart 9. 1.

In the discussion which follows, some of the factors which affect

inlet efficiency and approximate methods for estimating the inlet total
pressure losses (providing experimental data are not available) are

discussed.

3.2 SUBSONIC FLIGHT

Inlet total pressure losses which occur during take-off (or static

run-up) and at subsonic flight speeds mnay be conveniently considered

as (a) inlet-entry losses and (b) subsonic-diffuser losses.
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3. 2.1 Inlet Entry Losses:

Entry losses occur mainly from flow separation at the inlet

Lips or from the ingestion of boundary-layer flow in the inlet. Inlet
total-pressure losses caused by flow interference from aircraft

components other than the air induction system are small at subsonic
speeds and are usually neglected. Lip losses are important for those

conditions where the local stagnation-point streamline occurs outside

of the inlet lip (i.e.. angle of attack operation with sharp lipped inlets,

or for mass flow ratios greater than 1.0 as illustrated in Figure 3. Ic).

Boundary of pr*- Boundary of poe-

Boundry of pro- entry stream tub entry stream tube
entry stream tube Projected lip 1 Proiecl dlip\ty strea tubeperiphery r. j .pEriphery

(a) mass flow ratio. (b) mass flow ratio. (c) mass flow Pa ts
A* As As

a 1.0 ~ -~1.0,le

Figure 3.1

Scbematic Representation of Mass Flow Ratio
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For low speeds and Large mass flow ratios, lip separation occurs and a

vena contracta is formed within the inlet giving rise to relatively high

total pressure losses. Since aircraft designed for supersonic flight

generally have sharp inlet lips, the separation condition is aggravated

and these aircraft suffer large total pressure losses during static run-up

and take-off. The curves in Chart 9. Z give the average pressure

recovery, (Ptl/Pto)LP'. for a number of model and full scale inlets

at zero and low forward speeds. In order to increase these poor Low-

speed pressure recoveries and provide an adequate air supply for the

engine, some aircraft designed for high-speed flight have auxiliary inlets

or "blow in" doors. These auxiliary inlets reduce the operating mass

flow of the main inlet and improve the overall pressure recovery.

Boundary-layer flow may enter the inlet for a side inlet installation

and give rise to & loss in pressure recovery over a portion of the inlet

area because of the local velocity profile. If experimental da4ta is not

available on losses due to the boumLary-layer effects, an estimate of

these losses may be made from the foliowing considerations.

For most installations the entering boundary layer is considered

to be turbulent. Boundary-layer thickness. 6 . may be estimated for

o( a 0 degrees by use of Chart 9.3*. Angle of attack effects on

boundary-layer thickness may be estimated from the following equation

for small angles of attack:

S 0( ) + 6 3.50 6o0
00

where 60 = boundary-layer thickness at e( * 0

and IK boundary-layer thickness at angle of attack of d

MIA the Inlet is Located on the nose portion of the fuselage (i.e., in a flow
field more conical in nature than two-dimensional) these boundary-Layer
thicknesses should be modified by the Mangler transformation factor
Vb'. For example,

6 co1 6
conical - flat plate
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It should be noted that equation 3. 5 is applicable only for

understung inlet locations and should be used with caution for other

circumferential Locations because considerable error may result.

(This is especially true at supersonic speeds as will be pointed out

later. )

Most side-inlet installations have a boundary-layer diverter.

or scoop, such as that schematically shown below.

V
Entering
stream tube 1.0

A0A B L AA

ZB L d
S% " Y .0 "1.0

Station 1 Al1
ZBoupdary layer

Figure 3.2

Boundary Layer in Side-inlet Installation

The effects of boundary-layer profile on the inlet losses

may be calculated in the absence of shock wave boundary-layer
interaction for this type of installation with the aid of Chart 9.4* and the
following equation for the average value of pressure recovery.

""Note that for most cases a turbulent boundary layer is assumed and it
is sufficiently accurate to use a 1/7 power velocity profile approximation.
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l,0
110 ABL+ ta AO..ABL 3.6

Pt ovg Ad/

1.0

where Ptl/Pto d/6 denotes the average pressure recovery of that

part of the boundary Layer which is ingested into the duct. (Note that if

d/6 i 1.0 no correction is required and ABL = 0.) In many cases

Pt 1 /Pto is approximately 1.0; however, this term must be evaluated

at the serae station at which the reference area Ao is taken. (Reference

Figure 3.2.)

3. 2. 2 Internal Boundary-Layer Removal Systems:

An aircraft inlet designed forhigh-speed flight may have an

internal boundary-Layer removal system. Losses are incurred in the use

of such a system, whether a ram scoop or suction through slots or

perforations. The boundary-layer removal system Losses are usually

so large that a complete loss in free-stream momentum is usually assumed

for the mass flow through the removal system. For example,

DBL = mBL Vo 3.7

where

DBL = boundary-layer removal system drag

mBL = boundary-layer removal system mass flow

U the manufacturer does not specify the mass flow, the Loss
with a ram scoop may be estimated as follows with the aid of Chart 9. 5.
(Note that a V/7 power velocity profile assumption is adequate for this

estimate.) Since the drag, DBL, is the change in momentum of the
aidilow in the direction of flow then,
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DBL 0 o

(1 - )( 3.8

where the momentum ratio, +1/o ° may be obtained from Chart 9. 5

and +0 from the following relation.

S= Y P'Mo 2 ABL 3.9

3. Z. 3 Subsonic Diffuser Losses:

Subsonic diffuser losses are concerned with those losses

within the inlet between stations I ind 2. Factors which contribute to

these losses are skin friction, duct expansion and duct bends or offsets.

Total pressure losses resulting from friction and duA expansion can

be calculated if one-dimensional compressible flow and no change in skin

friction coefficient with length are assumed. The results of such a

calculation are shown in Chart 9. 6 where the skin friction coefficient

Cf is usually estimated with sufficient accuracy from Von Karman's

approximate formula for turbulent flow.

Cf Z .074 3.10

Re z Reynolds number based on avera,,e flow properties in
the duct and the duct Length.

I C'Values of the parameter ( x b ed2- . Aý between those
d2

given in Chart 9.6 can be obtained with sufficient accuracy by Linear

interpolation. Here d2 is the hydraulic diameter of the duct at the

compressor-face station. Total pressure Losses due to compound

duct bends may be estimated with sufficient accuracy by use of Chart 9.7.

In this figure the loss coefficient, KB- is related to the duct total
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pressure Loss through the following relation.

Pt2 -K(
- - I- KB(I - 3.53. 11Ptl BI . ) .I

where
¥ -l 2

B1 = I +--- MI

Even though Chart 9.7 is plotted for 90-degree bends the

loss coefficients for bends other than 90 degrees may be obtained by

simple interpolation. (e.g., for 45-degree bends the loss coefficient

is reduced by about VZ). All bends must be generously radiused.

however. so that boundary-Layer separation does not occur.

The total pressure losses for the entire inlet in subsonic

flow may now be expressed as follows:

.EU = PtL x 3.12
Pt 0  Pto Pt 1

where

Sffi I - EI-P-L )BL + (I----ELl)L]t t 3.13

"to [(Pti Pt tL (1 0 LIP)33

-" -- )f + (I -- )bend 3.14

3.3 SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

Inlet ,total pressure losses which occur during supersonic flight

may be calculated from a consideration of the pressure tosses

associated with the following:

1. Supersonic compression.

2. Entering stream-tube flow non-uniformities (i.e., boundary-

layer flow, aircraft attitude effects, interferences effects, etc)
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and unsteadiness.

3. Subsonic diffuser design.

The overall performance of the inlet may then be calculated in

exactly the same manner as that given in equations 3. 12 through 3.14

provided that all total pressure loss factors are included.

3.3. 1 Supersonic Compression:

Total pressure losses cie to supersonic compression may

be calculated from the geometry of the inlet and free-stream Mach

number. Theoretical pressure recoveries of normal shock, two-

shock and three-shock external compression inlets are illustrated in

Figure 3. 3.

100

3 shock

60

a 40
S

20
1.0 1.5 2.0. . 3.0

Flight Mach Number, Ms

Figure 3.3

Maximum Pressure Recovery, All External Compression
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From this figure it may be seen that even the relatively

simple two-shock external compression inlet exhibits considerable

pressure advantage over the normal shock inlet at Mach numbers over

about 1. 5. At Mach 2.0, for example, the two-shock inlet operates with

a 20 percent improvement in pressure recovery. This may result in

approximately 40 percent more thrust for a two-shock inlet than for one

using a normal shock inlet. At Mach numbers much above 2. 0 even the

two-shock inlet yields excessive pressure losses and the more complicated

flow geometries appear advantageous. For open nose inlets the total

pressure ratio, Ptl/Pt0 , may be obtained directly from the free-stream

Mach number and the normal shock pressure ratio given on Chart 9. 8.

Pressure ratios obtained with other types of inlets are shown in

Charts 9.9 through 9. 11.

An additional loss arises from the momentum change in the

inlet stream-tube between the free-stream and the inlet face when

no aircraft components other than those of the air induction system

interfere with the stream-tube. This momentum Loss occurs at mass

flow ratios less than one and is commonly called "pre-entry thrust" or

"additive drag". As defined in Section 1, pre-entry thrust is the asiial

component of the pressure force on the diverging portion of the entering

stream-tube between station 0 and station 1.

Expressions for the calculations of additive drag have been

developed in coefficient form, (Cda = Da/qoAc). For open nose inlets,

2 2 [Be3. Pt ( 1
Cda = "3. o (yM + 1)- -1M YMoI 3.15

Cda B L to I

For external compression inlets,
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Cda( 2MAl( + 1) coil x
Ca Y MOZL BI Ito

P A Y.

where

Cda x additive drag coefficient

qo a free-stream dynamic pressure

Ac = inlet capture area

Ar a ramp or other compression surface area

P r  z effective static pressure on compression surface
forward of station 1

The results obtained from these equations are plotted in

Charts 9.14 and 9.15. Also shown in Chart 9. 15 is the variation of

cowl position parameter (angle between axis of inlet and straight Line

connecting tip of center body with lip of cowl). r , with mass flow.

This parameter is useful for the determination of the maximum mass-

flow ratio obtainable through a given conical inlet for a particular test

conqition.
Variations in inlet drag resulting from changes in mass

flow through the inlet will cause changes in the cowl-lip suction force

as well as additive drag. At subsonic speeds these two forces cancel

each other and no calculation for either is necessary. However. at

speeds Just above sonic both forces must be calculated for an accurate

determAnation of inlet net drag. At Mach numbers over about 2. 0

additive drag becomes the dominating factor and lip suction forces are

small (usually negligible) for slender, sharp-lipped inlets*. For

wStender sharp-lipped inlets are defined as inlets with cowl angles less
than 5 degrees and by thickness with the ratio lip thickness/inlet radius
less than about 0. 07.
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nose inlet installations Chart 9. 16 may be used for estimating lip suction

effects at mass ratios greater than about 0.8. Included in this figure

is the corresponding increase in additive drag coefficient to illustrate

the relative magnitude of the two forces. For blunt-lipped instalLations

and large cowl angles, experimental results are required to determine

Lip suction effects.

3. 3. Z Flow Non-Uniformities and Unsteadiness Effects:

The major total pressure losses resulting from flow non-

uniformity of the inlet face are caused by an entering boundary layer.

These total pressure losses may be treated in the same manner discussed

previously for subsonic flight; however, the correction for angle of attack

effects on boundary-layer thickness must be obtained from experimental

data for inlet locations other than the underslung type. This is necessary
because experimental results have shown as much as 15 to 20 percent

lon in Pt2/Pto with variations in circumferential position of the inlet

and angles of attack as low as 4 to 6 degrees.

Excessive airflow distortion at the compressor face may
result from operation at "off-design" conditions. Inlet performance

may be degraded from Mach number and altitudr effects as well ats .rom

subcritical or supercritical operation. If shock wave boundary-layer

separation occurs this condition may be considerably aggravated. With

supercritical operation as shown in Figure 3. 4C the pressure drop
across the normal shock is increased and a lower presiosre recovery

results. Subcritical flow as in Figure 3.4A is accompanied by a

reduction in mass-flow ratio with a consequent increase in additive

drag. If the reduction in mass flow ratio is too great, "inlet buzz",

discussed in the following paragraph, will occur.
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DLetached (normal) shock

(a) SubcriticaL

Normal shock

(b) Critical

SNormal shock

c- () Supercritical

Figure 3.4

Operational Modes of Supersonic External Comproesion Inlets

Large variationa in flow uniformity will give rise to thrust

low, excesbivs fuel consumption, loes st acceisratirin margin, hot
spots, local blade stalling (rotating compressor stalt) and engine

vibration with possible structural failure.

Inlet operation at subcritical rzmass-flow ratios may result

in an unstoady flow condition common.y caLled "Inlet buss". This

operation is characLerized by rapid changes in thc• nlet flow pattern

which results in rapid fluctuations in in drag as well as totaltpressure
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ratio. Severely reduced engine performance results and for some buzz

cottdiLionzi compressor stall, flame-out, or structural failure may occur.

Flow non-uniformity may also arise from interference effects

,A other aircraft components on the inlet stream-tube and these effects

must be determined from experimental data because no simple means for

estimating the magnitudes of these effects exists for all the diverse

combinations of flight attitudes and aircraft geometries.

3. 3.3 Subsonic Diffuser Losses:

Subsonic diffuser total pressure Losses are calculated in a

manner similar to that described in paragraph 3. Z. 3. The entering flow

conditions are taken as those just down-stream of the terminal shock and

the Length of the subsonic diffuser measured from this point.
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SECTION 4

STANDARDIZATION OF TEST DATA WITH ENGINE PARAMETERS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the process of standardizing test data obtained under off-standard

conditions, it is necessary that corrections be made based on the engine

parameters developed in Section 2. For example, rate of climb determined

during climb tests may be corrected to standard engine speed and

standard temperature through the use of correction curves plotted as

Fn/ 6 t2 versus N/ fa. These curves are computed from the engine

manufacturer's estimated minimum performance curves, as described

in Data Reduction Outline 8. 1. (Typical estimated minimum performance

curves for an engine with a fixed nozzle are illustrated in Figure 4. 1.)
This correction and others using non-dimensional parameters are made

quite readily for aircraft with simple jet engines but are not generally

applicable to more advanced engines. Use of the fuel flow parameter

and the exhaust gas temperature parameter for establishing corrections

for simple Jet engines is described in paragraphs 4. 2 and 4. 3. Similar

corrections for more advanced engines are discussed in paragraph 4. 4.

4.2 FUEL FLOW PARAMETER

The engine manufacturer's estimated fuel flow curves are seldom

used in flight testing, since flow rates are measured with test

instrumentation. The same parameters are used, (wf/ Yft 2 6t 2

versus N/ilt2 ), in plotting test fuel flow data, however, as are found

in estimated curves furnished by the engine manufacturers. Test fuel

flows are corrected to standard conditions using test data plotted in this

form.
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Figure 4.1 -

Typical Turbojet Engine Characteristics
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The effects of changes in specific heat ratio, combustion

efficiency. Reynolds number. etc. were neglected, (Reference

Section 2), when the dimensionless parameters were developed.

Consequently, an exact correlation of test data obtained over a wide

range of flight speeds and altitudes cannot be expected. At altitudes

up to about 35, 000 feet, (depending on the engine design), quite good

correlation can be expected. At higher altitudes, however, the

neglect of the change in Reynolds number, in particular, becomes

increasingly important, and separation from the basic polar occurs

as illustrated in Figure 4. Z.

High altitude

(P Medium altitudes

SPt ),,ý.Low powers and low alttude.
a.. 

.
o Corrected RPM, NI r'zU

Figure 4. Z
Typical Fuel Flow Characteristics
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At normal in-flight operating conditions there is no apparent effect

from changes in Pt2/Pa. At low altitudes with low power settings when

flow at the nozzle exit is subcritical. lines of constant Pt2/Pa diverge

from the basic polar as shown in Figure 4. 2.

4.3 EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE PARAMETER

Plot3 of corrected exhaust gas temperature versus corrected rpm

from flight test data can be used to apply corrections to exhaust gas

temperature and other performance variables. The corrections are

necessary when an engine is operated at other than standard exhaust

gas temperature. For example, corrections to exhaust gas temperature,

thrust and rpm may be made as described in Data Reduction Outline 8. 2.

4.4 ADVANCED ENGINES

Many different configurations in nozsle@, ejectors, control systems,

etc., are in use or will be installed in future aircraft. Because of the

variety of configurations which exist and are planned, it is not practical

nor possible to describe methods for correcting engine data to standard

conditions which are suitable for each type. It frequently is not

immediately evident as to when non-dimensional methods are applicable.

The characteristics of each of the more complex engines shouLa be

studied so that methods may be modified as required for the individual

case, and the best means chosen for making corrections to standard

conditions.
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SECTION 5

AIRFLOW MEASUREMENT

S. I INTRODUCTION

As was seen in Section 3. 1. the thrust of a turbojet engine is

dependent on ram drag which requires a knowLedge of mass flow

through the engine. Three methods of measuring engine airflow in

flight have been generally used and are discussed in this Section.

5. 2 ENGINE COMPRESSOR AIRFLOW CURVES

Of the three methods for determining airflow, use of engine

compressor airflow curves furnished by the engine manufacturers is

most common. These curves are generally plotted as

vs-

where 0t2 a Tt2/TSL and 6t? = Pt2I/PSL

Compressor inlet total temperatdre. Tt 2 . is computed from ambient

temperature and free stream Mach number assuming adiabatic flow.

Compressor inlet pressure. PtZ. is obtained preferably by measure-

ment. but if inlet instrumentation is not installed it can be computed

from total free stream pressure and estimated total pressure recovery.

S. 3 INLET DUCT METHOD

Airflow can be measured from total temperature and survey@ of

total and static pressure forward of the compressor face.

From continuity

m= x pVA 5.1
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where

m = mass flow. slugs/second

wa = weight flow, lb/second

p = density, sLugs/it 3

V a velocity, ft/second

A = annular area, ft 2

p. V and A represent values at the station where pressure measure-

ments are taken.

Assuming a perfect gas

P . 5.2

where

P@ u static pressure, lb/ft2

R% a gas constant8 ft-lb/lb *K

Te z static temperature, "K

V - M g -YRTg 5.3

where

M a Mach number

V a ratio of specific heats

Substituting equations 5. 2 and 5. 3 in equation 5. 1

wa PA M 4g Twa RTg gYe

or
wa = PoAM4 SR•T.4

From the insentropic relation
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and

Tt Tg (I + - M 2) 5.6

Substituting equations 5. 5 and 5. 6 in equation 5. 4

Total pressure surveys are commonly made by dividing the duct

into equal annular areas with pressure probes located to measure the

pressure in each oa these areas. Probes should also be located near
the wall of the duct to account for boundary-layer effects. Care

should be taken to locate the total pressure probes in a straight portion

of the duct, and that no struts or other obstructions which would cause

pressure gradients are immediately upstream of the probes. Static

pressures are measured ftom either pick-ups Located on the total

pressure rakes or from wall static taps or a combination of both.
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,,-Static pressure taps
0
0
0
o Duct wall
0

0 0000 bnody 00000

0 " -

0 o20 total pressure probes
0 spaced radially in 20 equal
0 areas

Figure 5. 1

Typical Inlet Duct Pressure Instrumentation

5.4 TAILPIPE TEMPERATURE METHOD

Gas flow at the nozzle (which includes both air and fuel) can be

calculated using the same basic equations that were used to compute

airflow from inlet pressure measurements. Gas flow is frequently

expressed as:

Mg .Tta M8 I + Ai-J. M2 5.8
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In an ideal converging nozzle the static discharge pressure (Fe 8 )

remaine constant and equal tothe, ambient pressure (Pa) until, af the

total discharge pressure (Pt.) is increased, the maximum obtainahle

Mach number of om is reached. As Pt8 is increased further the Ma0%

number remains at one and Ps 8 rises above Pa but the ratio of

Pts/P. 8 remains constant. An exit Mach number less than one is

called subcritical and a Mach number of one is called eupercritical.

Subcritical S~ugrcriticaL

Pt8/Ps8 < 1.85 Pt8/Psa = 1. 85

Pa 8 = Pa P0 8 > Pa

M 8 < 1.0 Me = 1.0

Mach number at the exit is:

M8 k (Pit [- Y 5.9

Substituting equation 5. 9 in equation 5. 8 and applying standard units,

the subcritical flow equation becomes:

W T 116. 23 Vxic .10

where

g = 32. 174 ft/sec2

Y = 1.33 (non-afterburning)

R - 96.031 ft/*K

Aa = ftZ

wvm= lb/sec

PiS -Pea -Pa= "Hg

x= -1
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For supercritical flow with M8 = 1. 0, equations 5. 9 may be

written:
Y

Ps8 = Pt8 (4T) Y-1 5.11

Substituting equation 5. 11 in equation 5.8 with M = 1.0,

P Y-Xo =(NY1A (1 )a&& 5.12

Assuming Y = 1. 33 for engine operation,

A" aA -- 27.54 P' 5.13

Assuming 1. 28 for afterburner operation.

S"-••27.15 Pt 5.14

The ideal gas flow parameter, wg8 Tfi8/Pa A 8 . is plotted

as a function of Pt8/Pa in Charts 9. 17 and 9. 18.

With a converging-diverging nozzle the gas flow near the nozzle

exit where the tailpipe instrumentation is located (as with a swinging

rake) becomes supersonic. Since in this case a detached shock stands

ahead of the total pressure probe it is necessary to compute Mach

number from the Rayleigh supersonic pitot formula.

Pt ( Y MZ) 5.15
" 2) = - 1
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Use of this equation demands the measurement of static pressure

which is quite sensitive to flow alignment. Yaw angles encountered at

the nozzle exit are not large enough to cause significant errors in

total pressures, but may produce sizeable errors in static pressure

measurement( referen e paragraph 6.6. 1).

Determination of airflow from tailpipe instrumentation is further

complicated by difficulties in measuring exhaust gas temperatures,

particularly in afterburning, and is probably the least accurate of

the three methods described.
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IN F'.T".PlT TITlPtTST MTrASURFMENT

6. 1 lN1/" ,.v'.iP C.l~'rIN

PracticaL a'! ',cations ,.f measuring tho r-,>ientum chan~ge of the

internal flow to obtain in flight :'irust of turbojt.t engines in aircraft will

'- p-P.aer'c-i in this 3pctinn. "F;,e thrust prii,,-ed by a simple jet

engine with fixed exhaust nozzle is considered in detail in the following

p;%ragraph. More advanced engines with afterburners, ejectors and

variable area exhaust nozzles are then considerad in succeeding

paragraphs.

6. 2 FIXED EXHAUST NOZZLE

With subcritical flow it is assumed that the static pressure at

the nozzle expands to ambient pressure and gross thrust is defined by

the equation.

Fg F v !t V 8  6. 1g

where

wg8 = weight flow. lb/sec

V8 = exit velocity, ft/sec

Fv -= velocity thrust, lb

Substituting equations 5. 1, 5. 2. and 5. 3 in equation 6. 1 we have,

2

Fg Ps 8 Ag•Y M8 6. z

Substituting equation 5. 5

Fg Ps8 A8  ( e8(;L1) "Y 6.3
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Y- I

Settin (J~t8 ) V I- 1ad k'd (j ~a -y. 1adve

where

A8 = nozzle LreiL, t'2

N z 1.33

SuberiticaL flow can u,•Ly be - 4-hiev.e dt Low puwer sstLtngas &L 1..

altitudes. The flow is supercrtticaL for nearly all in-Ltight conditiun

where thrust measurement is desired. (i. a.. the fLow ini an ideal

converging nozsle is choked and the Mach number at the nozsle exi. is

unity). In this case Ps 8 rises above Pa and the gross thrust is made

up of velocity thrust (Fv) and pressure thrust, (Fp.

Fp a As (Pas - P&) 6.S

or
Fp = AS [Pt (#--j ) - P a 6.6

Adding velocity thrust and pressure thrust the following equation may

be written

S.(Y + 1)-i 6.7

substituting constants.

F . 70. 727 (1.259 P. 1 -6.
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The atisumption that Y = 1.33 is made with a suitable degree of

accuracy since the variation in ' with exhaust gas temperature may

range from about 1.32 to 1.36. but this variation causes a change in

(2/y÷i) Y/YIL(Y+) of less than 0. 5 percent.

The ideal gross thrust parameter, Fg/Pa A8 , from equations 6. 4

and 6. 8 has been plotted as a function of Pt8/Pa in Charts 9. 19 and 9. ZO.

The preceding derivations are based on an ideal nozzle assuming

isentropic one dimensional flow. This condition ie not completely

realized, however. A correction factor must be applied to account for

deviations from an ideal nozzle as well as losses from wall friction and

errors in press".re measurement.

The correction factor for computing thrust (nozzle thrust coefficient)

is defined as:

C f = r&LlLL

14j Patheoretical

where

Fgactual is the mechanically measured thrust

Fg/A8Pa is the theoretical gross thrust parameter

A is nozzle area, ftZ

Pa is atmospheric pressure, "Hg

Differences in thrust coefficient exist between engine-tailpipe

combinations of the same model. Consequently, for most accurate in-

flight thrust measurements, a ground static calibration of each

installation should be made and repeated if the engine or tailpipe or both

are changed. When this is done the nozzle total pressure ratio may be

measuzed satisfactorily with a single probe. Static thrust calibrations

may be obtained with the aircraft mounted on a thrust stand or with a
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bare engine to which a beilmouth inlet is attached. When installed

thrust is determined on a thrust stand, pressure gradients are set

up from air entering the inlet duct which may result in pressure forces

and give erroneous gross thrust readings. This effect is likely to be

most pronounced on high speed aircraft whose inlet total pressure

recoveries are quite low at zero forward speed. In a beilmouth inlet

pressure drops and consequently pressure forces are minimized.

The maximum pressure ratios obtained during static thrust

calibrations are less than those encountered in flight, except with low

power settings at low altitudes. Pressure ratios of 2 to 2. 5S depending

on ambient temperature, are generally found statically while values of

3 to 3. 5 are typical for cruise conditions and may be as high as 10 or

more at high speeds and altitudes. Consequently, thrust coefficient

data obtained during static conditions must be extrapolated to higher

nozzle pressure rtios in order to compute thrust in flight. For a

simple conical nozzle the value of thrust coefficient is constant at

about 0.98 for nozzle pressure ratios greater than about 1.9 as shown

in Figure 6.1.
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0

"~ bU

3 4
Nozzle pressure ratio, Pt 8

Pa

Figure 6.1

Thrust Coefficlent for Simple Conical Nozzle

Gross thrust can then be calculated for In-(light values of Pt8 /P&

using the following equations.

Subcritical

Fg = 570. 13 P&A8CfX 6. Q

Superc ritical

Fg = 70.7ZV PaA8CL (1.Z59 .) -) 6. 10

Ram drag has been previously defined as

mI VO - Vaircraftg

where

wa a inlet airflow. lb/sec

Substituting units the following equation may be written

Fe .OSZ5 waVtt 6.11
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whe re

Vtt= airplane test day true speed, knots

Engine airflow is determined by one of the three methods described

in Section 5.

If tailpipe instrumentation is used, the calculated gas flow is
generally assumed equal to the inlet airflow. This assumption is

normally satisfactory since the fuel added makes up only about 2 percent

of the airflow and is approximately the compressor leakage. Also, a

gas flow coefficient must be applied to the calculated theoretical gas

flow to account for the same deviations from ideal nozzle flow as the

nozzle thrust coefficient.

6.3 THRUST AUGMENTATION

Methods of obtaining thrust augmentation which are in general use

are afteiburning and, to a lesser extent, water injection. Afterburning

"is considered in this section and water injection in Section 7.

The turbojet engine may have its thrust increased by a substantial

amount by burning additional fuel in the turbine exhaust ahead of the

exit nozzle. This is possible since the quantity of air passing through,

the engine is about four times that required for combustion, and the

remaining 75 percent is capable of supporting additional combustion if

more fuel is added. An afterbumer is made up of only four fundamental

parts; the afterburner duct,fuel nozzles or spraybars, flame holders,

and two-position or variable area exhaust nozzle.
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spray bars flame holders 2 position or

vaiable area
Sexhaust nozzle

(

(

laftarbernor

Figure 6.2

Afterburner Components

The thrust of an engine with afterburner may be computed &s for a

simple jet engine. Thrust coefficient data should be obtained during static

thrust calibrations with the &fterburner both on and off (reference Figure

6.3).

100 afterburner off

afterburner on

a 90Io"-
00-
U t

Se1  2 4

Nozzle pressure ratio, 7t

a
Figure 6.3

Thrust Coefficient for Engine with Afterburner and
Two Position Nozzle
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Measurement of nozzle total pressure becomes more difficult with

an afterburner-equipped engine because of much higher temperatures at

the nozzle. A rake may be mounted across the diameter of the nozzle

but since the rake is located in the extremely hot gas stream some

method of cooling (such as with compressor bleed air) is essential. Also,

such a rake is subject to deterioration from the eAreme heat and will

probably be rather short lived. When testing bare engines in test chambers,

water-cooled rakes mounted at the exhaust nozzle are generally used but

have not been found suitable for installation in aircraft.

..nother means of determining jet thrust is from turbine outlet pressure,

(usually from probes installed by the engine manufacturer). The relationship

shown in Figure 6. 4 to determine nozzle -total pressure. Pt 8 , from turbine

outlet total pressure, PtS. may be obtained from engine calibrations in

a test chamber. For this relationship to be valid flow at the exhaust nozzle

must be choked. Ft8 is measured with a water-cooled rake. (Losses in

total pressure between stations S and 8 are incurred largely by friction

losses across the flameholder).

Q. o 1 *'"n oines of constant
oa - nozzle area
N. 0Y

0.

Compressor disch static pressure Ps3
Turbine disclh total pressure "t§

Pigur* b.4

Afterburner Pressure Drop
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To determine gloss thrust from turbine outlet total pressure and

cur,,.s similar to those in Figure 6.4. equation 6. 10 may be modified

to:

Fg = 70. 727A8 Cf (I. 259P, 5 (1 - £t15 Ptj Pal 6. 11• t5

6.4 EJECTOR

An exhaust ejector as illustrated in Figure 6. 5 may be used to pump

taiLpipe cooling air. A properly designed ejector provides adequate cooling

with the afterburner operating but does not severely penalize performance

at cruise power settings.

station 8

Secondary flow I I

Primary flow Dp Dp+*

Figure 6.5

Typical Convergent Ejector Installation
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Secondary flow originates at an intake in the vicinity of the engine

air induction system inlet, or may stem from bleed passages located

in the induction system subsonic diffuser. The secondary air then

passes through the en&ine compartment, where it serves as a cooling

medium, and is subsequently exhausted through the ejector outlet. In

addition to the converging ejector shown in Figure 6.5. either cylindrical

or converging-diwerging ejectors may be employed. With a properly

deaigned ejector, flow may be made to approach idealized flow through a

converging-diverging nozzle, as described in paragraph 6. 5.

The geometry of an ejector is critical for obtaining satisfactory

ejector performance. The parameters diameter ratio, Dp+s/Dp, and

spacing ratio, L/Dp. are used to describe ejector geometry. The

spacing ratio should not be so large that expansion of the primary flow

within the ejector results in impingement on the inner surface of the

ejector. Also, the diameter ratio should not be large enough to cause

circulation of external air over the shroud trailing edge, with a resulting

reduction in secondary flow rate and an increase in base drag. Typical

fixed ejector configurations are generally defined by spacing ratios of

approximately 0.40 and diameter ratios of approximately 1. Z0.

The addition of an ejector to an engine installation further complicates

the measurement of net thrust. In addition to the measurement of

primary thrust, the ram drag and gross thrust of the secondary flow must

also be considered.

This thrust contribution may be stated as:

FneJ INS V. + (FOS - Pa) As- (Pw - Pa)dAw - '. Vt 6. 1J
g

eta 9

where

Fnej ejector net thrust

we =seconckary weight flow

"V = secondary flow speed
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Ps8 = static pressure of secondary flow at station 8

Pa -- ambient pressure

As = area of ejector at primary nozzle exit

Pw = ejector wall static pressure

Aw = projected ejector area between stations 8 and 9

Vt - airplane true speed

The velocity thrust (first term on right side of equation 6. 12) may

be modified using methods similar to those in Section 6, resulting in

equation 6. 13:

1Y _sta8
Fnej= Ps8ASoy )> ) ]Y J + (PsF-Pa)AS (Pw-Pa)dAw-=AVt

sta 9
6.13

The secondary passage usually contains nozzle actuators and other

equipment so that a uniform velocity profile is not obtained and accurate

measurement of secondary total and static pressure is difficult. A high

degree of accuracy in total pressure measurement is not required,

however, since the secondary velocity thrust is small relative to the

primary thrust. A detailed survey of static pressures at station 8 and

axially along the ejector shroud is required in some installations. Such,

installations include those in which over -expansion of the primary jet occurs

with a resulting shock wave system within the ejector, and those in

which large ejector included angles are encountered. In these instances

pressure forces become quite significant. When ejector included angles

are small, the projected area Aw may be small enough so that the

third term in equation 6. 13 may be omitted. With cylindrical ejector@

Aw is, of course, r.ero.

The general equation for determining net thrust for an installation

with an ejector is
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.... L..... ta 8
Fn F +P A8( + j*(8Bs)Ys i 1 Vg

sta 9

6.14

The primary gross thrust, Fgp. is calculated as described in the

preceding paragraph, and the ratio of specific heats in the secondary

stream, yV , is assumed equal to 1. 4.

Instead of the abov.e procedures entailing internal pressure

measurements, it may be more desirable to gather data with a swinging

rake which samples pressures along a cross section of both the

primary and secondary jets. Application of the swinging rake to thrust

measurement is treated separately in paragraph 6. 6.
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6.5 CONVERGING-DIV RGING NOZZLE

A gain in thrust may be realized by replacing the more

conventional conical nozzle with a converging-diverging nozzle.

The increased engine performance is partially offset, however,

by increased weight and is obtained at the expense of added controls

and mechanical complication. The diverging portion of the nozzle

in operational turbojet engines is formed aerodynamically rather

than by physical structure (reference Figure 6. 6).

Pr ima ry
nozzle

Secondary

Secondar flow nozzle

Primary flow

Figure 6.6

Schematic Diagram of Aerodynamic

Converging-Diverging Nozzle
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For optimum perforenance throughout the operating range it is

necessary to modulate both the primary and secondary nozzle areas

and the spacing ratio, L/Dp.

In a converging-diverging nozzle, idealized flow is supersonic and

fully expanded at the nozzle exit, and the gross thrust is

WF = WR Ve 6.15
g

Restating equation 5. 4 with the Mach number equal to unity at

the throat

Wgth = Psth Ath*?,.- 6.16

From the relations

Pstj= tth (=4-•) 6.17

and

Ttth =I +Y M. 6.18
Tath |_

Y

wg z- Ptth (j--+-I) Ath 6 RT19

Velocity at the nozzle exit may be e'xpressed as

Ve = Me 4gYRTse 6. Z0

From equation 6.18

SVe - Y- R 6. z2
1 +-~-- Me
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Since the flow is fully expanded at the nozzle exit

e 6. 2Z
M a

and
2e y. (Pt'•e)• IgY RT te

'2[(=te Y - i]1 gYT1

+ )-

= 1 g RTte Pte J 6.23

Substituting equations 6. 19 and 6. 23 in equation 6.15 to find gross

thrust,

F 5 aPtth (V -+I) Ath \Rth (Y+ 1) I SRTte [1 -1A

9
6. 4

Since Pt and Tt are constant in adiabatic fRow, Ptth Pte, an"d

Ttth x Tte.

Fg=P~h (_-"•-) th [Y- [ I -( ) V J 6.25

Forming the ideal gross thrust parameter

Pa~t (2)~ T ,.... 1  t(
Pt 2 + 1 I (Pa 6.26
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Equation 6. 26 is presented in graphical form in Chnrt 94. 21.

It has been pointed out previously th~t in a coiivergring riozxI- -f-P

flow is subcritical at noii Tie rressiiie ration lps- thaii*irr'i!

1. 85. At higher pressuire ratios tho convergent exhaiiit 1i07710.le

choked and operates wiih a 9tirorc vitira.l presmi~rs- r~bi,- If, tr ).'-'

the static pressure at the. exit is larger than attrnoclihoric pr.s i ~

that is, the gases are underexpanded. In a Lonverging -dive rging rirl,.7le

coinpLete expansion occurs with idealized flow, resulting in a s~nme,.-hat

higher thrust when the flow is alipercritical. ThiRi difference in thr ts

is shown in Figure 6. 7. It can be seen from this figure thait irk sktha-)nic

flight (maximum pressure ratios of the order of 4) the gain in thrust is

too slight to warrant installation of a converging -diverging nozzie . In

supersonic flight, however, where the pressure ration become much

higher, a substan*.i&L increase in thrust is possible.

.10

4d

2

0

Nozzle pressure ratio, t

Figure 6.7

Theoretical .... ss in Thrust Due to Underexpanfion
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,.6 SWINIC-!NG RAKE

Stationary air-cooled probes located in the nozzle exit have been

employed with adeqtiate results. Probes of this sort are subject to

damage from hign Lemperatures. however. Swinging rakes may

provide the kest means for measuring the ;et thrust of more advanced

engines, such as those with afterburners and ejectors. Rakes of this

design are normally stowed outside the jet exhaust where they are

cooled by freestrearn air. They are driven across the tailpipe when

data is being recorded in about 4 or 5 seconds, so that prolonged

exposure to the hot Jet is avoided and a cooling system is not

required. T1he thrust contribution of an ejector together with the thrust

created by the basic engine may be computed from data obtained with

a swinging rake. Also, better mean values of pressure are obtained

with a swinging rake than with a fixed probe, although pressures are

still measured along only one cross section.

The jet of high performance engines expand@ rapidly, particularly

at high power settings, resulting in Mach numbers which are well

supersonic downstream of the nozzle. Hence, it is desirable to

measure both total and static pressures at a common point in a plane

as near the nozzle exit as possible. Several different designs have

been utilized, although non* of them satisfy this condition exactly.

These designs include installations which sense both total and static

pressures on the same probe, and those which sense pressures on

different probes but in the same plane (reference Figure 6.8).
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static //

s ure static IreItsure -.

presusur-r, 'pre"ur / I

otal presrebureure

(a) ( ) (t:)

Figure 6.8

Various Designs of Swinging Rakes

In designs similar to that shown in Figure 6. 8 (a), the probes

should be as close as possible without creating excessive aerodynamic

interference. Another type of installation which is perhaps the best

compromise for obtaining both total and static pressures at the same

point makes use of a pitot-static probe with static pressure measured

on a conical surface.

6. 6. 1 Sources of Error:

Little information is available on the flow angularities which

exist at the nozzle exit. Flow angularities of approximately 15 to 20

degrees due to swirl of the primary jet should be expected based on NACA

Research Memorandum E57H28, "Experimental Results of an Investigation

of Two Methods of In-Flight Thrust Measurement Applicable to Afterburning

Turbojet Engines with Ejectors", by Harry E. Bloomer. No significant

effect on total pressure results from flow angles of this magnitude with

an adequately designed pitot tube. Static pressures are subject to

quite substantial errors, however, as shown by Figure 6. 9 extracted

from RM E57H28.
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As is pointed out in this memorandum, it would sccnri that

large errors in thrust measurement might refult with tupertunuic

flow since the static pressure is used to correct the total preasur'

for bow shock. Errors in static pressure are not as serious %

might be anticipated, as demonstrated in Figure 6.10 which show.

variations in gross thrust from errors in static pressure.

3 T .__- Percent error in

static pressure

141

I.4

S"0 2 4 6 a 10 12

True nozzle pressure ratio. tPa

Figure 6.10

Error in F 1A vs Nozzle Pressure Ratio for

C9

Assumed Errors in Static Pressure

Exact information on yaw angles cannot be expected for flight

test installations. Approximate corrections can be made. however,

to bring sattic pressures to within say tI10 percent of their true

values and keep the error in gross thr~ust caused by inaccuracies
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in static pressure to within +. percent.

Constant values of y , (1.33 for non-afterburning and 1. 28 for

afterburning), may be used for the entire swing without introducing

significant errors. Errors in total pressure may be introduced by

lag, particularly during the portion of the traverse where pressure

gradients are large. Lag errors may be minimized by averaging

pressures taken during traverses in opposite direction-s. The accurate

determination of probe position, from which nozzle area is found,

is necessary for achieving satisfactory accuracies in thrust computation.

Measurement of probe position is made more difficult by possible
bending of the rake body from aerodynamic forces and thermal stresses.

6. 6. 2 Calculation of Gross Thrust:

The following vq..ation may be used to compute thrust with

a swinging rake;

F85{Ps9 (=1 ) -.. j Pa dAq 6.27

Static pressures are first corrected for yaw angle.
Indicated total pressures are used directly when the flow is subsonic.

With supersonic flow the total pressure behind a detached shock is

sensed. In this case Mach number may be computed from the Rayleigh

supersonic pitot formula (reference Chart 9. 22).

Y+ 1 2

; = pM
2  - 5.15

Is 'y

The isentropic relation,
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may be used to determine Ptq/Ps9.

The area included by the pvobe traverse is computed

from a calibration of the anguLar dispLacement of the probe from

the vertical centerline versus distance from the center of the nozzle.

Pressures may then be plotted as illustrated in Figure 6. 1I.

Total pressureAverage IPt

SStatic

w pr ssure

Half Annular Area

Figure 6.11

Typical Total and Static Pressure Distributions

from Swinging Rake

Gross thrust may be computed from equation 6. Z7 using a

mechanical integration procedure, by summing values of AFg calculated

from average Pt 9 and average Ps 9 over AA (reference Figure 6. 11).

This procedure involves rather lengthy calculations and is not adaptable

to test programs where large quantities of data are processed. Here, a

machine solution which makes use of curve fits of total and static pressure

distributions is virtually essential.
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SECTION 7

WATER INJECTION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Thrust augmentation may be obtained by injecting water or other

liquids into the airstream anywhere from the compressor inlet to the

rear of the burner, A mixture of water and methyl alcohol is frequently

used. The alcohol prevents freesing and also provides additional heating

which compensates for the heat lost through evaporation of the water-

alcohol mixture. The additional heat is supplied when the alcohol burns.

Water-alcohol is usually injected in the compressor inlet, in the

combustion chamber or at both locations simultaneously. An increase in

thrust from about 10 to Z5 percent can be obtained, depending on the

type of installation, amount of water injected and the flight conditions.

This increase in thrust is achieved at very high total liquid flow rates

and can be tmpLoyed for only short periods of time. Consequently, the

use of water injection is generally limited to improving take-off

p..rformance.

Compsred to afterburning, water injection is loes efficient and

more limited in the augmentation ratios which can be obtained. Water

injection does have the advantage of simplicity of installation and operation

and does not entail as large an installation weight penalty as afterburning.

Also, a performance penalty is not incurred during cruise as is the case
with an afterburner installation. For relatively small short duration

thrust increases, water injection may, therefore, be the more suitable

of the two systems.

7. Z INJECTION IN THE COMPRESSOR INLET

Water injection in the compressor inlet has the advantage that a

greater amount of thrust augmentation is produced per pound of liquid

injected. Increases in thrust are produced from the three following

effects:
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1. The mass flow is increased. Some of this increase is due to

the mass of the injected liquid, and some from a reduction in

compressor inlet temperature. It is theoretically possible to

cool the inlet air to the saturation temperature before it enters

the compressor. The air is not cooled to that extent in

practice, however, since the rate of evaporation is limited

principally by'spray droplet size and air turbulence. As the

spray passes into the compressor, further cooling is obtained

by additional evaporation during the mechanical compression

process.

2. "('"1s power required to operate the compressor at a constant

pressure ratio is decreased. This is also csused by the lowered

inlet temperature which decreases the required change in

enthalpy necessary to perform a given amount of compression.

3. A higher pressure ratio from the compressor is obtained.

This increased pressure ratio is attributed to the increased

density of the gases flowing through the compressor.

Further, the decrease in compressor discharge temperature tends

to be reflected in a lower exhaust gas temperature. Although the lbwerod

compressor power input requirement tends to increase exhaust gas

temperaturA, the net effect is generally to produce a lower temperature.

Hence, more fuel, with higher mass flows, is added to the combustion

chamber in order to retain the same exhaust gas temperature. These

effects combine to increase the thrust output.

7.3' COMEUSTION CHAMBER INJECTION

Thrust may be Increased by injecting water or a water-alcohol

mixture into the combustion chamber. The turbine inlet pressure is

increased thereby, and a higher total mass flow results. The total

mass flow tends to be reduced, however, due to changing the

equilibrium running conditions of the compressor with the addition of
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water injection. The compressor pressure ratio is increased

while the compressor rotative speed remains constant, so that

the airflow is reduced. Hence, the amount of augmentation is

depenident on the operating characteristics o( the compressor.

(See Figure 7.1).

Surge line
SII

2 wet
ope ration

-
/e

n_•dry operatin

0U n .. -

Corrected air flow. wa ftz/6tz

Figure 7.1

$implifted Compressor Performance. Chart
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At equilibrium, the compressor flow is lower, but the turbine

and nozzle exit flow is higher as is the nozzle pressure ratio

and consequently 'tArust. Compressor surge will limit the amount of

liquid which can be injected into the combustion chamber. Practical

increases in thrust are Limited for this reason to about 15 to -0 percent.
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SECTION 8

DATA REDUCTION

8.1 CONVERSION OF ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE CURVES
TO CORRECTION PLOT (Fn/ 6t 2 versus NI Vha)

1. Mach number desired

2. PtZ/Pto from plot of Pt 2 /Po versus M

3. Pto/P, = (I + .2MZ)3"5

4. PtZ/Pa. (2) x (3)

5. N/IV-a, select values to cover the flight .range

6. (TtZ/Ta) /2 = (I +. zM2)/2

7. NI VIz, (5)/(6)
8. Fg/ 6 t2 from engine manufacturer's estimated gross thrust

curves at (4) and (7)

9. Wa V-t 2 /6 t2 from engine manufacturer's estimated airflow

curves at (4) and (7)

10. FeI6 tZ. (9) x (1) x 34. 73/(6)

11. Fn/ 6 tz, (8) - (10)

12. Plot (11) versus (5) for Mach numbers selected in (1)

8. 2 DETERMINATION OF EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE, RPM AND
NET THRUST CORRECTIONS FOR OFF-STANDARD EXHAUST
GAS TEMPERATURE

1. Tt5t, test exhaust gas temperature

2. Nt, test engine speed

3. Ns. standard engine speed

4. Oat. Tat/TaSL

5. Oas* Tas/TaSL

6. Ttst/Sat. (1)/(4)
7. Ntl J9-to (2)/• %94

8. Ns/ i'as. (3)-/ f5
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9. Tt5m..o maximum allowable exhaust gas temperature

10. Tt5max/las, corrected maximum allowable exhaust gas

temperature, (9)/(5)

11. Tt5s/eas, standard corrected exhaust gas temperature

corresponding to (8) from plot of (6) and (7) at (8)

Case 1: (11) less than (10)

12. Tt.5 , (11) x (5)

13. &Fn/6tZ from plot of Fn/6tZ versus NI/V•a at (7) and (8)

Case 11: (11) greater than (10)

14. (NI fO.S)max' corrected rpm corresponding to (10) from

plot of (6) and (7) at (10)

15. Nmax, standard maximum engine speed, (14) x (5)

16. AFn/ 6 tZ from plot of Fn/6 tZ versus NI / t (14) and (7)

8.3 DETERMINATION OF NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIENT

1. FgactuaL from the mechanical thrust measuring equipment

Z. AB from measurements of the exhaust nozzle

3. Pa, static pressure to which the nozzle is discharging, from

barometer or altimeter

4. Pt 8 , instrument corrected total pressure from probe(s)

located in exhaust nozzle

5. Pts/Pat nozzle pressure ratio, (4)/(3)
6. (Fg/A8Pa)th 0eo theoretical gross thrust parameter from

Chart 9. 17 or 9. 18 and (5)

7. (FgIA8Pa)actual (1)/(Z) (3)

8. Cf, nozzle thrust coefficient, (7)/(6)

9. P•ot (8) versus (5)
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Chart 9. 1 RELATION BETWEEN TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY AND

RAM EFFICIENCY
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Charts .4 (a) PRESSURE RECOVERY OF BOUNDARY LAYER AIR
ADMITTED INTO SIDE - INLET INSTALLATION -

TURBULENT FLOW
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Chart 9.4(b) PRESSURE RECOVERY OF BOUNDARY LAYER

AIR ADMIUTTED INTO SIDE-INLET INSTALLATION

-LAMINAR FLOW
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Chart 9.5 TOTAL MOMENTUM RATIO FOR VARIOUS SCOOP
HEIGHT TO BOUNDARY L.AYER RATIOS
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Chart 9.8 M0 va P' - NORMAL SHOCK CONDITIONS, y 1.4
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Chart 9.9 TOTAL PRESSURE RATIOS FOR Z -DIMENSIONAL

Z SHOCKC COMPRESSION
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Chart 9.1 0 TOTAL - PRESSURE RATIOS FOR 2 DIMENSIONAL

3 - SHOCK COMPRESSION
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Chart 9. 1 1 TOTAL PRESSURE RATrios FOR CONICAL 2-SHOCI(
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Chart 9 .12 MACH NUMBER CHANGE THROUGH AN OBLIQUE SHOCK

FOR A TWO DIMENSIONAL WEDGE
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Chart 9.13 TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO ACROSS AN OBLIQUE SHOCK(

FOR A TWO DIMEN~SIONAL WEDGE
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Chart 9.15 THEORETICAL ADDITIVE-DRAG COEFFICIENTS

FOR ANNULAR NOSE INLETS WITH CONICAL FLOW
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Chart 9.16 CHANG E IN COWL, DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH Aý CHIANGE
IN MASS FLOW RATIO AS A F*UN(-.ION t)V MACHF MEMBvER
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Chart 9.19 GROSS TI-IMUST PARAMETER VERSUS NOZZLE PRESSURE

RATrIO WITH S`UBCRITICAL OPERATION
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Chart 9.21I GROSS THRUST PARAMETER VERSUS NOZZL~E PRESSURE
RATIO WITH SUPER CRITICAL OPERATION
CONVERGING -DIVERGING NOZZLE
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Chart 9.22 P /P, VERSUJS MACH (RAYLEIGH SUPERSONIC
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CHAPTER FOUR

LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

SECTION 4.1

Density Altitude and Preeeure Altitude
Fliabt That Mothods

Aircraft level flight performance analysis 1 the process ot determining
standard day level flight characteristics from data obtained during nonstandard
conditions. Until the advent of high speed aircraft and the acoompanying coa-
pressibility effects most flight test data were reduced by vhat Is referred to
as the "Density Altitude" method. With jet powered aircraft came the necessity
of standardizing data for what might be called constant compressibility oon-
ditIcas, thus avoiding compressibility corrections. This latter type of data
reduction is oalled the *Pressure Altitude" msthod.

The density altitude method of flight tent data reduction has beon used and,
lu mny cases,, in still used lu the speed range where the assumption 4f constant
d6Ma for constant true speed and density altitude Is valid. However, vhere ot-
feats of acomresslbility are not negligible this method will result Ib erroneous
standard day data. The pres.ue altitude method Is based on the concept of
mintalaing a ocontant pressur altitude and indicated air speed and correcting
data only for temperature to obtain standard day perforamne. With these
Identical tesot and standard day Indioated air speeds the test and standard day
Mbh numbers will be the same. This way be easily seen by euminatlI of the
hah number equation ( 2.23) in term of qo and Pa.

It is shamn in aerodynamic: thexry that total drag li a function only of
ftsb nmber If woeght and altitude are fliod. (Reynolds maber effects are
jpnaly ipc.d In flight toot york.) These facts are the basis for the
edMUo0ty and effectiveness of the pressure altitude method of flight data
reduction. Using It, the performnce engineer need minks only temperature
ssretlce to his toet day data, and camprssitbility effects are autactically
beld consant.

As a general rale the Vvereurp altitude method is applied to both recipro-
cating and joe• eninze aircraft. For, even in the low speed raqp, this method
smli-fles data reduction procedures ixi all departments of a•2"oraft performanoe.
In the ease of reciprocating engine al.oraft there is ome exception to the
presuze altitude method. .In this ezoeption a pover parameter (P1W) Is plotted
apinirt a speed arameter (VIV) to obtain a single, standard day, weight cor-
reoted, sea-levelp poser-required polar for all level flight data. This P1W-
IIV polar will not be valid In the coupressibility speed range.
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SECTION 4.2

Aerodynamic Forces and Their Relation to
Dine Paveer and Propulsive Thrust

The aerodynamic forces acting on an airfoil are assumed to be functions
of its size, angle of attack, speed, and atmospheric conditions (temperature,
pressure, and viscosity of the air through vhich It is flying). The tvo
primary forces acting on the unaccelerating aircraft are oalled the lift force
and the drag force, and these may be defined by generalized ndiwmnsional
equations:

Lift Force - f (angle of attack, size, speed, temperature, (4.201)
pressure, viscosity)

Dag Force a f (angle of attack, else, speed, temperature, (4.202)
pressure, viscosity)

Letting the lift force equal the aircraft grose wight, the drag force my be
redefined by use of the above equatioena.

IDag Force - f (witiht, size, speed, temperature, pressure, (4.203)
viscosity)

By the methods of dmnlcomal wralysis equation 4.203 my be transfrAynd to the
form:

IL (wf ( V- 4.,*
(In this form the constant aircraft size factor Is c€Ltted)

D = total aircraft drag
P m atmosperlo preswure

"- aircraft greos wight
N w Mach number

Re - Reynolds number

In moet flight test aircraft analysis the amll variations of data vith
Peynolds number are neglected.

By lengthy analytical mthods It is possible to develop a physical

eoation that vill approzUately define the drag force.

D w COi (11.205)

fhe total drag coefficient, CD, Is further defined by azalytio^l mthods and
equalm the sun of thU profile and Induoed drag coefficients.

-D a + c* (4.2o6)
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With this equation 4.205 becomes

D * Cp(qS) + CDj(qS) (4.207)

The induced drag coefficient, CDj is further defined by analytioal methods

cD . CL2  (4.2o8)

And the l2ft coefficient CL Is defined by analytical mothods as:

CL . (4.20o9)

Substituting these last tvo equations in 14.207# a final onalitloal expresion
for the drag force is obtained.

D - CN(qs) + 2 (4.21O)

vbere:

q - .* - 0.7 PM
V - aircraft groeg velght

a ving aspect ratio
a ving area

Sa vim oefflolency factor -

(CID-ON) 7Y?

bperimLntal vind -tumnel data shoh that CO is prliurily a functla of
)toh nunez and lift coefficient, rem• ning constant until oaUIreselbility of-
feat@ are evident at (Km 0.5). In this am @*eesibl ran.e tN my also be
ap•reoiably affected by chanoes in OL. It should be noted that the a1lidity
and usefulness of all aircraft performance paramters depend cm the viallity
of the prevallig sumptilo conoernlng C•.

Assain8g ON to remain cOnstant for the speed range of amet "0oro-
eating engine aircraft, several functional modifications of equation .•210
mwy be deriLvd in terms of speed, 14oh number, thrust horsepmer, giot
VOWl, and a&oe*herio oonditions.

THP - C DPQV 3 Sk + (1.211

Ma this ferm (M) is a funotlau of true velocity, density ratio and gweos

7Vl . CW (a-$)3/28s + 14.212)
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In this fo•rn (THP*y0 ) ti a f•'•ction of (-V") or V.2 and gross veight.
itI

" v b(4.23)

In this forra (TPVF/W3/2) is a function only of (o-V/,J)

a P CnM3Sk5#(W ) k4 (4.214)

In this form (THPiPa Ta) is a function of Maoh number and (V/Pa)

D k5 C Ws + (I-)2 k6
Fa SD& *c a (4.215)

In this form (D/Pa) is a function of Mach number and (V/P ). These last two
equationo are both valid in the compressible speed range Uecause H and (W/Pa)
do ine CD1. In the incompressible range CDp io constant for all Mach numbers
and (//Pa)'a; in the compressible range CDp a& a function of M mist be plotted
for separate (W/P) parameters. It should be noted that at a constant Mach
number an Increasing value of (W/Pa) corresponds to an Increase In CL. It
should also be noted that equation 4.204, derived by diasnslonal analysis,
verifies 4.215.

The f ollowing notation applies to agul•toms 4.211 tLnzow& k.215.

THP " (M•rv)/326, or BEPx Ytp, thrust horsepower
'P* Propeller efficiency

': /A'sL, - 9.625 Pa/Ta, density ratio
V rue speed, 'Pots

3 Wing area, ft
W lb. , gross weight

b ft2 *xS, ving spau
s -Airplane efficiency factor

Y/I Ve - )mots, equivalent speed
Pa Inches H, atmospheric pressure
Ta o1Wlvin, atmospheric temperature

M Mach number, V/38.94 , or - a
D lbs, drag or propulsive thrust, 7n

k * 1.0414 x 10-5
k2 U.28820

k3, 5.9205 -
kI4 - 7.6885 x l0

)m49.5n98

k 6.4293 z 104

Graphically equations 4.210 through 4.215 all take the eon general pars-
belie form as shown In Figure 4.21. Certain useful infto tioe concerning each
type of plot is noted.
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SECTION 4.3

Seed Power Curves - Reciprocating Engine Aircraft

Equation 4.214 is the basis for the pressure altitude method of level
flight data reduction. If a series of points Is flown at a constant pressure
altitude and weight, Mach number may be plotted against THP/ Vi.

-a . f (M) weight constant
pressure constant (4.301)

Since engina brake horsepower is the desired pover criteria, the difference

between brake horsepower and thrust horsepower must be considered.

THP - propeller efficiency ( x Bx P

The actual determination of the propeller efficiency is not generally required,
because performance is tc be measured in terms of engine shaft power. In order
to insure that the performance parameters are valid on a standard day or a test
day, it is necessary to consider the variation of propeller eftiocenoy between
U-o points flown at the same Mach number and pressure altitude but at different
temperatures. Experience hao shown that this variation in propeller efficienc;
is usually negligible, so equation 4.301 is valid in terms of brake horsepower
for a constant weight and a constant pressure altitude.

S" f (M) 302)

For convenience in plotting the horsepower parameter is vritten, BHPt Vfa/
W.t, where Tae is the standard day temperature at the pressure altitude r
consideration. This notation has a =Jor value in that the radical, VT. fTat,
equals unity on a standard day and the plot shows directly the standard day
horsepower required to produce any given Mach number.

Another form of pressure altitude plot may be derived by considering Mach number
aa a function of calibrated speed (Vc) and pressure altitude (Kc) as defined in
bapter One.

BHP Ta f (Vo) weight constant
at atmospheric pressure constant (4.303)

7ýpical plots of the horsepower pramter, BHP •T7/Tt, v 1 M and Ve are shown
in Figure 4.31.

From plots such as those in Figure 1.31 A & B the graph of standard-day
brake horsepower vs true speed my be dravn by simply converting Vo aNd No,
M and Ta. for H., into standard-day true specif.L_7nfact, this standard true
speed may be computed and plotted vs BUP x ^ /Tat as in Figure 4.31 without
making the Vo or 4 plot shown. It should be zebebered that the aircraft weight

AF 6273 I
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has been assumed constantt. Actually each level flight at a constant altitude
will have to be at a different weight and will have to be corzoted to a constant
we1g8ht.

Cross plots of the BHP vs Vt plots and engine data at the various altitudes
are made for report presentation to show standard-day true-speed altitude plots
for normal rated power and for military power as shomn in Figure 4.32.

2000 max/ 2000 1 " 4ax- '

e~Oe

1200 0 100

M0,,o ,. o, 100.

.30 .,0 .50 .60 175 225 2 325
CE NUMBER, M CALIBRATD Ant S11, VO(uIota)

2a1000020 5

S1600

~1200'

STD. TRu•E AIR SPEED, Vt. (Knots)

Figure 4.31
Typical Pressure Altitude Speed-Power

Plots for Level Flight
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SECToN 4.44

Weight Corrections for Speed Power Data
- Reciprocating RMine Aircraft

The speed power relationships would be cocmv~tely defined if all tests could
be run at desired weight at constant pressure .• eo; however, varied test
conditions and fuel consumptions generally make ris impossible. A veight cor-
rection is usually made to all data at a given pressure altitude to make It
represent a fixed weight. The standard weight is usually defined as the weight
the aircraft would have if it started at its normal take-off gross weight and
climbed to the specified altitude at best climb power and speed settings. The
correc e I made by considering the isolated effect of a change of weight on
BH~t • "asýat at a constant Mach number or V0 and preesure altitude.

Since the correction Is to be made at a constant Mach number and will in-
volve only small changes in angle of attack, CDp will be assumed constant.
Using equation 4.214 with CDp held constant;

Converting to brake horsepover and a constant pressure altitude, temperature,
and Ma)h number

vbere:

&Be- B.ee -But

tp 0.83, average value
• * 0.77, average value

Mw_ values of propeller efficiency and airplane efficiency within normal
flying speeds of propeller driven aircraft are approximately constant. At
speeds laes than 30% greater than stall speed, differences between test weight
and stanard weight should be maintained less than 20% unless detailed infor-
mation regarding * " and "e" is available. For general york a propeller ef-
fioiency of .83 and an airplane efficiency of .77 are assumed. Frcs equation
4.4oe,CHAT 4.41 at the end of this chapter had been made givinig A EP V~ atat
from standard veight, change in weight, ving span, test Mach number, and pressure
altitude. Notice should be taken that the &BHP M ,-s/Tat Is the total change,
vhile speed-pover raphe uvsally present horsepover/engine.
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DATA REDUCTrION OUTLINE (4.41)

For Determining WlIght-Corrected
Standard BHP Ye Vt #,Ad Hc

1) Vj knots Indicated air speed
(2) AVio knots Alr-opeed Instrumnt correction
(3) Wt lb. Gross weight test, take-off veight lemn

lbs. fuel consumed
(4) AVP knots Air-speed position oorreotion oorree-

ponding to (1) and (3) and calibration
data

(5) Vo knots Calibrated air speed (1) + (2) + (ii)
(6) HI feet Indicated pressure altitude
(T) A HRi feet Altitmter Instrumnt correction
(8) A Hpo feet Altiimter position correction corres-

ponding to (1) and (3) and (6) and
*ls2ibrat ion data

(9) so feet TM pressure altitude, (6) + (7)+ (8)
(10) M Meh number, from (5) and (9) and CHART

8.5
(11) t 1  Qc Indicated air tempeftt~we
(12) A tic 9C Temperature instrMInfl z dtiai
(13) tic C Indicated instrwit oar• ited ai

temperature (11) + (12)
(14) tat 0C Test free air teuperltli'e from (10) and

(13) ano CURT 8.z
(15) tas 00 Standard temperature for (9)

J16) *-a 9TTat V(15) _+273 / V _)+ 273
17) ATeat brake horsepower per engine trom

torquemster or power chart
(18) mpt N , (16) x (17), per en•ine
(19) we lbsIG Standard gross weight selected

(20) AW lbe (Ws - Vt)
(21) aBPut VT.9T- ' H~rpower weight correction at W P A,

b , K and altitude, using C;H R .T
thru 4,I.6

(22) HPetv Nfts/Tat Weight corrected standard DEP, (21) +(18)
(231 Vt9 knots Standard day true speed (10) x[(15)+2M73j

x 38.944 or CHART 8.5 and (5) and (9)
(24) Plot (22) vs (23) or (5) or (10), and (9) as shown ixjFigure 4.31.

' tat the standard-day, wlght-oorreoted BIP (22) requies correotions
40o carburetor air temperature, mnifold pre]sure, turbo rpm, and
exhaust beak prese a If the particular speed-paver point Is
at full throttle the standard power (22) ma. not be obtainable
and a speed correction vill be In order. These engine condition
corrections are determined by the ,methods of Chapter Two.

A- 6273 4-10
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SKCTIOII .

Conflaiaratlon Chanje Correction. for BPeed Pover -. ta

The preceding sections developed a method for determining speed vs pover at
specified velghts, altitudes, and fixed ionflgurationa. From this date general-
itations wust be mad* to allow computations of perforir~noe at all possible velgbtai
altitudes, and aonfiguratlona. For reciprocatina engine pover aircraft these
omuputatione are all nude on the basis of inomopreseible flow theory.

The first requirement is for information regarding the changes In pover re-
quired for a given speed change caused by minor changes in configuration such as
opening or closing cowl flaps, oil ooolers, intercoolers, oet. To present this
Information from minimum flight test york, the aseumption is made that, at a
given speed, a minor ohange In oonfiguration will not change the coeffiolent of
Induced drag (01)).

ProfIle Drg - Cn t vt 2 s
then

AProf le Drag - a~brust

*ATP a k SAcF o- V (1.(501)

vbP9V - ks Aou(vt )• (o.r)

AMP increment of TIP required to balance the effeots
of an inorewnt of ACmI

k * 1.04114 x 10-5
A0 " inre nt of Cwp caused by configuration change

? true air speed, knots

If Vt'i and C1j are held constant, any change in TIPO will be a function of
the ohanp in ON. Wlthin a small range of VVY Propeller ffilolency, 7fp, re-
maine constant and ( VITHP=-irBHP¶1 ). Since CWp in a function of size and
shape, It v121 change with the oonfiguation change. Therefore, by running pwver
calibration& at ov altitude and weight vhile changing configuration, the effects
of configuration on BDP, Vt, or V. may be determined . A typical calibration of
cowl flap position effects Is shown In Figure 4.51.

The values of &S1HPVfrF are applicable at any altitude and can be applied
to any power calibration to determine the poaer required for the specified
configuration. Notice should be taken that these change@ apply to pover required
only. Pangse and top speed can, In soew cases, be Increased in spite of an In-
creased cooling drag, because onglne operating limits are raised under lovsr
temperature conditions.

4-1I
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sEcTioN 4.6

The gtneralized Pover Parameter (PI) and Svfed
ftramuter (Vi) - ,Reciprocating Dmzine Aircraft

The problem of generalizing data for all weights and altitudes is accomplished
by the speed-power polar, PIW vs VIW plot. This plot presents all speed pover
information witha minimum amount of data. The parameters for this plot are de-
tormined from equation 4.213. By inserting some constant groes weight In this
equation, two easily calculated terms are defined which ocpletely resolve to a
single curve all flight conditions for a given configuration.

Tlwi " k S ( )3/2 kW 2 (

where:

ki 1.04111 x i0-5
- '0.28820

lie propeller efficiency

As 1-ni the propeller effloienoy to be virtuDSU constant for given ranges
cc t"l, equation 14.601 may be vritten:

]MP IL /2 a(14.602)
Az•', - I Vt (0,ww.t )

Mhe left side I@ called "PIW." The riGht side In called *I.0 A tt. -1 PLW
ii plot is illustrated in Figure 4.61. Oenerally the standard taks-off roeo.

VWi in used as Vw.

The validity of the PIW-VIV plot can be demonstrated by dimnnsional amlysle
methods. By this means It can be shown that for a given ccafiuw•atin and pro-
peller the psrameters,

W312 , -- f -Wt
where: N is the engine rpm

will define speed power performance at any altitude and welht as shown in Figure
6.62. Since the three paroatere can be presented on one graph the plot In moet
useful for estiating soneral performanoe and determining design criteria. In
practloe the parameters are divided by the appropriate constant standard weight
*o give PrW, ViWi, and NWh.
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- __

VIW or Vt't

Figure ).61
Typical PIW-VDI Plot

Iv practical applications the value of propsUllr effioiency vII be appiZi-
rotely ocontant over woet of the VIW range. In that cam only the Airmtelr

PI&W nd VI vlIl be present, and the plot in very valuabla for pre•entatian
and stardardisation of test data an die•wooed prevlously. Sin.e the P1V-o!V
plot is the aircraft polar reduced to eea-level, standard-wigeht couitim@e,
ony a obaqe in propeller efficiency could produce awe than mue pamtor
for a given o ute.erstics. At very low or high flight lpwed. changek in
propeller efficiency may be notiocable.

Figure 4.6
fIW-VIW Plot With rim Parameters
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DATA WCTrION OuTLINE (4.61)

Par PIf-V1, Plot

1) Y1 knots Indicated air speed
2) AYle knots Air-speed Instrument correction

vtlbs Test gross veight
&Vpo knots AIr-asped position error oorreosponding

to (1) and (3) and calibration data
(• knots Calibrated air speed (1) + (2) + (•)

6 0 feet Indicated pressure altitude
r)o 93o feet Altliter instrument correotion

( &S feet Altimeter position correction oorres-
ponding to (1) and (3) and (6) and
calibration data

(9) , feet True pressure altitude, (6) + (7) + (8)
(10) Pa W Atmospheric pressure correspomdling to (9)
(11) M bach number from (5) and (9) and CHAR?

8.5
(12) t oC ec •dioated temperature
(131) It*, 0C Temperature Instrument correotion
(14) tie oC Indicated Instrument corrected temper-

at(re (12) * (13)
(15) tat West free air temperature fram (11) and

(1k) and CHART 8. 2
(1.6) V9-.625 (10)/ V(-15) 27M

(19) vt/vW)3/2 3) + (e7)13/2
(20) knbot@ Teut tirue speed 38.9"~I (11) x VtlS) 27

or (11) and (15) and CBOT 8.428l M knots (20),2 (16) + (8)
Test brake horsepower from torque meter
or pover chart

23I PIV (22) z (16) .e (19)
Plot (23) ve (21) for each configuration.
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SECTIONa i4.7
.uel Consutption - Rana and Dr•urince

- ReelprocatiML Ja•nRne Aircraft

FUEL CONSUMPrION AND BSFC

Data relative to fuel consumption Is obtained In flight whenever possible,
rather than by use of the engine mnufacturer 4 a data. Flight fuel flow data is
moot accurately obtained by use of timd fuel totalizer readings or directly by
use of rate of flov meteru. In either case volums flow must be converted to
veight flow. Generally, gasoline is considered to have an average sea level
standard welght of 6.0 lbs/sal. If more accurate maearements are desired,
where large quantities of fuel are involved at very low temperatures, the
specific gravity should be determined before the flight and be used with a
temperature correction factor to appr6livate In-flight specific gravity. This
in only necessary where long-tim hlgh-altltude flights are involved and test
gross weight may be appreciably affected. In most test work use of the before-
flight specific gravity is sufficient.

Vf a " z8.339 8Pg (4.701)

where:

Wf - lbs/b,, fAel
Bp g a fuel specific gravity

In report presentatton of fuel cofnoWtion or rang. data the test results should
be corrected to a 6.0 lbe per gallon standard for gasoline.

The brake specific fuel consptlon (BC) In determined from flow data
taken during the normal pover calibration@ at various en1ine settings.

BM' V f (41.702)
EV

This data to usually plotted vs BD]P* ulongslde the sped-pover curves as shownin Figre k.71i. 1 /, , I ' ; , '

STANDAD TM AIM SP= o, vt,(1bH-hr)

Figure k-7.7
Method of Presenting BW Data

A 6M 4-16



Beoause the ra o charts are used for obtaining both flight distance and
determdning flying technique, the range data In sootilme plotted ve both true
and calibrated or indicated speed. Ptan•e is not plotted as such except for mmple
mission studies. The usual presentation is speofic range (Mg) vs true, call-
brated 6r indicated speed.

S= vt - zautloal air m iles/lb ( -.703)

9F
A typical plot Is shown in Figure 4.72.

S.10--------------- .10

Auto IAe anto 6

07-, .07I

51,000' -10,0005,0 L00
'~' .6 D~ity Altitude__

06~ ~ ~~•e - ea Uiue.06-

.5- 1000 5 33 *05- - \' :w'A-0\22 1019 302 0  w1170 210 2~,
CALThRAN AntSED aSD.TmARSM Vtt??7g Tat

Speoific Range kta - Constant Gose Velght

lotice should be takln that the altitudes shown on the brake specific fuel
consmmtin graph are the various density altitudes at which the points vere flown.
lbe altitudes on the speed-power graphs are pressure altitudes. Experienoe has
shown that, considering the small differences between test preessure altitude and
test density altitude, fuel flow accuracy will not be masurably effected by as-
suming the fuel flow and speed -poer rph to agree at the sam pressure altitude.
In Many cases specific fuel flov is completel7 Independent of altitudes, but usu-
ally BMC vill fterease with altitude for at least part of the altitude range.

Speol•fo ran data oen be corrected for veight variations, but, becauee the
BW may vary vith altitude, the weight cormection should not be applied across
larip altitude increanmts. Given the same density altitude, and mixture setting,

(W)e goo, sU) (.70-)

AM6 41



Wmsn Mg chanpa due to a veight change, Vt mat change;

Vt2 aVt (14.705)

SMM~C ZKUPAJ=c

iWaxlti specific endurance (SMx) can be obtained from a fuel consumption
pltot made alongside the BEP vT Vt or V0 graphs as in Figure 11.,3. Specific
obduanoe is defined as the reciprocal of the fuel flow, Wf.

-l V - I II-1I ---- _ _0111
Auto RLich
Auto Leain

Gross wt. 98000 Ibs. - " ,n Iac

sTD. TMu AIR sM, vAV~r,-i WEICT OF FU FLW, Wf(lbs r)

Fig•e 4.73
Method of Presenting Fuel Consumption Data

Specific endurwoe data my be corrected for veight variation, but, because the
B8FC my vary slightly with density altitude the corraction should not be applied
across large altitude increments. At the sae dent.ty altitude and mixture
setting, 3/2

S" \(w) (14.706)

Vhen Se changes due to a veight change Vt met change,

Vt Vt 1 142707

AM'T 6273 14-18v• . vt



ACTIAL PANG AIM MOMMM

From plot@ of specific ranVs (nautical air mile per pound of fel) we true
speed and altitude for each weight condition it will be possible to obtain the
range for any desired cruleing condition along with the correspondinzg DP, rp,
mnifold pressures and indicated speeds. For *cm aircraft perforzance reports
it may be required that a test tactical mission be flown to compare expected
and actual results, perhaps for a radius of action problem.

Actoal range is beet determined from a plot of the specific range para-
meter defined by equations 4.704 and 4.705 for a constant density altituie.

.f (11.708)

where:

!L± - specific range parameter
Wf

T a speed paramter

)juatlon k.708 i valid for both test and standard day conditions. For a
constant value of the speed paramter the range is,

N 8 .- I 1 (V 2 709

wher:

dV a fuel weight differential (negative)

Integrating, the range becomein,

29 =•w)( - • (4.710)

Value@ of In (V1/A2 ) my be determined from CRANT 1.71 at the end of this chapter.

Actual endurnmaoe I best deternmd fron a plot of the s•peific endwrne
from a plot of the specific endurance parwaster defined by equation ?4.706 and
4.707 for a constant density altitude.

W-• f (•.TW
whoso.:

ir- s"peific endurance Paraeeter

AhM 6273 -19



For a constant value of the speed parameter the endurance is,

(Ii.712

Integrating., the endurance becomes,

( Aa ) ( 2¢ (4.713)

Values of 2/'VV may be determined from CHART 4.72 at the end of this chapter.

DATA RXIUCTION OUTLIf (4.71)
For BSFC and Range Data - Reciprooating

(To be used vith BEP Data Reduction Outline in Section 4.4)

(25) W• al/hr Test volumetric fuel flow
(26) Wh lbs/hr Test fuel veight-flov (25) z (conversionfactor determined by fuel and temp)
(27) B'C 1be/BW-Hr BDrak specific fuel consumption (26) 4 (17)
(28) Plot (27) Ts (23)
(29) Mg nautical air Specific range,, [(2) - (162 . (26)

miles per pound
(30) Plot (29) Ts (23) or (5), at each altitude

IM6273 4-20



SECTION 4.8

Speed-Power Curves - Turbojet Aircraft

The aircraft drag parameter is a function of Mach number and the weight-
pressure parameter as shown in equation 4.125.

D/Pa s f(M, W/P a) (4.801)

In jet-powered aircraft in stabilized level flight the propulsive or net jet
thrust equals the aircraft's drag. For flight performance data engine rpm is
a more convenient engine criterion than thrust horsepower or drag. As pre-
viously shown in Chapter Three,

Fn/Pa a f (M, N/.rha) (4.802)

By equating equations 4.801 and 4.802.

N//'a - f(M, W/Pa) (4.803)

For convience equation 4.803 is written,

N//fr * f(M, W/6a) (4.804)

where

ea a Ta/288

6a = Pa/29o92

M a f(V and Pa)

N a rpm

If the value of the W/6 parameter is fixed, N/116 versus H curves will define
the speed power relatiofship,

Speed-power tests in turbojet aircraft are flown by setting an rpm and
holding the aircraft at a specified pressure altitude until the speed is stabi-
lized. This is done for each test point. However, at low speeds near the
stall condition, jet airplanes will not stabilize well. This is because the
thrust decreases as the speed decreases to that a condition may be reached
where at a constant rpm the speed will slowly fall until the aircraft stalls.
The aircraft can never be successfully operated in this range, but flight tests
sometimes require drag evaluation at low speeds. In order to include this low
speed range in the power required curves, a system has been devised to gather
the necessary data from a test in which the aircraft is allowed to descend
slightly to maintain its speed,

4-21



Prou. -'lit data reduction (Chapter Five),

R/C - 101.3 Vt (Fn D)
W

Sor /D lOl.3Vt (D-FrJ
V

where:

R/D a rate of descent, ft/min
W a weight - lbs

Vt - true speed - knots
Fn net thrust - lbs

D - drag - lbs. Assumed constant for the descent and level
flight condition at the same Vt.

If the aircraft is stabilized on a Mach number while making a small descent at
a measured rate, the value of (D - Fn) can be ccoputed. This value will be the
difference between the thrust required for level flight at the same Mach number
and the thrust being delivered. By the use of net thrust computations or engine
manufacturer's curves this additional thrust required can be converted to a re-
quired rpm increase giving equivalent level flight performance. This method is
used at whatever speeds the pilot finds he cannot stabilize the airplane in
level flight. But rates of descent of more than 200 ft/mmn will not produce
satisfactory results. Once a level flight speed and rpm are obtained by this
method, all other level flight corrections are applied in the normal manner.

In turbojet powered aircraft compressibility phenomena, Mach number ef-
fects, are significant at all altitudes. For this reason, no generalized speed-
power curve, such as the PIW-VIW curve, is applicable. Separate level flight
data results must be presented as a function of rpm and speed or Mach number for
each value of W/Pa flown, as in equation 4.803. The data is actually presented
for each altitude, Pap at a constant weight for that altitude. One level flight
performance presentation is standard day rpm vs Vc for constant pressure alti-
tudes, H0 . A typical plot of this type is shown in Figure 4.81. Standard day
rpm is defined as:

rpm std * N x

This same plot is used also to show calibrated speed reduction (drag in-
creases) resulting from configuration changes as in Figure 4.82.
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rlFZZ7ZF ---- _4
40,000' 25,9000' 15,000' 5,000'

Clean Conftgration
5500 I

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
CALIRATED AIR SPEE, V0  (Knots)

Fig-ure 4.81
Turbojet Rm-V, Presntation

SSpeed

Brakes On lean ConfMguration

S• •one Altitu'de

One Weight

CALIBRATED AIR SIPEED, Vc

Figure 4.82
Effect of Configuration Change on

Turbojet Speed and Rpm
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Using equation 4.804 it is possible to correct and plot, all the level
fligbt data for standard day sea level condition. This is done by plotting

N-.vs Mach number for constant values of W&obtained at various alti-
tudes. This plot, Figure 4,83, shows immdiately the sea level veight limi-
tat ions at maximumn rpm at various Mach numbers. By interpolation the plot
can be used to find speed power conditions for any weight and altitude.
Figure 4i.33 is presented in the final performance report to chow the obvious
Mach number-cuprnessibility effects on engine performance requirements. It
also must be used to obtain weight corrected data for plotting as shown in

Figures 11.81 and 4.82. When external drag items such as rockets or bombs
are added to the aircraft It in often necessary to present both the effects
on indicated speed and the compressibility effects. Speed effects are shown
on a graph similar to that of Figure 4.82. Mach number-ccmpressibility ef-
fects on the power required for external drag items can be shown as illus-
trated in Figure 4.84.

Ea~h 4 emtr Rpe4 nts

Aitud, iL.ger a

Figur 11.8

turoje arcrftii llutrtedinFigure 11.83 .Ti ahpeet h

standard day true sneed vs altitude data for various actual engine rps's.
Also shown are a reference mx. Mach number and a reomraded =x. range
cruise ocodition. This speed vs altitude plot Is Severally presented for
each major aircraft configuration,. such an with ving tip tanks installed
and without. The speed or altitude curves are viet easily obtained by
aross plotting weight corrected test data f:.om Figures 4.~81 or 11.83.
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FgU~re 14.84
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DATA RZCTION MM0 M (4.81)

For lavel Flight Jet Aircraft Power Calibration

(1) Test Point Number
(2) 4 Indicated pressure altitude
(3) Hjo Altimeter instrument correction
(.) AHpo Altimeter position error correction
(5) Ho1 True pressure altitude, (2) + (3) + (4)
6) -(/p)From (5) and standard altitude table.
(7) Indicated air speed

(8) AVi 0  Air-speev instrument correction
(9) &Vpa Air-speed poeition error correction
(10) V0  Calibrated air speed (7) + (8) + (9)
(11) Ma ch nmdbr from (10) and (5) and

CHART 8.5
(12) Vt. Standard-day, true speed, from (10) and

()) &ad CAW 8.5
(13) ti IDicated air temperature
(14) A to Temperature inetrument correction
(15) tic Instrument corected indicated air

temperature
(16) Tat True test air teoperature - °aelvin,

from (1.5) and (11) and CHOT 8. 2
(IT ___ 'Y~T ~ From (5) and standard altitude tables

(19) fallons fuel remining - from fuel counter
(20) Gallo.n fuel start
(21) Gallos fuel ned, (20) - (19)
(22) Fuel weight used, (21) Z lbe/gallon
(23) Starting grossm eight
(2)) Vt Test weight, (23) - (22)
(25) Vt/6a Test vweit-presmre parameter (24) + (6)
(26) V/ Standard veight-pressure parameter, Ve

+ (6)
(27) A(W/6a) Weight presanue parameter correction

(26) - (25)
(28) N1  Irdicated rpm
(29) A N 0  Rpm lnstrumnt correction
30) 1 Twet rpm, average of all engines

(1) /v t Test rpm parameter (3o) + (18)
(32) t(/V) Rpm parameter Increment for &(W/d.)

from weight correction "•pha similar
to Figures 4.91 or 4.94

(33) (, /v•a-t> Weight pressure ratio corrected rpm
parameter, (31) + (32)

(34) Nf'\f= Stan•dar-day rpm at standard veight,
(33) x (17)

(35) plot (33) v (11) for constant w/
36) Plot (34) ve (10) for constant w ;M Fa

(,7) Plot (34) ve (12) and cross plot to get altitude ve Vt. for constant
standard-day rpm's or percent rpm's
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SCTION 4. 9

VeiCht Chan•e Corrections for Used
Power Data - Turbojet Aircraft

Equation 4.210 presents the analytical expression for drag force in term of W,
q, and Cp. If CJ]P is constant, the equation reverts to a form in which increments of
D for increments of V may be calculated. This is not the case for high-aosed air-
craft under the effects of compressibility. Since equation 4.210 assumes incompressible
air fiow conditions, it cannot be used as a means of drag-weight-speed correction at
high Mach numbers. Essentially, C]] is an unpredictable function of W/Pa and Mach
number under these flight conditions, which means weight corrections to speed or drag
must be accomplished empirically. The weight correction must be made on the basis of
test data obtained from the given airplane and engine combination. Because this must
be done in the high speed range the same procedure is used in the low speed range.

The basis for the two weight-correction methods described here Is the fact that
the parameter W/6. can be changed either by changing V or Pa. If a series of test
rana are made at different altitudes and at the same Vach number at each altitude,
a range of N/4 and WIOa would be covered. By making a plot of N/4tI vs V/T,.
as in Figure 4.91, with each line representing a Jach number, the change in
N7 4T, with respect to change in V/B5a can be found. Or. more directly, the correct
V/ 4a for any V/Oa and 14 is immediately apparent.

If W/8o values are j 1% of a given value, weight corrections are not required.
This can be accomplished by good stabilization resulting from closely estimated
speeds and rpm's required for a given V/Sa* A pitot connected rate of climb in-
dicator can be used to show small amounts of acceleration in level flight and re-
duce time required to stabilize.

9000

6OOO - - - -Mach o =.- ---

14 22 30 38 46 314 62
W3IGHT - lMSU" PARM1T• , V/sa

Figure 4.91.
Turbojet Aircraft Performance with

Mach number Parameters.
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~7000 - - -- - - -

Varying Weight, Constant Pressure Altitude
-- " a nCorrected to Constant

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7
MACH NUMBER, M

Figure 4.92
Corrected TurboJet Perfornce Data

In actual flight testing establishing stabilized flight on a specific acoh number
Is difficult, so level flight test data are plotted In the form of 1/*W& vT X.
If the test points are flown at successively lover Mach numbzeu at a constant
pressire altitude, the W/6a value dialnishes for each point. This effect Is shown
In Figure 11.92.

DSRDE RATIO NOXOD OF EICOT C3CTIMON

To =aks necessary weight corrections an approximate uthod, using plots of
A(N/•AA )l A(W/da) has boon devised. Norml power calibrations are flown by

oettirn a eMd allowing speed to stabilize. A plot, Figure 4.93, ti then nue
of 1/v•y s Mach number at each altitude, diromerding the fact that the W/1a
for o*ah point is different. Data at each altitude are accwaiolatd in the &sam
manner by oating the pover calibration at high Mach numbers. Next, at each
altitude the values of the 1W/4tso of each point are averagd, and the entire call-
batticn Is assud to have been flown at the average W/6a. Lnes of constant Much
nvmber are dravn on the graph an In Figre 14.93. They vill Intersect the power
calibrations at various 1/ j; values.

fram these NI VF- values a plot of i] a1 V /aa cetn nubs
a be made a the slopes, d(NVIa)/d(vla), deto;eom e, or (0'I 1V/6) can

be determined directly by taking Inoents between pover calibrations at two
altitudes.

Incremnt ratio " ( V )2 -" ( )901)

-66 (/I6-.9
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0 w - - - - - -'0 -0o

670 00-- - -

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
MACH NUN=

Aotual Flight Data Plot

Sinoe the asmtigIon boa alreWd been =l4 that each altitude calibratiot
va flown at an aver.. W1/.o ve wlt, accuracy win not be imaired by
asoming that the VAI middv betw~een two V/AS.n re a.snt the point wher
the increment ratio ;Luld be applied. • nw•ems•l ratio I@ plotted
against this averar, W/4 altitude "s in rigur 4.k

]n Figre 4-94 all test points am be cooeeted to a deeired valu
of v/fa Vhich will ocarresimI to em altitude when a weligt is specified.
With reciprocating engin aircraft weight oMe•tIon vs mde at saoh &lt,-
tude so that the owept wse established that a .veiht orction brought
data to the flown altitude at a standard weight; however, wben the V/46
*o retion Is mde both weight and altitude am be cbhand. By selectin
a standa"r weit, but not requiring the standard presm altitude to be
the flown altitude, a (V/6a),U can be found that wil minimise AV•V/d and
oonsque.ntly increase aocuacy. For eumple: a serie@ of points is flown
at 20,000 ft. with weight varying from l X,000 to 12,,000 lb.. giving an
&Terms W/d. of 28,,000. 2be pointe are to be cocrected to a weight of ApO,00
lbs. If an altitude of 18j,100 ft. Is selected (V/d )W will equial the aver-
age 'W16 flown. TM@I should require a minimi pointai; point cotseetics to the
standard V/w- unless a special reason vas re•u•red for the 20,000 ft. call-
bration, the 18,100 ft. calibration gives inforution of equal value.
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Figure k.9
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Torbojet level nt Weight COrrections
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AMother eig]ht correction method for jet aircraft Is designed to obtain a
veT accurate plot of 1/ Nl vs V/4a for constant Iboh number par•m•ters as iliu• -
trated in ]ievre 4.91. This type veight correatiln employs four basic steps:

(1) Test points are flown coneoutively from hig •ch number So. low at. a
constant pressure altitude. Points should be flown at emll and approi-
mately equal time intervals.

(2) Plot NI ve N for each altitude flown.

(3) Plot V/a vse X for eaoh altitude flown.

(k) Croes plot, from (2) and (3) above, i/Va vs V/Sa for constant Mach
namber paramters as Illustrated in Figure 4.91. This final cross plot
can be used to obtain I/ A for any N, W, ad Ito desired. In addition
N/WeV values for max. rpm and various standard altitudes can be included
to 6eInf the max. speed points.

To obviate the need for a weight outatlon the level flight tests for both
conventional and jt powered aircraft can be flown at a constant value of V/WS.
Mhe valve selected for this VW/,S depends on the take-off gross weight, fuel used
in climb, and rate of fuel used during level flight at a particular altitude.
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If thwo factors are carefully analyzed, it is possible to make flight 1pides
enabling the test pilot to record data at desired consetnt values of W!/O. A
typical W/5a guide In shorn in Figure 4.95.

GAL•aIS 0 / -ULRIAN - BAH O . L8/G

= I

/ /"0

14000ibo bo bo 100100

z A , ý, " ,0,

10000 WEIGHT IES•.

Figure lf.95(0ide Card for Flying at Constant V/da

UsIng this guide the pilot neeids onl to keep a slight lead on his fuel floe
counter at a purtioular altitude. W/hen the fuel remItnin• oounter value for

the pilot receadi the necessary data. The efficiency of this IsthOd for
holl,,din a coantnt V/Pa depends on the sk~li or the pilot and iny require
urI trainng• n hli par to prevent long Upsp. between test points. A
radio technliqu can alio be applied this method. The ground end of the
radio link doing the necessary7 calculations then informing the pilot of the
fuel counter readings and altitudes at which to record data.
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emTr'7VIO 14.10

Fuel Consumpti~on Bndurance and Range. -_Turboje1t Aire;-361

Data relative to fuel consumption for Jet aircraft are obtained In t i

whenever possible, rather than by use of the engine minufactmrer'm! datiot
Flight fuel flow data In most accurately obtaimwd by use nf ttmid r"0) tnta1"
izer readings ow directly by use of rate of flow wterp. In ilt.o- o" vnc'l
flow must be converted to weight flf•. Oens-rallyp Jet nin* ft-w fo. ,r,
types:

AN-F-38 (JP-I) - 6.7 lbs/gal standard weigot fno" tes love.l ytur'da
eondItM Ior"

AN-F-58 (JP-3) - 6.42 lbs/Vl etatrdard weight for se leveal Ot.n4a1'.-
coanaitions

If aore accurate measurements are desired, vhere large quantities of fuel arp
involved at very low temperatures, the specifti gravity swhbtl be 4etermined
before the flight and be used with a temperature correction factcor to apprra'-
ate the in-flight speciflo gravity. This procedure in Only necessery vhe, s
long-tim high altitude flights are involved and the test rose wot&ht is
appreciably affected. In most test work use of the befoq lIgrht qeaelrfl
gravity is sufficient.

*f a pa1./hr x 8.3 x Sp g (0.7%l)

where:

*f- lb/hr
Sp 6 a Specific gravity

In report presentation of fuel consumption or range data the test results are
corrected to average sea level standard pounds per gallon values for the tuel
being used.

For turbojet aircraft fuel conmwption is handled In the farm of the fuel
flow parameter developed in Chapter Three.

TuboJet fuel flow paramter Wf Wf
for ampresoar inlet conditionstp, v o •t2 't2

Turbojet fuel flow parmter Vf
for ambient conditions "- -a or 6a

whre:

*f fuel flow lbs/br Or J /Alsr
Ptý a engins inlet, total pressure
T2 engine inlet total ýemperature
r2 Pt2/s.L. W p"8e0
e0 Tt2/8.L. Atd temperature
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As shown In Chapter 7"ree the fuel flov paramter is a function of N
and engine inlet Macoh number. Nr the engine vanufacturer' e "oxpected per -
formance curves" It can be seen that through most of the in-flight K/ Ngt-
rasp the fuel flow parameter in a single curve at all. Hach numbers. Whben
actual flight data is plotted) wIt NEj To Wf/6.t2 46Z-, the results form a
family of curves vhioh for all practical purposes is a single curve. Figure
J4.10.1 Illustrates this plot. It will be noted that at the lover corrected
rpm values for each altitude the curves tend to diverge. This is a& result
of both decreased Mach number at the higher altitudes for the sam~e corrected
rpmn values and decreased combustion efficiency at tbe higher altitudes.

0

1500 2500 3500 000 5500 6500 7500

TtkrboJet Fuel Flow ProsentatIon

It should be noted that ambient conditions my be used ~in the fuel flow
parameter sInce the affects of Mach numer are tesl"ible iunless large V16.
variat ios at low rJ sav podsible. A plot of NI/V% Ve Vf/sa 'Ka appears-
nearly identical to Figre 4i.10.1 and In as accurate for determining fuel con-
sumption for moet rpm,, atmospherio ocoditions, and fbch numbere, Using engine
Inlet conditions the fuel flow paraimeter Is applicable In both climub and level
fligh. With ambient conditions in the parameter It Is only %heoretically
applicable to level. flight data because of differenee in the Inlet pressure
teo= resulting fran differences In Haab number far the climb am! level flight
oandition. Actually the ambient fuel flow parumeter Is usually applicable to

climb data as the error from ftch number effects In the climb rpm range Is
regligible.
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It can be seen from Figure 4.10.1 that maximum specific endurance, l/Vf, for
Jet aircraft will be at the lowest rpm that will maintain level flight above the
stall condition. It is also seen that specific endurance increases with altitude.
Indurance is best evaluated with the specific endurance paramwter.

The engine fuel flow function is,

V ff N Vt~ (4.10.01)
7r.)\7~'OVOl

For the aircraft the rpm function is,

I = f (*t (4.10.02)

Functionally combining the above two equations in terms of 8, a and H,

e, a f (. -r- (4.10.03)• f -a

A plot of equation 4.10.03, as in Figure 4.10.2 should be made throughout the
complete speed range of the aircraft, so that max. endurane and endurance at any
speed can be computed.

V 8From max. endurance of
left figure. Interpolate
for opt. Mach No.

r4

-d

Xor Yit VV;;F&- W/ a

aa

4.10.2"

Turbo-Jet 9Andurance and Max. Endturances Plots,
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",%to- fo tbl1 -t shoild ba obtalned at constant V/B8's, but negligible errors
'i int"-"'ej're if W/Ba changes a-.* small during powe: calibrations at one altitude.

v-1, -1,irance is obtained by maintaining a constant W/Oa. This necessi-
Pk a Yght rate of ! limb (20-50 ft/min) to decrease 8a as V decreases. P

Sing as in Figure 4.10.2 a W//a for max. endurance can be found. Actual on-
at a constant W/Ba is found by integration.

(8 ~) 2 (4.10.*04)

0.095 (eo 68 ti .iere: - V2  Z.. constant, a (below 36089ft)
"a,- 8S2 d-a dV a fuel weight differential (-)

•, Ct t'ting dS. for dv, changing limits, integrating and simpliPying

10.512 _] (.410.05)

1.15 I(4.10.05B)

Equation 4.10.05A assumes standard temperature lapse rate and mW be used below the
isothermal altitude. 4 .10.0 5D assume constant air temperature (-550 C) and is used
abovo the isotherml altitude.

Val'ues of ln(W1 /W2 ) my be found in COlAI 4.71 at the end of this chapter.

RANGE

The actual range of turbojet aircraft is best evaluated by using the specific
range parameter derived from equation 4.10.03. W the rules of dimsntional analysis
this equation can be put in the form,

Vt. - L(-i (4.10.06)
Wf f

where :

af " S ,g specific rangs parameter, nautical miles/lb

Data for plotting this equation should be obtained at constant values of W/B in
level flight. However, if data are obtained at a constant altitude and emal per-
cent changes in weight are involved, the error introduced will be negligible. The
data for equation 4.10.06 are plotted as in Figure 4.10.3. This figure may be crose
plotted to present the data for constant Yach number parameters and to determine
optimum W/Ba for maximum range.
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Figure 4.10.3
Tuirbojet Speciflo Baznge Paraeter Plot•

Constant W//j Values

- ro

*0 ~ ~ Ii~1 of above figure.Ite

.08 37-

1 * * ----I
20,000 4,0,000 60,0f'0 20,000 40,000 60,000.06IGWT- U P 5, /851

Figure 4.10.4
Turbojet Specific Range Parameter

and )kxiim Range Plots, Constant )doh No. Values
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From the tvo specific range parameter plots it Is possible to determine
the effects of any of the variables on the actual range. Also, if very high
values of W/6 can be obtained, it is possible to determine from Figure 4.10.4
a value of W/Oa and t4ch number that gives max range independent of altitude.

It is apparent, from these figures and equation 4.10.06, that the best
cruise condition for a given Mach number is at constant W/6a value. The higher
the altitude the greater is the range until the W/6a for max range is reached.
The cruise at constant W/da requires a slight continuous climb (about 20-50 ft/
mi) to decrease atmospheric pressure as the veight decreases. Actual range
at constant W/6a may be determined by integration.

Range = Vtw 2 dW (4.10.07)

W1

where:

_1 a W2 = constant

dW z fuel weight differential (negative)

Substituting d6 a for dW, changing limits and integrating

Rg VýW6a W \ (4.10.08)
)~ ,/ a '2)wf1)

Values of ln (WI/w 2 ) may be found in CHART 4.71 at the end of this chapter.

To determine the range at a constant altitude and Mach number, the plot in
Figure 4.10.4 may be used and the integration accomplished in steps for inter-
vals where the slope of the Mach number parameters in nearly constant. In this
case,

L•g - (Sg 6&), + ( 6a)2 (w1 - W2 ) (4.10.09)

2 6aa

P!RUORMANCE FaPOT PESITATION

Ordinarily, the specific range and endurance paramters, equations 4.10.03
and 4.10.06 are not included in the aircraft, performance report unless actual
range and endurance data are to be includedý In most cases only the specific
range is presented as a function of calibrated or standard day true speed at
specified altitudes and weights.

Since Mach number can be defined as a function of pressure altitude and
calibrated (indicated) speed, equation 4.10.06 may be expressed at a constant
altitude as,
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- f (v0, w) (4.lO.lO)Wf

Lt f (Vt$, W) (4.10.11)

Wf

where:

Vti - standard day true speed for Vc and given altitude

These equations are plotted in the final report as in Figures 4.10.5 and 4.10.6,
for each major configuration. For reducing data, it should be noted that at a
given Mich number, weight, and altitude the test and standard day specific range
are equal. The plots of Vt/Wf ve Vc are used as an aid to pilot technique since
it is simpler to fly at a constant Vc than at a constant Vt. It should be noted
that in jet powered aircraft the specific range increases with altitude; however,
if high enough altitudes or heavy enough weights are flown, a value of W/dawill
be found that gives a max specific range.

The effects of weight variations on specific range are of munh less magni-
tude for turbojet aircraft than for conventional aircraft of equal size. This
is because the beat range conditions are at about 0.5 Mach number or above, and
the induced drag in this speed range Is a very small percent of the total drag.
Nevertheless, weight variation can have a considerable percentage effect on
turbojet range because of their inherent short range characteristics for a given
size. Typical weight effects on range can be seen graphically in Figure 4.10.3
vhere the specific range parameter is plotted vs M for constant values of W6,a.
In this plot the sea level standard weight effects can be seen directly, and the
effects of weight variation on specific ranges 4t any altitude can be readily
computed.

Actual range can be omuputed with data from plots such as Figures 4.10.5
and I.10.6 by assuming the Mich number be held constant and the weight pressure
ratio to be held constant by a slow climb. The range in this case Is,

The necessary rate of climb to hold a constant veight-preseure ratio is,

IL 1.6 Wr TA (41.3
dt (1 .10.13)

where:

1L - altimeter rate of climb, ft/mmn
dt

Wf - fuel flow, lbs/hr
Ta - standard temperature (OK) for pressure altitude)

l - weight at start of cruise
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Figure 4.i0.5
Usual Report Pr'eeentation of
Turbojet Specific Rnge Data
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Figre 4.1o.6
Usual Report Presentation of
Turbojet Spcific Rag Data
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DATA TM ON owTIUi (h.10.o1)

For Fuel Flow Parameter and Speofic Rans
Calibrations, Turbojet Aircraft

RM Wei data reducion is a sequel to the Level Flight Power alibrations
nita Reduction Outline 4.81.

(38) Wlt, Sa/hr Teat volintrit fuel flow, from flow mter
or timed Increments at etabIlized tmoer
conditions

(39) Vj't, lbs/hr Tost fuel weight-flow (38) x 1b/gal

(4o) W Fuel flow parameter, (39) + (6) and (18)

(41) Plot (40) vs (31) as in Figure 4.10.1

(, a) (v•\ Fuel flow parameter at fsftadard V16 8, from
(I-a-f~ra- )v(411) and (33)

(113) 'Aar-7; Fran (5) and standard altitude tables

(411) ig Nautical air miles per pound, (12) x (43)

2= If fuel par r weight oarreotian le not used gUg a 1(2) z (181]
[ 09) z (177)

(45) Plot (4) To (10) (12)
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Fllht Thrust Ieuaureint AgRllcations to -Dra wnd Lift
oeffioijnt ad Aircraft Uficienor atetlnatign

Whenever thrust eaesuring Instrumentation in installed, actual thrust de-
livered my be computed by the methods of Chapter Three. In lieu of tail pipe
instruentation the engine manufacturer's expected performanoe curves mar be
used to approximte flight thrust. In this ease values of N/'N 2 and Pte/P.,
ram pressure ratio, must be calculated. Since the engine net thrust equals
the aircraft drag, It may be substituted vherever drag is used in plotting, or
it muy simply be called drag. Equations 4.210 aW 4.215 define the tvo basilo
drag plots. In one plot drag Is shown as a function of Vora This plot is
valid only for the veight ard altitudes at vhich it vae flown. Figure 4.11.1
shove a typical Fn VO VtO" plot.

3~2000

2600 oVer Alt
$4

02200

- cp Balims to ~o
1n03esws at These Lo niw a anr

DI/ I /"j - -,

/~~ a ftlr il I I l

1Qo 200 300 400 500
_ UIVALUO AR SP 1, (Vt *e)

Figur-e 14.11.1
Typical Dra•g or Not Thrust ves

lquivalont Speed Plot

Two other fcorm of the drag plot are shown in FIguz- 4.11.2, in which the thrust
paeee. 7./Pa cr I./a is plotted we the weight pressure parameter, V/Pa or

sfcand ch iubr.
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_Cotsltnt V/Pj Porameters Constant Mach No. Parameter•

HiI h 'P H- tImzhS

C4 84

'L

.

o 
l• 

Hitch 
No .

M4ACH NUMBER

Figure 4.11.2
TVo Form of Plotting the Level Flight Dr•g Data

The Fnka VT W/8a plot vith constant Maoh number parameters may be derived by
arose plotting as was done in Section 4.9 to obtain N/v¶ vs w/S. for constant
Maoh number paraseters. This plot In valuable in determining net thrust required
for any altitud~e, weight, and ,9peed.

Whon net thrust has been determined, CD, C]Dp, and "e" are determined from
values of CL, Pa, M and the aircraft dimensions. 7be folloving equalities and
conatants are useful in these computations.

29 Fn 0.0o202 Fn (a) an-
r 

Fu 
.3 

C

CD a'v-- t "a i• P 9 8W ai 
= c L

CL = v~ X o*2 y mxo) 1TA(CD-c~

Pt2 2 paWo
2 NM~WTR: when CL orOCL2C " •r e then CDI - 0

and Cjp - CD

With the above equalities constant C parameters may be con-
struoted as shown on Figure 4.112, from sxple slide rule computations.

The interseotions of CL and W/Sa parameters may be used to compute
OD values and a plot made as shown in Figure 4.11.5.
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where:

I'l The

ft•

7he CL2 'TO CD plot vill be a straight line (Figare U.11.3) an long as
the incompresuible theory in valid but will show breaks where the drag curves

rise due to the effect of F)ch number.

.15 I
M / .as or leoa

Press. Alt. 45,000'

40,0001 3 *.3I ir .x go

2.05 35,000

2500000 /

5,000'
0 I000'
.010 .0 5 .020 .025 .030

D0AG cOU'CIUT, CD

Figure )i.11.3
)ethod of Plotting Wag and Lift Coefficient

and Mobh N•hbr Data

Airplaul efficiency 152easil calculated by using the CDp value defined by

the point(CL = ) on the 6? ,, CD plot. This in aco•,pli•bed by draving a
straight line through the X.ncmprsoveibles ponto (low speed) •n the T" vu CD
plot. Me intersection of thin line at (CM 0) defines ODP. In the Ino-•

preusible range Dp is ocmetant but It increases rapidly as supersonic flow in

developed over the wing; hence, a plot of C, vse Webh number as in Figure 4.2.1.4,

viii indicate the Mach . nre at vhich comopiibility effeots will be found.

At higher altitudes (larger W/Ga values) CIV will shm an inoresue from com-

pressibility at lower ebh numbers than required at 1lw altitudes (siller W/18

values). This illustrates the fact that Clp in the ocispreosoble ra&ge increases
vith CL or angle of attack at constant Xseh nmbers.
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CD CL Showing Critical Yach No. and Buffett Boundary
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Tor Detexraning Dag and Lift Coefficients
and Aircraft Efficiency

NOTE: This data reduction is a sequel to the Level Flight and Panp Data

Reductionu, 4.81 and 4.10.1

(46) Fn lbe Not thrust

(47) Ve knote Nquivalent speed, from CHART 8.3
(5) WA (i1)

('.8) Plot (46) TIs (Ii7) as in Figure 4.1.1l~

49 "n/S a Nb et thrust parameter, (li6) -#.- (6)
0 ft• Wing area, from aircraft specs

51i) 1Aspect ratio, from aircraft specs
52) 1ýFrom (11)

53) CD Total drag coefficient, 0.000675 x (I.9)
-,. ff o) x (52 a

(51) CL Lift ooefflo•ieat 0.000675 x (25) -s

2 R5o) x (521
(55) CL Fro (51)
(p6) Plot ( v•) as in ?ium* 1•.Uk.3
(57) Cm. Profile dra~coefficient, from extrapo-

lation to Cf" a 0 of inocn-pesible
portion of ( i6), 4.11.3

(58) CDi Induced drag coefficient, (53) - (57)
(59) e Ai•rraft effiolenoy factor (!5) -4

(ýs8) x (53.) x IF
(60) Plot (57) vs (11) as in Figure U.4.

NME: *e needs to be determined at only one point on thi incam-
pressible L ' vs CD plot.
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SYCT1IObN 4.1Z

STANDARDIZATION OF iMA MR4 TWIST *AUGENTfLT 0
CONDITIO1il O 0A.U&ICIU j.Puw 3JVE1 SNTTINGS

MUNU(LLQLY GQNTMfLM 3WMINN

Data standardization In the high thrust range of automatically covtrolled
engines, variable area nonzla engines, or for thrust augmnenta\tion condiitions
is not always amenable to the uso of elementarl, engine aperraticn parameta'rs
such as N1t4%. In theu'q cases various jet nozzle positions cr part2culer
throttle settings (Onormi, "military", O"mazimur") will all give different
flight speeds at a constant- 80/40, For these conditions a plot such as
figure 4.83 would, be meaningless.

Test requirements will usually demand sta~ndari speed, altitude, and weight
data at a particular throttle position (dotent), or rpm-jet temperature combin-
ation, or augmentation setting, Standardization under these conditions may be
accomplished b7 use of Fn/8a - W/Ba - Mach No. plots as shown In Figure
4.11.2. The engine manufacturer's performance data will provide a means of
obtaining incremental thrust correction for ambient (or inlet) temperature v'ar-
iations at the given power settings. Although the manufacturer's actual engine
thrust data mey be Inaccurate the incremental values obtained fzom the slopes
of his data will provide sufficiently accurate thrust corrections. If these
net thrust corrections for ambient temperature variations (or any other non-
standard engine condition) are available, the following steps will standardize
the flight speeds and, Mach No's, in conjunction with Figure 4.11.2. If poseib].e.
flight thru~st measurement should be used to obtain thie figure. The matrxfactur-
er's expected thrust data cun be used for this plot without seriously impairing
the accuracy of standard flight speed data obtained by this method.

a. If test V/G& values are more than onke (1) percent from average values,
correct data to constant WIS. values as before.

b, Select weight and altitude desired at an~rage WIS. value. .(This
should not be more than 5000 ft. of test altitudes).

c. Determine ths for selected altitude and

a&t =tat-tas

d. Calculate t ( n/oa for tat of (c) above and add to test value of
fISh for the given thrust setting.

e. On Figure 4.11.2, using corrected Fl/I%, establish X for standard
altitude on mean V/r a curve or.using AtP,/a values, move test point oara-
1ie1 to W/O. cunve to stand t andardi/and u.

The final standardied plot for a- given wigh' will appear as in Figure
4.12.1.
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Iffsots of non-standard te.amture my IQ ccu•ytod as before and
as shown In Figure 4,12,,4

Figure 4.12,2
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CIAPTU FlY!

CLWD AND - PMMRUAR

UCTION 5.1

Rat. of ClIIb PrapiUn - aiMvat =on

An aircraft oliub@ because the power beunW developed In greter than te powr
that vould be roqu~vd to naintain level eaecelerated flight under the s atoe-
pberic and veloclty ocdititen. hle conversion of exoess powe•o ito rate of climb
aq be shan graphically and analytically. Consider the forces acting an the air-
craft as shown in Figure 5.11.

II

/ dt

Figure 5.l11
Vector Presentation for Climbing Aircraft

From this figure,.

L - V cen 9
In,- D + V sin 0

T k *V I (5.101)
at

ak 33,000 (Y 95 - r) (5.102)
dt V
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dm I

L m lift force (Ibs)
V a aircaft roem weight (The)

-n net thrust available (Tha)
Da Far drag farm a level Moigt dreg (1W) nast thrmt

required
V x a~ircraft velocityr on all path (ft/mm)

db/dt = tape line rat, of c3i4 (fttMd)
7HP& = 2in smalVU±blS thrust hosenpower

33900
Tar = required thrust horsepower to Asnt~ain
Th~r nsocalarated level flight

NOTZ Equations 5.101 and 5aD no based on the assumtian that f~r
mll Valuies of 09, 0*. 2DO the lif fam~e is equal to the gross
weight.6 The ease of the large cl 4 aigle will be dimssed 2*tw.e

Figure 5.3. display graphioal~y the typical variation of (WaP - my7r) luith,

-3n~ ve-l--city.-

----I-

WO"%mI ?m.er Ljimmilble and ftwe Require Canyea



Certain aerodynamic considerations, assuLing parabolic variation of CD an
Ct are used in developing the rate of climb, induced power, and parasite power
rHatLonahips.

D - C'3qS + CGqS (5.103)

D a CpqS + 2a

where:L - W

D aSCDpcS + /7*2

vbere:L - W cos 0

SubstAtuting 0.7 PaM2 for q,

D a CDpk3.peN 2 + (5.104)

where: L-V

D.•aCDpP. . v2 oo, (5.105)

who"e: L a W comO

Dividing by Pa, the ambient preasse, In equation 5.104,9

.P. +~kW (5.1o6)

N a Flight Mobumher
% (M aM V/Pa)

P&a atospheric pressnz (Thu/ftt)
ki - 0.75 (ftt2)
k2 - 2.2b2e Wft)
b- .wing•#pan (ft)

o: airplane .ffialoey aco
It has been shown that,

wr 7nr t

where Fnr thrust required to overcome Drag
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-V,;33000P /Ta 30 a"A

2E * "n V -- I (518
339000 PS v a 517

As shown in Capter One,

3- , z acst~at

uging this re1atimashipe,.atmtic 3.107 mg 5.108 my be written In ths fcm,

Il - V sk (5.109)

Tap !L km(5.110)

Babstitutingeue .tim 5.109 ln 5.106a

Wr f (x M6 ) 2v*: macolomit~e rii*t (.12

lbest p p@opoigI offiolenoy

TapK' f(;9 X) uz'bojqt(p1)
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Uluatien 5.112 applies to both propeller driven aircraft and turbojet airoraft,
VhIle equation 5.113 appli•e to turbojet aircraft only.

Fro the funotioal power and d equations the rate of allah functional

paramtere are derived.

Frcm the rate of climb .quation,

A a 33,o00 (1IPa - Ter.)(51)
at V (5.102)

Ties my be divided by P& and F , then,
Pa

Ok ~ 33,OOO !.(~l
dt !LV -a~7La-TP (5.114))

Fro equations 5.112,p 5.U3 and 5.11)1,

propeller driven (5.0•)

f sf turbojet (5.n116)

PaP turbojet 017
AM 6( (7117
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SECTION 5.2

T~~meLOZIzMe corr~ ect.ion IQ Raue Of CQLiUData

As test day and standar~d day fligts are asta~d to be at the same pressure
altitues, It is only neeosaaaw to make atmospberic pefrfmainne carrections for

ts~pza~edifferwane. The corrected presew~o altitue at which the airramft
flieis 1 denoted by the symols, No and the tapeline altitude by the symbol, h.
The relationshzip between t.~peline and pressure altitude increments is given by

where:

i90 a Density for which instzsinnt is calibrated - standard density
8 at the pressure altitude
Ata Denwity at teat piwres altitude

T as a Standard teqaeratore at the preussw altitude
Tat a Teat tipz~eat the prasore altitude

Then,

d (h !u~ tapeline rate of climb at test true speed (3.202)

In the psrmmters of equations containing Ta; Tut ws be astituztede

Then,

M JS a 3/C L tapeline rate of 014d at stamdard daW tRW apee.

Audi rim equation 5.202s,

dh WC .t line rate of alimb at standard (23
Ttdt T. da;etrue speed(523

Un equations 5,W05 5.316 ani 5.117 It is seen thats, for a constant N and
U/IPa, the rate of all~ paramter Varies with the poWe Pazau4ster

Va P

As allia axe flown at constant rpm In turboj ets and at constant rpa-mmnifold.
presuore schedules In pw pfl1 diriven aircrafts, . Lera"W variations hon
test condit~ions will cmae Gba~gss In the value of the rate of c2limb puzauster.

Wei rate of ali±4 iucremant for tpeai effects on power is called hi/C1

AFm 6M~ 5-6



tAE/Cj -S F (5.204I)

Frcm equation 5.101P

LýVat Wt)
A V~'TJ (5.205)

there:

V~tt - test aircraft climb true speed (knots)
&76a - (Fna-D1, D assumed constant

A - test weight

In terms of Moh number and (Fna 6 a):

. 5 -9l9Pa v T (turbojet aircraft) (5.2o6)

Wt

or
A~RAC 39ki6"I/ a /Was (5.207,

where: 6 . . Pa (inch* A)/.2992

Fron equation 5.102,
a R/C-" 3 M T~a " -THPat (reciprocating (5.208)

atL engine airnratt)
?at

Fr reciproating onegin poaer theory the effects of temperature on power
available are an effect on the carburetor temnerature and the effect on mani-
fold pressureo

Fcao Chapter Two,

IMF@a E Uvat (2.201)

Ifbbtituting equation 2.201 In equation 5.208,

AR/C 33,000 BliPas Tas 
(5.209)

t(1- Tat

or, in terms of test brake horsepower
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33,000 BHPatU at 7as(.10
" 4 t U T-" atJ ' P

And above critical altitude equation 5.208 becomes

33,000 3HPa Tt MIs TT
- [ *at (5.211)

where:

iP - standard day -mni'fld pressure
SXPt test day malfold pressure

- N~t f (!% and P

ýP propeller effiniency, average value) 0.83

juation 5.211 i# plotted in CWART 5.21 for use in determining AR/Cj for
reciprocating engine aircraft, frm values of &Mat, Ta /T t, W mpt/"
The manifold Mreeuvre oorrectioL for mir only Is appliea It the Chart Athout
introducing any error of magnitude In cases of mixture blowers. Valuom of
=Pat' the power developed dtiriv the clinb, ry be determined from trqlue-
mater reading or fro engine power charts.

Sjuatlems 5.206 and 5.207, ploted in CRAB= 5.22 and 5.23, a"e um to
deteral ARIe i for jet airOaf. Taluoe of (7n/IS) comuondIng to incre-
mante of 1/ a% feoud for jet aicraft from p;ot of F/. vs I/VrT as

eoritbed In Chapter ?hre. and i11uftrmted in Figure 5.21 below.

*3• MO. 5002

•/•Std.', Test

!ia Figure 5.21

Typical Ccrreated itt Trhst-fju Plot for
fate of Cl2.i Corrections

Am F673 5-8



WeiAht Variation Carrection to Rate of Climb Data

An aircraft rate of climb at am given gross weight my be oorrecte, -
mthemtically to give the rate of climb at ace other gross weight. This
mathematical rate of climb correction for weight variation aasumps that all
atm•opherio, velocity, and pnwer conditions are tho same for both grove weiphty.
For this reascnweight corrections are applied to standard day climb data.
This method fr-ther implies tbat the effects of veight ohanges on the ccupr~ewi-
bility drag are negligible. This latter assumption in not generally valid for
flight Mach numbers above 0.6. Free equation 5.101,

FA) D (5301)

In terms of the drag or thzrust required, equation 5.104,

~na- () (]L)+ CD~k a (5.302)

Differentiating, with W and dh/dt the only variablee,

d (~V -h fh) 1 (5.303)

where.:

a p/C +. AR/C 1  RC ft/mmn
dt adt

dV - (. Vt)- AU, lbs
S- flight velocitT, ft/ain

Pa aamshrio pressuz-e, Nag

Tbn) k 2  1 55.6 Vs (ht2)

A/R/C 2  (dh/dt)
law w (V-3 )

S 50.65 50. (6.5)

Yaluem of (&I/Cj/,&W are eaaily eogapited from Vt and dh/dt. Values of(4A/C3V AU
my be found from CH&RT 5.31 as a function of premeure altitude, Nkch number and
wing spin. The total weight correction to rate of climb Is,

I& .- a IC.3 *..R/C. 2 + AR/C) 4 (5.306)
A6 5-

AFM 6ei• 5-9 ..



Where the angle of climb is not negligible, e>20, an error in AR/C) of
ten nercent or larger rili be introduced since the normal load factor departs
significantly from 1g. In that case the induced drag may be set equal to

n Q e(qS)

and the following equation derived:

nE2 2 -n 6 as 2 W2-

aR/c 2 6 t 5.307
asL

APR 6M



sam~ox 5.4

Vertical Wind Grgient Corralon to Rat~e or Cli

An a&Ircrft climbing tkroug a vertical wind-velocity gradient will exper1-
once a horizontal acceleration if the relative wind direction Is neptlve and a
horizontal deceleration if the relative wind is positive.

,d (. [d YI V dh) (,.01)

at k1 h ~at

wherV:

aw - horizontal aoceleration

d V
d U - vertical wind-velocity gadient, (+) headwind, (-) tailwind

(Lb)1 accelerated rate of climb
dt Ia

te was of the aircraft and this aoceleration force is converted into a rate
of climb incrount if the climb path speed is considered constant.

AesuiAg ma climb angles, the wind Spadient resulto In a chauging climb
path speed relatitve to the earth. 2hIs results in a kinetic emorw Increment
for the aircraft vhich ust be balanced by a potential energy incremnt If the

l:lab path ape" relative to the air Is maintained countant.

( T) T (• -V+ .( ) 1C o

Fr= thi. equation,

6 dh adta V d

,(Jb) T dT., ( 4k

Mhn tto muacoeletated rate af climb In,

ar TV 6 •
at at a 9 ) at

h -(D) ( , 1
at at d• t(J' -h)

AVm6S7• 6-M



Values of the correctlon factor

.oooo89 V dVV)

wheN:"

dyv , knots
dh 1000 ft

are plotted in CHART 5.4l at the end of this chapter for values of T0, d 8v/dh,

a d pruuure altitude.
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STI0N 5.5

Climb Path Aoceleration Correction to &te of Climb Data

An aircraft olimbing on a standard day at a fixed calibrated air speed mat
accelerate betause of atmospheric density change with altitude. This acceleration
of the aircraft mass aboorbe socm of the thrust available, and the rate of climb
during these conditions to less than the unaccelerated rate of climb.

The force absorbed Is,

K 4-V d = V, dV (dh)
8 dt 8 dt dt a

and, from equation (5.101),

(Lb) V F. V dY V x

Then,

dh (b + V dIV _h

at a g dh aOr

where:

r. - the force abooorbed in accelerating

th = the wacoelerated climbat

(¶-1a3 the accelerated climbta a

V = the true climb path velocity

&(d-K) - rate of climb absorbed In accelerating

In term of Mach mmber the correction factor in equation 5.501 beces,

a Oh 2 On kdhi

For a ocustant true climb speed the above factor has a value of me. For a
constant Ifch number climb (deceleration) the factor has a value of (1 -0.133

up to the Isotherml altitude above vhich the factor is equal to one. For an
acaclerating climb oon~tion the factor tabos the form,

AM~ 627M51



.2 ).5 2 +ve 1 4 .2 M25 e dVc+1

9 (14 .2"2)2-5 - 0.133 + . + (5.503)

Eqlation 5.503 is plotted in CHARTS 5.51, 5.52, 5.53 and 5.54 in terms of Vc,
P&, M4, T., dVt/dh, and d0 /dh. Chart 5.51 contains the first two right hand term-
and Is used for constant K climbs. Chart 5.52 contains the extreme right hand
term and is an additive factor for a changing Vc. Chart 5.53 presents the first
two right hand terms as a function of M. Chart 5.54 presents the function in
terms of Vt and dVt/dh.

During a Climb to altitude (check climb) in jet type aircraft, the indicated
climb speed is decreased with increasing altitude. Tý_is means that dVc/dh in
equation 5.503 is negative and, if large enough, my balance the other terms in
the equation. In reciprocating engine aircraft the indicated speed is held con-
stant, until the critical alti.tude for the engine is reached, and then is de-
creased. ý'harts 5.51 and 5.52 my be used to determine the bleed-off rate re-
quired for a constant climb true speed (zero acceleration factor). During
sawtooti climbs in jet or conventional aircraft the calibrated speeI is held
constant over an increment of altitude. In these cases it may be desirable to
determine the unaccelerated rate of climb that would be obtained under the same
conditions at a constant true climbing speed as might be the case in a check
climb. This may be accomplished using CHART 5.51 or 5.53 for the climb Vc
and HC or X, (dVc/dh a 0). The factor is used as in equation 5.501.

Since equation 5.503 is plotted for standard day conditions it should be
applied to the tapeline rate of climb at standard day true speed. This tape-
line rate of climb has been defined as,

It/c U ffi4 F
dt Ta

Jor an accelerating ciimbing aircraft requiring a power or thrust correction for
temperature variation, the usual power correction is not all available to correct
the R/C defined above since changing R/C changes the acceleration thrust reqiired
at shown on the preceding page.

\( £ dh/

where:

(A!/C)a Z rate of climb increment for temperature-power correction

to the accelerated rate of climb, __

Similarly, for an accelerating climbing aircraft requiring an indueed drag weight
correction to rate of climb at a constant air speed and thrust or Tower, an In-
creased weight (induced dreg) not only absorbs more of the excess thrust and re-
duces rate of climb, but it also results in less thrust being required for accel-
eration (reduced dH/dt) and some increase in rate of climb. In this case the total
effect of climb acceleration on the induced drag weight correction is,
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i ~~W O A - - /C3--

9gdhJ
Ior Jet powered aircraft, the best rate of climb is at appr~omatelY

a constant true speed. For reciprocating engine aircraft, the best rate
of clii, is us&T found in an accelerating clib condition*

APPLICATIONS OF THE ACCnEiLTION FACTOR TO SAW-TOOTH AND CHECK CLIMBS

The acceleration factor is applied to a saw-tooth rate-of-climb (VC u conet.)
to simulate check climb data under identical conditions of standard thrust, alt-
itude, weight, and standard speed. During check climbs at best climbing speeds
some acceleration (t) my be evident; in these cases, the acceleration factor in
applied only to the thrust and induced drag corrections. These two applications
of the acceleration factor in climbing will be clarified by the equation below.

Basically, for the saw-tooth climb,

Rct = (,t x A (5.506)

where

ct 8 test tapeline rate-of-climb at standard day speed, no
acceleration along flight path,

Ret - . a test tapeline rate-of-climb at standard daydt Fspeed, with acceleration along climb path.

Af U standard atmosphere climb accelerations factor at standard

day speed (1 +- 1a)
g dli

During a saw-tooth climb at constant Vc, the aircraft is accelerating and

Rc a ta A1c,+ (acts+ Am*,&a)+ ÷ Rcac f (5.507)

where:

ROO 8 tapeline rate-of-climb at standard day speed thrust, and weight,
no acceleration along flight path.

AP 1  "- ! a thrust correction to rate-of-climb during flight path
Af acceleration of standard day speed.

ARe• n u a induced drag rate-of-climb correction for weight
T wvariation during flight path acceleration at

stansaid day speed.
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With equation 5.506 and these definitions, equation 5.507 can be put in another

fo rm,

IL R lct 4. cl + a (Rct + AIc) + ARc3 (5.508)

A plot of Bc. vs Vt. defines check climb, rate-of-climb values for

standard conditions except that the speeds for maximum rate-of-climb may result

in some acceleration with increasing altitude. This will be immediately apparent

from the plot mentioned above. Prom this same olot, the acceleration factor data

(dVt,/dh and Vt.) for the check climb condition my be determined in the neigh-

borhood of maximum rate-of-climb. The best climb points may then be readjusted

to more exactly simulate actual check climb data. This is done by equation 5.509.
(5.509)

RC, check climb a Rc*/Af check climb "

Standardizing on actual check climb requires a slightly different use of

the acceleration factor, -bec&use any acceleration existing is common to both

the test and standard day climbs. For this condition, equations 5.507 and 5.509

are combined.

check climb Re a Rcta + LRCla 4 j" (Rcta + &eCla) + &RC 3 a (5.510)

for climbs at constant Vc the acceleration factor is determined from charts

5.51 or 5.53. For plotted, zero acceleration, saw-tooth data, and for check climb

data, the acceleration factor is best determined from the change of standard true

speed with altitude and chart 5.54. Chart 5.52 is intended to be used only to de-

termine the necessary decay of Vc with altitude to establish a zero acceleration.

It should be noted that chart 5.51 i1 plotted for standard altitude data. This

mans that a temperature lapse rate of -20 C per thousand feet is assumed below

the isothermal altitude. Generally, under test conditions up to altitudes of

30,000 ft., this standard lapse rate is realized approximately. The effect on

Af of temperature lapse rate can be seen on chart 5.53. The engineer should check

all saw-tooth data for temperature inversions which Greatly alter the standard

lapse rate, but he should be especially alert on saw-tooth data obtained above

30,000 ft. The two curves on chart 5.53 may be used to interpolate for test temp-

erature lapse rates between -2° and zero to be applied to equations 5.506 and

5.507 in place of Af as defined.
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SNCTION 5.6

Tenperature Effects on Fuel Consumption
and V-igh* DurInt Climb

In making a check climb from take-off to ceiling altitude, it is necessary
to give consideration to ftel consumption variation between test day and standard
iay. This temperature variation may result in an appreciable and increasing diff-
erence in test and standaid day grbes weights as the climb progresses necess-
itating a conversion to a rate of climb increment by the methods orevio-ialy
Aoscribed. If the temoereture difference is not more than 100 C, this fuel-
weight rate of climb correction is negligible. In this correction, the
assumption is made that tht fuel consumption rate is constant at a particular
time and power setting irreo'rective of the rate of climb variation resulting frcm
atmospheric temperature vari.'tion from standard. This assumption is also a valid
approximation for climbs condicted at power settings varying as much as five per-
cert.

One method of determining the difference in fuel weight used because of terr-
erature effects is by plotting and correcting for temperature the fuel rate of clon-
su mpticn.

a. Plot fuel used vs time. A
b. Plot fuel rate vs altitude I__
c. Correct fuel rate vs altitude plot to & Us

standard day fuel rate at standard day AFuel Used - Gross t.B
power conditions by use of engine manu- / /I
facturer's performance data.

d. Integrate power corrected rate of climb
data and plot tentative standard day - AFuel Used (lps) 0004
time ve altitude. V-

e. Plot corrected fuel rate vs corrected
time to climb to altitude. 10 /

f. Integrate plot "e" and obtain correctel X -

fuel used vs time.
g. Determine fuel weight increment at each D - - -

altitude from plots "a" and Ofl. E-4

b. Make AR/C 2 and AR/C3 corrections
for weight difference o (R/C +AR/Cl).
This is the final corrected rate of
climb.//"

A.-Fuel Used vs Time 
--

(Test Temp.)

B.-Altitude vs Time to Climb TIM (mi)
(Test Temp.)

C.-Altitude va Time to Climb Figure 5.61
(Standard Temp.) Method of Approximating a Rate of Climb

Weight Correction for Variation in
Fuel Used on Test and Standard Days

This saffe correction may be approximated by plotting the data as shown in
Figure 5.61 and by making the assumrtion (based on actual climb data) that the
fuel used vs time plot for the test temperature and power is very nearly iden-
tical to that for the standard temperature and power.
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SETION 5.7

Determination of Besg Rate of
Climb and Beet-ClimbInR S-,eod

SAWI'OOTH HMEHD

One method of obtaining climb data is the sa'vtooth climb.* This name
is derived from the barograph trace resulting from a series of short tias
climba through the sae pressure altitude. These climbs are made at
different indicated climbing speeds from a point a little below the test
altitude to a point a little above it. By plotting the resulting rates
of climb for the various altitudes and air speeds, an shoin in Figure 5.71,
the best rate of climb and best climbing velocity will be apparent for all
altitudes.

Vior Hifjor best R/C

Typicalm 2vtoot CliC Ploti

th betrae F lig b. S neaddiin th Fsalinghpit aSigpeeds

coplete th curves.cal sawtooth cl Clpitisb lorrceto h rs

weigtotha climbs b"mae ob taied byclmbiealm power settings n araftrca a

stacedure gnos weight takeoffg tohe ts altitude.icemn fvor ap climbso areu

coinete for lemp uaeeratre ad weight vratiosb the lmmattuode aedicated t

previously. ?or jet aircraft the data shou~ld be corrected to zero acceler-
ation to simulate check climb data.
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ACCELERATION METHOD FOR R01E OP CLIMB AND OPTI4MM CLIMB PATH EVALUATION

For aircraft having very large rates of climb and fuel consumption and a
limit*d fuel supply, the sawtooth method may be difficult to fly accurately and

Wy be excessively- time consuming for complete results. In these cases the level
flight acceleration method may be applied to the determination of climb data. In
addition, vertical wind gradients do not affect R/C data from level accelerations.

Consider the accelerating aircraft in level flight. The total energy of the
aircraft is,

I Vh + XV (5.701)

V2

h + 2, (5.702)

where:

I -"total energy (ft-lbs) V a true velocity (ft/eec)
V a gross weight (lb.) g a acceleration of gravity
h * tapeline altitude (ft) 32.174 (ft/mec2 )

Differentiating equation 5.702, (including h to allow for altimeter position error)

A . AI + dh (5.703)V 9

Dividing by dt,

U . nV 4. Q (5.704)
dtV g dt dt

The force available to accelerate the aircraft is,

(7,A - D) aA- 2 = Fn a xces not thrust

Then,

Pro itAv 4x (5.705)
Yrom equation 5.101,

n /c -a (5.7o6)
V

Combining equations 5.706, 5.704, and 5.705,
a/C A l.l I n 1+ a (5.707)

dt V g dt dt

whore:

R/C = ft/eec
dt a seconds
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My plotting the variable, V2 in equation 5.702 against time, the rate of change
of the total energy may be obtained. From equation 5.706 it is seen that the
point of maximum slope of this curve ie at the value of V2 corresponding to V
for maximum rete of climb. V has been assumd constant. In knots, equation 5.702
becomes,

- 0 0.o443 v2 knots (5.708)2g

From a plot of 0.0443 V2 knots ve time in minutes and T ic and Hic vs time in minutes,
the Indicated speed and Mach number and best rate of climb my be obtained by in-
spection as shown in Figure 5.72. This acceleration method of obtaining climb data
is more difficult to apply than may appear from the analysis, the prinary source of
error being the lag in the conventional type of air-speed indicating system. This
may be overcome by calibrating the system for lag, by using a no-lag system which
has its instrument very near the air-speed probe, or by use of electronic pressure
measuring devices to determine indicated air speed. Another approach is to deter-
mine the time, distance, velocity and acceleratton by radar tracking.

A plot of V2 ve time as in Figure 5.72 is fairly adequate for determination of
best climb speeds, but tests have shown It to be usually unsatisfactory for deter-
mining accurate R/C values. A better analysis of R/C and best climb speeds can be
made by computation of dZ/dt from level acceleration values of dV, dt, and dh. Be-
cause dV 4 dt is required, the accuracy with which these increments are determined
sets the accuracy and data scatter of the results. Minimum increment values should
be ten (10) knots dV or 15 seconds dr. Equaticn 5.709 Is suitable for machine com-
putation of dE/dt. Values of M should also be computed.

19 62 04 a ( 422 - ) 4 (Hc at(5 7 9

S= W2 t-2  (5.709)

Two level accelerations should be made at each altitude reciprocal headings. R/C
is determined from dJ/dt and desired weight; AR/C1 and WR/C3 corrections can also
be applied. The dZ/dt plot appears as in Figure 73.

Since dX/d*. is a function of both h and V2/2g a maximizing function of dB/dt
involves both and takes the form,

S= max. when 2(dZ/dt) a(dx/dt) - 0 (5.710)
dt e(V 2 /2g)

or when, &(3.zdt) I* 4(dzl)(

AV 9 A h

This optimum dZ/dt can be determined graphically and shown as on Figure 5.73. This
climb schedule will then involve zooming or diving to obtain a given speed and alt-
itude in minimum time as shown in Figure 5.74.

PATE OF CWA}]GE OF TOTAL PPEMSRE FOR DEFINING d(E/I)/dt. Total pressure rate of change
will approximately define d(E/W)/dt, and can be demonstrated by use of equations Z.21,
4.9, 4.J0) and the equation of state. The resulting equation is applicable to a
differential pressure gage.

dP't [Ta(l 4 .2J4l d(X/W) dTa 16 R H2) dki
S2- .(24 2) (5.712)"(O• Ft) Z conset. dt dt 2 dt (

Ta is the instrument temperature and is essentially constant for a given altitude.
Use of rate of climb instrument for this ipurpose has been su.gested by Lt. Col. J.L.
Ridley, USAF. The lag constant used must provide measurable differential pressures
and not result in excessive lag in dPt indications.
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TIME (min, from 0 acceleration)

Figure 5.72

Typical Plot of Level Flight Acceleration Data

LoiterYruise

__ Alt.- - --

dt0 1V

V t V~t@ Vc or.

Figure 5.73 Figure 5.714

Rate of Change of Total Xfnlwurt-Tim Climb

ftergy Plot Schedule Plot
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SCTION .5.8

Dimenjionless Pate of Climb Plotting

In equations 5.115, 5.116 ad 5.117 it may be seen that the parameters

(& and M

are dimensionless in terms of the physical system of dimensione. The reman-
Ing parameters,

TEP N Fn W

P.aV~ ' 7a. Fa-

may be made dimensionless by the insertion in each of a characteristic length
raised to se power. As this charaoteristic length for a particular air-
craft remins constant, these latter pearmeters my be considered funmtionally
dimensionless. All the above parameters will result from a dimensional analysis
of the variables effecting rate of climb.

For propeller driven aircraft,BEP from torque meter readings may be sub-
stituted for 79P In equation 5.115. Then the parameters for dirnsionless
plotting are,

'Vra VrYa Pa

For turbojet povered aircraft equation 5.116 Is applicable and the parameters
are,

ata I P M. 1 .* or Fn in place of

Generally in this type of a plot the terms & and 6a replace Ta and Pa

where:

29.92
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As there are four variables involved, it Is necessary to hold one of them constant
during a particular climb. It can be seen that Mach umber is the only term that
could reasonably be hold constant during a climb. By making check climb@ at
ocmtans t Mach umber and two or three different constant rp it is possible to
plot climb data without makiag weight or power corrections and to use the plotted
data to determine standard day standard weight rate of climb even in the region
where compressibility effects are large. Figure 5.81 illustrates a dimensionless
rate of climb plot for a constant Mach number, data being obtained at three
different power settings.

Figure 5.81
Typical ])nsicuio1.oas Climb h•ta at Constant

Msoh Wumbew and Tarious U/da PaZamters

The methods used for Figure 5.81 can as]o be used for standardizing rate of
clim data. For fighter type turbojet air.craft the best rate of climb will be at
speeds that maintain approziately a ecostant Mach number for certain altitude
raes. Two climbing Mach numbers determined by sawtooth climbs Imy be enough to
ap~prczimate all the climbin speeds and allew s• interpolation. obuc a plot
would appear as in Figure 5.8 and may be usled to correct climb data for all air-
craft of the ern mod~el with barn type of engine.

Figures 5.81 ad 5.82 ar easily: plotted • costant valums, of / at the

different/ c)stn r 4 byfr 1potn /~ sVIaad(/)/ sson
Figur 5.S3
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if the level flight data are Included,, two Oc~stant rpm olimbs will provide
enough points to determine the 1/ A~ -(R/C1/fM curve for constant W/6,.

In the speed range for best climb the change in Fn/Ua with N/VE if approxi -
mately linear. This fact may bo utilized to detfraine rate of climb lata for any
condition from a few constant Mach number climb@. This is especially useful for
very large aircraft having large weight variations which affect the boat climb
speed. Figure 5 .84 illustrate* a dimensionless rate of oliinb plot that vould bbe
derived from three constant Mach number climbs and level flight data. A linear
Fld/a increase with N/ VF is assumd for each of the constant w/6a parestere.
These climbs would be nods in a light veight condition so an to obtain msaxdmum
altitudes and N/VF. values..

High Mach No.a Medium Mach No.
r Low Mach No.

-~~a a,aA
to~ b~b Constantý

-r4&.8/ 1-/1 \_ Ib~, U/11a Values
~etc.

6,

- - -f

b 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(Wc)/

C.iur 0,000/
Typca DiasomeusRae o C0m'Plt awi,'es

Climb 0o0'e o alVle f /a~N j

Y or1

.01, 6d3



The method of dinionfloelse plotting described above may be especially

applicable to aircraft having very largne rates of climb vhere savtooaths are

Inpractical. Also, vhen afterb r and rorket powe are e"d to booet the

rate of clmb, this method my prove valvAble because of the difficulty of

naking power corrections in this type of inatallation.

These same types of non-dimensional rate-of-climb presentations may be

obtained from level acceleration data made at constant W/8a values.
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SCTI0N 5.9

penRal Climb Zest Inormat ion.

The absolute ceiling for an aircraft in defined as the altitude where therate of climb is zero* The service ceiling is defined as the altitude at which
the rate of climb in 100 feet per minute.

For propeller driven aircraft it will be necessary to =aki rate of climb
corrections for variation in cooler flap position. This Is accomplished by

aking several short climbs at a constant indicated speed and various cooler
flap positions. Both the rate-of-climb increment and the engine temperature
increment should be plotted vs flap position.

In the aircraft performance report it is desirable to show rate of climb
and time to climb for two power settings. This is required for tactioal use
when a large number of aircraft are to takse off during a period of time and
meet in fcoartion at a specified altitude. To acomplish this the first air-
craft to take off mist climb slower than those taking off at a later time.

It is usually reluired in performance reports that soe data relative to
rate of climb on a reduced nuber of engines be included. This is usul2.y donme
by making a short climb of about 10,000 feet at a mean altitude between sea
level and service oeiling. The top of this reduced-n=mber-of e&6rnes climb
should be close to the apparent service ceiling for that eondiim

In heavy airoraftp bmbers and transports, two ollabe at normal rated
power or zM jet segine rpm should be conducted for the extreme gess
weight conditionsl Ugaht and heavy, when data are platted in the conventional
manner. Zn this way the rate of climb variation with weiht can be seen
graphiesly and a linear extrapolation used to make weight corre tians or to
onre the aslytIcal weih•t corrections. Tploal clmb performase presenta-
tions are shown in Figre 5.91 for propeller driven aircraft -and in Figure 5.92
for Jet powered aircraft.
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pigme 5.91
mandmar Ci~b Data presenltat ion,

peciprbO~ting Ragin Ai.?oratt

flS-N 2  NJ

Timel I v

R* for Reduced

NJ.

121

V2 VW- -

R/163 C

TIM TO i/c Vt TAIL FIFE FUEL GRnOSS
CLIMB (min) TwE. USED WEIGHT

7igume 5.92
atanar~d Climb Data fresentationi, Jet. UZg~n Aircraft
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DWTA REXICTIO OTLIM (5.91)

For Reciprocating Engine Aircraft
8svtooth and Check Climbs

(1) Test Point Number
(2) Hi ft Pressure altitude
(3) & Hic ft Altimeter instrument correction

(4) a Hpc ft Altimeter position error correction
(5) HC ft True pressure altitude, (2) +(3) +(4)
(6) Vi knots Indicated air speed
(7) AVic knots Air-speed instrument correction
(8) a vpo knots Air-speed position error correction
(9) 'c knots Calibrated air speed, (6) + (7) + (8)
(10) vto knots Standard day true speed, from CHART 8.5

and (9) and (5)
(11) M Mach number, from CHART 8.5 and (9) and (5)
(12) t-1 C Indicated air temperature
(13) A tic oC Temperature inhtrument correction
(14) tic oC Instrument corrected indicated air

temperature, (12) + (13)
(15) Tat OK Absolute test air temperature from CIART

8.2 (14) and (11)

(16) \19.t, \/'7?a (5 i 7288
(17) Vv \/7 VTar/TsL tandard altitude tables and (5)
(18) Pa "Hg Atmospheric pressure, from standard alti-

tude tables and (5)
(19) V-7t/T" (16) + (17)
(20) Fusl remIning, gals
(21) Fuel at take off, gals
(22) Fuel used, gals (21) - (20)
(23) A Wf lbs Fuel weight used in climbing,(22) z lbe/gal
(2)) Vt the Test weight, take-off gross weight - (23)
(25) Ve lb. Standard wolght at altitude, from check

climb or veight #t initial Sawtooth point
(26) a V lbs Climb weight correction, (25) - (24)
(27) A V per engine lbs (26) e number of engines
(28) Vt per engine lbs (24) + number of engines
(29) te Deooml Dlap'ed time to climb to altitude

minutes
(30) to Dsclml Tims at start of climb

Minutes
(31) At Doeiiml Time to climb to test altitude, (29) - (30)

Minutes
(32) Plot (5) vs (31) Tim to climb omve
(33) (das/dt) ft/m-n Altimter rate of climb from slopes of (32)
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(34) (dh/dt) ft/mmn Tapeline rate of climb at standard day
true speed, test weight, and test power,
(33) x (19)

(35) Wind Gradient Factor CHART 5.41, (when required)
(36) dh/dt Corrected for Wind Gradient (34) x (35) when required
(37) Acceleration Factor CHART 5.51 and (5) and (9) for savtooth

climb at constant V . CHARTS 5.51 and
5.52 and (5) and (91 for check climb not

(38). Throttle setting flown at constant Vc.

(39) Mixture setting
(40) Tachometer Reading
(41) Tachometer Instrument Correction
(42) Engine rpm (40) + (41)
(43) Nie "Hg Indicated manifold pressure
(44) aMp "Hg Manifold pressure instrument correction
(45) MP 001 Test manifold pressure, (43) + (44)
(46) Bit Test BHP, from power charts or torque

meters
(47) REPier engine (46) * number of engines
(48) (mp_/Pa) Manifold pressure -ambient preesure

ratio, (4i5) + (18)
(49) Manifold pressure ratio factor From CHART 5.21 and (19) and (48)
(50) aR/C1  Rate of climb correction for power at

unaccelerated climb conditions, from
3I~ per enine CHART 5.21 and (19) and (48) and (28)

(51) (AR/Cl)a ft/min Rate of climb correction for power,
accelerated climb conditions, (50) x
(47) + (37)

(52) (R/C) +(A R/Ci)a ft/mn Standard day rate of climb at. standard
power an4 test weight for the acceler-
ating aircraft, (34) or (36) + (51)

(53) NPjL [4 9) -one] z (l9))}+ two

(54) MPG "Og Standard day manifold pressure, (53) X (45)
(55) AR/C 2  ft/min Rate of climb wight correction, acceler-

ated conditions, (-26) x (52) + (24)
(56) aB/C Rate of climb induced drag correction, un-

accelerated conditions, from CHART 5.31
and (5) and (11) and wing span

(57) (&R/C3)a ft/min Rate of climb induced drag correction for
accelerated climb conditions, (56) x (26)
+ (37)

(58) Standard weight corrected (52) + (55) + (57)
rate of climb, acooelerewed
conditions

(ý9) Plot (58) vs (5) and graphically integrate to got time to climb vu (5)

N=T: For turbo superchargers the corrections described in Chapter Two
should be applied, and equation 5.208 used to find &R/C1 .
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mkTA ON OUTLI (5.92)

For Jet Aircraft Svtooth and Check Climbs

(1) Tent Point Number
(2) Hi ft Pressure altitude
3) AHRi ft Altimter instrument correction

(4) ARPO ft Altimeter position error correction
5) H3 ft True p~ressure altitude, (2) 4 (3) + (4)
6) VI knots Indioated air speed
7) '&io knots Air-speed instrument correction
8) ay knots Air-speed position correction
9) vc knots Calibrated air speed, (6)-1&(7) + (8)

(10) M Mach number, from CHART 8.5 pnd (9)
ar (5) 0

(11) Vt. knots Standard day true speed, from CHART 8.5
and (9) and (5)

(12) ti OC Indicated air temperature
(13) &•ct C Temperature instrument correction
(14) tic OC Instrument corrected indicated air

temperature
(15) Tat O Absolute test air temperature from CHART

8.Z and (14) and (10)

(16) V-eat, yTatIT. y (15)/,288
(17) f y TOfFProm standard altitude tables and (5)
(18) YTat/Ta (16) ÷ (17)
(19) Fuel Remining ale
(20) Fuel at take off gals
(21) Fuel used Gals (20) - (19)
(22) AWf lbe Fuel weight used for olimbingg(21) x lbe/gal
(23) Wt lbe Test weight, take-off grose weight - (22)
(24) We lbe Standard weight at altitude .from check climb,

or weight at initial sawtooth point
(25) AW lbs Climb weight correction, (24) - (23)
(26) AW per engine lbe (25) . number of engines
(27) Wt'per engine lbe (23) - number of engines
(28) te Decial Elapsed time to climb altitude

Minutes
(29) t@ Deimml Time at sthrt of climb

Minutes
(30) At Deoimil Tim to climb to test altitude, (29) - (28)

Minutes
(31) Plot (5) vs (30) Tine to alimb curve
(32) d jt ft/xin Altimeter rate of climb, frcm slopes of (31)
(33) dh/dt ft/min Tapeline rate of climb at standard day true

speed, test weight and test thrust, (32) x
(is)

(31i) Wind Gradient Factor CHAR~T 5.41, (when required)
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(35) dh/dt (33) x (34), when required
Corrected for Wind Gradient

(36) Acceleration Factor CHART 5.51 and (5) and (9) for climb at
constant Vc. CATS 5.51 and 5.52 and (5)
and (9) for climb not flown at constant V.

(37) Ni Indicated rpm
(38) A Nic Rpm instrument correction
(39) Nt Teast rpm, (37) + (38), average of all

engines
(40) N/jt Test rpm parameter, (39) * (16)
(41) NI Standard rpm parameter, (39) -o (17)
(42) TFn/•a Net thrust correction from (40) and (41)

and (10) and a graph similar to Figure 5.21
(43) &R/C1  Rate of climb thrust correction, unacceler-

Ar'n/ia ated conditions, from CHART 5.22 and (5)
and (10) and (27)

(44) (A R/CI)a ft/min Rate of climb thrust correction for accele-
rated climb speed, (43) x (42) - (36). If
no acceleration, (44) - & R/CI

(45) (R/C)a+ (AR/Cl)aft/min Standard day rate of climb at standard
power and test weight for the accelerating
aircraft, (33) or (35) + (14)

(46) AR/C 2  ft/min Rate of climb weight correction, accelerated
conditions, (-25) z (45) . (23)

(47) AR/Cj Rate of climb induced drag correction, un-

AW accelerated climb speed, from CHART 5.31 and
(5) and (10) and wing span

(48) (&]R/C 3 )a ft/min Rate of climb inluced drag correction for
accelerated climt speed, (47) x (25) - (36).
If no acceleratlon, (47) - &R/C3

(49) Standard veight corrected (45) + (46) + (148)
rate of climb, accelerated
conditions

(50) Plot (49) vs (5) and graphically integrate to get time to climb vs (5)

NOTZ: If unaccelerated climb data is desired, correct (33) or (35) to
unaocelerated conditions and make other corrections assuming no
acceleration.
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SICTION 5.10

Rate of Descent Data

Descent data are usually presented in the performnce report only for Jet
powered aircraft. This is because the range of Jet aircraft increases consider-
ably more with altitude than does the rangý cif recirrocatinS Angina aircraft.
Best range in jet aircraft is obtained by flylr~g at a very high altitude until
a minimum amount of fuel remains. This is followed by a hl'h spoed descout at
minimum engine fuel pressure and resulting low fuel flow rate.

It is also important for tactical considerations to evaluate contral fora,
buffeting and other undesirable dive characteristics. The effects of di-e
bralms, tip tanks and external armament on high speed descents is extreraly
important in fighter and ground support Aircraft.

Rate of descent data reduction is identical to rate of climb data reduce~on,
except that no thrust correction is made for temperatiure variation from 3tznda.rd.
This is because the descents are made at constant fuel pressure and the effacts
of temperature on thrust are very ell relative to the high rates of descent.
The tapeline rate of descent at standard day true speed ie defined by,

dh .RID dH20  ýýadt 51-l-dt Tas (5.1O.01)

The weight corrections are,

t R/i 2  RID
aw wt(5.10 )

a__ 50.65 \/ia.
AV Pa M bZ• (51.0.03)

where:

AV owe - Wt

Equation 5.10.03 is solved by CHART 5.31, but the sign of the parameter
( AR/C) /aW must be changed when the chart i' applied to determine (aR/D)3/ W.
Since t&e aircraft accelerates during the descent at constant Mach number,
(*&R/D) from the chart should be corrected to the accelerated condition. 'Itis
may be ione by (5.10.04). Fuel consumption weight corrections are not required.

(AR/D3)a * chart (5.lo.o4)

(1 +0.03i)
In the aircraft performanoe report,rate of descent data is presented as in

Figure 5.10.1 to show rate of descent, time to descend, Mach number, true speed,
distance traveled, fuel pressure, and fuel used.
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CHAPTER SIX

TAKE-OFF AND LANDING PERFORMANCE

SECTION 6.1

Techniques and Configurations fur Tako-Off
Tests - JAW Operation

Take-off tests consist of a series of take-offs to determine the groiand
distance from the start of the run to the point where the aircraft leaves tho
ground, and the air distance from this point to the place where the aircraft ia
SO feet above the runway. During the tests, the airplane should be operated ii.
a manner considered to give the best take-off performance within the operatiua.i!
limits of the airplane and engine. Unless otherwise specified, the pross %,Ui:i..
for take-off tests includes the maximum load likely to be used in sertice. All
tests are run as close as possible to the desired gross weight to keep all weigh.L

corrections to a minimum. As local wind conditions affect the take-off distance
and techniques used, tests should not be conducted when the wind velocities
exceed 10% of the take-off speed of the aircraft.

For airplanes with wing flaps that are used for take-off, several flap
positions are used to determine the optimum, flap position. Cowl flap: are open
for take-off, the airplane is held with brakes and maximum allowable power is
attained prior to brake release. Maximum power is obtained as soon as practi-
cable during the take-off run. As an example, the F-Sl aircraft is limited to
40 inches manifold pressure without anchoring the tail, but 61 inches is used
for take-off power. Therefore. the maximum allowable power prior to brake
release is 40 inches and the maximum power is 61 inches.

When jet assist take-offs are made and it is desired to obtain the most
advantage from a short duration rocket, the rocket should be ignited at such a
point during the take-off run that it will be expended as the airplane passes
over the 50 foot obstacle. This point of ignition is normally obtained by
estimating the number of seconds after brake release that the rocket should be
ignited, and then bracketing this point by making one or two take-offs. In
most cases this information should be given to the pilot in the form of a number
of seconds after brake release; however, it may sometimes be advantageous to
ignite the rockets at an indicated air speed. For long burning rockets, the
shortest take-off will be made by igniting the rockets at brake release.
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szCTION 6.2

Distance and He1iht Measurement. and Dauilment-

Measurements should be taken to determine the distance from the take-off
starting point to the place where the aircraft leaves the ground and to the
point where the airplane reaches the altitude of 50 *',-t These measurements
may be made in various ways. A few of the methods beneral use follow:

When camera equipment is not available either of the following systems
may be used. The first consists of several theodolites (sighting bars) spaced
along the runway so as to cover the distance from take-off point to the simu-
lat'nd 50 foot obstacle. The distance and time from take-off point to each
elghting station will give an approximation of the aircraft speed and take-off
distance. This method is shown schematically in Figure 6.21.

Estimated Take-Off Point

Known Distance ProDistance ofTkOf

- 0- -0 0, Ljne.of Sig-hting Station
Theodolites

Figure 6.21
Basic Method for Obtaining Take-Off

and Landing Time and Distance Data

It is good practice to station two or three observers at the edge of the runway
in the vicinity of the take-off point to mark the exact point of take-off. The
data obtained by such observers are always a good check on ground roll distance
regardless of the method used for obtaining data. Using this method the height
of the aircraft above the runway may be obtained by a formula determined from
Figure 6.22.



w R! + AB (6.201)
d

vhere:

H - height of aircraft above the theodolite, ft.
D a distance from rmuwa~y centerline to theodolite eye

piece, ft.
h - height read on theodolite as aircraft pauses, ft.
d - length of theodolite, ft.

AH - height of theodolite above runvay, ft.

- - D~~ - u• •

Figure 6.22
Theodolite Geometry

A more accurate field method of obtaining take-off data consists of a
theodolite pivoted so it may track the aircraft during the take-off run, Figure
6.23. The theodolite is constructed in such a way that, by keeping cross-hairs
co the aircraft, a pencil trace of the aircraft position is placed on a chart
fastened rigidly to the theodolite supports. The swiveling theodolite is set
up at a known distance from the runway and so aligned as to encompass only as
muoh of the runway as rill be necessary for the tests of the particular aircraft
under consideration. This is done to obtain the greatest aoovraoy from the
i=str mnt.

Various standard distances from the ruway may be arbitrarily detormaned
and charts prepared in advance for vse on this theodolite. A tining mechanism
built Into the sighting bar marks every second on the chart. Ground observers
wre used to mark the exact point of take off, and this information may be placed
an the ohart at the end of each test. A typical chart and take-off graph is
illustrated in Figure 6.24.
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Observers B

NCalibrata d s Grid /./
N For Grid Mth Distance

Recodz Instrument -•'

(Theodolite, Cam era

Rnmm Disatme - 0

Figure 6.23
Take-off Data Installation for Sriveling

Camera or Reoording 2hoodolite

1800 1400 1000 600 200

I • " " •'• 50 'Ee14bt,

leTimin ,Markr---

Figure 6.24i
Recording Theodolite Chart

The moot aocurate mans of recording take-off data Is vith a moving picture
camera vhioh will photograph the aircraft under teat, a timing device, and either
a grid or azimuth o•ale. A portable 36 m. cmera ban been devised whioh photo-
graphs the rmway, a stop vatob and the position of the airplane with respect to
an azimuth soale. Knowing the azimuth and the distance of the oamra froi the
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runway along a normal to the runway, the position of %he aircraft my be de-
termined at any time during the test. A typical frame frcu a test camera vould
appear as In Figure 6.25.

stop Dat]'0Watch
Height Above £ Wath M

RUMwMY MaY Be
Scaled or
Calculated

,*'7 .'j/'77 7' 7 Z~ 7 ZrRunway

Figure 6.25
Typical Frame from Tkke-off Camera Film

A fixed grid may also be used to photographioally record the tests. In
this method a grid consisting of a network of calibrated wires I# placed in front
of a normal camera In the manner shown in Figure 6.23 and at snoh a dietan&e that
it will remain in focus along with the airplane being teste4. A timi device
Way be mounted on either the grid or camera to give a time history of the take

off or landing. A typical frame taken through this type of grid in shoam in
lipwe 6.26.

Distance Wires Height Wires

7'5 Ft.

50 Ft.

25 Ft.

Figure 6.26
Typical Frame from Camerb-(id Film
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sI'IN 6.3

Take-ofr Data CorrectionA fra vindgeig1t~and Denuity

From information obtained by any of the above methods In the previous

section, the obaerved data imy be plotted an in Figure 6.31. This figure in
usually Included in the final report as is the corrected take-off data.

30 _Type Aircraft & No.....

Power Settings TA at500_ t

0 0 s0o10 10

DI10C AlongG Runway,(f

.01 ~ ~ igr Tepeatr ' 1 2
Baresnaon. ofPressa. of Tm

read o the n Ptr sentpaeatindo Athiuale Tas-f Tindpnetompesr

tumpersture.

All take -of f performance data are corrected to sea level standard con-
ditions and zero irind unless otherwise specified. The average of the best two
of at'least four take-cff a is reported as pert orseiace data. Corrected data are
usuLall~y presented in the following ohart form:
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A -COVIPIMATION - WRIGHT - POWNR SMMhG

(1) (2) (3)
wround Roll Total Distanoe Indioated Speed True Speed

(ft) over 50' height At At At At
Take -Off .50 'eght Take -Off 50' Height

B - COVIIURATION - WZIR'T- POWE SDIf3G

C - c001niFRATION - WRIGHT - POWER SETTING

TAKE-On DATA CGROCTION

The takm-off performae of any aircraft is highly dependent on pilot
technique. Sven with experienced veil-qualified pilot@ it in difficult to maik
the aircraft take off at the same value of lift coefficient each time. As this
in the rule rather than the exoeption, a rigorous mathemtical treatment of
reduaing observed take-off data to standar4 condition Is not varrautod; the"-
fore, no matbematically exact solutions will be given for reducing data.

The correction of groumd roll for the effect of rind may be empirically
expressed as,

StaSty Vto + 1.8 .(6.301-)
\ Vto

vhere:

- observed ground roll, ft, with wind ocmponent
St - ground roll corrected for wind, ft
Sto - ground velocity at take off
V - acmponent of wind along the runway

headvind (+); tailvind (-).

This relationship has been verified by extensive flight te -. N•egleoting wind,
the ground roll during take off is,

a !-Vto dV (6.302)t/0
'whore:

Vto - true speed at take-off point
a a seoelerat ic
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Alumiming 80a to have an effective constant value at a mean value of V2 the above ox-

pr-naion become,

Vto(6.30)

a - (.7 Vto6

The effective thrust acting throughout the take-off is defined as the difference
between propulsive net thrust at .7 Vto and the aircraft resistance to forward
motion at the same point. This take-off thrust equation my be written as,

2

F! WVVo (6.304.)

The basic take-off distance equation then becomes,

2 2

s = Vwt 0.7 t (6.305)
2g Feff 2g [n "/* (W - L) O .7 Vto

One method of evaluating the effect of small changes in the variables of equation
6.305 is by use of logarithmic differentiation. With this mathematical process
and with the assumption of constant CL at take-off for all conditions of the
variAbles,

d D Ax
D L V

where,

D - aircraft drag, L z aerodynamic lift

then

F•( -d .-- .a - ) (6.306)

or in another form

32+!z-g 47_RI D /) (6.307)

wbere 7. a IFn .7 Vto

/44 P coefficient of rolling resistance

hkmpirical values of / are

/44 z .02 for hard surface runway

,/V m .04 for firm turf

U z .10 for soft turf
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Those equations should be used only where the ratios of the variables l1e between
0.9 and 1.1,

If there is a weight variation the indicated speeds must be adjusted for a con-
stant 0L assumption.

V c2 F 72

An exact relationship between take-off distances for large chaMes in the
variables of equation 6.305 can be found by making ,A constant and defining.
S2 In torm of S1 , Vt0 2  in term of Vt.. and Feff2  in term of reffl'
at constant CL. The expression is,

& "n ii "n + (6.08

S1  W1  r2 1ef( - Fn'1 -

3quations 6,306, 6.307, and 6.308 as shown are directly applicable to turbo-
Jet aircraft where not thrust Is quite easily determined for take-off condition.

Correction for Runvey Slope and 2L Variation

It is sometimes necessary to correct take-off data for zunmy slope. This
is a simple geosetric consideration. The effective thrust is.

pefflev1 aFeffelope 4. V sine

dividing by 7nffdlope and substituting equation 6.304,

=:e =sl°ue (6.309)•"]" 1 i+ 2C slope s

to ztslope

To correct data to constant OL a relationship is found by multiplying
equation 6.304 by (V/V) a 1.

Then, 2

( V .z / 2 ( c o n s t a n t r ()
(tV)Mi4 (for Jet aircraft only) (6,310)

The slope and OL corrections along with the wind corrections should be

applied to test data prior to density weight and thrust corrections.
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AIR D13TANI DATA CORRECTION

To determine the corrected horisontal air distance from lift-off point to clear
a fifty foot obstacle the correction to tero wind is expressed as the product of
wind velocity and time,

so a a 31'av + TV t( .3 )

where:

8'o wind corrected test air distance

S'o & observed air distance in wind

V, wind component along runway

t * time from lift-off to 50 ft. point

Neglecting wind the following expressions may be written for the air distance and the
aircraft enera' change through it.

V -a ! and a . (so +-N)
S dt t

where:

T U man true airspeed between take-off and 50 ft. height.

1 - (50 + V2/2g)v, total enera of the aircraft.

V •gross weight

h- (V2 - Vto2 )/2g

a a V(7 - D)dt--

7 2 net thrust

D a total air drag

Cobining these expressions and substituting T(1 - D) for d,/dt & genoral expression
for the air dista-ce is derived.

W(OO + D) (6.312)

Logaritbaic differentiation my be applied to equation 6.312 to determine the
effect on air distnce of small changes in the variables, This process gives for a
constant CLat T to and T5o.
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~/~- , (T LW Fn50+h (6.313)

or in another form

Sal (55 4 h,

2 2
whore Fn = net thrust at a mean speed between TO and V50

These equations should be used only where the ratios of the variables lie
between 0.9 and 1.1.

An exact relationship between air distances for large changes in the
variables of equation 6.312 can be found by defining Sa 2  in torms of
S " V to2 and T i02 In termu of Vto and V301 and (7 - D) 2  in torum
of (F - D)l at constyknt Crt and 0 This expression is,

_ _ _ " g 2 b ," +05 0 7 n 2 .. 1 ( 6 .3 1 5 )

"al hv! + 50+Sal ( 2 W

Equations 6.313. 6.314, and 6.315 as shown are directly applicable to turbo-
Jet aircraft where not thrust is quite easily determined for tako-off con-
ditions.

3MPIRICaL FO3O4OLAS FOR COM MCTION OF GJWID MLL AND AIR DISTANCE DATA OF
BOT MIT AND PNOFELLIR PO4VEM A! IC BAT

The following expressions for the effects of changes in the Independent
variables Involved in equations 6.305 and 6.312 were developed and checked
against experimental data by Mr. X.J. Lush of the kiight bsearch Branch,
Air Force Flight Test Center, foe complete study and analysis y be found
in, 08tandardisation of Take-Off Perforumnce lbasureomnts for Airplanes*,
Technicea Note B-12, Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base,
E1duards, California.

These forumal" were developed by application logarithmic differentia-
tion to equations 6.305, and 6.312, and to applicable propeller relationships,
The constants yere determined primarily by graphical analysis of a large
awunt of take-off data from typical aircraft. Corrections obtained b7
these formulas will give sufficiently accurate data for changes in the
variables up to : 20%.

th Q U k: For propeller driven and Jet airplanes, the gemoral
equations (6.316) a (6.317) will be used.
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S A (6.31?)

ýA F ---

With the propoWet PonFtantt

I-E D .3 • - +" + D. _r 638

- 0 " 1.6 (6,320)+ri ý 2. -5 4 -o 7 -ot

Sat W t D 
(6

for 1i~ht airplane(

Asa •v o. *1 - i.6 %Z(6.322)- - 2.0 & -- 0.1 (6.328)

For a odernatvel crecgon either3 /_•e N(11 eq-to i, 3 a coy (ut.319)h

7b Wt Vt

at constant engine speed
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A7 1.10.4+0.1 (6.3214)
7 t at Vt

at full throttle

While for constant speed propellers

L = 0.7 '&-" + 0.53 - 0.54 0.2 A (6.325)
FPt t Nt Vt

Take-Off and Air Distance Corrections for Fixed Pitch Propellers: Corrections
may be required at constant engine speed or at full throttle.

At constant engine speed

S= 2.4 • - 2.4 4C (6.326)
V t Wt Ovt

and

' 2.2 4 - 2. 2 (6.327)
Sat Vt 6-t

If AS/8 Is numerically large, it is again preferable to use the exponential
form

jL). -2,4

= (v) 2. 1  ( - o(6.328)

8 9t Wt Irt~

and

-)-2.2

At full throttle there will be a correction to engine speed

A 2.4 - 2.41 4 0.3 t.a (6.330)
S CtWt Tat
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Lad

2.2 - 2.2 4' 0.6 (6.331)

Satvtt 0at

with the corresponding exponential form

/ L)2.4 -2.4 0.1

(vi (aV t) ?~at

2.2 Tat (6.333)

Conatant SDeed Propellers: This section applies to airplanes which are
entirely, or almost entirely, propeller driven at take-off. For the ground roll,

ýý a 2.6 WE -1.7 4ýo.. Atl - 0.9 ý-- (6.334)
39t Wt Nt Pt

and the alternative form

(5 " )( ). ,0.7 ( " -06.3.)5

For the air phase, distinguish between light and heavy airplanes. For light
airplanes use,

---- . 2.3 1',- 0.2.8 A 1.1 (6,336)
Sat Wt 0 8 t

or alternatively

Sat •t 2-3 -1..2 ] -0.8 pI Z.

(o 62e s(-1 (6-337)
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For heavy airplanes in the air phaue, use,

z 2.6 aw - 1.5 Aw - 0.8 •N, - l.ILBHP (6.338)

at t L t

or alternatively,

2.6 -1.5 -0.8 -1.1
( s w( 0 (6.339)

Thrust Corrctio for TroPo The pnral case equaticos
6.316 or 6.320 orther alternates,, be used for turbo propeller air-
planes.

The thrust correction Is givem by

Ar + 4F• F-(6.3o0)

Where: Ft: FP Fi

and estiinte & Fp,/F~p by eqm~tica 6.325.

A - 0.7 t + o0.5 ý_ + 0.5 AN - 0.2 A&W (6.325)

i2wt +Qt TT V
ptF

Generally for turbo propeller airrat is negligible and my be
& F 4F Ft

ignored. Then r- :je

Part-Tim Assistsne: Again, oquatians 6.318 and 6.320 am used
baas IE0y, but with an effective man thrust. conideration here is
primrily JATO, but the method can be applied to other forms of thrust
boost operated over a limited period.

Mhe teo+ effective, mean thrust boost FPp in oither tho groud
roll or air pbse given by equation 6.341.

= -!- "R (6.341)

wbere

P : JAT0 thrust
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SR distance covered in phase with JAT0 operating

S - total length of phase

Tha standArd effective mn thrust in the air phase is either zero (ATe to cease
at take-off) or equal to the actual ATO thruat (ATO to last to 50 ft.). The
standard effective mean thrus' in the ground roll, however, depends on the time.
tae, during which the ATO is to operate in the air phase under standard conditions.

tBS n 0 ATO ceasing at take-off

tva = 2S&a /(VY to V 50) for ATO ceasing at 50 ft. (6.3142)

Hence, if t at was the test duration of the ATO in the air phase, the ATO duration

in the ground roll must be corrected by

UAR9ata - t%8 (6.3143)

Te correction to the air phase is then given by equation 6.320 using the total
mean effective thrust. For the ground roll, however, use equation 6.3"

F 2. Ftt L.3 Vt 4 - 13

1' 4 Ft (6.344)

" Ftt t1  :-t 1 1.3 t(

-lo 1.3 711L

vhere t

Ft t E test total thb'ust

lb Is basic engine t hraet

The thrust term in all the above equations are the thrusts obtained at
man take-off or air distance speed" unless otherwise defined.
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sImwo 6.4

LAdinR Performance Tests and Corrections

Landing tests consist of a series of landings to determine the total distance
required to pass over a 50 foot obstacle, touch down, and come to a complete stop.
The aircraft should be operated in such a manner. as to give the best landing per-
formuos within the operational limits of the airplane.

The gross weight for landing tests is usually the maximum load used in
service; for heavily loaded aircraft it may be less one-half the fuel and lees any
dropable lad. All tests will be run as close as possible to the desired gross
weight, as weight corrections for landing roll have not been proved consistent.
The aircraft landing configuration is normally with wing flaps full down, engine
at idling rpm, and cowl flaps, when installed, full closed. Any special con-
figuration for landing will be so stated. After the aircraft has touched down
maxinn braking pover is applied without skidding.

The measurement of air and ground distance for landing is accomplished in the
same manner as described for take-off tests. The observed landing time and dis-
tance data are plotted similarly to the observed take-off data. All landing per-
formance data are corrected to standard conditions unless othervies specified.
The average of the best two of at least four landings Is reported. As in take-offs,
pilot technique is a large factor in determining landing performance. Approach
technique and the use of brakes are extremely important in order to produce con-
sistent results.

LUC= DATA CQFUMCMNI

In converting the observed data to standard, sea level conditions, the wind
corrections as used for ta*e-off are aWin used. These are:

ground roll oerrected for wind a obe. ground roll Vt d Vv- 1.85

( td)
air distance corrected for wind - obs. air distance + V t

During the approach from the 50 foot obstacle to touch down, the aircraft has both
potential and Unetio energy whioh nuat be dissipated prior to touch down. This
may be expressed as,

V + 5 OW FS (6.t0ol)

where:

F w retarding force acting over the air distanoe 8
V o-a true speed at 50 foot height

td - true speed at touch down
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Solving for air distance,

-W 2 ~t 2  +~I(6.402)
F 2g 50

The term W/F is actually an average ratio of lift to drag during the descent.
Due to ground effect and transition from glide to flare out, the value of L/P
is difficult to obtain, and it must be assumed to be constant for all weight
and density conditions. The difference in the velocities V5 0 and Vtd may be
said to be negligible between test and standard conditions. Terefore, it is
seen that the test air distance equals the standard air distance, except for
the effects of wind, and the final expression for correcting air distance
during landing is given as,

I I

sit=- Vt w vvt (6.403)

where:

I w landing air distance from a 50 foot obstacle, zero
wind, ft. S JI

tw test landing air distance from a 50 foot obstacle,
with wind component, ft.

Vw wind component, ft/sec
t - tire, seec

For the landing ground roll, the ground distance may be given as:
0

3 (6.404)

Using an average deceleration during ground roll, this expression may be
simplified by integration to the following form:

2

SLt-d (6.405)

where:

-a a deceleration

Asauming for constant test and standard day touch down true speeds that the
change in CL at standard and observed conditions is negligible, equation 6.405
may be standardized in the sas manner us the take-off equation. The final
expression for landing ground roll is,

3 (Vt + V. 3..5 / 2~ fOpt\I tv Vtd / IT) (6.406)

where:

S1s - standard landing ground distance

Sjtw' test landing ground distance with wind component
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and the total landing distance is then,

Total S (S t.+ Vt ) + S'tw ( j~ 61.7
k Vtd / Wt)\

From observation of data obtained during many landings, it has been found
that the weight correction as shown in equation 6.407 is not reliable, and, inl

the event of a departure from standard weight during landings, no weight cor-
rections have been found usable because of the many factors involved in landing
technique; these factors are: approach speedsflare-out pattern, application
of brakes, etc. As a result, every effort is rode to keep the test weight as
close to the standard weight as pcssible, and the final usable equation for
landing roll is,

Total Sa (S~w +. vt) + Sf tv (Vtd + 1.5 w (6.40~8)

Vtd O's

JATA Rw.cTiON OUTLIrE (6.41)

For Landing Test Data

(1) Spw ft Observed ground roll, with wind component
(2) VAt ft/sec Ground velooity at touch down, from slope

of time-distance curve
(3) Vv ft/eec Wind component along runway, from observed

data; headvind (+.), tailvind (-)
4)t round f for wind, (1) x

(5) Pa "Rg Test barometric pressure, from observed
data

(6) tat CC Test ambient temperature, from observed
data

(7) Tt Test density ratio, 9.625 x (5) + [273 +(6)]
(8) Cre Standard density ratio, from standard alti-

tude tables and field elevation
(9) V/: (7) + (8)
(10) Sin ft Standard ground roll for zero wind (4) x (9)
(11) ltw ft Observed air distance from 50 foot height,

vith wind compoiwnt
(12) t sec Tim from 50 foot height to touch down
(17) Si5  ft Standard landing air distance from 50 foot

height, for zero wind (II) +[(3) x (12f)
(14) Total s,( ft Total standard landing distance from 50

f6ot height for zero wind, (lQ)+ (13)
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SECTION 6.5

Dimensionles l teaLtrs for Take- f
&Ad Landi!n PerforMance I~ta

Application of dimensional analysis to take-off performuce my sometimes
assist the engineer by reducing t.e apparent number of independent variables
and, more vitally, by associating vuriablea such as air density which are out
of his control in "non-dimenuion"A." groups with controllable variables such as
airplane gross weight and engine power or thrust.

The practical value of such an approach has not yet been assessed. It seems
however, to be potentially viluable in certain cases. In particular, if the test
values of the nou-dimensional groups derived can be accurately controlled at the
valnes correspnnding to standard conditions the standardization process can there-
by be almost eliminated. Otherwise, the min attraction of the approach would be
to enable more efficient use of test data obtained under a wide rang of test
conditions, particularly when it is desired to predict from such tests the take-
off performance under a wide range of standard conditions.

Many non-dimensional groups can usually be made up in any one problem. Those
given below are useful, but may be modified if circumstances so demand.

IECIPROCATING ENIIGINE AIRCRA"T

The functional relations between the ground roll and the independent varia-
bles for an airplane in a given configuration my be written in the following
form, among others:

S f=(3E N,,, V. t . g) (6.501)

where:

3S Z Crmumd roll

A z some fixed area of the airplane

V = gross weight

I a engine speed

Vtq z true speed at unstick

/4 9 coefficient of friction (with ground)

Similarly we can write for the total distance to reach a height Ohs,

St a f 2 (P3N' N, f V, Vt ,l Vt2 1,/ .0. h) (6.502)

where Vt 2  is the true speed at the height h.
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By application of dimensional analysis to the above functional relations
s may deduce that

(6.503)

In any particular case we may omit "Aw and also, for a given system of unita.
ag6". We my also substitute a for f, and, for normal runway surfaces, omit
/A . We then have for the ground roll,

t1 a / (6.505)

and henes

S, a ¥l , (, ' W (6.5o6)

sinc is proportional to at given O-/W

The term in VtI is 'proportional to C, sad will therefore be approximately

constant for a given level of piloting *kill or of risk. (Chanms In avail-i
able CL due to change of slipstream intensity my be ignored for moderate
ranges of V). If its test range io not large the Tt1  product m7 be omitted
&ad its effects treated as scatter. Otherwise, it may be necessary to attempt
to cross plot in terum of it.

From inspection of equation (6.506) it will be readily appreciated that if
the tosts can be made at the values of '/V, I and 3DP/W which correspond to
sandard conditions the grovnd roll will be equal to the standard ground roll
for the same value of the take-off lift coefficient. No standardization of the
observed ground roll is required. Alternatively, test ground rolls for a range
of 31/V and e'/V might be plotted against these variables and the ground roll
at any desired combinations of power, density sad gross weight deduced.

A similar consideration of the total distance to height 9h6 shows that for
the particular case of the distance to 50 ft. we my write,

otj • t2 &•

St 12a -W *5LI ;L~- (6.50?)
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In this case the variable Tw ill usually be relatively unimportant

and nmy be omitted. The expression Vt2 Is a function only of the lift

coefficient at 50 ft, and will be assumed constant between test and standard
conditious for a given level of skill and risk. As with the ground roll#
the expression would be ignored unless its variation from test to test w
so large as to make cross plotting desirable.

AIRCRAn WITR TURBO-JfT OR MIXED SYSTES

A similar approach may be adopted for airplanes with turbo-jet engines or
any propulsive system which operates throughout the take-off. If, instead of
defining the performance of the propulsive system by tbh variables 38P. N and

we vs write in only the not thrust Fn we may deduce the more general relations,

Se !_ , -C(6.508)

and St "i'4 \v' 9 :" (6.509)

As with the reciprocating engined airplane the expressions containing Vtl and
T t will usually be ignored and their effects treated as scatter. If. then. the
telts can be made at the values of 7n/V and ,/v which correspond to standard
conditions no further utandarditation is necessary. Altemrvely. a plot of
take-off distance against theose groups would yield the take-off distancoe for
any desired combination of T n. V anmd. within the experimental mange of Yn/V
and ot'/V. For example, take-off dietances at moderate weight and high altitude
my be deduced from tests made at a high gross weight at low altitude (hih
density) with a suitable thrust.

Alternative relations which may sometimes be more convenient my be obtained

by including ambient air pressure and temperature as independent variables Instead

of air density only. This would normally increase the resultant number of non-
dimensional groups, but in this case it can be shown that one groip io negligible.
If we start with the relations,

Sg a f 5 (Fns w, •a P a. vt ,tl./M g, A) (6.510)

and St a f6(. W, P- %-. Tt 1. N'/. . go A, h) (6.5n)

it can be deduced from dimensional analysis that

99 FP A Ae,S-B- - 2 (6,512)
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"ad
S€6 _t AP& '2 (6.513)T.~Vt \,,A, -,,A

a 6\AP~ha A lI& 2w~aF a

As before, we my now omit g, A and , so deducing the relations

a -I-{I it - Ta) (6.514)

1x. a rA V ZI vt 2) C) (6.515)' Pa ''

Ve thus have the very inconvenient variable Ta left uncombined with any con-
trollable variable. If a dynamical analysis is made at this point, however,
it can be shown with the above choice of variables Ta may be omitted. (This
happens because Pa and Ta do not in fact affect take-off entirely indepen-
dently but only through their ratio Pa/Ta - i.e., the density. They were
introduced as independent variables only to produce the groups Fn/Pa and
V/Pa). We thus have,

a (6.516)
Ta f

and !LVV (6.517)

whore S Is the distance required to reach a height equal to the value of
h/Ta unler standard conditions, Iara height h x Ta /Tat where suffices
a and t indicate standard and test conditions respectively. These
equations are sometimes more convenient as Fn/P& is usually independent of
air temperature and V/P. is more readily controlled than 017/W
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EICOPT• FLIGUT TU PUFOEANC' AND ANAL S

ECTION 7.1

Introduction

The flight testing techniques amd performance data analysis methods for
helicopter aircraft are still in the research and development stage. The -. y
peouliarities of helicopter design and flight performance characteristics present
difficult analytical problems in both performance standardization and instru-
mentation requirements. The problems of performance veight correction and accu-
rate lov, or zero, speed determination have not been solved In aW simplified
manner. Although the unstable flying characteristics of the helicopter may be
corrected by future development, at present they present a very difficult flying
task to the test pilot vho seeks to obtain high quality test data.

The ability of the helicopter to move in any direction relative to its three
axes presents a major control problem vhen stabilized flight in a certain di-
rection is required. Although the helicopter can hover motionless at any alti-
tude below the hovering ceiling, the determination of the true hovering condition
is not possible without elaborate and Ingenious devices for determining zero air
speed. It might appear that, because this type aircraft is calsule of maintain-
ing stabilized flight between zero and maximun air speed, there would be no
problems of stalling as are encountered in conventional aircraft. Actually, be-
cause the individual rotor blades are airfoils, a stall condition can ococu on
the blades individually or as a group, and this stall can be effective in limit-
ing performance at any speed from zero to mxic. Blade stall is an important
performance criterion, as it is aoccmpanied by excessive power requirements and
weight limitations at both high and low forward speeds. In addition, at high
forward speeds the blade stall is more pronounced in the retreating portion of
the rotor disk area. This my result in vibratiun and excessive control in-
stability in addition to the increased power demands.

The basic aerodynamio analysis for the helicopter is essentially that of
the conventional propeller or airsorev. In the helicopter, suitable mechanical
devices allow part of the rotor thrust to act as a horizontal componnt which
balances the fuselage drag and propels the aircraft. The remaining rotor thrust
sustains the helicopter or provides enough thrust for vertical motion upwards.
Part of the total pover output of the engine is also used to overome blade drag
"and par losses and to provide directional control. Figure 7.11 illustrates the
rotor thrust oomponente.

The many aerodynamio factors involved in the perfct-znce of a helicopter
rotor or system of rotors have ocoflicting Offects on optlin performance; that
which serves best for the hovering condition my detract from the high forward
speed performance. A particular aircraft may be the result of mny aerodynamip
oompromises that were made to obtain optima overall perforanoe. Generally
these comprcmises are made, not in the variable factors that are of interest in
flight performane analysis, but in sam of the aerodynamic constants such as
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the rotor configuration., the rotor arsa, the rotor solidity factor (blade area!
rotor area), and the blade twist or shape. Flight tests my be required to
evaluate warious configurations of these items, but they are not flight variables
In themelves. As with conventional aircraft, the helicopter performanoe pre-
sentation should include the standard speed-power, rate of climb and descent,
range, hovering performance and rotor efficiency for various gross weights and
configurations of the particular design being tested.

Horizontal Force

Weight

Figure 7.11
Simplified Sketch of Helicopter Thrust

and Lift Ccaponents

It should be noted here that theoretical studies and flight tests indicate
that the most efficient level flight and hovering performance will be obtained
by varying rotor Ppm or tip speed. The most efficient rpm at high flight speed
is greater than the most efficient rp at low flight speed and hovering.
Actually, it appears that future helicopters my have two rotor gear ratios,
one giving a high rotor rpm for high-speed forward flight and one giving a
lover rotor rpm at uzium engine power for hovering and low-speed forward
flight. This factor win not coplicate data reduction or presentation,
because for most efficient operationp each of the two rotor r_ my be
restricted to separate forward speed ranges and data may be plotted for a
constant rotor rpe in each of these range.
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S=CTON 7.2

Level Flight Perfornance

The helicopter performance parameters are restricted herein to the dmelty
altitude method of data reduction and presentation. This is a result of the
requirement for a rotor speed variable. If atmospherlo pressure and temperature
are separated, as is done in the pressure altitude approach, the level flight
perforance mist be represented by four parameters and cannot easily be dealt
with gaphically.

Extenaive analytical methods using the vortex theory and the blade element
theory as applied to propellers can be used to determine the many design charac-
teristics for helicopter rotors. The necessary flight performance parameters
are more simply derived by the use of dimensional analysis. For the density
altitude system the nondimensional functional equation is,

W - f (W, Vt, A %° 9 , A) (7.201)

where:

M_ = rotor shaft brake horsepower
W = gross eight

Vt = true horizontal speed
Vb = rotor tip speed or rpm

? = air density
A = rotor disk area

From equation 7.201 two basic sets of parameters are derived by dimnsional
analysis.

IMP' [ f Y (7.202)A ? VbI Vb 2 b ZI2

(W 3/2t (f) , T  ( 'I (7.203)

These parameters ar referred to as:

A M ' - C ,p poer coefficient

V W = CT, thrust coefficient (a fnomtion of the averae CL
A 9 Vb2  for tbo individual rotor blades)

am I- - pover efficiency parameter

!t tip speed ratio
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Vt T speed parameter

Vb - w rotor tip speed parameter

Although BP is defined as the horsepower delivered to the rotor, the engine
BV is used for performance work since power extraction for directional
control does not vary much for given values of the various parameters.

COEFFICIENT TYPE PERFORMANCE DATA

A typical plot of equation 7.202 is shown in Figure "T.21. It can be
seen in this plot that as the values of CT increase (increasing blade CL)
more power is required for a constant rotor tip speed. At a constant CT the
power required first decreases with forward speed and then increases at the
higher forward speeds. This results from a slightly increasing rotor blade
drag power with speed, a large reduction in power required to pull air through
the rotor (induced power), and a large increase in fuselage drag power required
with increasing forward speed. At high forward speeds the retreating rotor
blades decrease their relative speed causing the blade CL to increase momen-
tarily; this can cause blade tip stall and result in rapidly increasing power
requirements at high forward speeds. During hovering and low forward speeds,
decreasing rotor tip speeds can mean a reduction in power required at in-
creased values of Cp and CT; however, the extent of rotor tip speed reduction
is limited by blade stall and reduction-gear power requirements.

I i I I I I
Thrust Coefficient, CT ( g)_

TIP SPE RATIO, A

Figure 7.21
Typical Plot of the Coefficient Method of

Presenting Bslicopter Level Flight Performenaoe
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One of the parameters in equation 7.202 =awt be beld constant if data
reduotion in to be sii~lifiled.* At conatan rotor speeds% constant CT values can
be maintained during level flight power calibrations. This Is done by using a
chart of weight or fuel load vs density altitude for constant CT values. This
can also be done by flying at a constant value of '#/4a as described in Sectioni
4.9* Vithin an ambient temperature range of -te the error introduced In CT
at constant W/,ga vill be only ±1.0 percent.

For simplified reduction and presentation of data at a constant rotor rpm,
equation 7.202 may be put In a dimensional form.

A typical set of curves is shown in Figure 7.22. This plot given ama level.
standard performance at a glance, a" a complete set of faired oiuves can be
easily converted to C1,, CT, and AA values by use of the necessary sets of
constants for the particular aircraft and 'values of MM*,, W14r', and Vt fro
the faired curves.

Level Flight
Cons an.b

"MhU smm, Vt

Figure 7.22
Typical Dimnsiozml Presentation of Coefficient

hta at Ccastwan Rotor Speed, ravel Flight
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If desired the term W/O� may be used in the form O1Ws/Wt. This allows power
data for a constant rotor rpm to be directly interpreted in terms of density
at standard weight, or weight ratio at sea level density. Faired data in this
form can also be convertea to CT values by use of constants for the particular
aircraft.

The dimensional plot of Figure 7.22 for a particular rotor rpm may be
converted to that obtainable at another rotor rpm by these equalities:

(BH1 Vbl/

W)2  t l (

The important factor in these rotor rpm conversions is whether the reduced rotor
rpm is also reduced engine rpti or if normal engine rpm arid power may be main-
tained. Any rotor rpm extrapolation.3 should be spot checked by actual flight
tests.

'uhe determination of test brakee horsepower is easily accomplished if a
torquemeter is irstalled on the engine. Usually this device is not available
on helicopters and the engine manufacturer's power chart must be usod. In
many cases the power charts &Iva very inaccurate results at altitude. If
this appears to be the caae, manifold pressure may be substituted for brake
horsepower in data presentation like that of Figure 7.22. The ordinates irould
then be MP/(r and Vt. Obviously, manifold presswe should not be substituted
in the power coefficient term.

POWER, 3(%WA3JD SPEED, AND ROTOR SPEED PARAMWST MEHOD

For a particular helicopter, equation 7.203 may be put in a dimereional
form:

S(o- (t f [ vt (s1 b ((7.205)

where:

w= some standard gross weight

The left side term in this equation is the effective power efficiency oorres-
ponding to the inverse of the figure of merit, M, the rotor efficiency. A
typical plot of equation 7.205 as in Figure 7.23 shows the relative rotor
efficiencies throughout the level flight range. Minimum values of the power
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term correspond to maximmu values of the figure of merit. The effect of reduced
rotor rpm is also apparent on this plot; however, as mentioned before, the value
of actual reduction of rotor rpm depends on its effect on the power output of
the engine.

Very large:ef

iS i BHPVI- AVLil. at S.L

"~2 5.. I -0 ,

Constant Rotor Speed-

Figure 7.23
Typical Presentation of Level Flight Power,

Forward Speed, and Rotor Speed Data

For Vt equal to zero (hovering),equation 7.205 resglves into tvo parameters
vhich are effectively the rotor efficiency, M, and (CT)!. It can be seen from
the above plot that M! is a function of CT. The derivation of the figure of
merit is discussed in the next section.

For flight at constant rotor r~p equation 7.205 may be plotted as in Figure
7.24. Here the parameteý (OP"VW/WtJ2 may be interpreted as (W./Wt)* for &-
equal to 1.0) or as (-')l for tFc standard veight, or as the percent of rated
rotor rpm for standard sea level and weight conditions. If data are obtained at
one rotor rpm it may be replotted for some other rotor rpm by using the equality:

Vt /2 VtA \ b2

For the true speed and altitude ranges encountered by most helicopters,
oalibrated speed, Vo, may be substituted for the term Vt /- With the para-
meters of equation 7.205 a constant 0r/W must be held during pover calibrations.
This iz accomplished by the use of a density altitude-%eight-CT chart cr a
weight-pressure altitude-W/Pa chart as described previously.
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Vvryir Large

-, BHPY3-,Av'ail. at S. L

~~Lar VerT

Coijatant Rotor Speed L

Figure 7.24
Typloal Presentation of Level Flight Pover,

Callbrated Speed, and Nneity Data
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DTA RMUCTION OUTLnI (7.21)

Speed-Paver or Speed -Vnnfold Pressure Plots for
Flight Test Data Obtained at Constant

W/O- (CT) and Constant Rotor Rpm

(1) TIest Point Number
(2) Hi ft Indicated pressure altitude
(3) A Hic ft Altimeter instrument correction
(4) Vi }-note Indicated air speed

(5) 6 Vic knots Air-speed instrtumnt correction
(6) 6 vro knots Air-speed position correction
(7) Vc knots Calibrated air upend, (4))4(5)+(6ý

8) A Lpc ft Altimeter position error correction.

9) HO ft True pressure altitude, (2)+t(,x)+(.8'
0 0Indicated ambient temperature

(1i) tic cc Temperature instrument correction
(1i)Ct t OC Test ambient temperature, (10) -4- (11)

(13) 1- From (9) and (12) and CHART I- I
(14) Vtt knots Test true speed, (7) x (13)
(15) tot •C Test carburetor temperature

(16) tas cC Standard ambient temperature, from ('3)
and Table 9. Z

0-7) TT,--/r~ct\ 6) 42T3 + B15)+2T73J
18) Tag/T rpt

19) NPt "He Test manifold pressure
20) MPe Chart brake horsepower, from (9) and

(18) and (19)
21) BHt Test brake horsepower, (20) x (17)

S Wt lbs Test aircrapt weight

(23 /0- lbs (22) x(13)
(24 Riot (•(21, v, (14)
(25• tol "C Standard carburetor air temperature,

1(16) - (12) + (12)
(26) IT~TW os NjRl5) + 273] -a. B25) +~ 273]

(27) IPe Standard brake horsepower, (21)x (26)
(28) Vtg Standard day true speed, from (27)

and (24)
(29) Plot (27) vs (28); this is the standard day speed power curve

NOM: If the manifold pressure-ambient pressure ratio exceeds 1.5, a
correction to power and manifold pressure should be meae.

If the chart power data is not reliable, plot (19) vs (14).
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DATA REDUCTION OUTLINE (7.22)

For BHP/a- Vt, W/o Plot; Constant Or/" (CT)
and Rotor Rpm Test Data

(This is a continuation of DatA Reduction Outline 7.21)

(24) BHP/0' (21.) x (13)2-

(25) plot (24) vs (14)

Note: If the chart power data is not reliable, plot tPdO" ve Vtt

DATA REDUCTION OUTLINE (7.23)

For BHP IF (Ws/Wt )P/2, Ve I WP UW t Plot;
Constant W/O" (CT) and Itotor Rpm Test Data

(This is a continuation of Data Reduction Outline 7.21)

(24) W9 lbs Selected standard weight

(25) Ws/'Wt We t ratio, (24) -o (22)
(26) IlWt N25
(2') (w 5/wt)3/2 (25) x (26)

(28) BHPW- (W/Wt)3/2 (21) z (27) -t- (13)

(29) vc NWVt (7) x (26)
(30) plot (28) vs (29)

Note, If the chart power data is not reliable, NPt m= be

substitdted for BHPt.

DATA REDUCTION OUTLINE (7.24)

For Cp, CT, # Plot; Constant w/o (CT) Flight Test Data

(This is a continuation of Data Reduction Outline 7.21)

(24) D ft Rotor disk diameter
(25) A ft 2  Rotor area(26) Rotor rpm
(27) Vb ft/sec Rotor tip speed, 0.0524 x (24) x (26)

(28) (Vb) 2  (27)2

(29) (Vb)3 (27)1

(30) 1/'" (13)2

(31) Cp Power coefficient# E21) x (30) x 231,3001
-(- r025) x (293 )

(32) CT Thrust ~coefficient, U23) x 4213).U2)(8
(33) Nl Tip speed ratio, U14) x 1.69' ] (27)
(34) Plot (31) vs (33) for constant CT values.
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SECTION 7.3

Rotor Thruet. Power. and Efficiency in Hovering Flight

The rotor air flow analysis is similar to that for the conventional
propoller. The power required to hover is,

P = T Vr (7.301)

where:

P = power to the rotor
T = thrust of the rotor

Vr = air velocity through the rotor (induced velocity)

The thrust of the rotor is,

T = ?A Vr Vd (7.302)

where:

A - rotor area
V4 = downatream velocity given the air by the rotor

By using the actuator disk theory in which Vr : • Vd, the thrust of th6 rutor
may be expressed also as,

T = 1/2 A' Vd2  (7.303)

From 7.302 and 7.303.,

YVm ( T ) *(7.304)
From 7.30& and 7.301,

P T3/2.(7.305)(2 f A)T

The above equation assume ideal inflov through the rotor disk and no pover
losses for control or other purposes.

Iquation 7.305 is used to define the rotor efficiency, (M), or "figme of
maut" as it is usually called.

'-70 T3/2 (7.506)

where:
.707 = /I/r7 to mai equ.al unity

MP - braeb bc par to the rotor
T = rotor thrust la omIng flight
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Or, in terms of density ratio and veight, where the thrust equals the weight
supported,

S.026 (7 307)
BHP (0- A)ý

The f11gu-e of merit ie also defined by the rotor thrust coefficient, CTand the
rotor power coefficient, Cp.

M = .707 CT3/2 (7.308)

Cp

where:

CT

=p - o 011A 'Vb•

A ? Vb

Vb rotor tip speed or rpm

As ves shbon in the previous aecticn, the figure of merit is a function of
the thrust coefficient and should be plotted as shown in Figure 7.31.

,Haovering 0nr

THRUST COEFFICIENT, CT

Figure 7.31
Typical Figure of Merit - Thrust Coefficient Plot
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Dquation 7.308 may be used to show graphically the figure of merit an in

POWER COEFFCUNT, Cp

Figere 7.72

Tyrpical Figue of Nbit, Comparison in Terms
of M and ower CoeffinOentl

=6a plot presmes a constant slope of N vith CT. This rill be the case
If the CT range in limited. The sao plot is shown in dimensional form
for a particular helicopter and a constant rotor rpm in Figure 7.33. Data
in thin plot my be extrapolated to other totor rpm by the equalities
derived froa equation 7.202,

In Fi1re 7 .3 4 is shown a method of plotting an effective figure of
merit vs an effective rotor speed.

Yr Figure 7.34 the most efficient ocmbinatione of rotor speed aDd
veight for a given 3K17 available can be determined. In this manner
the hovering ceiling can also be determined for a particular set of
ond1Itons. Without Sear shifting arrangements, a reduced rotor tip speed
result. in a reduced power. Thie at be Included if data a"e extrapo-
lated to lower rotor tip speeds. For single gear ratio helicopters an
increased hovering performance (increased maxim= payload) for decreased
rotor speed is frund to exist only at very lo altitudes' and the hovering
ceiling will be decreased materially at reduoed rotor rpm.
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040

BHP/0-

Figure 7.33
Typical Effective Figure of Merit Companrison in

Terms of Power, Weight, and Density

BHPWAvailable at S. L.

Fi4ur 1-, 20
Typiol Rfeot ~. Fgure f Meit P-t4i00er
of PwerRoto Sped, ad ~rity n. Wigh
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Where maximum power is available in hovering, even when rotor speed is redu-'•
by gearing, the weight limitations for any altitude and the hovering ceilin;g May be
determined by plotting the effective figure of merit vs the effective weight ratio
as in Figure 7.35. In this plot the dotted lines show the original data reduced to
constant weights and density altitudea.

BKPW Available at S.L.
32,000S 0

Rotor Speed Variable
S...Without Lose In

Figure 7.35
Typical Effective Figure of Merit Plot. in Terms

of Power, Rotor Speed, Density end Weight

When the helicopter Is hovering above the ground at a height equivalent to
about one rotor diameter a positive thrust increment is developed by the pressure
field between the ground and the rotor. This so called "ground effect," has a
noticeable influence on the take-off performance ard acts as a cushion during
landings. The ground effect actually Increases the rotor efficiency relative to
the rotor efficiency obtained when the aircraft is out of the ground effect. Tbls
relative efficiency increase can be shown by either of the plots illustrated in
Figure 7.36.

If the elope of the rotor efficiency curve is nearly zero with respect to
thrust coefficient or effective rotor speed, the ground effect hovering may be
plotted as in Figure 7.37(e); if the slope io other than nearly zero a plot such
as 7.27(b) must be used.

Determination of the true hovering condition is not easily done by use of
present air-speed indicators. Near the ground a good reference for the pilot is
the ground itself, but the teats must be conducted during low or zero wind condi-
tions. At altitude or in appreciable winds the hovering condition can be determined
by use of a long weighted cord attached to the fuselage. When the weighted cord
bangs straight down from the helicopter, the aircraft is stationary with respect
to the air ones in which it is flying. The weighted cord may be indexed to indicate
the true hovering height during low altitude tests.
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V 't

Figure 7.36
Method of Soving Ground Effect, on Hovering Performance

Constant Rotor Efficiency Variable Rotor Efficiency
(Figure of Merit) (Figure of Merit)

_ I , I i I I
HOne Rotor DiLmeter H * One Rotor Diameter

-- r _ -F -
0 0/

i ii---V --L

/u /

tvtt(a) B~P(b) Gp or BPf s

Figure 7.37
HMshod of Sý,oving Ground Effect on Hovering performnoe
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IDTA RPWCTION OUTLINE (7.31)

or 3? IV(Vs/Wt)312 vsv/t Plot, and M ve
CT Plot; Constant or Variable Rotor Rpm Test Data

(1) Test Point Number
(2) Hi ft Indicated pressure altitude
(3) A BIC ft Altimeter instrument correction

A "P ft Altimater position error
H0  ft True pressure altitude, (2) + (3) + (4)

NMTE: If a tapeline is used to record height above the gound for low
level work it may be used vith the ground pressure altitude to
obtain true pressure altitude.

(6) t &C Indicated ambient temperature
(7) t ic 6C Temperature instrument correction
(8) tat *C Test ambient temperature, (6) + (7)
(9) NO= From (8) and (5) and CHART I-1

18 10 From (8) and (5) and CHART I-I
11 tot C Test carburetor temperature

(12) tas *C Standard ambient temperature, from (5)
_______apA Table 9. Z

(13) ciTas/Tot ~JU12) 1- 273] a [ll)+ 273J
(14) Engine rpm
15) MPt "Hg Test manifold pressure
16) BHPo Chart brake horsepower, from (5) and (14)

and (13)
(17) BEPt Test brake horsepower, (16) x (13)
(18) Wt lbs Test aircraft weight
(19) (Wt)/2 (18)3/2
(20) W lbs Standard aircraft weight
(21) e/w- (20) (10)
(22) 7e .
(23) (Wg/wt)3/2 (21)3/2
(24) Rotor rpm
(20ý) D ft Rotor disk diameter
(26) A ft 2  Rotor disk area
(27) Vb ft/eec RotoE tip speed, o.0524 x (24) x (25)
(28) Vb2  (27)
(29) no&"IV (W./wt)3 12 (17) x (23) - (9)
(30) Vb(cr Ws/Vt [(27) or (24D x (22) & (9)
(31) Plot (29) vs (30)
(32) M Figure of merit, (0.0298 x (9) x (19)] -t

((17) x (25)]
(33) CT thrust coefficient (421 x (183 ÷

217) x (26) x (287
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(34) Plot (32) vs (33)

NOTE: If the manifold preesure-ambient pressure ratio exceeds 1.4,
a correction to paver an Imnifold pressure should be made.

If the chart power data is not reliable, substitute MPt for

EPt in (29) and do not calculate M and CT.
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SMTION 7.4

Climb@ and Descents (Autorotation)

Tvo types of climbs must be evaluated in helicopter performance; the vertical
climb and the climb at the forward speed for best climb. Only one type of descent
is usually evaluated. That is the autorotational or power-off descent.

The speed for best rate of climb and minima rate of descent may be determined
by the saxtooth climb procedures used for conventional aircraft. In making cllnb
tests at the low rates of climb and forward speeds associated with helicopters,
special care must be taken to obtain data during the beat atmospheric conditions;
that is, negligible vind and turbulence and no temperature invervions. Since
Veight orarections to climb and descent data cannot be accurately determined by
mathmatial derivations, it is best to take ;he first savtooth point@ at the
desired wight and at the best climbing speed from the manufacturer's data. Sav-
tooth climb and descent data are reduced to standard conditions by the procedures
used for conventional aircraft and are presented as shown in Figure 7.41.

A -Autorotation

Minima Blade Pitch
Low Altitude

Low J titude

Figure 7.)i1
Typioal Svtooth Climb and Descent (Autorotation) Data
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RATE OF C LIMG EVALUATION

For helicopters the '-wer available in level flight is constart at a
particular altitude. Fo. Ghlo reason it is not necessary to conduct sawtooth
climbs. At the level flight speed for minimu= power required the maxim=m ex-
cess power for c)imb is available. This speed, corresponding to mini- C and
Ba•F- (We/Wt)3/2 in Figures 7.32 and 7.34 respectively, may be determine
fr t evel fl iht sped-power performance for any values of CT, (W/do),
Vb1iC'Wt/Wa, or r 10Ws/Wt) an shown in these figures.

To equation 7.301 may be added another variable, the vertical velocity
(V,). Using the new equation and dimensional analysis, the fci'.owing equations
may be obtained:

AH -Vr 3 b (7.401)

(W 3/ V W v ½,W

The value of the forward-speed parameter for best rate of climb In both of these
equations may be determined by inspection of the level flight speed-power data.
If it is assumed that, for a particular set of conditions, the rate of climb
varies nearli linearly -tith the power available, then the above equations may be
evaluated graphically for all climb conditions by using the data fram two check
climbs at beat climb speed. Equation 7.402 is the easier of the two to york with
in this respect and will be used in this discussion.

In a dimensional form for a particular aircraft the speed parazwter is:

Vt= Vff

During a check climb to the actual altitude the take-off value of W./Wt will not
change appreciably and the best V.-altitude schedule from the speed-power data
may be computed at a constant Ws/Wt. Two check climbs at beat forward speed are
now required. These climbs may be accomplished at two power settings for constant
V /Wt or at two extreme values of Ws/Wt for a constant power setting. Data from
tgese check climbs are not reduced to standard conditions. Instead the calibra-
tion-corrected data are plotted as in Figure 7.42.
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Constant WI1 r / I

VY or 4: .

Figure 7;42
Method of Dletermining Two Climb and Power Parameter

Values for a Constant Effective Weight Ratio

Teis plot establishes two power-parameter values and two rate of climb parameter
values for any value of the rotor rpm or effective weight ratio parameters.
This data are then croosplotted as in Figure 7 .43 to show the variation of the
power and rate of climb parameters at constant rotor rpm or effective weight
ratio parameters. From thin plot the rate of climb can be determined for any
weight, altitude, or power conditions.

The vertical climb case is Identical to that described for the climb at
boot speed. Here the forward speed is zero, but the technique of determining
rate of climb for all conditions is accomplished as described above. In vertical
climbs the primary source of error is in determining and maintaining zero
velocity relative to the air mass. This problem is partially solved by the use
of a long weighted cord having short ribbons attached to it. Keeping the cord
straight and the ribbons hangi- down assists in approximating zero forward
speed.
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Figure 7.43
M.ethod of Plotting Rate of Climb Data for All Velues

of Power, Altitude, and Weight at Best Climb Speed

AYTOIROTATIONAL DESCENT EVAUXATION

Rotor operation without engine power is referred to as autorotation.
Under certain conditions the helicopter nay descend and land safely without
engine power. Since, during autorotation, the air f16w through the rotor
is opposite to the flow during level flight power-on conditions,there is
some instability and lose of altitude during the transition to autorotation
and a minimum rate of descent. The helicopter performance investigation
bohuld determine altitudes and speeds at vhich autorotation can be aesumed

to result in a safe landIng. The forward speed for minimum rate of descent
and the effects of weight and altitude on autorotation should also be
determined.

Equation 7.402 applies to the avtorotative descent. In this case the
power parameter is zero and the valum of Vv is negative. The dimensional
parameters are:

VV Ws f to') Vb(~ ~~ (7.1403)

The maximum rotor efficiency in level flight is represented by the minimum value
Of C orB~rffp0-- (vi/W t)3/ 2 for level fl~ght. Thin condition represento the
lea3 (power requirel relative to weight, forward velocity, fuselage drag, and
rotor blade drag. In autorotation the total power absorbed by the helicopter is.
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Pabsorbed -V7 W

W VV Pinduced + Protor drag fuselage drag
Pabsorbod = minimum at -Vv = minimum

In autorotattion the blade pitch angle is small and the angle of attack is large
relative to level flight conditions. It imy be assumed from drag and lift coef-
ficient vs anale of attack data that Pip Pr, and Pfd are nearly proportional
to level flIght valuer at the sane forward speeds, rotor speeds, and weight.
Thus the forward speed for least power required in level flight is the speed
for least power absorbed and minimum rate of descent in autorotation. In fact
by using the standard rate of climb equation and assuming the Game rotor
efficiency:

W Vv Pavail - Preq level flight
if Pavall 0

-Vv ft/min = 55O (60) B3 Plevel flight (7.404)

W

Equation 7.404 will give a close sa oxlyution of autorotation rate of descent
at any forward speed.

An autorotative descent at best forward speed deterftined from the level
flight speed power performnce will establish the minimum rate of descent for
all conditions of weight, rotor speed, and altitude. Since the weigjht during
descent does not chanz, the best descent speed will be at a nearly constant
V. for an initial weight, and will increase slightly if the descent is started
at the helicopter ceiling.

Vt fF' M V

A desoent should be oonducted at a V higher and lower than the assumed best
V. to establish the magnitude of variation of rate of desuent with small
variation of Vc. Figure 7.44 shows a typical Plot of data for equation 7.403.

POWER-0FF LANDINGS

With power ona safe landing mry usually be emeouted vertically. In auto-
rotation a minimum rate of descent is in the middle speed range of the aircraft
and the safest landings involve some ground roll if the terrain is suitable.
The power-off descent is made at minimum blade pitch to provide minimum blade
drag and mhxlnU= rotor speed. Within a rotor diameter of the ground -this pitch
angle my be rapidly increased and the rate of deedent lowered considerably for
a short interval. This reduces the forward speed considerably and upon touch-
down a minimum ground roll vill result.
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Ve (best)- - TWtS
Determined From Level

: Flight Data.

ROTOR SU MkEfvb rL

Figure 7.44
Method of Plotting Autorotation Descent Data

A safe altitude for entering into autorotation may be defined as the height
above the ground at which entry into autorotation will result in a minimum rate of
descent at a height of one rotor diamter above the ground. Thui safe altitude may
be plotted as a function of the forward speed at which entry Intq autorotation is
started as in Figure 7.145. Data should be obtained as near the ground as possible
without actually riaking u landing; a 2000 ft altitude will give desirable resIlts
if continuous engine operation is assured.

Autorotative landings over a slmulated 50 ft. obstacle should be conducted at
the speed for mininmu rate of descent. This data will establish the approximate
air distance and ground distance required for safe power-off landings. These
landing data are plotted as in Figure 7.46. Since the technique of mnking this
type of landing is not alvays consistent and the distances are so short, it is not
feasible to apply any standardization corrections.
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figure 7.46~
3bthod of Showing Autorotat ive Landing Tim

and Distance Data
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SECTION 7.5

Fuel Consuwption, Endurance and Ranoe

Fuel consumptionrangs, and endurance data for helicopters powered by recipro-
cating engines are handled in about the same manner as for conventional aircraft.
One exception to the theory and technique of Chapter Four is the inclusion of the
rotor tip speed parameter in the endurance and range equations. These equations
are derived from equation 7.301, eubstituting specific endurance, S, for BEP, in
one case and specific range, SRg, for BHP, in the other case. The two dimensional
equations that result are:

3/2 1/2 3/2(70)

SE (Lt.) =Vt W ) !k) [ f~ [d'.~ V b C L b 711

W .f we Wt 4

- Wf We L \ Wt/ \Wt

where:

Wf - fuel flow(lbs/hr)
VtR - v1

For each speed-power oalibration a plot should be made of fuel flow versus
brake horsepower. This plot is valid for both test and standard conditions at
the approximate density altitude of the flight. Some altitude effects are
usually noticeable as shown in Figure 7.51. It is essential to determine fuel
consumption,range and endurance data at typical flight altitudes, since the exact
effects of altitude on these variables cannot be determined by extrapolation
except in a narrow range near the altitude flown.

EmRUANCE

The forward speed for nuximum endurance is fowd from the speed-power call-
brations at the point where Cp or BEP iF (W./wt) 3/ 2 is a minilmm. This speed
corresponds to minimum power required for the rotor parameter conditions existing.
The effects of weight, altitude, rotor speed, and engine speed on SE may be
evaluated at thi beat forward speed as illustrated in Figure 7.52. At a middle
altitude the specifio endurance parameter is determined at about four values of
the rotor speed parameter at two engine rpm's (if reduced rotor rpm indicates
reduced power-required on speed-poner plots). At a high and a low altitude the
specific endurance parameter is found for only two extreme values of the rotor
speed parameter and a curve Is faired between them corresponding to that found
for the complete survey at the middle altitude.
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Although endurance data,as such,is not usually presented in the airoraft
performance report, the requirement may arise for presentation of endurance at all
forward speeds as vell as at the speed for maximium endurance. This may be acco-
plished by shoving the endurance parameters at three typical altitudes for high and
low values of the rotor speed parameters as in Figure 7.53. Endurance during the
hovering condition should be separately evaluated if such data is required.

I I ' I At Engine Critical I I I
At Sea Level At High Altitude

i I I I i
Constant Rotor Rp Constant Rotor Rp Constant Rotor Rpm

I(Iku 4 - -40

~!(igh) Hg Hiigh

vc ' / A, \c
Figure 7.53

Typical 3ndurance Parameter Data for all Forward Speeds

RAMM

The xinm range for helicopters is found at relatively high forward speed.
for the CT or rotor speed parameter involved. In most cases soe altitude effects
are apparent in the fuel flow vs BWP plot and equation 7.502 does not strictly
apply. If the fuel flov-WP plots are identical at all altitudes,equation 7.502
may be plotted as indicated in Figure 7.54. One of the rotor speed parameters
should be flown at a reduced engine rpm to establish any relative improvement in
specific range for this condition. In general, for a given gross weight, a reduced
engine speed resultinr in a reduced power "nd forward speed does not result In any
approciable increase in range.

Altitude in uually an important factor in the specific range equations. Data
should be obtained at about three representative altitudes and plotted for constant
rotor rpm as in Figure 7.55.
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Identical Rotor Speed Proanster Values
- 1igh hgin RM I

- Lover INA= 14M

-Wt

0.1

|V W

Figure 7.~
Typical haze eranter h~ta for All Forward Speeds
(Fuel amy - 30 Plote Identical at All Altitudes)

Tvo poseible eoztea of the rotor speeds parwater are obtained at each of the
altitudes to permit extrapolatiou fqr this omdtitio. If desired a rza oa-
parisoe for rrduoed engine speed my be added to rIPe 7.5 veas done in
Figure.7.54. Wken a coplete range evaluation In pma wter fta to not aonsidered

eeoessry, datS my be simply presented as specific range is tre speed as sham
inFigre 7.56. Pata for this plot, as for other types of range plots, should be
obtained at various flight altitudes.
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SAt Sea Level At £ngino Critical At High Altitude
I 1- -t---AJtitude-t-r-

Constant Rotor Rpm Constant Rotor Rpm. Constant Rotor Rpm

(High)
Wt(High)

- ~ Lw - --- - 1gw

'vjV
Figure 7.55

Typical Range Parameter Data for All Forward Speeds

N.

0

Rpm

TRUE SPKED, Vt

Figure 7.56
Typical Speciffic Ra.nge-True Speed Plot,

One Altitude, Weight, and Rotor Rpm
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SECTION 7.6

Air Sfeed. Altimeter. and Temperature-
System Calibrations

Separate air-speed indicator and altimeter calibrations should be made with
helicopters, because of possible errors in the total pressure at the air-speed
probe. No conversion of dV to dR should be attempted at large forvard speeds.
At low speeds the total effects of air-speed error (dVo= * 15 knots) if con-
verted to altimeter error would be negligible. A pacer aircraft may be used to
determine altimeter and air-speed position errors at high speeds. At low speeds
a take-off time and distance recording camera cen be used. These calibration
tests should alvays be flown out of ground effect. Data are reduced as described
in Chapter One. The method of plotting the air-speed position error is illus-
trated in Figure 7.61. Altimeter position error is plotted in the customary
manner, and data are usually obtained out of ground effect.

o i

•4---
/t

0 Grounid Effect

-,No Ground Effect

Unreliable, Fluctuating Region
-k I I 1 .1 1 i -

CALIBRATED SPEM), Vc

Figure 7.61
Typical Helicopter Air-speed Position Correction Plot

Because of the low trum speeds of helicopters, adiabatid temperature rise
Is negligible. The temperature probe should be carefully shielded from engine
exhaust heat and solar radiation.
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APPEDIX II

NOMIIcATJEz cIam 11 -1

A Area ft 2

A8  Jet Nozzle Area ft 2

1* Aspect Ratio, b2 /S, b/c

a Velocity of Sound, \ 38.944 VT Knots

ao Velocity of Sound (Sea LAvel Standard) 761.06 mph
660.9 knot,@
1116 t/auo

3D Brake Horsepover 550 ft-lbe/eeo

BPas DBrake Horsepower (Available Standard) 550 ft-lbe/coo

BHat Brake Hcrsepower (Available Test) 550 ft-lbs/sea

BO Drabs Horsepover (Cb••rt) 550 ft-lbs/coo

BEP Brain Horsepower (Standard) ý50 ft-lbe/neo

But Drabs Horsepower (Test) M0 ft -lb`s/seo

tM tog Brake Horcepover (West at Standard hy 550 ft-lbs/seo
Carburetor Teuperatmr)

DEC Brak Specific Fwl Conseption lbe/bhp-br

o c Chard ft

ec Degroee Centigrade

CD Drag Coefficient, CDD = ZD/I)q2s

IndSUOced Da Ooeffiolent, CL2

C Profile "a Uoefficlent, CD -

CL Lift Coefficient, CL I =

,P T2 S qS V(inots)8

CAT Carbiwtr Air Tomperature sC or O7

ArM 62Pe CURT p e1-
83 Peceding Page blank



CURT 11 -1 NCtMtATURZ

D Aerodymsmic Drag lbe

d% Altimter Positioa Rrw, Ric - No ft

dHpo Altimeter Position Error Correctionl ie - Ko ft

d)p Ifch Meter Position IrTar, Nic - X

dMpc Mach )%ter Position Error Correction, N - NIC

dPp Static Pressure Position Errot, P6  P "Ere

dPpc Static Pressure Position Correction, P. - Ps "11

dYp Air-speed Meter Position Error, VIC - Vc knots

dVpo Air-speed Meter Position Error Correction, knots
Vc - Vio

dH Pressure Altitude Increment ft

ah Taplirne Altitude Increment ft

(dEO/dt) Rate of Climb (Altimeter) ft/mn

(dR/dY) Altimeter-Air-speed Position Rrror Correction ft/knot
Ratio

(dM/dH) Maoh Number-Altimeter Position Error Corretion 1/ft
Ratio

(OH/dV) )ch Number-Air-speed Position Error Correction 1/knot
Patio

(dV/dh) Vertical Wind Gradient knots/1000 ft

(dV 0 /df 0 ) Air-speed-Altitudo Change Ratio Doring Climb knots/lO00 ft

(dh/dt) Rate of Climb (Tapeline) ft/min

(Ih/dt)a Rate of Climb (Tapeline, Acoelewatlqz Climb Speed) ft/mmn

(4%/dVo) Umpsct Pesure-Calibrate4 Speed Cangse Patio "Ng/knot

Z Total Zmargy foot -ibs

"BP ktbaiut Back Pressure 'Hg

IP, Uaust Back Pressure (Tndicated) "39

CEAR= f-1 AM'~-627
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lope Maust bwk Pressure (Bbaridar) E

ligpo Zdauso I•ek Pressme (Toot) "

Partial Pressure of Water VYor "pw

2Airplane Ufioiency fotor, CL

F Foroe or Thrust lbl

Y Degree9s Fahrenbeit

e EI1traze entum per Second lb.

e Thrust (Ifeotive) lbs

es Thrust (Ifeet.ve Standazr) lbs

ef Thrust (tfeotive Toot) lbe

16 Thrust (-oms) lbs

Sust (eot) Ib

73 Trust (Not Available) lbs

FOS hrut (Net flmens) lbs

Mr Thrust (Net 3•.uir.4) lb,

7P Thrust (Pressure) lbs

7F Thrust (Velcity) lbs

6 Acoeleration of Chavity 32-171 ft/8ee2

w Prerssue Altitude (,rus), jRo + &Bic t1

H, Pesuwre Altitude (Indicated) •t

Hj 0  Pressume Altitude (indloated Inrtrmt ft
corrected), I, + AxWt

A kA1 Altimter In•trmnt Co2 eOtion for Nt ft

6w4 la Correction to AlttInter ft
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M Il-1 RcI~Iainr3i1

a po Position Rrror Correotio to Altluter ft

0%0 Inches of ibter

"Is Inches of Meroury

h Tapoline Altitude ft

uAS Indicated Air baeer bnot or no

in Inohes

K Total vmperatu'e Rsooery 7Factor

OK Degreee Kelvin

K. Jet Nozzle Urn Flow Calibration Faotor

WS tboor.

110h Kiloste• per hour

t Jet Nozzie O•'eu ? T~ Calibration Fctar

7 aactual

FS thboo.

k An Contant

L Ift Frooe lTb

L Iugh ft

lb Pound

x ibob Number (Free Stranm), V/a

")$&it •b, Number at Altitude for , R.-lative to
Wloh Nubrat an• Iael for ftnev

M, Mob Number (Iitoatd)

WI G) lb Number (Idioted Instru omnt CoTetotd) Nj + &11 0 #

o Mbo Number Ca-putd from Vic aw E;*

OI@? 32-1 8-38AM6



ftch X*Ur Imtrinmt CoTSotloc for Mi

"To M~ob Meter Pouitlom Error Coreftlom,. N - N

vin ftob Niuber at Orn Level for 9I T

M.A.O. MW AgW~2Y=MC Chord

XP NN1fol4 Presurem

Tuiat iOMPOM Correct"4 Ubzaold Prosum '

a)Mu& fWolA Pxeewm Carmatlon fo Air On.y St4 "M

Apf Xmzif old Pexmmv' Convotio for lmul-Afr Mlzture '
fa..

lea JknifOl Proen*. (Obwwwra)'M

mMea*"fold Pree.U2' (ftwt) K

ANOM ins Cawreute for D~wumnt BMW rim

3, weight corrected INri

P Pon.r ft -lbe/tlm.

Pa, W, C' ia Pzveu at freemn's Alt Itude oft

A kapfttlo Pzresgu s~on Poeitloa 3'rra afg

P, st 0R42tumo D.k Avie"we M

Apia ?z~wuwo Matzrnat Cm~orrectio-

Pe aae~o Preague (At a Point In a 67stem) N

br fatlo Pressure. (At a Point In a jut.. 702.7,veag M
Eornl acok Wae or d W ar T omfittlons)

PsiatIl Pr.egae (Dinlefted) g

~~~ ~8-39 ~A Z



P Atmrppberio Promiw (&G, Xa,.l sbandard) 29.9212 "

pt ~ Total Flow Pxvoh.U.Of

]I Total Flow Presswe Oft

Nt2 Total Flow Presuure (jet migm Compvsucr InJ.t) Oft

PtITotal Flow Pressax Undlosted) Oft

*t orp. Total Flow Pr"..ws (aet Nozz~le)

(P2/~Plr )bzdfold Pr~euau arb-wm'etor 3Deok Prfsuo. patio

(for Wiuel-Afr MCxtwe)

-Pourd per Gqar FboL

WI~ Ponv~s PerSY amr Inah

/DF IVvd V-r1 W)5/2 ft -lbstim

Wnad Pr*@- q -7 POMP(2 ft

2

%Mffw.t oraffl nt PPisem P -P' "is

Diffent~iw al Presswe Carrispaldg to Vict Pt Ps H

am coetant96.ok rt/eK
R ~g Co stau3 3.53 ft/eu

R VIACOM ZW1Dg, 32.p4 L/1APl.Am/

14 ~ g -q =Wt1Otl SIX' Miss
or statuate air wiles

Re sumnold ft ,. vx1/

/C late at climb (5aniu4mr1 mooeds Tocb pum wr ft/akh

cum 32-18-40



(i/c)5  Pate of Climb (Standard), B/C + 16 R/C2 *-F*

(R/C)t Rate of Climb (Test), (dNo/dt) (Tat/Ta,) t/sua

(R/D) Rate of Descent f

SWing Area ft2

T ak -off Grotwd Roll Distance ft

8' T~ke-off Air Distance to 50' Obstacle ft

t landing Ground Roll Distance ft

LAwding Air Distance from 50' Obstacle ft

Sig landing round Roll Distance (Standard, Zero WIwd) ft

landing Air Distance from 50' Obstacle (Standard, ft
Zero Wind)

alt landing Ground Roll Distance (Test, Zero Wind) ft

landing Air Distance from 50' Obstacle (Test, ft
zero Vind)

8t landing Grbod Roll Distance (Test, with Wind ft

a 01Landing Air Distance from 50' Obstacle (Test, ftwith Vind Cmponent)

as ?ake-off Groud Roll Distance (Standard, Zdro ft

Take-off Air Distance to 50' Obstacle (Standard, ft
Zero vim)

at 24ke-off Grwmd Roll Distance (Test, Zero Wind) ft

kak-off Air Distance to 50' Obstacle (Test, ft
Zero Wind)

Stv Take -off (rhovd Roll Distance (Test, with Wind It
Component)

~ Take-off Air D.itance to 50' Obstacle (Test, vith ft
ViMa Component)

m Specifio 3ndMunoe bra/lb

A"J•,,-6273 CR•• 84I-I8-41



CMART 11-1 NOW1ICLATM

See seconds

Sp 9 Specific Gravity

Sn Specific Range nautical air
miles/lb or

statute air
miles/lb

T Temperature OK or •R

Ta Atmospheric Temperature OK or OR

Tae Atmospheric Temperature (Standard) 'K or OR

Tat Atmospheric Temperature (Test) *1 or OR

Tcc Chart Carburetor Air Temperature for Pressure OK or 0R
Altitude

Tcs Standard Day Carburetor Air Temperature, OK or OR
Tas - Tat

Tct Test Day Carburetor Air Temperature OK or OR

Ti Temperature (Indicated) OK or "i

Tic Temperature (Indicated Inrtrumunt Corrected) or OR

Tij or Ti8 Temperature (Indicated Jet Nozzle) OK or OR

To Temperature (Static) OX o R.

T; Temperature (Static, Following Normal Shook Wave) 0K or *R

TSL Temperature (Standard Sea Level) 15"C
2880K

590F
518.40R

Tt Temperature (Total Flow) K or OR

Tt2 Temperature (Total Flow at Ccmpressor Inlet) *K or OR

Tt5 Temperature (Total Ubauet Gek Temperature at eK or OR
Turbine Outlet)

Te

TAS True Air 80eed nots or smo

CMART1 f-1 ArM
8-4Z



CNART 11 -1 N0MICIATUIE

AVpQ Air-speed Position &rror Correotion knots or mph

Vtd landing Velocity knott or mph

VSL Sea LAvel Standard Vt for Soe V0  knots or mph

rt Air Speed (True) knots or mph

Vt Flow True Speed Following Norvl Shock Wave knots or mph

VtT 0ake-off Velocity knots or mph

Vtos Take-off Velooiti (Standard) knots or =ph

Vtot Take-off Velocity (Test) knots or mph

Vto True Speed (Standard) knots or mph

Vtt True Speed (Test) knots or mph

VV Wind Component AloDng R=may, Headvind (+), knots or mph
7hilIvnd (-)

VTI Speed Paramter, VVa--/(Wt/W,)* knots or mph

V Groes Weight lbe

AW Weight Inorwmmnt, Ve - Vt lbe

Wa Air Flow lbs/sea

Vt ru~e1 Flow lbs/hr

WS Gas Flow lbs/seo

VSL Speoitfio Weight of Air (Sea Level Standard) 0.0765 lbs/ft3

We Omss Weight (Standard) lbe

V Goss Weight (Test) lbs

" htio of pecitflo Beat (3r= 1.4 for Air)

92 Pt2/PSL

CHMW 3f1 - 8-43 AJ"FTý-6273



W0M TCLAT¶RE CHART II-1

THP Thrust Horsepower, BHP x ?, 550 ft-lbs/sec

(TsP) 5  Thrust Hosepover (Standard) 550 ft -lbo/eec

(THP)t Thrust Horsepower (Teot) 550 ft-lbs/sec

(T)ae Thrust Horsepower (Available Standard) 550 ft-lbs/sec

(TEP)at Thrust Horsepower (Available Test) 550 ft-lbs/sec

t Time

t Temperature OC or OF

ta Atmospheric Temperature eC or OF

tag Atmospheric Temperature (Standard) eC or OF

tat Atmospheric Temperature (Test) eC or OF

te Time Elapsed

ti Temperature (Indicated) eC or OF

tic Temperature (Indicated Instrument Corrected) eC or OF

A tic Temperature (Instrument Correction) *C or OF

At Compression Temperature Rise °C or OF

to Temperature (Static) °C or OF

to Tim of Start

tt Temperature (Total Flow) OC or 0F

V Velocity unuafly ft/eec

Vc Air Speed (Calibrated),Vic + AVP 0  knots or mph

Ve Air Speed (Equivalent) knots or mph

Vi Air Speed (Indicated) knots or mph

Vic Air Speed (Indicated Instrument Corrected), knots or mph
V1 +- aVic

A-Vi Instrument Correction for Vi knots or mph

~iet Indicated Air-speed Correction for Lag Condition knots or mph

AFW-6273 CHART II-I

8..44



NOMCIA•TM.. Cu"R n" -1

no Ram Zfficienoy

Duct Ram Effiolency (Total, 0hrona Nozual Shook
Wave and Duct)

74 Propeller Eficiency

Aircraft Climb Angle

sa T./TS,

X Lag Constant see

Ah Lag Conetant (Altimeter) sec

AhSL lag Constant (Altimeter, Sea Level) sec

At Lag Constant (Total Pressure) sec

AtSL Lag Constant (Total Preseure, Sea Level) see

SCoefficiency of Visoosity lbmQO/ft2

).cr )A~" Coefficient of Viseoslty 3.725 2 z9
(Stanard Sea Level) lb-gao/ft'c

1lne--tio Visaooity, •,/F ft 2 /l.o

Kinematia Viscosity (asa Level Standard) 1;66"5 1 I0
ft I too

rr Pi .11

f Air Denaity Jlug/ft3

Ss ,Air Density (Sea Level ,tandard) o.oc0378 .lug,/fLt

a ~~Air Density Ratio, 1p
Duct Ran Efficiency

Arm-6273 CIAET 1I-i
8-45



CHART II-2 SYSTE OF UNITS

ABSOLUTE UNITS GAVITATIONAL UNITS

British Metrio Physical
Name of Unit FPS System CGS System British Metric MIT system

Length 1 ft. I Cm 1 ft. .1 M L

Time I sec 1 se iee1 1 Bee T

Force 1 poundal 1 dyne 1 lb 1 Kg MLT-2

Area I ft 2  1 C2 i ft2  i i2_

Volume 1 t 3  1 a 3 i t 3  I ___3_--

Velocity 1 ft/sec 1 cm/sec 1 ft/Beo 1 M/sec LT- 1

Aoeleration 1 ft/sec2  1 cm/sec2 1 fJ/eeo2 1 M/seo2 LT"2

Vork or 2T2
Energ 1 ft-pdl. 1 erg 1 ft-lb I X3-M HL T

Pressure 1 pdi/ft2  1 dy•l 2  1 lb/ft2  I .r/2 ML-1T2

Momentum 1 pdl-seo 1 dyne-eec 1 lb-ueo 11 Kegec MLT"I

Power 1 ft-pdl I erg/seo 1 ft-).b 1 Kg-M MLFT"N
per eec. per sec per pc

Mass I ib 1 GW I slug isBlue M

Temperature 1 OR 1 "I oR 1 OK L2T-2

CHART 11-2 AF-R 6273
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3  ard Woo. (M4) CHART 11-3
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T 7 -IForce* (M4T-2)
Preseureor F rce per UnIt Area (E- 1'2)

" qr P 1x n c I M - 1j 9- 7 ( :t P4 - f4
CO UN '-4N K

o n~

.4*. ON'

0 ..-

P- v; 904'-4- c -

t'aM 0 C-

e -4H 0 CU

0~vm TaQd27 aU~o 80 r r

*Convrsior fatr e1-a4lt ndgaiaina nt pl
only~~C une stndr "oeerto I'- ogrvt onii
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I~near Velocity (LT 1) CHART 11-,3

p4:~ RO WNI 'p
=mOR zed BL.~ljx c fr\ t:

D 0 0 0 r
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CHART? XX-3 Lineair Acceleration (LT-2 )

'A ~ 0-4

pu pe zduooes zed

.mo.Zo If\l

pWOeOIzed #-

xuooq zedd

P11000 zed .o

puooos zod j.99oja

puoe e pw~~oo3 0%

.-I -1-301-\

454

CHART 11-3 AFPM 6273
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CZAR n1-3
Anguler Velocity (T-1 ) and Angular Acceleration CTý2 )__

*;tnaum zod alnu'~u
zed SUOT.fltOAG .

pizooou xwd awtumH

.zo eorixcg zed

paoos xeod 0% 0

pazoo*S .zed wuvpug

'00

0d%

'.4 14 -IIm

. 14

0 @

. 0M 00 0 0

14 0. Ow 1

AiM 6M? cumh 11-3
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CHART 11-3 &eVW ork anda Heat

MU C; -o P. - - -2

.u o, 
0

mu9cm

%0 - 24

A. 4 W t% 94 ftN 1

-~ a - D * o
NN V4of-@

.4 A

.84 4

'-4P, +4M10

~ ~M

CH4 E6 A3 6M
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Pmmi: or Rate of DoingWork (NL2T 3) CHMk~ 11-3
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